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Abstract

Translation difficulties are often the reflection of the differences between the

source and target cultures and linguistic systems. This research is a practical step

towards identifying cultural and linguistic difficulties in English/Arabic translation.

The researcher chose Al Azhar University-Palestine as a case study in order to base

the recommendations of this research on actual difficulties encountered by students

learning English/Arabic translation. The researcher chose 26 texts dealing with

different Western cultural subjects. Ten texts were devoted to political subjects in

Western, and particularly British, culture. Another ten texts dealt with different

Western, and particularly British, social subjects. Six texts were related to important

concepts in Christianity. Seven students from the English Department at Al Azhar

University-Palestine were asked to translate these texts. The researcher analysed 177

translated texts and identified various linguistic and cultural problems in their

translations. Students' choice of word order, connectors, active and passive, the

emphatic particle C) , tenses, transliterations and loan words, proper-noun equivalents,

singular and plural, definiteness and indefiniteness, classifiers, punctuation,

acronyms, metaphors, puns, collocations, polysemy, adverbs, use of colloquial Arabic

and other grammatical and stylistic errors are discussed. The above linguistic

difficulties were often the result of differences between the English and Arabic

linguistic systems. Other translation issues such as layout and use of alternative

translations are also analyzed in detail. Results indicate that cultural difficulties are

typically the result of differences between Western and particularly British, culture

and Arab Palestinian culture. Students' choice of cultural transplantation, literal

translation, translation by omission, translation by addition and the tendency of some

students' to reflect their own experiences, religion and culture in their translations are

also discussed.

On the basis of this research, I make practical recommendations to improve

translation teaching at Al Azhar University-Palestine. These recommendations are

mainly related to providing practical and wider pedagogical perspectives in

English/Arabic translation. The researcher suggests practical techniques and exercises

to overcome each area of linguistic, stylistic and cultural difficulties in English/Arabic

translation.



Chapter One: Introduction

1.0 Introduction

Language is not only the basic method used by human beings for

communication and debate, but also the medium that ties people together through

their cultures. In order to understand our humanity, we have to understand

language, without which, we would not be fully human beings. Wherever

mankind is found, language is found. It helps us form communities, exchange

meanings and pass on thoughts through time and place. Thus, we are tied to our

ancestors and our predecessors are tied to us. As human beings, we are equipped

to acquire and master language. The diversity of people and the distances that

separate them lead people to have different linguistic systems. However, language

is not only a set of verbal and syntactic forms. It also encodes a peculiar system of

ideas and thoughts. Culture is the general attitudes and views of life that gives

particular people their distinctive place in the world (Sapir 1949, 34). This means

that culture influences all aspects of life in a community. Culture affects peoples'

thoughts, behaviour and beliefs. Since language derives its meaning from culture,

all natural languages have the capacity to express all the range of experience of

their cultural communities. Translation necessitates a process of conveying

messages between different speakers of different systems of language. According

to Catford (1965, 20), "The replacement of textual material by equivalent textual

material is called translation". The fact that cultures vary and languages vary in

their form and content is undeniable. Translation difficulties are often the

reflection of cultural differences materialized by the differences between two

linguistic systems. Culture-specific lexicon reflects and expresses the interests and

needs of societies. So, the availability of certain lexical items or linguistic

expressions in one culture and their absence in another presents a serious

difficulty in the general process of translation. This is due to the fact that

languages are not copies of a universal reality, but each corresponds to a

particular organization of the human experience. Translators should be well

acquainted with at least the basic cultural features of the source and target

language in order to avoid serious pitfalls in their translations. "Translating



involves not just two languages, but a transfer from one culture to another"

(Dickins et al 2002, 29). Culture and language are closely interrelated, because

culture is mainly expressed through language. The vocabulary of a language

derives its meaning to a large extent from the wider cultural context in which this

language evolves and operates. Consequently, the absence of cultural background

knowledge of a text may restrict the possibility of an adequate translation.

Cultural problems often pose a greater difficulty for a translator than do linguistic_
problems (Aziz, 1982).

1.1 Need for the research

English is considered the first international language in politics, economics,

and commerce. It is also the language in which science is taught. Most medical,

technological and scientific publications are published in English. The vital role

which English plays in international communication and the growing impact of

the Arab nation on world affairs have created a demand for English/Arabic

translation in the Arab world. Translation nowadays finds increasing demand in

Palestine. This is due to the important role of international bodies such as the

United Nations. Moreover, there is a great demand for accurate translation of

international agreements related to Palestine. Palestinians also need to present

their beliefs and attitudes on the international scene. This goal necessitates

developing students' translation skills at Palestinian universities and overcoming

syntactic, semantic and cross-cultural problems in English-Arabic translation.

There are no adequate translation courses in Palestine. There have been few

attempts to design undergraduate and postgraduate translation syllabuses, and the

courses which exist lack a clear linguistic approach that combines translation

theory and practice. Al Azhar University is established recently and students at Al

Azhar University-Palestine lack efficient and systematic training in translation

theory, translation techniques and problem-solving strategies. The same as Other

universities in Palestine, students at Al Azhar University live under pressure from

the Israeli occupation and suffer the lack of systematic education during Intifada

times. This contributes widely to students' lack of competence in English/Arabic

translation. The researcher's decision to use Al Azhar University-Palestine as a

_ 7 _



case study is based on Nichol and Watson's view that "case studies embody

examples of real-world teaching and learning that are evaluated in terms of both

professional and learning outcomes. The production of a corpus of case-studies

provides an evidential base for generalisation, and, more importantly, for the

dissemination of good practice" (Nichol & Watson 2003, 134). Apart from the

general usefulness of the research findings, the importance of this study is

underlined by the notable weakness of Palestinian university students in English-

Arabic translation and the absence of previous studies in this specific context.

1.2 Statement of research problem

The problem addressed in this study can be stated in the following major

question:

What are the cultural and linguistic problems in English-Arabic translation faced

by students at Al Azhar University-Palestine?

Culture is "the complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, law,

customs and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of

society" (Taylor 1958, 1). This research focuses on areas of difficulty in English-

Arabic translation in relation to political, social and religious cultures and relates

students' translation problems to the broader Western and Arabic political, social

and religious background. This poses particular challenges in English/Arabic

translation. Due to the importance of linguistic problems in English/Arabic

translation, the researcher also investigates students linguistic problems and

relates them to a wider contrastive presentation of some aspects of the English

and Arabic linguistic systems.

1.3 Research hypotheses

Each language is associated with different cultural norms. The differences

between the source and target cultures are expected to pose difficulties in

students' translations. Thus, the first hypothesis in this research is that students at

the English Department in Al Azhar University-Palestine are expected to

encounter cultural problems in English-Arabic translation especially in translating

3



serves as a guide for student translators on how to overcome cultural and

linguistic problems in English-Arabic translation.

1.5 Importance of research

The importance of this research lies in the fact that it is an attempt to draw

translation teachers' attention to cultural and linguistic problems in English-

Arabic translation_ The insufficiency of previous practical studies related to this

subject is plain evidence for the importance of this research. The research also

forms part of the preparation and development of an English/Arabic translation

programme at Al Azhar University in Palestine.

1.6 Limitations of research

1.6.1 Academic limitation

The study focused on cultural and linguistic problems in English-Arabic

translation. Translation tasks in this thesis were chosen to be from English into

Arabic . This choice is supported by the fact that "translator training normally

focuses on translation into the mother tongue. Higher quality is achieved in that

direction than in translating into a foreign language" (Dickins et al 2002, 2).

1.6.2 Human limitation

The study is concerned with students studying English language at the

English Department, Al Azhar University-Palestine.

1.6.3 Time limitation

The study was conducted within the academic year 2001 -2002.

5



1.7 Structure of the thesis

The remainder of this thesis deals with the issues raised in this chapter.

Chapter two discusses theoretical issues related to translation in general. The

relationship between language, thought, culture and translation is discussed in

detail. Various definitions of translation, translation theories and approaches are

also provided. Chapter three deals with research methodology and design. Type of

research, research instruments, subjects of research, translation sample and

administration of translation tests are presented in detail in this chapter. Following

chapter three, readers who only require an overview of the issues should go

directly on to chapter four. Readers who require a detailed statement of the

research which underlies chapters four, five, six and seven should immediately

read chapter eight which provides a general analysis of students' of political,

social and religious texts following chapter three. Chapter four introduces some

cultural issues in English/Arabic translation. A detailed background about the

political culture in Britain is provided. The Western and particularly the British

social and religious cultures are compared with the Arabic social and religious

cultures. Chapter five discusses specific linguistic problems in English/Arabic

translation. English and Arabic morphology, syntax, determiners, definite and

indefinite articles, adjectives, adverbials, prepositions, modal auxiliaries, relative

clauses, direct and indirect speech and conjunctions are discussed in detail. In

chapter six, the researcher classifies research results according to the following

categories: general comprehension issues, linguistic and stylistic issues, wider

cultural issues and other translation issues such as layout, translation by omission,

translation by addition, use of alternative translations, ignoring the translation of

texts and titles. Charter seven presents research conclusions and

recommendations in a structure that mirrors the structure of chapter six in this

thesis. Chapter eight, as noted above, provides a general analysis of students'

translations. Chapter eight is exceptionally placed at the end of the thesis

following the conclusions and recommendations in chapter seven for two reasons:

(i) structurally the thesis is more coherent with chapter eight placed outside the

main body of the toct. Chapter eight is extremely long and would draw attention

away from the mail line of the argument of the thesis if placed immediately after

6



chapter three; (ii) chapter eight functions as a reference element to which the

arguments presented in chapters four, five, six and seven can be related. The

researcher has not treated chapter eight as an appendix because of the centrality of

the material presented in it to the entire thesis. The fact that chapter eight presents

the results of the translation analysis on which the whole thesis rests means it

must be regarded as an integral part of the thesis itself.

7



Chapter Two: Theoretical background

2.0 Introduction

Translation is an activity of enormous importance in the modem world and has

become an established area in language studies. Translation studies are a serious

discipline whose aim is to investigate the process of translation, to attempt to clarify the

question of equivalence and examine what constitutes meaning within that process.

Because theory and practice are linked together, understanding the processes can only

help in the production. It is important to investigate the practicality of translation theory

and its usefulness in providing insights in solving translation problems. Translation is

an art as well as a skill and a science (Newmark 1981, 36). It rests on three aspects: the

foreign and native cultures, the two languages, and the writer and the translator

respectively.

Chapter two deals with several aspects of the theoretical background to this

thesis. The relationship between language, thought, culture and translation is considered

first. Then, a survey of various definitions of translation and a brief overview of current

translation theories are provided. The purpose of this theoretical background is simply

to survey the field, in order to orient the readers towards the current "state of the art" in

translation studies. The researcher does not attempt to assess in detail the relative merits

of theories presented. The final section of this chapter considers the notion of

equivalence and translation loss.

2.1 The relationship between language, thought, culture

and translation

Communication between cultures can be achieved through translation.

Through translation, people are introduced to different languages and ways of

thought. It is important to understand the relation between language and culture in

order to train translators and interpreters. "What truly distinguishes translation is

that it takes place in the context of the relations between two cultures, two worlds

of thought and perception" (Delisle 1988, 74). To some extent, language reflects

culture by courtesy of its organization as a whole. For instance, the fact that

8



Bedouin Arabs have many different words for "camel" reflects the fact that the

camel is important to them. Halliday emphasizes that as each text has its

environment, the overall language system has its environment, which is the

context of culture. Just as language is manifested through texts, so a culture is

manifested through its situations. Newmark (1981, 183-185) argues that there is a

cultural value in translation. Language is partly the reflection of a culture.

Translators like linguists tend to define culture as the sum of people's customs

and ways of thinking. Culture is heavily indebted for its intellectual development

to translation. Nothing demonstrates the complexity of language and of specific

texts more vividly and explicitly than translation. Further, nothing exposes good

writing and bad writing as effectively as translation. Translation is important as a

source of diffusion of knowledge of every kind. By understanding the

development of every aspect of culture in other civilizations, people can also

enrich their understanding of their own culture.

Knowledge of the target culture is crucial for successful English-Arabic

translation. Poor comprehension may arise from lack of insight into the target

culture. There is a mismatch in cultural norms and beliefs between the Arab and

Western cultures. Each different language has its own individuality, which makes

it distinctive and peculiar to the people who speak it. Words denote things and put

them in a distinct category of thought. Language shapes a person's view of the

universe. As a result, differences between languages are not only related to the

linguistic system, but involve differences in the speakers' interpretation and

understanding of the world they live in. Languages classify knowledge in various

ways for the purposes of speech. Different languages classify experience on

different principles. In every language, groups of ideas are expressed by certain

phonetic symbols, which are different from one language to another. The

linguistic classifications reflect the ideas and ways of thinking which is the part of

a culture. Variations among languages reflect the historical experiences of the

people who speak them because such experiences give rise to people's thoughts

and perceptions. Such thoughts and perceptions are connected to their language.

Sapir in his book "Language and Environment" developed these ideas and

emphasized that these classified experiences are shared between members of a

group who live in the same environment and speak the same language. Sapir
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explained that language classifications do not merely reflect ideas but also shape

them since they are organized in a coherent organizing system. Sapir argued that

culture influences language. The physical environment that surrounds speakers

and has an influence on their language is itself influenced by social factors. The

influence of culture on language is mediated by its influence on thought.

According to Sapir, thought has cultural and linguistic dimensions. The cultural

dimension is the content of thought and the linguistic dimension is the formal

aspect of thought. As a result, thoughts act as an intermediary between culture and

language. The influence of culture on language is manifested essentially through

the lexical level of the language. There is a strong link between language and

identity. This relation is evident in form, which identify and express concepts that

are important to the speech community. For instance, Arab Bedouins have

different names for the camel, as already mentioned, and sand dunes because they

are part of the environment that surrounds them. Eskimos have different names

for snow. Words are created to suit the environment in which they are used. The

importance of a certain element in a certain community encourages the

development of separate lexical items to describe this element in its various

forms. Language is not only an important part of culture, but it is also the basis for

every cultural activity, which makes it the strongest reflection of society. All

languages produce meanings. These meanings result from the attitude towards the

classification of the universe by a certain community. The differences between

communities with regard to meanings are culturally determined.

2.2 Definitions of translation

Arguably, no comprehensive definition for the term "translation" has been

provided. This is due to the fact that theorists differ on its precise nature and the

processes involved, despite their apparent agreement on the main factors. Most

definitions of translation, however, may be classified under one of two headings.

The first is concerned with what is involved in translation as a process. An

example is Catford's definition (cf. chapter 2, section 2.3.1). The second group of

definitions concentrates on translation as a product, and describes what good

translations should be like. An example is Nida's definition (cf. chapter 2, section
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2.3.2). Product-oriented theories depend on the concept of equivalence.

Definitions of this type typically focus on the issue of transferring content,

substituting one form for another or rendering both form and content into another

language.

The researcher will present Catford's, Nida's, Newmark's, and Hatim and

Mason's definitions in this section and illustrate their translation theories and

approaches in (chapter 2, section 2.3). I have chosen these authors because of

their importance in translation studies, and because they are representative of a

range of different types of approach to the subject.

Catford (1965, 1) defines translation as "a process of substituting a text in

one language for a text in another". Thus, translation is considered an operation

performed on languages. Catford builds his definition on the concept of

equivalence, describing translation as the replacement of textual material in one

language by equivalent textual material in another language. He considers the

central problem of translation to be finding target language equivalents. Catford

distinguishes between full and partial translation, depending on the extent to

which the source language text is submitted to the translation process. In a full

translation, the entire text is submitted to the translation process and every part of

the source text is replaced by target text material (1965, 2-20). On the other hand,

in partial translation, some parts of the source language text are left untranslated,

and they are simply transferred to and incorporated in the target text (1965, 21).

Catford also distinguishes between total and restricted translations. These are

related to the levels of language involved in translation. Total translation is

defined as "the replacement of source language grammar and lexis by equivalent

target language grammar and lexis with consequential replacement of source

language phonology/graphology by (non-equivalent) target language

phonology/graphology" (1965, 22). In contrast, restricted translation means "the

replacement of source language textual material by equivalent target language

textual material at only one level" (1965, 22). Catford makes a clear

differentiation between rank-bound and rank-unbound translation. This relate to

the rank in a grammatical (or phonological) hierarchy at which translation

equivalence is established. Rank-bound translation is an attempt to select target

language equivalents at the same rank. Translation is usually rank-bound at word



or morpheme rank; it sets up word-to-word or morpheme-to-morpheme

equivalences, but not equivalences between higher rank units such as the group,

clause or sentence (1965, 25). For instance, a word-rank bound translation is

useful for certain purposes such as illustrating in a crude way differences between

the source language and the target language in the structure of higher-rank units.

On the other hand, unbound translation is normal in total translation in which

equivalents shift freely up and down the rank scale (1965, 25).

Nida and Taber (1969, 12) define translation as "producing in the receptor

language the closest natural equivalent of the source language message, first in

terms of meaning and secondly in terms of style". Giving priority to the target

reader or audience, they "... attach greater importance to the forms understood

and accepted by the audience for which a translation is designed than to the forms

which may possess a longer linguistic tradition or have greater literary prestige"

(Nida and Taber 1969, 31). Nida and Taber emphasize the importance of

understanding the original text before constructing the target language text. Nida

(1964, 14) argues that "Translation is the interpretation of verbal signs of one

language by means of verbal signs of another".

Newmark (1981, 7) defines translation as "a craft consisting in the attempt

to replace a written message and/or a statement in one language by the same

message and/or statement in another language". He (1988,5) states that

"translation is rendering the meaning of a text into another language in the way

that the author intended the text". Newmark (1981,18) shares Benjamin's (1932)

view that translation goes beyond enriching the language and culture of a country

which it contributes to, beyond renewing and maturing the life of the original text,

beyond expressing and analysing the most intimate relationships of languages

with each other and becomes a way of entry into a universal language.

Hatim and Mason (1990,1) consider translation as "a communicative

process which takes place within a social context. It is a useful test case for

examining the whole issue of the role of language in social life and creating a new

act of communication of a previously existing one". Translation is also a matter of

choice, but choice is always motivated: omissions, additions and alterations may

indeed be justified in relation to intended meaning.



2.3 Translation theories and approaches

Most translation theories are constructed within the domain of language

studies. They draw attention to the role of linguistics in building various

translation definitions. Newmark (1981, 5) states the importance of linguistics to

translation theory as follows: "Translation theory derives from comparative

linguistics, and within linguistics, it is mainly an aspect of semantics, all questions

of semantics relate to translation theory". Translation is also a subject of interest

to many linguists who have approached it from different points of views. Such

different views about translation theory show how closely translation theory

relates to the philosophy of language. The structuralist view of language, for

example, is different from the functionalist. Based on their different views of

language, different theorists also have different views related to the translation

process. As Kelly (1979, 34) emphasizes, "Each stream of language theory

corresponds to a theory of translation. All linguistic schools or trends devoted part

of their work to translation problems". Since the 1950s, some writers have started

to investigate possible theories related to the practice of translation within

translation studies. The focus has recently shifted towards the relationship

between linguistics, culture and translation. Theories, which depend upon

comparative linguistics and semantics, are considered linguistic (Baker (ed.)

1998, 118). Theories which adopt the communicative method are called socio-

linguistic. There is also a newer orientation gradually moving from the mainly

sentence-oriented approach towards more discoursal and macro-textual

approaches such as discourse analysis. This aims at providing the language user

with adequate tools to deal with aspects and properties of language beyond

sentence-oriented theories. According to Hatim and Mason (1990, 35),

"Translation theory has indeed, moved away from its sentence-based stage and

has taken a discoursal and macro-textual orientation which not only operates on

the textual and discoursal level in both source text analysis and transfer, but also

considers translating as a dynamic communicative act, and restores to the

translator the central role in a process of cross-cultural communication and ceases

to regard equivalence merely as a matter of entities within texts".

There has also been a great change in the theoretical basis of translation. In

the past, the emphasis was on achieving a translation theory based on source texts.
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The focus was on translation products rather than processes. Then, translation

entered its linguistic phase when the translation process and the crucial concept of

"equivalence" were investigated in a more systematic and scientific manner. With

the early developments in linguistics, the craft of translation was increasingly

influenced by the new emerging disciplines such as sociology, psychology and

communication theory. Thus different translation theories emerged from these

disciplines. Many translation theorists, such as Nida, Catford and Newmark are

linguists who have applied current linguistic theories to the activity of translation.

Catford based his translation approach on structural linguistic theory. Nida based

his translation theory on transformational generative grammar. Newmark adopted

a more eclectic approach, borrowing from different linguistic theories. Hatim and

Mason aimed to develop a proper and complete translation theory. Some linguists

such as Halliday developed socio-linguistic theories (systemic-functional

grammar/the theory of context, text and grammar), which were used by other

writers as bases for translation theories.

2.3.1 Linguistic and socio-linguistic translation theories

Translation theory really began with Eugene Nida's (1964) "Towards the

science of translating" and Catford's (1965) "A linguistic theory of translation".

This was the first time that linguistics began to concern itself with translation.

Crucial notions such as discourse, context and text had a great impact on

translation theories. "The relationship of linguistics to translation can be twofold:

one can apply the findings of linguistics to the practice of translation, and one can

have a linguistic theory of translation as opposed to a semantic theory of

translation" (Baker (ed.) 1998, 119). Other approaches related translation to

communication, considering the linguistic ground for a translation theory

insufficient. Sociolinguistic approaches, for example, do not neglect linguistic

structures. They view them, however, in terms of their function in

communication. The translator must be aware of the extra-linguistic factors for

the interpretation of the text such as the social setting. Due to the fact that there

are many different views of translation theory, the researcher will focus her

presentation on a number of central figures. These are Catford, Nida, Newmark,

Halliday and Hassan, and Hatim and Mason.
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2.3.2 Catford's theory of translation

In the preface to his "Linguistic Theory of Translation", Catford (1965, vii)

states that there is a mutual influence between language and translation. The

theory of translation is concerned with a certain type of relation between

languages and is consequently a branch of comparative linguistics. He explains

that translation is connected to language. So the analysis and description of'

translation processes must make considerable use of categories set up for the

description of language. In other words, it must draw upon a theory of language —

a general linguistic theory. Translation is seen as an operation performed on

languages. Although language is a vehicle of communication, it is viewed as a

patterned behaviour based on structuralist linguistic theory. Catford also stresses

the importance of the role of context in the translation process. According to

Catford (1965, 32), a formal correspondent is any target language category, which

may be said to occupy, as nearly as possible, the same place in the economy of the

target language as the given source language category occupies in the source

language. Thus, formal correspondence between languages is nearly always

approximate and it can be most easily established at relatively high levels of

abstraction. Formal correspondence can only be established ultimately on the

basis of textual equivalence at some point. A textual translation equivalent is a

target language form as a text or portion of text, which is observed to be the

equivalent of a given source language form as a text or portion of text. Catford

stresses the importance of meaning particularly in total translation. Formal

relations are relations between one formal item and others in the same language

(1965, 35). The various formal relations into which a form enters constitute its

formal meaning. Thus, formal meaning can rarely be the same in two languages.

Similarly, equivalence in total translation is possible only if the source language

and target language texts are interchangeable in a given situation. Contextual

relations mean the relationship of grammatical or lexical items to linguistically

relevant elements in the situations in which the items operate or in texts (1965,

36). The ranges of situational elements which are found to be relevant to a given

linguistic form constitute the contextual meaning of that form.



Catford (1965, 56-71) proposes four types of translation. The first is

phonological translation. Here, the source language phonology of a text is

replaced by the equivalent target language phonology. The grammar and lexis of

the source language text remain unchanged. The second is graphological

translation. Here, the source language graphology of a text is replaced by

equivalent target language graphology. The basis for equivalence is relationship

to the same graphic substance. The third type of translation is grammatical

translation. Here, the source language grammar of a text is replaced by equivalent

target language grammar, but with no replacement of lexis. The basis for

equivalence is relationship to the same situation substance. The final type of

translation is lexical translation. Here, the source language lexis of a text is

replaced by equivalent target language lexis, but with no replacement of grammar.

The basis of equivalence is relationship to the same situation-substance.

Catford also distinguishes between formal correspondence and textual

equivalence. He (1965, 27) considers textual equivalence to obtain when any

target language form as a text or portion of text is observed to be an equivalent of

a given source language form as a text or portion of a text. Textual equivalence

means that source language and target language have to function in the same way

and in the same situation. All items of the source and target texts are equivalent

when they are interchangeable in a given context. Formal correspondence (1965,

27) involves any target language category "unit, class, structure, element of

structure, etc." which can be said to occupy, as nearly as possible, the same place

in the economy of the target language as the given source language category

occupies in the source language. Thus, translation is reduced to a purely structural

exercise in which syntactic and grammatical relations are given priority over

semantic and cultural aspects. Translation consists of replacing each word in the

source language text by one in the target language text. It defines classes, abstract

rules and grammatical categories to search for the correct target language

equivalent lexicon/syntax. This approach is a direct application of traditional

grammar. Fawcett (1997, 55-56) criticizes Catford's linguistic theory of

translation as being disappointing: "Much of his text on restricted translation

"translating grammar or alphabet" seems motivated mainly by a desire for

theoretical completeness, covering all the aspects of his model, and is out of touch

with what most translators have to do. Even though the process is based on a
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linguistic procedure called "communication" which works well in discovering the

structural description of a language, it becomes dubious in application to

translation".

2.3.3 Nida's approach

Nida (1964a, 61-68) incorporates linguistic notions derived from

transformational generative grammar such as surface and deep structure in his

translation method. Nida illustrates the differences between surface and deep

structure in the following example: "the fat major's wife" is a single surface

structure, which includes the following two deep structures "The fat major has a

wife", or "the major has a fat wife" (1964a, 61). Nida suggests some practical

methods for a linguistic translation theory geared towards efficient translation.

One of his methods is to reduce the source text to its structurally simplest and

most semantically evident kernels. The kernel constructions in any language are

the minimal number of structures from which the rest can be most efficiently and

relevantly derived (1946a, 66). In other words, kernels are the basic structures of

different languages.

Another method of translation is to transfer the meaning from the source

language to the receptor language on a structurally simple level and generate the

stylistically and semantically equivalent expression in the receptor language.

Nida's aim is to transfer the deep structure of the source texts to the deep structure

of the target language and then generate a surface structure, which is considered

the translated version. Transferring the deep structure is considered an important

issue in translation, since the meaning can be more adequately determined in

terms of the deep structure than the surface structure. Thus, according to Nida,

finding equivalence is made an easier task. Nida and Taber (1969) also draw

attention to the role of context in translation; highlighting the different ways

languages map reality and the effect of such differences on language organization,

use and processing.



2.3.4 Newmark's approach

Basing himself on a number of different linguistic theories, Newmark (1981,

19-26) proposes an eclectic translation approach. According to him "translation

theory is the body of knowledge that we have and have still to have about the

process of translating, extending from general principles to guidelines,

suggestions and hints". Translation theory, like translation, has no particular

bounds (1981, 19). Being eclectic, it draws its material from many sources. It

attempts to give some insight into the relation between thought, meaning and

language; the universal, cultural and individual aspects of language and

behaviour, the understanding of cultures; the interpretation of texts that may be

clarified and even supplemented by way of translation. It introduces all that is or

may be involved in the translation process by offering principles and guidelines.

Newmark believes that the central concern of translation theory is to determine an

appropriate method of translation. It is concerned with both linguistic and cultural

factors in the translation process. Translation theory goes hand in hand with

translation methodology at every stage, so it acts as a body of reference both for

the translation process and for translation criticism. Translation theory also goes

into areas beyond linguistics; the decision on the quality of a source language

text; arguments about various procedures for translating institutional or cultural

terms and what is important or unimportant in the sense and sounds of a text. It

precipitates a methodology concerned with making the translator pause and think

about the translation process. It is also concerned with precise concrete instances.

Since translation theory is applied to a potentially unlimited variety of texts, and

is not basically concerned with comparing language systems, its theorizing

function consists of identifying a general or particular problem, enumerating the

various options, relating them to the target text reader, proposing a solution and

then discussing the generality of the problem for future use. It is pointless and

sterile if it does not arise from the problem of translation practice, from the need

to stand back and reflect, to consider all the factors, within the text and outside it,

before coming to a decision. The ultimate aim of translation theory is to determine

appropriate translation methods for the widest possible range of texts. It is

concerned with choices and decisions. It also provides a framework of principles,
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restricted rules and hints for translating texts and criticizing translations, a

background for problem solving. Thus translation theory covers a wide range of

useful attempts to assist the individual translator both by stimulating him/her to

write better and to suggest points of agreement on common translation problems.

Newmark emphasizes that assumptions and propositions normally arise only

from practice, and the importance of offering examples of originals and their

translations. A general translation theory cannot propose a single method, but

must be concerned with the full range of text types and their corresponding

translation criteria, as well as the major variables involved. So, the main reason

for formulating a translation theory is to proposed methods of translation related

to and derived from translation practise for teaching translation.

The concepts of communicative and semantic translation represent

Newmark's main contribution to general translation theory. In his book

"Approaches to Translation" (1981,40-50), Newmark states the importance of

communicative translation. "In communicative translation, one has the right to

correct or improve the logic; to replace clumsy with elegant, or at least functional,

syntactic structures; to remove obscurities; to eliminate repetition.... One has the

right to correct mistakes of facts and slips, normally stating what one has done in

a footnote. The difference between communicative and semantic translations is

that such corrections and improvements are usually inadmissible in semantic

translation" (Newmark 1981, 42). Unlike semantic translation, communicative

translation encourages translators to modify the source text to communicate its

message to the target readers. Communicative translation is concerned with

receptors in the context of a language and cultural variety. Semantic translation is

concerned with the transmitter usually as an individual. The aim of semantic

translation is to create the precise flavour and tone of the original.

Newmark also asserts the importance of text typology in the translation

process. Identifying the text type provides the source text reader with clues to

understanding the choices and decisions made by the text producer at any level of

the text. Newmark (1981, 12-14) distinguishes three types of texts corresponding

to three functions of language. The first of these is the expressive-function. This is

self-expressive, creative and subjective. It is author—centred and a personal use of

language. The expressive function usually exists in literature and authoritative
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texts. The ideal style of translation is individual because the focus is on the writer

more than the reader. The emphasis of the text is on the source language. The

second function is the vocative function. This is reader-centred. It includes all the

resources with which the writer affects the reader and makes him/her get the

message. It is social, emotive, affective, directive, dynamic, suggestive, and

persuasive. The vocative function usually exists in laws and regulations,

propaganda, popular literature and notices. The ideal style of translation is

persuasive or imperative, aiming to emphasize the target language. The focus will

be on the reader. The final function is the informative function. This emphasizes

the extra linguistic information content of the text. It is objective, descriptive,

referential, intellectual, representational, denotative or cognitive. The informative

function is usually found in scientific and technical reports and textbooks. The

ideal style of translation is neutral and objective. The text emphasis is on the

target language. The focus of translation is on situation (1981, 14-15). Newmark

states that the three functions co-exist in all texts in varying degrees and that it is

the dominant function which determines the text type. All texts have an

informative function.

In terms of the application of semantic and communicative translation

methods to the three text types, Newmark maintains that vocative and informative

text types demand a communicative translation method. This is due to the fact that

they rely on socio-cultural context. Expressive text types, by contrast, require a

semantic translation method. Communicative translation attempts to produce an

effect as close as possible to that produced on the source text readers. Like Nida's

dynamic equivalence, it seems to be favoured on the grounds that it can be used as

a measure of translation adequacy because it lays emphasis on the reader of the

target language. The target reader should not anticipate difficulties or obscurities

and would expect a generous transfer of foreign elements into his/her own culture

and language where necessary because it is essential to avoid any loss of meaning

in the target language. On the other hand, semantic translation is considered an

attempt to render as closely as allowed by the target language the semantic and

syntactic structures of the source language. Due to the differences between the

source language and target language, structure is sacrificed at the expense of other

elements in including meaning, and thus loss of structure is inevitable. Within this



type, both grammar (form) and semantics (content) are seen as one unit.

According to Newmark (1981, 39), semantic translation is more complex, more

awkward, more detailed, and more concentrated, and pursues the thought

processes rather than the intention of the transmitter. It is considered more

informative and less effective.

2.3.5 Halliday and Hassan's approach

As a functionalist, Halliday defines the goal of a functional theory of

language as explaining linguistic structure, and linguistic phenomena, by

reference to the notion that language plays a certain part in our lives; that it is

required to serve certain universal types of demand. It approaches language

through text. His theory establishes six levels:

-Social system: the world of abstract relations and consciousness as well as the

physical world.

-Register: the variety of language used in a particular situational context or the

contextual dimensions of social meaning. This represents the socio-contextual or

semiotic resources from a socio-cultural system, which apply in a given situation,

determining the choice of meaning options in the semantic system of language.

The parameters of register are field (which specifies the subject matter and

includes reference to persons, things, nature of activities and attributes to the

entities involved), tenor (personal tenor is concerned with the social roles of the

participants together with their status relationships, while functional tenor is

concerned with determining the social function or role of an utterance, identifying

the purpose for which the language is being used) and mode (this refers to the

medium and channel of the text) (Morley 1985, 47-48).

-Semantics: register is realized by semantics. It has three functional components:

ideational, interpersonal and textual (Morley 1985, 50-81).

-Lexicogrammar: this realises the semantics. It is the level of wording (Morley

1985, 49).

-Phonology: this realizes lexicogran-unar. It is the level of sounding (Morley 1985,

49).



-Phonetics: this is the ultimate 'output', and involves the actual sounds, which are

uttered, or the physical graphic marks in writing (Morley 1985, 49).

Each level realizes the one above it, i.e. it brings the analysis closer to the

phonetic or graphic substance. The linguistic system proper comprises three of the

above levels: phonology, lexicogrammar and semantics. The social system and

register are above the linguistic system. In contrast, phonetics is below the

linguistic system. Within each level, there are different ranks. In phonology,

Halliday recognizes phoneme, syllable, and foot and tone group. Within

lexicogrammar, he recognises morpheme, word, group/phrase, clause and clause

complex. The text is regarded as a semantic unit, rather than a lexico-grammatical

one. Within each level, as well as ranks, Halliday recognizes different

"components" or "strands". At the level of register, as already noted, Halliday

talks about field, mode and tenor. Field is realised at the semantic level by the

ideational component. This accounts for the underlying content of an utterance. It

handles all types of processes, qualities, participating entities and circumstances

(1985, 50). Tenor is realized by the interpersonal component. This deals with the

interactional and personal aspects of grammar (1985, 61). Finally, mode is

realized by the textual component. This accounts for the thematic organisation

and the information structure of the prepositional content of the sentence. It

handles relationships of cohesion within and between sentences (1985, 70).

According to Morley (1985, 48), the inclusion of the semantic level in the

grammar, which is a feature of Halliday's approach from the late 1960s onwards,

makes a considerable difference to the overall appearance of the linguistic system.

In including a semantic level, Halliday lays the foundations for the enhanced

nature of modern systemic grammar. The systemic description becomes the

underlying form of representation, since the structural description is derivable

from it. The systemic component, which provides the rationale for the title of

grammar, derives its name from the fact that it is made up of systems, each having

a set of features. Systemic grammar formally incorporates a semantic functional

dimension. It interprets a language as being an enormous systems network of

meaning potentials. Texts include structures that are related to the ideational and

interpersonal components and texture is related to the textual component.

Cohesion, in particular, is an important element in text texture. It is a relationship



between elements of a text where the proper interpretation and understanding of

one element depends on that of another (Morley 1985, 76).

As mentioned previously, socio-linguistic approaches do not neglect

linguistic structures. They view them in terms of their function in communication.

The translator must be aware of the extra-linguistic factors such as the social

setting, which are important for proper interpretation of the text. Culture forms the

language-external relations, being a property of a community, especially those

that might distinguish it from other communities. Halliday and Hassan (1976,10-

48) consider texts as cohesive and coherent units. They render continuity and

explicitness in their surface structure (i.e. cohesive ties can indicate co-reference).

Text meaning can be achieved through reader's interpretations. These

interpretations are based on coherent semantic relations underlying the text (cf.

deep structure) as well as on cohesive clues found in the surface text. The notion

of texture, which includes both coherence and cohesion, is considered a crucial

textual aspect in understanding the meaning of the source text. As a result, notions

of equivalence at textual levels are more important than notions of equivalence at

sentence level. Coherence is a universal phenomena and more easily transferable

than cohesion. This is due to fact that coherence is expressed through continuity

in the textual world underlying text and the semantic relations existing between

concepts and events are universal. Types of cohesive devices and the way they are

used in texts are language-specific and may change from one language to another,

depending on the grammatical rules, norms and convention operating in it. So, the

translator should relay the semantic relations underlying the text, together with

their intended meaning to the target reader. Both should be made recoverable

through cohesive devices and clues available in the target language.

Halliday and Hassan (1976,52-56) also introduce text structure as another

dimension in their approach. They consider the unity of any text as a combination

of unity of texture and structure. The contextual configurations being a specific

set of values that realise field, tenor and mode enable the reader to make

assumptions, statements and predictions about the text structure, as well as about

the choices made in organizing the text, such as obligatory and optional elements,

their location and their frequency. According to the two authors, context creates

the text because our knowledge of the context of the situation provides us with

adequate means to make assumptions and hypotheses about the text. Moreover, it
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enables the translator to explain and justify the choices made by the text producer

and thus to understand and interpret the text (Halliday and Hassan 1976, 38-40).

2.3.6 Hatim and Mason's theory

The analysis of text structure draws the attention of Hatim and Mason

(1990, 169-178) to the importance of the language/culture-specific nature of

conventions, norms and restrictions set up for text organization. These

conventions underline the potential differences between languages in this area, as

well as the importance of taking such aspects into consideration in translation.

Hatim and Mason consider that the task of translators with respect to source text

analysis is to determine the strategy followed by the text producer in organizing

the text. In order to do this, the text analyst needs to identify the hierarchically

ordered constituent "elements" and "sequences" which make up the text. This

should be done in the light of clues from the text itself, the context of situation,

the larger cultural context and the crucial rhetorical purpose underlying the text.

Hatim and Mason (1990,140) lay particular stress on two notions: "text

strategy" and "text type". "Text strategy" is the strategy or plan set up by the text

producer to organize his/her text, according to a specific communicative and

rhetorical purpose. "Text type" is a "conceptual framework" on the basis of which

texts are classified according to their rhetorical purpose and the communicative

goal of their text producer." Text typology" is a crucial notion in text-linguistic

theory. Its aim is to provide the reader with tools and criteria to perceive and

produce texts based on their affiliation to specific types such as "narrative",

"descriptive", "argumentative" and "instructional".

Hatim and Mason also stress the importance of translation procedures in

transferring the source language into the target language. Depending on the type

they are affiliated to, texts display common characteristics related to their

structure, texture, and choice of grammatical devices (Hatim and Mason 1990,

73,148-160). Identifying the text type enables the translator to find the best

equivalence at both, the macro- and micro-textual levels of the text. The authors

also believe that translators should be aware of the textual restrictions "constraints

imposed by language-specific norms and conventions in relation to different text-



types". The communicative intention of the text producer and the overall

rhetorical purpose underlying the source text should be preserved and conveyed in

the target text to achieve proper equivalence. The translator, as the reader of the

source text, needs to identify the writer's communicative goal in order to

understand the text and the strategies used in its production. This sheds light on

the notion that the production and reception of language is seen as a transaction or

negotiation of meaning between the receiver/reader/listener and the text

producer/writer/speaker. The text producer makes choices and decision when

building the text based on assumptions about the readers' expectations as well as

his/her potential response. As the producer of the target text, the translator

reconstitutes the message of the source text by adapting it to his to his/her target

text readers, in order to match their experience, knowledge and expectations.

According to Hatim and Mason (1990, 92), the role of the translator as a source

text reader is to construct a model of the intended meaning in the source text and

form judgments about the likely impact of the source text on intended receivers.

The translator as a text producer operates in a different socio-cultural

environment, from the source text writer, seeking to reproduce his interpretation

of meaning in such a way as to achieve the intended effect on target text readers.

Hatim and Mason's translation theory echoes Newmark's approach in many

respects. Both approaches emphasize the importance of context in determining the

appropriate meaning. Like Hatim and Mason, Newmark also emphasizes that the

areas of text-linguistics, cohesion and discourse analysis have evident application

in translation theory. Discourse analysis can be seen as an essential point of

reference for clarifying semantically undetermined expressions and establishing

the significance of connectives in the source language text.

2.4 Translation Equivalence

"Translation equivalence is the relationship between a source text and a

target text that allows the target text to be considered as a translation of a source

text in the first place. Equivalence relationships are also said to hold between

parts of the source texts and parts of target texts" (Baker (ed.) 1998, 77).

Although equivalence is considered an essential concept in several translation



theories (e.g. Catford 1965 and Nida & Taber 1969, who defined translation in

terms of equivalence), it is a controversial concept in translation studies. Some

linguists reject the theoretical notion of equivalence considering its function as

relative. For instance, Baker (1992, 6) notes, "the term equivalence is adopted ...

for the sake of convenience.....although equivalence can usually be obtained to

some extent, it is influenced by a variety of linguistic and cultural factors and is

therefore always relative". Snell-liomby (1988, 22) also considers equivalence to

be unsuitable as a basic concept in translation theory because "it is imprecise and

ill defined". Others, however, consider it a positive notion in translation theory.

Fawcett (1997, 53) suggests an important equivalence "check-list", which

includes five frames of reference constituting word and text meaning:

-Denotation meaning/referential meaning/ the object or concept referred to.

-Connotational meaning. This includes nine subcategories: language

level/elevated, poetic, formal, normal, familiar, colloquial, slang, vulgar,

sociolect/ the jargon of different social groups such as students, dialect/ the

language of particular region, medium/ written or spoken, style/ old-fashioned,

trendy, etc., frequency/ common versus rare words, domain/ normal, scientific,

technical, value/positive versus negative and "emotional tone/ neutral, cold,

warm, etc.

-Textual norms/ the kind of language typical of such things as legal texts or

instructions for use, etc.

-Pragmatic meaning/ reader expectations.

-Linguistic form/ rhyme, rhythm, metaphor, etc.

Dicicins et al (2002, 5) provide a practical approach to equivalence. They

propose that one should not seek absolute equivalence at all levels in translation.

Rather it is necessary to decide which aspects of the source language are to be

given priority in translation (phonological, metrical, semantic, generic, etc.). It is

also necessary to accept that in practice, there is likely to be some translation loss

at all levels. That is to say, it is highly unlikely that one can preserve any aspect of

the source text in the target text or produce corresponding features in the target

text, to those of the source text, which can reasonably be regarded as entirely

equivalent. The important point is to minimise translation loss in those aspects of

the target text which are prioritised, accepting greater translation loss in those
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aspects which are not prioritised. The matrix in Dicldns et al (2002, 5) for

assessing equivalence between source text and target text comprises four main

levels:

- Genre matrix: This matrix deals with the question whether the source text and

the target text oral or written, literary (e.g. short stories), religious (e.g.

Quranic commentary), philosophical (e.g. essay on good and evil), empirical

(e.g. scientific paper), persuasive (e.g. advertisement), or hybrid (e.g. job

contract).

Semantic matrix: This matrix deals with denotative meaning (e.g. synonyms),

attitudinal meaning (e.g. hostile attitude to referent), associative meaning (e.g.

gender stereotyping of referent), affective meaning (e.g. offensive attitude to

addressee), allusive meaning (e.g. echo of proverb), collocative meaning (e.g.

collocative clash), reflected meaning (e.g. play on words) and metaphorical

meaning (e.g. original metaphor).

- Formal matrix: This matrix deals with the question of whether there are

significant features on the phonic/graphic level (e.g. alliteration), prosodic

level (e.g. rhythm), grammatical level (e.g. lexis) and syntax, sentential level

(e.g. subordination), discourse level (e.g. cohesion markers) and intertextual

level (e.g. Quranic allusion).

Varietal matrix: This matrix deals with tonal register (e.g. ingratiating tone),

social register (e.g. Islamist intellectual), sociolect (e.g. urban working class)

and dialect (e.g. Egyptianisms).

In this thesis, the researcher will make use mainly of categories taken from

Dickins et al (2002, 5) in considering translation equivalence in relation to the

analysis of the translation sample, since these have proved of practical

applicability in considering Arabic/English translation.



Chapter Three: Research methodology and

design

3.0 Introduction

Chapter three explains the type of research, description of research instruments,

subjects of research, translation sam_ples of research, administration of translation

tests and statistical analysis of some aspects of translation difficulties.

3.1 Type of research

According to Kussmaul (1995, 4), "Product-oriented .... translation quality

assessment can be divided into three steps, description of errors (looking at the

symptoms), finding the reasons for the errors (diagnosis), and pedagogical help

(therapy)". This research is product-oriented. It describes cultural and

grammatical errors made by students at Al Azhar University (chapter 8), tries to

find the reason behind students' errors (chapters 4, 5) and suggests pedagogical

help (chapter 7). The orientation is practical because the research provides

recommendations based on students' errors at Al Azhar University.

3.2 Research instruments

Three translation tests were conducted related to various cultural aspects of

Western and particularly British culture.

3.2.1 Political culture test

This test comprises ten texts dealing with political topics related to Western

and particularly British culture. The themes of these texts were chosen to reflect

important aspects of Western political culture such as political parties,

globalisation, the European Union, the Euro and human rights. Each text focuses

on a specific political aspect. The test aims at exposing students to various aspects

of political culture through the translation task. The analysis of students'



translations is the source for the analysis of their cultural, linguistic and stylistic

errors.

3.2.2 Social culture test

This test comprises ten texts dealing with social topics related to Western

and particularly British culture. The themes of these texts were carefully chosen

to reflect aspects of Western and particularly British social culture such as asylum

seekers, addiction, the child care system, domestic violence, the National Health

Service and gay rights. Each text focuses on a specific social aspect. The test aims

at exposing students to various aspects of social culture through the translation

task. The analysis of students' translation tasks is the source for the analysis of

students' cultural, linguistic and stylistic errors.

3.2.3 Religious culture test

This test comprises six texts related to Christian religious culture. The

themes of these texts were carefully chosen to reflect important aspects of

Christian religious culture such as baptism, confirmation, Christian worship,

Eucharist and the early church. Each text focuses on a specific Christian religious

aspect. The test aims at exposing students to various aspects of Christianity

through the translation task. The analysis of students' translation tasks is the

source for the analysis of students' cultural, linguistic and stylistic errors.

3.3 Subjects of research

The subjects of this research are seven female students from the English

Department at Al Azhar University in Gaza, Palestine.

3.3.1 Students' background

The subjects of this research are fourth-year students who have passed their

Tawjihi (school leaving) exams. Their mastery of the English language is

considered satisfactory for several reasons:
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-These students have successfully passed the entry requirements and the entrance

exam for the English Department at Al Azhar University.

-They have subsequently studied for three years at the English Department in Al

Azhar University.

-These students have had translation experience during their study at Al Azhar

University. They have finished five translation courses during their three years at

Al Azhar University. However, none of these courses were taught by a specialist

in translation studies.

Students have been chosen from the female section at Al Azhar University.

At Al Azhar University, men and women are taught separately, which is

considered preferred practise at Islamic universities. As a female, it is easier for

the researcher to have access to women.

3.4 Translation sample

The translation sample which has been analysed consists of 26 source texts

to be translated by 7 students constitute half the total population of female

students studying at the Arts section of the English Department at Al Azhar

University-Palestine. In principle, this would give a total of 181 target texts.

However, one student ignored the translation of 4 texts. Thus, 177 texts were in

fact translated. This sample has been analysed word-by-word, phrase-by-phrase

and sentence-by-sentence.

The texts were taken from various published materials. The researcher has no

responsibility for the views expressed in these texts. The authors of these texts are

responsible for their own views.

The general analysis of the translation sample was related to the following

aspects.

3.4.1 Cultural errors

The major area of analysis in this research is related to cultural errors due to

differences between the source and target cultures.
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3.4.2 Linguistic and stylistic errors

Another area of analysis in this research is related to linguistic and stylistic

errors. These are often due to differences between the source and target linguistic

systems.

The translation of tenses, passive, complex sentences, word order, nominal and

verbal sentences, adverbs, singular and plural, cohesion and coherence, punctuation

marks, use of A , definiteness and indefiniteness, metaphors, puns, vocabulary

misunderstanding, polysemous words, translation by addition and translation by

omission are discussed in detail. Aspects of Arabic stylistics are also discussed

through the analysis of translation tasks.

3.5 Administration of translation tests

-The three translation tests were conducted seperately within three days at the

English Department, Al Azhar University in Gaza, Palestine in 2002. Students

were given sufficient time for each test.

-The purpose of the translation, and the target readership were explained to

students. The purpose of the translation task was to introduce the average Arab

reader to Western political, social and cultural phenomena.

-Students were provided with the al Mawrid dictionary to help them consult

meanings of words that they did not know or were not sure about.

As noted in section 1.7, readers who only require an overview of the issues

covered in this thesis may go directly on to chapter four. Those who need a

detailed statement of the research analysis should read the reference chapter,

chapter eight, before going on to read chapters four, five, six and seven.



Chapter Four: Cultural issues in English/Arabic

translation

4.0 Introduction

Culture is the complex whole, which includes knowledge, belief, art,

morals, law, customs, and any other capabilities or habits acquired by man as a

member of society (Taylor 1958, 1). It is the set of general meanings that people

use to explain their origins, and to predict their future. Culture plays an essential

role in determining the appropriateness of linguistic units. In addition, cultural

variables affect the degree of understanding between two language communities

(cf. Kussmaul 1995, 65). As a result, language is an integral part of culture

because the vocabulary of a language derives its meaning from its culture. Arabic

is associated with specific cultural and social norms quite different from those,

associated with other languages. According to Sapir (1949), "environment and

culture have a considerable influence on the language of speakers as is clearly

seen in their vocabulary". Through translation, translators become transmitters of

different civilizations. Inevitably to some extent, any translation will reflect the

translator's own mental and cultural outlook, despite the best of impartial

intentions. Every translator has her/his own beliefs, knowledge and attitudes. "A

target language culture can also be extended by the introduction of new ideas and

styles... the translational act may give rise to new forms of the target language"

(Holman and Boase-Beier 1999, 15). Discrepancy in cultural beliefs, norms and

linguistic expression between the two cultures and languages is responsible for

difficulties in English/Arabic translation. Cultural differences often impose

greater difficulty for translators than linguistic features such as language structure.

There are often cultural gaps caused by different aspects of societies, which lead

to linguistic gaps. Therefore, finding translation equivalents for cultural terms

requires the bridging of the cultural and linguistic gaps and meeting readers'

expectations. "Translators have to be aware of the fact that readers' expectations,

their norms and values, are influenced by culture and that their comprehensions of

utterances is to a large extent determined by these expectations, norms and

values" (Kussmaul 1995, 70).
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A lot of the translation difficulties discussed in this chapter are closely

connected to the distinction in Arabic between Standard Arabic and

colloquial Arabic r+4.. 1-.3) (Dickins et al 2002, 167). Translation from English to

Arabic is normally bound to be into Standard Arabic rather than colloquial

Arabic. Although Arabic has colloquial equivalents for many English terms,

Standard Arabic has limited terms. Standard Arabic is also intrinsically formal in

register terms. So, there are almost no informal terms available in Arabic to relay

informal English ones. Some of the translation problems presented in this chapter

involve the interaction between cultural and linguistic problems. They often

involve the lack of equivalents in Standard Arabic for certain English terms. It is

the role of the translator to understand the applications and connotations of words

and determine suitable equivalents in specific contexts. The translator should

decide whether to use the original term to preserve the essence of meaning of the

culture-bound word or to use an appropriate translation equivalent. Borrowings

can often be used to fill lexical gaps but they sometimes need an explanatory

gloss. Sometimes, a translation equivalent shows links between languages and can

bridge the lexical gap between the source and target language.

In this chapter, the researcher has divided cultural features according to

Nida's classification (1964,91): political, social, religious, material and

ecological. General cultural background about the first three cultural aspects is

provided. This general background illustrates a number of differences between

Western, and particularly British, and Arabic cultures, which are expected to be

problematic in English/Arabic translation. Some examples of translation

difficulties from the research translation sample are also provided. Due to

limitations of time and space, these texts are limited to political, social and

religious aspects of culture. In fact, translation difficulties appeared in virtually

all of the translated texts. These difficulties illustrate that cultural texts can pose

difficulties for some students of a degree that hinders target readers'

understanding. Better understanding of Western culture is important for

translators to overcome cultural difficulties in English/Arabic translation.



4.1 Political culture

According to Newmark (1981, 1), the twentieth century has been called

the "age of translation". The setting up of new international bodies, international

agreements between states, the constitution of independent states, the formation of

multinational companies, and the growth in international communication have

given translation enhanced political importance. Accurate translation has become

generally politically important. In section 5.1, key aspects of political culture in

Britain are presented, illustrating difficulties, which arose in this regard in the

translation sample.

4.1.1 Political culture in Britain

The British political system is heavily influenced by the fact that British

society is multinational. The centralized nature of British government has,

however, reduced social differences between the various parts of the country.

Sometimes, British government resolves conflicts from linguistic, religious or

racial cleavages (Birch 1998, 6). Modern British society is relatively free from the

most troublesome kinds of cleavage. There is no linguistic cleavage in Britain

except in some parts of Wales where Welsh is spoken and the far north west of

Scotland where Gaelic is spoken. This does not, however, pose a serious threat to

political stability. In addition, religious divisions are no longer of any general

significance, largely because of the decline in religious conviction. According to

Brich (1998, 6), the attitude of the great majority of people towards religion is one

of indifference. The conflict in Northern Ireland between Loyalists and

Republicans has a strong base in the existence of separate Protestant and Catholic

communities there. In mainland Britain, however, political and religious issues

are normally kept separate. In addition, Britain has had a high degree of ethnic

homogeneity, with immigrants arriving only in a trickle and thus becoming

assimilated. In the present century, British society has absorbed several

contingents of immigrants seeking refuge from the political and economic

problems of their own countries. The existence and growth of these ethnic

minorities, largely concentrated in a few cities, has given rise to various types of



concern. There has been concern that the minorities may suffer from racial

discrimination, and also that the minorities might not become integrated into the

British economy and society. In addition, there have been fears that areas

containing sizable ethnic minorities might be marked by violent conflicts between

races or between minorities and the police.

The development of liberal institutions

The central institutions of British government are extremely old. The

monarchy has an almost unbroken history dating from before the Norman

Conquest, and the two houses of Parliament both have medieval origins (Brich

1998, 28). Britain has not experienced a political revolution since 1688, when the

powers of the monarch were effectively curtailed, and in consequence the

institution of the monarchy has survived into the age of democracy. The main

political advantage of retaining a monarchical system in a democracy is that it

provides a head of state who can be accepted as neutral between the contending

parties. This constitutes a symbol of the identity and unity of the nation. The

monarch plays a small but continuous part in the normal process of government.

By the twentieth century the monarch had become a figurehead rather than an

active political force.

Political parties

The main characteristics of the party system are that it has been dominated

by two major parties, with smaller parties playing only a minor role. The major

parties are parties of mass membership, having branches throughout the country.

The Conservative Party has existed since the 1830s. Throughout the period 1924-

92, the Conservative Party had more members than all others parties put together

(Seldom and Ball 1994, 275). However, in the past decade, the party has been

faced with a declining membership and a worsening financial situation. The

growth of ideological disputes within the party is one of the factors that have led

to this decline. The Labour Party is the second main party in England. It differs

from the Conservative party in its structure cp well as in its ideology. The Liberal

Democrats successors of the historic Liberal Party and the short-lived Social
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Democrats are a smaller party, and there are nationalist parties in Scotland and

Wales, as well as various parties representing different strands of unionism and

Irish nationalism in Northern Ireland. In a liberal democracy, decisions about

which political party or parties shall govern the country are made by electors,

casting votes in free elections. Most Members of Parliament (MPs) are from the

professional classes. The basic duties of the MPs are to look after the interests of

their constituents and conduct debates on public policy. The MPs should act as

trustees for the national interest. Party management in the House of Commons is

the responsibility of a small group of members known as Whips.

The following illustrate problems, which students faced with regard to the

party system in Britain, and also the USA. One student translated "the

Conservative leader" in "The new Conservative leader lain Duncan Smith has

offered a virtual suspension of party politics for as long as the "war" against

terror attacks goes on" Text 8.1.9 as 4.471:111 . The student translated

Conservative literally in this context as (.5.4111 instead of ca+liail---411

Another two students translated "the Conservative leader" literally as

which may give a different meaning from •IM "leader of the

Conservative party". The above students considered "conservative" as an

adjective describing the leader rather than a reference to the name of his political

party (cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.9).

Another two students misunderstood "party politics" in "The new

Conservative leader lain Duncan Smith has offered a virtual suspension of party

politics for as long as the "war" against terror attacks goes on" Text 8.1.9 and

translated it unacceptably as 2 ,-.121 - 24,14.3-%11 ..6,11 (cf. chapter 8, section

8.1.9).

Two students translated "Liberal Democrats" in "The Liberal Democrats too

have said they will consider attending cross-party talks but stress that ending all

domestic democratic activity would be giving in to terrorism" (Text 8.1.9) as

—14 .J4111 1 ..):2A4.111 . It is important for students to pay extra attention and

translate proper names such as the names of parties if possible using the standard

Arabic form, or at least acceptably. Some non-Arabic political parties have
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standard forms in both English and Arabic. To illustrate, the Arabic equivalents of

"Labour party" can be both JI-4.11	in the case of the British Labour Party and

in the case of the Israeli Labour Party. It is acceptable to translate the

name of the party as a loan word especially if there is no Arabic equivalent for it.

It is more appropriate for the Arab target readers to use pure Arabic words in their

translations. Although the two students who translated "Liberal Democrats" as

ji.44.1.11 _	 jyall au...101 jitApil made a good attempt, they did not use the

standard Arabic term for the party j21	 . It would have been a good

idea on the part of the student who translated "the Liberal Democrats" as ,,,,I1jiA+111

to add	 to make it clearer to the reader (cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.9).

Three students omitted "shadow" in their translation of "shadow ministers"

in "In a rare move, the new Tory leader said he would let his shadow ministers sit

on the Cabinet emergency committees in a show of unity against the terrorists

who attacked the US" (Text 8.1.9), as follows: 01 04-1=A c)-4	4-4 -	 -

1 .3 .,31	 ja..,,* 	 01 ja,11

Another student translated "shadow" as0.4.A. . It is totally unacceptable to

translate "ministers" asc.)4- 11.4.A. "representatives" instead of c.1-1=.11 01Jii . (cf.

chapter 8, section 8.1.9).

Four students were inconsistent in their translation of "partisan

development" in "Partisan development proposes that party identification

intensifies over the lifespan as a result of experiences with the party system such

as voting" and "the development of partisanship" in "Among the U.S. born

population, the development of partisanship is often associated with either age or

experience with the political system" Text 8.1.3. The reason for this is probably

that they do not know its proper meaning in this context. One student translated

"partisanship" in the first sentence as1-a.11 Ji-65 and "partisan development" in

the second sentence as kr-.1-14.11 .1,16 . Another student translated "partisanship" as

J."1.5 and then translated "partisan" as (.)--.211.11) t-.11-4.A. 11 J.A.5 . This

is probably because the first occurrence of "partisan" is compounded with "ship"

to indicate that it is a noun. One student produced an unacceptable translation for

both occurrences, Z..61..)--11 .15-16 in the first sentence and 2.,)._>-,11 2,44.1 in the second

sentence, suggesting complete misunderstanding. Finally, one student translated
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"partisan" acceptably as 433.1..1 .3-. ..>1....5-65 in the first sentence and " partisan

development" unacceptably as	 A-1).1.3,21-.1c.ri1 in the second sentence, using

i.d:cy instead of the more acceptably abstract ..15.4. .

Students' failures to render the intended meaning in the source text reflect their

lack of competence in translating certain political texts especially those which are

not related to their everyday life (cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.3).

Three students unacceptably translated "party identification" in "Partisan

development proposes that party identification intensifies over the lifespan as a

result of experiences with the party system such as voting" (Text 8.1.3) as

— j-N31,-iy..).5. The other two students modified their

translation of "identification" according to the context as	 _

None of the students translated "party identification" correctly, for instance as

,,F43-1101..aiVI or 4„,13.310V..911. Such mistakes may be related to students' ignorance

of the operation of political parties, being under occupation for more than thirty

years (cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.3).

Four students translated "Party identification intensifies over a life span"

(Text 8.1.3) producing unacceptable translations due to lack of their

understanding of the source text, as follows:

-	 S.1.4	 u3-,31

- SL.4._%11 S.1.4 ulc. .122:9 u:›_%11 cr-c)

_	 Lodz

- .14=11 J1.14 6

The Prime Minister and the Cabinet

Prime Ministers are chairpersons of the Cabinet and wield a good deal of

authority over it. They determine the agenda, guide discussion and declare the

sense of the meeting. In times of peace, the cabinet normally has about twenty

members. By convention, the holders of the following offices are always

members of the Cabinet (Brich 1998, 129): Lord Chancellor, Lord Privy Seal,

Home Secretary, Foreign Secretary, Chancellor of the Exchequer, Secretary of

State for Defence, Secretary of State for Trade and Industry, Secretary of State for
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Education and Employment, Secretary of State for Social Security, Secretary of

State for the Environment, Secretary of State for Scotland, Secretary of State for

Wales and Secretary of State for Northern Ireland. Junior ministers (parliamentary

secretaries and under secretaries) are on probation in case they are unsuited to

their posts. Throughout this century, Parliament has normally been dominated by

the conflict between two main parties, and the smaller of these parties is officially

recognized as Her Majesty's Opposition. The main function of the Opposition is

to oppose. The need to defend their policies in Parliament may well lead Ministers

to think more carefully about the advantages and disadvantages of each policy

before it is adopted.

The following are examples of translation problems faced by students,

which had to do the structure of government and the opposition. Text 8.1.10 "The

battle for leadership" discusses some issues related to the leadership of the Tory

Party and the role of the Tory leader towards his party (cf. chapter 8, section

8.1.10).

Three students translated "Tory Party" in "In a rare move, the new Tory

leader said he would let his shadow ministers sit on the Cabinet emergency

committees in a show of unity against the terrorists who attacked the US" (Text

8.1.9) as 4Jiall and another student translated this as (cf.

chapter 8, section 8.1.9).

Four students translated "Scottish Secretary" in "Scottish Secretary Helen

has called for "Cool Heads" as Scotland waits to see the economic impact of the

US terror attacks" (Text 8.1.2) literally as li,!-111:1-c--V11.)Ai-C-11- 	

;n,.0 '11< •	 - . The other three students translated "Scottish Secretary" as

	 -'1;k4?.J1-&-lt	 (CJAA) 4/11:1-C--N 1	 `Y.-133:1S--N 1s .):1.19-11 . (cf. chapter 8,

section 8.1.2). Another student translated "Cool Heads" in " the same sentence

literally and unacceptably as Izi-AS

Three students provided different weak equivalents for the title "European

Union and the case for portfolio" (Text 8.1.7) as follows: i.))..,11Z-6-.,L;.).3.3.11 ;n11-%
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si1 .3.3-11 e-ku . Another student translated this unacceptably as*A-1....)1-:,:i1t j1 .) 	.

The best translation, which was provided by one student, was 2.-1,j1j j1141.,1"

None of the students modified the title to make it genuinely clear using an

idiomatic equivalent, e.g. translating it as L:)*14).1)-...11.L.J.azi . This

seems to be related to their preference for literal translation.

The following are other examples of translation problems faced by students,

which have to do with the wider Western political context.

Text 8.1.8 discusses the issue of the Euro. Students' translations revealed

here and elsewhere that when they are not familiar with concepts, they tend to

translate literally. To illustrate, one student translated "Euro-12" version in "Yet,

the "Euro-12" version of the Council, which brings together only representatives

of states within the Euro-zone, quickly spawned a far more integrated sub-group,

or 'policy community' as  Li 12 JJALI.1 J1.34 Vand two other

students omitted it from their translations (cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.8).

Text 8.1.7 discusses the definition of the European Union. Some students

faced difficulties, translating the acronym EU in "The birth of the Euro and an

expanded role of the EU in macroeconomic policy coordination gave coherence to

a European monetary policy network" as 1-41.)91- ‘,0-1.9.)P1 . In fact, not all

European countries are part of the European Union. As a result, it is not

acceptable to assume that Europe and the European Union are the same thing (cf.

chapter 8, section 8.1.7).

In Text 8.1.6, only two students translated "Deepening the Melting Pot" in

the title "Deepening the Melting Pot: Arab-American at the Turn of the Century"

acceptably in a political context as (34Az — ccA-111 L.1.1.44 All other

students either omitted it from their translations or translated it literally as 64-4.3

 i3.141	 -	 -	 .

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.6).
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In Text 8.1.1, two students translated "The doctrine" in "The doctrine of

human rights has come to play a distinctive role in international life" as k,-1 A a-4 and

Both Arabic equivalents have religious associations. If they are used in a

political context, they imply a political belief-system. So, it is not acceptable to

describe human rights by using either1.42a. or y16.1-4 in Arabic . It is more

acceptable to use the word t..0 144 . Five students used isi+4 in their Arabic

translation.

In Text 8.1.4, five students translated "volatile moments" in "Political

transitions contain volatile moments when long-established political landscapes

change markedly" unacceptably, as follows:

_	 s j..1.;a4* c_11.1:=.1

None of the students translated this in a good Arabic style as

In the same text, four students translated "landscapes" literally and

unacceptably as 4.42110-L.4' IL 2442 jial..11— 44-21 jy...11. None of the students

translated this using the idiomatic Arabic equivalent 24.14...ItL31I.

In addition, two students translating "securing democracy" in "and the

opportunities for securing democracy are uncertain" (Text 8.1.4) unacceptably as

and.4-4.1.541112-41. . '4.--.1111).471.all is abstract and not a concrete object to

be handed over. Therefore (..L5 is incorrect. isis unacceptable because

it indicates that democracy already exists, which is not indicated in the original

context.

4.2 Social culture

Due to the fact that language is a social norm, it is considered an essential

part of social behaviour. It is used by human beings in a social context to

communicate their needs, ideas, and emotions to one another. Therefore, a proper

understanding of its function and use necessitates a serious grasp of the various

social and cultural ingredients constituting the broad context within which

language utterances are deeply and inevitably embedded (Lataiwish 1995, 255).

Social culture is the totality of inherited ideas, beliefs, values and knowledge of a

society, which constitute the shared bases of social action. Sex and marriage, for
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example, are important issues which differ between different social cultures.

Failure in understanding foreign social cultures can be related to a mismatch in

the social norms in the two different communities.

4.2.1 Features of Western and Arab social cultures

I will consider here love, courtship and marriage in Western and Arab

societies, as an illustration of differences between these societies. Generally

speaking, Western societies are liberal in their attitudes towards love and sex. For

instance, having intimate relationships without marriage is an ordinary feature of

Western social life. Concepts such as boyfriend and girlfriend are acceptable.

In contrast, in Arab societies, social interactions, attitudes, perceptions and

even types of speech are influenced and deeply rooted in the Islamic religion. The

Arabic social culture is traditional and conservative, especially in issues related to

love, sex and marriage. Many Western concepts in this domain do not have

complete equivalents in Arabic. Arabic equivalents for "boyfriend" and

"girlfriend" may only denote plain friendship and ignore other aspects such as

romantic or sexual relationships (Aziz 1982, 28). It is also unacceptable in Arab

societies for couples to live together without being married. Some words are

considered taboo and should not be used in "polite company" (Fromkin and

Fromkin 1993, 303). In both Arabic and English cultures, words relating to sex

and natural body functions make up a large part of the set of taboo terms. But,

they are more strongly taboo in Arabic than English culture. It is expected that

some translators will face difficulty and embarrassment in translating such words

and concepts related to sex and love because of their connotations in the Arabic

culture.

To illustrate, four students ignored the translation of "gay" which is a taboo

notion in the Arabic culture in "State fragmentation has shaped tactical choices of

gay rights" (Text 8.2.10). One student unacceptably omitted "gay" in her

translation. This is partially related to the Arabic culture, which considers notions

such as "gay" taboo. As a result, the student avoided the translation of this word

(cf. Baker 1992, 24). The other three students provided various acceptable



equivalents, such as L.,--,341	 - (...)4J-111 . It is less common in

Arabic to say ,,-411 ji	 than 14-4 (D..341-1.11 (cf. chapter 8, section 8.2.10).

One student chose to translate "love- in "Survivors, eye witnesses and

rescue workers, relatives and friends, many of whom were the recipients of

desperately moving and courageous last messages of love conveyed by mobile

phone, in the long and terrible aftermath" (Text 8.2.7) as -4-13-4 rather than the

more emotionally intense	 (cf. chapter 8, section 8.2.7).

Islamic beliefs are connected with every aspect of Muslim social culture

even proper names. "Mohammed" and "Abdullah" are common names in Islamic

culture because they have religious significance. Many of the Muslims choose

their children's names from the Quran, names of prophets, compound variations

of -14a "slave", "servant" and the names of "God" or religious occasions. Parents

believe that these names will bless their children. So, Arab societies are more

conventional and traditional in using proper names than Western societies. It is

difficult for the target language reader to understand the religious dimensions

related to such proper names. Traditional proper names may also be a good

indicator of social and cultural background. For instance, urban communities have

a greater tendency to use new names than rural communities. Sometimes, it may

be appropriate to have a footnote in the translation to explain the related social

and cultural aspects or religious dimensions of proper nouns.

Islamic-based greetings are another important aspect of Muslims' daily

life. Expressions of good will, resignation to God, self-ingratiation and other

forms of social grace have different social functions. For example, some Arabic

greetings such as 	  eN--,11 may have several English equivalent such as "Hello",

"Hi", "Good morning" or "Good afternoon". These religious Arabic greetings do

not have religious greeting equivalents in English. .c11-s..):1 •111 j lc. PL-11 can

be translated literally as "Peace be upon you and the mercy of God and His

blessings". This translation does not, however reproduced the actual sense of the

utterance.



"Politeness is showing, or appearing to show, consideration of others. Being

a social phenomenon, it is one of the basic guidelines for human interaction"

(House 1998, 54). To illustrate, Although 6L..1 and 4., are polite forms in Arabic,

they differ in their usage and application. in Arabic has complex political

and religious implications. At the communicative level, variation in the use of

and 6.L.-t indicates the level of formality. An acceptable target text requires

more than knowing the lexical meanings of the above greeting forms. In some

contexts, an explanatory phrase may be needed to explain the cultural dimension

of these titles. For example, most basically, sheikh means "elderly man". It can be

used also for the chief of a tribe or the head of an order or sect.-' many

other uses such as a learned doctor of religion in Islam. In some contexts, t..L4; or

.1...L. may be omitted in translation or replaced by "Mr." in English. Moreover, the

personal status, social relations and the degree of intimacy affect both the

addresser and addressee. Arabic expressions like .515-1— are

frequently used in communication. They are polite forms of address reflecting

social relationships and highlighting differences between addresser and addressee.

Some of these terms such as are loan words from Turkish. If they are

translated literally, it is difficult for the target reader to gasp their significance.

The multiple functions of Arabic titles demands a familiarity with Arabic culture

in general and titles conventionally associated with names in particular.

According to House (1998, 61), there are cross cultural difference in politeness in

terms of social norms. To illustrate, it is also difficult to differentiate when polite

titles that are used for the purpose of respect or humour. Translating such Arabic

expressions literally will produce an unnatural effect because the Arabic mode of

address is different from the expectations of the English reader. Thus, differences

in cultural and linguistic usage in respect of politeness are evident in

English/Arabic translation. Word-for-word translation would often result in either

a meaningless or undesirable target language version of polite forms. The most

likely English equivalents for such complex Arabic forms are "Mr." or "Sir"

which have a neutral honorific value and are acceptable to target language

readers. Similarly, Arabs usually address old people by using r-c- for a man and

A-11- for a woman as an affectionate title. It is difficult to render such affectionate

forms. If they are translated as "uncle" or "aunt", they will indicate unintended

kinship.
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It is also difficult for the Arabic translator to translate words whose

meanings reflect attitudes, emotions and value judgements. For instance, "police"

has two equivalents "the filth" and "the boys in blue" but whereas the former is

pejurative, the latter has overtones of affection (Dickins et al 2002, 67).

4.2.2 Issues related to kinship

Kinship concepts influence greatly the language of the society. Basic

kinship terms like mother, father, son, daughter, etc. are expected not to pose any

difficulty for translators. This is because they function fairly precisely in English

and Arabic. But, when this structure is extended to further kinship such as great-

great- grandfather, great-uncle, sister-in-law etc., differences between English and

Arabic kinship systems increase. English extends the domain of kinship by

numerals, prefixing and suffixing. These devices do not exist in Arabic. In the

semantic field of kinship, translation equivalence can sometimes be partial. This

can be related to the influence of cultural and religious factors, which play an

important role in the life of the community. In Arabic, there is a lexical distinction

between paternal and maternal uncles and aunts, whereas in English the same

word is used in both cases (cf. Dickins et al 2002, 54-55). In Arabic "paternal

uncle" is ex- and "paternal aunt" is A-4=-. "Maternal uncle" is c.31-:% and "maternal

aunt" is As a result, Arabic counterparts of cousin are compound lexemes

that are formed from two words such as dUll Ci-)1 . "Aunty" or "auntie" is a form of

"aunt" showing affection in English, which does not have an Arabic equivalent.

There are also other informal kinship terms such as "mama", "pa", "papa",

"mammy", "dad", "daddy", "granny" or "graruna", which are translated formally

into Standard Arabic "mother", "father" and "grandmother". There are, however,

other informal colloquial Arabic equivalents, such LL andt-.4.

In addition, due to the fact that in Islam it is permitted to marry more than

one wife, the term "sister" can mean sister from the same father, but not the same

mother. In Islam, two persons can also be regarded as brothers or sisters if they

breast-fed from the same woman. In this situation, someone is termed 2x-1-,;._)31-.1t

The term "foster mother" in English

denotes both the nursing mother and the mother who raised a child. In Islam, the



nursing mother becomes a real mother and it is forbidden for the child to marry

one of her children in the future. In Arabic, ei or are the equivalents of many

English kinship terms such as "stepbrother", "stepsister", "half brother", and "half

sister". "Second cousin", i.e. the son or daughter of a parental uncle of the second

degree might be translated into Arabic as ..U112 4.).111 (:)-. 1..11 (:),31 or .4..A c.)-4 e-.1 1 cL):14

:+2112. However, there are no precise equivalents for the kinship terms which are

preceded by numerals such as second or third cousin. Numerals in Arabic denote

kinship generations.

In addition, "agnate" "a relative on the father's side" and "cognate" "a

relative on the mother's side" or "a kinsman" "a relative" do not have translation

equivalents in Arabic. The appropriate equivalents could be (41-,....a in its kinship

sense, which is related by blood or family. The other meanings of 4,9—.1 are

marriage relation such as son-in-law or brother-in-law. In addition, "sister-in-law"

may refer to the sister's of one's wife, the sister of one's husband, the wife of

one's brother of one's husband. In Arabic, each one these notions is expressed by

a different term, e.g. c*-1-14. "Great aunt", "great uncle", "great niece", "great

nephew", "great grandfather" and "great grandchild" are common to both English

and Arabic cultures. "Great grandchild" means the child of one's grandson or

granddaughter. Explanation is needed for "great aunt" and "great uncle" in

English if it is necessary to distinguish whether the referent is the father or

mother's relatives. There are also some English words such as "grandfather",

"grandsire"/"grandsir", "ancestor", "forefather", "forbear"rforebear" which can

be translated by two Arabic words 4 or

4.2.3 Issues related to food

Food is related to culture. Unlike Arabic meals, English evening meals are

traditionally three-course meals. There are many types of English food that are

unknown to Arabs such as jacket potatoes. It is the duty of the translator to find

the best equivalent for unknown English foods. For instance, stews could be .14)

in Arabic. Translators should also be careful about the translation of some types

of food such as pancake, which looks like Liy.1-6i in Arabic. Even Arab bread has

a different shape from the British loaf. Thus, the Arabic word 	 does not have



a complete equivalent in English. Nan bread looks like Arab bread to some extent.

It is also difficult to find Arabic equivalents for English sweets such as "Black

Forest Gateau" and "Yorkshire pudding". The appropriate equivalents are likely

to be types of sweets in Arabic. Cakes in Arabic always denote sweets. Thus, it is

difficult to translate "fish cake", as it is not a type of sweet.

4.2.4 Issues related to dialects

Another important aspect related to translation difficulties is diglossia

(Dickins et al 2002, 167). This is a language situation in a specific speech

community in which two or more varieties of the same language exist side by

side. One of them is a "high" variety that is used in formal situations such as

Modern Standard Arabic. The other is informal and colloquial. The colloquial

variety typically varies considerably between speech communities (Johnson &

Johnson 1999, 97). Certainly, there are great similarities between the speech

forms of communities which are near to each other geographically, but variations

between areas which are further apart can be so great that some linguistic forms

that are used in one community may not be understood in another region. This

linguistic phenomenon gives rise to certain difficulties in English-Arabic

translation. Arab translators may understand formal English but they may not

understand colloquial English, for example, "canny" in Newcastle (Geordie)

means friendly.

Differences in lexical stock do not exist between speakers of the same

language who share the same cultural background. This is due to the difference in

the environmental background. In dialects, there are many terms which have

developed local meanings or which do not exist at all in the standard. Therefore,

there are many words that have meanings, which are different in the dialects from

the standard language. For example, the dialect in Newcastle is difficult to

understand. "Lads" and "lasses" mean "boys" and "girls" as it does in English,

but these terms are also used to mean "men" and "women". Moreover, "aye"

means "yes", "Gannin doon the toon for a bottle of broon?" means "Do you want

to go to town for a bottle of brown ale?", "Pet" and "hinny" mean "girl", "netty"

means "toilet", "geet" means "very-. "owt" equals "anything, "Geet canny as
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owt" means "nicer than anything", "lush" means "really good" and "howay"

means "come on".

4.2.5 Some examples of translation difficulties in social texts

The researcher chose ten translation texts that deal with social issues in

Western and particularly British culture. The subjects of these vary from learning

difficulties to gay rights, addiction, domestic violence, etc. Students faced

difficulties in translating some of the above texts due to the difference between

their Arabic social culture and the source text Western culture. I will give a few

examples, which illustrate general difficulties experienced by students.

.In Text 8.2.1 "Inverness", many students failed to translate "Inverness".

Two students translated it as :t-..L.,1-1.)LIV1 (a type of clothingC.J.: ;1(11 ..)12i 9 (11 ...Y ,=.113 5jL

). Students failed to translate "Inverness is undermining cliché's about life in the

Highlands through its attempt to become the cultural capital of Europe in 2008"

as follows:

-

.2008

-	 c; —11 LeA1	 c).4 eL)1.4	 41.9	 Z4,4, j j_ci 041)i:A a

. 2008 1.c.

- ce+.2.1	 j	 JAII 61,11411 vi sl4m31	 413.)101 LAZ

• 2008 	 14j

Ci-4e.6.)11-?

. 2008

- Cr÷".4

•	 C: * !\”.2.1:11A

(j'A eL ..)1L1 (AL216. .›431 ..)34 1 ) .1:2V 41411 IlL:•"11 &C. S.›SaCri 	 L)44:1..)j131

1.4 .141 Z.4.6436•11 Cr".1.6.2.3	 1-4:11 (:).4 e.6 ..).114 Y1-,411 Z1:154All 5.)-C-01	 4FA

e6-11 c.ra

-	 1.4	 ji Z.I.V11111 Z4.:31.1.11 j_Cal 14:11.36.4 c).4 ;•tx1:1.)411 61=1.1.431 414,11 web 4.1k)i6V1

. 2008

Six students confused "through" and "though" which indicates that they do

not understand the intended meaning in the source text. There is a possibility that



they consider "Inverness is undermining" and "Inverness attempts to become the

cultural capital" are two unrelated attempts to achieve the same goal. Most

students' translations indicate that there is a problem in understanding the

intended meaning in the source text (cf. chapter 8, section 8.2.1).

In Text 8.2.4 "Domestic Matters", some students translated "domestic

violence" in "A growing number of social workers have acknowledged the impact

that domestic violence has on their clients" as v.W.111 	 41-411L-1101 .

Only two students chose the standard Arabic alternative for "social workers":

1-4V1	 . Three students translated "social workers" literally and less

acceptably in Arabic, for example: (:),..ypi-Z41 ci146-11 - ayz. L4VI JL.
Two students translated "social workers" unacceptably as L.1 1-4.11— 01-411 . These

students unacceptably omitted "social" in their translations.

There are also other acceptable Arabic alternatives for "social workers", such as:

c.,..=.1-.41 (cf. chapter 8, section 8.2.4). In the same sentence,

most students translated "clients" relatively acceptable as --&). The Arabic noun

CiA-9.) is more associated with dealing in markets than social services. None of the

above students translated this as ?-0-4c. because of its association with the

political situation in Palestine. The Arabic noun 0N--.=. has very negative

implications in Palestine, where it often means "collaborators".. None of the

students modified their translations as eft" CY3 C.V.`li'LL"Lted3 a.1146:1021. .

In Text 8.2.5 "Addiction", one student translated "taboo" in "However,

addiction still remains taboo" as J.3-.1. . Five students translated it to some extent

acceptably as The Arabic word has Islamic religious associations that

are not intended in the source text. "Taboo" in the source text means something

that is forbidden or disapproved of, placed under a social prohibition and not a

religious ban. So, it is legally not allowed and psychologically not allowed to talk

about it. As a result, the best Arabic equivalent for "taboo" is 1Jilia-4 (cf. chapter

8, section 8.2.5).

In Text 8.2.6 "NHS-Style Rating Plan", four students unacceptably

translated "the Department of Health" in "The Department of Health is

considering introducing a rating system for social care organizations based on the
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"NHS traffic light" system" as :4--%-"2.11 ?-":5 . Two students translated this

unacceptably as A-,-.4.31 sJzi1.5 . The above students did not realize that 2.-.11 (,-":1 or

5_ALI do not have the authority to apply a "new rating system" in the UK.

Only one student translated "The Department of Health" acceptably as 71,-,-...11I,J1_3.3

• This is mainly a cultural mistake because the Arabic equivalent for "Department

of Health" is :t-,-.11s.),13 "Ministry of Health" in Palestine (cf. chapter 8, section

8.2.6).

In Text 8.2.10 "State fragmentation and the struggle over gay rights",

students translated "state fragmentation" in "State fragmentation has shaped

tactical choices of gay rights " as follows:

	

;t1_9.D	 ja112_,ws - 3JJ ts

The equivalent 111...9.511 1.-41 is unacceptable in this context because it does not reflect

the meaning intended in the source text, suggesting instead the destruction of the

country. One student translated "state fragmentation" unacceptably as

instead of	 .

None of the students made "state fragmentation" more explicit and

translated it along the lines which would more

comprehensibly render the meaning of the source text.

Regarding the translation of "gay" in the same text as (.3_,W.1 -	 .1-)111

	  , one student unacceptably omitted "gay" in her translation. This is partially

related to the Arabic culture, which considers notions such as "gay" taboo. As a

result, the student avoided the translation of this word (cf. Baker 1992, 24). The

other three students provided various acceptable equivalents, such as

	  jlI c&_ -41,111 _	 j111

It is less common in Arabic to say v-.4.11:1J1-111,,11-%-e-01 than 1-..4, (J..91A-.111 . None of

the students used the equivalent 	 , which is neutral and more acceptable in

the target culture than the other chosen equivalents (cf. chapter 8, section 8.2.10).

The following are some examples which illustrate how students reflected

their own experiences in their translations.

In Text 8.2.2, one student translated "losing a child to the care system" in

"Losing a child to the care system. is a devastating experience for any parent" as
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eua6 )a,3	 A-..Luiti A-L*1. ja LALII Laii . This translation reflects the fact that

there is no proper "care system" in Palestine that has the authority to take children

from their parents. Thus, the chances of students' misunderstanding increase (cf.

chapter 8, section 8.2.2). The title "Therapy lifeline for learning difficulty

parents" includes a lexicalised metaphor "life-line" which describes the support

offered to "learning difficulty parents". Three students did not understand the

intended meaning in the source sentence. Thus, they failed to render this

accurately in Arabic, as follows:

- esix:111	 ap11 .,11 1,83	 LIS1_14 EN.c.

- (DA a1.01. 	 C.1.45ti .)611 SI.,1111 (.31-%

-	 k?.I..95 40111 CA14,XALLII cakil	 JA 0.01

Students' translations indicate that the higher the proportion of figurative

language, the greater the students' misunderstanding. Non-figurative language is

easier for students to translate accurately. The difficulty involved in figurative

language such as metaphors increases when the source-language metaphor is not

used in the target language. In addition, the more the source culture differs from

the target culture, the more students tend to misunderstand the source text and

translate unacceptably.

In Text 8.2.8, one student translated "Asylum seekers" in "Thousands of

asylum seekers reach Britain each year fleeing hatred, but what is waiting for

them often turns out to be just more" as 41.4 D-c. 	 1-411 . Four students

unacceptably translated "seekers" literally as C.J-c. C.).41-.111 . The standard equivalent

for "asylum seekers" is ,,p-4..,11 0J-411 J41-6 . Others translated "voucher system"

(Text 8.2.8) in "It is painful to imagine the death of hope they must experience

coming face to face with the reality of internment camps, high security prisons,

legal processes designed for deterrence and the voucher system which is

described as "crude and cruel" as (.141 ethi - JU.471 j	 •

Another student unacceptably omitted "the voucher system" and confused the

reference of the English adjectives "crude and cruel", as follows: J 24 1 .)4 1 1.14-11 J

`k-Lsx-.-=,11 Si-u2-.1	 A-13.31-111 . Another student unacceptably combined the

translation of the "legal processes which is designed for deterrence" with the

translation of "the voucher system which is described as crude and cruel", as

follows: -4-.1111 J ,-.§1÷11-)	 t41 ai-C11 2hJ11 :tc...9'-;2..9-411	 ‘-='14-4-131
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One student did not know the exact meaning of "voucher system" and thus

translated it somewhat unacceptably as S a371 , in the following: ,-:16-2.34 (jail L3u71i

-19-6.. . Most students did not provide an accurate equivalent for "the

voucher system" because it is related to a specific cultural context in Britain.

None of the above students related this refugee situation to their situation in

Palestine. Refugees in Palestine have approximately the same system as the

British voucher system in times of crisis. The United Nations gives Palestinian

refugees flour vouchers. This is called in Palestine c:31-3 _ 94 JO . The difference

between this system in the UK and Palestine is that vouchers are accepted in

certain shops for all basic needs in the UK. In contrast, these coupons are only

accepted in the United Nations warehouses in Palestine. Students should be

encouraged to understand the source text, and to reflect and modify cultural

similarities in their translations (cf. chapter 8, section 8.2.8). Finally, one student

translated "internment camps" (Text 8.2.8) in "It is painful to imagine the death of

hope they must experience face to face coming face to face with the reality of

internment camps, high security prisons ..." metaphorically as e).1-1 1 . This

possibly reflects inaccurate use of a dictionary. c:J- L1 is a standard Arabic equivalent

of "interment" rather than "internment". The source of the student's translation

may also however, be the Arabic proverb 4.4. 41S LAI.tr• . This proverb is related to

those who are in prison or sick and do not carry on their normal life. It is

advisable to avoid strong metaphors where these could be misinterpreted literally.

There is a possibility that C.*1-11	 could be understood literally and thus

convey as unintended meaning in the target text.

Another student unacceptably translated "internment camps" as J.,&.1-11

Although asylum seekers go to these camps when they come to Britain, the

Arabic equivalent J,5&111	 does not indicate that they are obliged to stay

there.

In Text 8.2.9 "Home Office to appeal", one student and decided to use the

wrong, literal equivalent to "The Home Office" in her translation, as follows:

- L	 j j.ici	 ce.:.LA31 j.?..S/1	 LC,...11	 L51.111 y4 (:)..14 L1

JV (D1.171	 . The above example indicates that some students

prefer to translate literally even if the meaning is odd in Arabic. Another student

unacceptably translated "The Home Office", as 2-.11. &la	 .
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One student reflected the Palestinian immigration experience in her translation of

"asylum seekers who have been dispersed" in "The centre processes asylum

applications within 10 days compared with the average 13 months it takes for

asylum seekers who have been dispersed around the country as l i.1.)-41. .

Asylum seekers are distributed in Britain and they have been looked after. As a

result, 1JAi4i is not suitable in this context (cf. chapter 8, section 8.2.9).

In Text 8.1.4, two students reflected their own personality in their

translations. To illustrate, they translated "political sensibilities" in "Old political

sensibilities are challenged" as 	 	 1I UL 	— niz" C-64.4jj 1:14 j

eL41	 j..;23.4

None of the students translated it using the idiomatic Arabic equivalent 6-1=4-431

u..11cr" -

It is unacceptable to for the translator to introduce his/her personality into a

factually oriented translation of this kind because this renders the translation too

subjective.

In Text 8.2.8, one students translated "to imagine" in "It is painful to

imagine the death of hope" as follows: L.1-4'31,n_9-4 L:J1 . The above

student confused the reference in her translation.

In Text 8.1.5, most students failed to translate the title "Deepening the

melting pot: Arab-American at the turn of the century" and understand that

"melting pot" in this metaphorical sense indicates an area in which many races are

mixed. One student translated this as follows:

C1111=4.11 L-A 	42'1 .11411 : zib411 a141

J.

Although the above student understood the intended meaning, she was unable to

present it clearly in a good Arabic style. She reflects the reality of some students

living as immigrants C.J.1 14-4 , in Gaza, and citizens c.):44,4 under occupation.



4.3 Religious culture

Religion plays an important role shaping the life of a society (Aziz 1982,

29). It has a great influence on the language of the majority of believers in the

society. Cultures differ quite substantially in the manner and extent religious

beliefs influence and condition culture. Human ways of thinking vary from nation

to nation. Thoughts may be a human universal, but there are thoughts, which are

peculiar to a specific nation due to its religion. The role of religion in shaping

culture in its various aspects is significantly different in the Arab and Western

societies. In the case of Arab society, Islam has influenced Arabic culture in such

a way that every aspect of it is in one way or another related to, based on, or

derived from it. Thanks to the Quran, Arabic is a religion-bound language. Some

English texts which are translated from Arabic texts with religious connotations

may have different impacts on western readers than on Arabic readers (Aziz 1982,

29). One feature of Arabic writing is the frequent use of terms and expressions

with religious meanings and implications. Although Christianity and Islam have

many beliefs in common, it is difficult for the English-Arabic translator to find

equivalents between the various aspects of the Christian and Islamic religions.

This formal, high variety of Arabic is referred to as Standard Arabic, Modern

Standard Arabic or Classical Arabic and is grammatically at least, derived from

the language of the Quran. It is accorded an elevated status in contrast to the

various Arabic colloquial dialects. The researcher will introduce the two religions

and discuss some of the issues related to God, marriage, birth, food, alcoholic

drinks and women in respect of the two religions.

4.3.1 Introduction to Christianity

Christianity is the most popular religion in the world. The history of

Christianity is based on the life, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ (www. bbc.

co. ulc/religion 2001). Jesus Christ. was put to death by means of crucifixion. On
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the Sunday following his execution, Jesus appeared alive. His believers believed

that Jesus had overcome death. After the resurrection, Jesus remained on earth for

only a few days before going up into heaven. Jesus promised that he would stay

with his followers, so after he went to heaven, he sent his spirit to guide them.

The Holy Spirit continues to guide, comfort and encourage Christians. They

believe that God lived on earth as Jesus. He was wholly God and wholly human.

Jesus died on the cross, so that those who believe in him will be forgiven all their

sins. Christians also believe in justification by faith. Through their belief in Jesus

as the Son of God, and in his death and resurrection, they can have a good

relationship with God whose forgiveness was made once and for all through the

death of Jesus Christ. Moreover, Christians believe in one God, whom they call

"Father". They also believe in the Trinity that is in God as Father, Son and Holy

Spirit. The Holy Spirit is present on earth and evident in the works of believers.

The Christian church is fundamental to believers. It is the place where Christian

faith is nurtured and where the Holy Spirit is manifest on earth. It is also where

Christians are received into the faith and where they are brought together into one

body through the Eucharist. Baptism is a Christian religious ceremony in which a

person is touched or covered with water to make her/him pure and show that s/he

has been accepted as a member of the church. It is important for some Christians

to baptize their children as the first rite of life. Confirmation is another Christian

rite, which enables those who were baptised as babies to become full adult

members of their church.

4.3.2 Introduction to Islam

Islam is the second most popular faith in the world

(www.bbc.co.uk/religion, 2001). It was revealed to humanity by the Prophet

Mohammed (Peace be upon Him) who is the last prophet of God. The word

"Islam" means submission or surrender to Allah. Muslims believe that everything

in life should be at the service of Allah (God). They submit to Allah by obeying

His commands, and by living their whole lives in a way that is pleasing to Allah.

The Muslim scripture is the Holy Quran. The five pillars of Islam help Muslims



put their faith into action. They are: 1;4-2 (declaration of faith), 3.N.a1l (ritual

prayers five times a day),	 (giving a fixed portion of ones earnings to charity),

(fasting) and c-a.11 (pilgrimage to Mecca). Muslims have also six main

beliefs. They believe in Allah (as the one and only God), angels, holy books, all

prophets, the Day of Judgment and predestination. Allah is the name Muslims use

for the supreme and unique God, who created and rules everything. All Muslims

believe that God is one alone. God has no children, no parents and no partners.

There are no equal, superior or lesser Gods.

Muslims worship in a building called	 "a mosque". The main hall of a

mosque is a bare room and everyone sits on the floor and everywhere in the

mosque is equal in status. A niche in one of the walls, called shows the

direction of Mecca where the worshipper should face. Ritual prayer, five times a

day, is the essence of Muslim worship, whether done in the mosque or anywhere

else. An Imam is not a priest, but a learned and pious Muslim who is held in high

respect by his community.

4.3.3 Issues related to God

Muslims and Christians believe in one God, paradise and hell, but they

differ in basic concepts such as original sin and redemption. As a result, the Arab

translator will face difficulty translating the meaning of these concepts lexically.

Moreover, In Arabic culture, the name of "al" "God" occurs in many different

unexpected contexts other than prayers. For instance, Muslims say on occasions

of death ALI, which means "May God have mercy on him". Moreover, if you

have not seen somebody for a long time, in Palestinian Arabic you say C.)L4)AI j

which means "What a long time ago that was by God". Translations of these

phrases will have a different effect on the Western reader than their original effect

on the Arabic reader. It is expected that the Western reader will not understand

why there is a mention of the name of God if you have not seen somebody for a

long time. As a result, it is likely to be best omitted in the translation. There are

additional lexical problems in religious translation related to the concept of the

Trinity in Arabic translation. The problem is not limited to finding the Arabic
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equivalents, but extends to trying to ensure the understanding of Arab Muslim

readers.

In Text 8.3.1 "Christianity", some students faced difficulty translating

"Jesus claimed that he spoke with the authority of God" as follows:

_ Aiv I	 tra	 j j

-

• 

ULLA	 el-C.1,2 Al? 44.D.42. Lo.'21.1	 j

- 4-1VI t.11	 4221 e .3.2-y,Lcc4

- 1

▪

 ,2.014	 4I	 11

- A.1V1 12. 	 te.155...2. 4..11 v...A

Students provided various translations for the English verb, as follows:

va41.	 - cra41. - Ls"' - ez-) - J�S

The most appropriate equivalent is j-C3 as c.)-4 41. *..1-11 r-155 iL ,111 .

Although the other verbs are literal translations of the English verb "claimed", the

use of these Arabic verbs conveys a lack of trust in the mission of Jesus. In

English the verb "claim" does not convey the same negative attitude as its literal

equivalents. Most students rendered the English past tense by using the Arabic

perfect tense. Only one student translated "claimed" unacceptably using the

Arabic imperfect tense, as follows: 4-1V1 sji4	 4-11	 toz.171. . Although the

intended meaning of the source text is conveyed, students' choice of words

produces a weak Arabic style because their translations are unidiomatic. All

students found a problem in translating "authority". None of the students modified

their translations to be acceptable to Arabic readers and style by using Lri.).11 (:).4

. It is worth mentioning that "God" has various acceptable Arabic translations

equivalents such as 4-rsIL y_)-11 - . Muslims tend to use 411 and Christians tend

to use y_)I I or 4-1VI (cf. chapter 8, section 8.3.1).

As in Text 8.3.1, in Text 8.3.4 two students were influenced by their Islamic

religious beliefs and translated "God" in "Christian worship involves praising

God in music and speech, reading from scripture, prayers of various sorts, a



"sermon", and various holy ceremonies such as "Eucharist' as Ail (cf. chapter 8,

section 8.3.4).

In Text 8.3.4, one student translated "hymns" in "Church services on a

Sunday divide into two general types: Eucharist services and services of the word.

Both types of service will include hymns, readings and prayers" as ThisThis is

related to Islam and reading Quran more than Christianity and reading the Bible.

In addition, all students translated "prayers" in the same sentence as sN-.....11—

c-%	 - c.%1 _91,-.11 . Unlike in Islam, "prayers" in Christianity corresponds to *A4.=-11

One student unacceptably mixed the translations of "reading from scripture"

and "prayers of various sorts", as follows: 04.11411 4:1S11 L:_• 1`11.4:341 c.'3131.,..4	 e1iI j

2iIi t l ...9314 The above student also added‘:-3 V1-411. to her translation although it is

not part of the source text. cLIY-€.14 1 "supplications" is associated with Islam rather

than Christianity. The student is probably influenced by Islamic prayers which

include readings from the Quran. The above translation is also unacceptable

because it produces a weak and confused Arabic style.

Two students translated "church services" unacceptably and literally as

	  (cf. chapter 8, section 8.3.4).

In Text 8.3.5 "Eucharist", one student unacceptably translated "Eucharist"

in "Eucharist is a Greek word for thank giving and its celebration is to

commemorate the final meal that Jesus took with his disciples before his death

(the last supper)" as L4- 	 II in the following:

_ s	 t_.1.511 J.S1 I4 J 42111%1 j_C4:31 4.6=.),1 	:1_41.0 4041 cjI.4.)111 	 co+IVI 4.101 cji

oul.-11) 4-31ji 	 t-.143.A.9. _0 9 	 (chapter 8, section 8.3.5)

In Text 8.3.6 "St Paul and the early church", one student translated "St" as

. It is worth mentioning that Paul is referred to as an apostle (i.e.

messenger) in Christianity. Although the use of d i-6u in this context sounds very

odd to a Muslim reader. Another student translated "Paul's teaching" in "Paul's

teaching centred on understanding the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ as a

central point in history" as Li)) siz.) in the following:	 3c,	 kfc.J

tul:01	 ' .44".15.) ;t11.6 C4. 66411 ‘110-1 . Other students unacceptably translated this as frimi



L 9-.1	— J	 Only two students provided the best Arabic

equivalent

Also in Text 8.3.6, students provided various equivalents for "resurrection"

in "Paul's teaching centred on understanding the death and resurrection of Jesus

Christ as a central point in history. He understood the resurrection to signal the

end of the need to live under Jewish law", as follows:

LDA k j `L'411	 -	 (DI

One student acceptably chose 14-,T as an equivalent for "resurrection" in this

religious context. Given that there is a specific common Arabic term for

"resurrection" eLL,-4, translators should use it. Another student added (:), to the

correct translation of "resurrection" . This addition is not acceptable because it

implies that Jesus was resurrected twice. Another student did not specify that the

"resurrection" was of Jesus Christ. This translation suggests the resurrection on

the Day of Judgment. Two students translated "resurrection" in the same text as

,fax4lisa.c.j (cf. chapter 8, section 8.3.6).

Text 8.3.1 "Christianity" illustrates one essential aspect of the Christian

faith related to the death of Jesus. Even if this aspect of the Christian faith is

different from the translator's Islamic faith, the translator should be faithful to the

source text. One student translated "Accounts of his resurrection appearances put

about by his believers, demonstrated to them that he had overcome death" as

---;..3The student probably was influenced by the Quranic verse t-4

3 9 *3:IL-a 1-4 9 0 3-1:a. (cf. chapter 8, section 8.3.1). In addition, four students

translated "disciples" in "He had twelve disciples" using the rather general term

for "follower" 1-2,1ti . Another student confused "disciple" with which

means a kind of angelic figure in Arabic.

4.3.4 Issues related to marriage

Polygamy is one of the factors that distinguish the Arab Muslim culture

from the Western Christian culture. Polygamy is a common practice among

Muslims and has an influence on the thoughts and perceptions of Muslim society

(Aziz, 1982, 27). It is difficult to find an appropriate equivalent for the Arabic
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word ,11-?...9311 The English word "polygamy" may not be connotationally

suitable in some contexts because it is forbidden in Western culture to have two

wives. The Western reader may have a negative impression not intended in

Arabic. Similarly, marriage between cousins is permitted in Islam, but it is rare in

the West and generally somewhat disapproved of. Arabs may use kinships terms

such as (,-,-1 1 (:)-)1 — to refer to their spouses. This can lead to ambiguity in

English-Arabic translation. In some contexts, a footnote explaining this matter

maybe necessary to reveal this ambiguity. Finally, in Arabic culture, there is one

type of marriage, which is religious. But, in some Western countries, there are

two types of marriage, religious and civil. For instance, civil marriage in Britain

demands registration in a registry office. This kind of marriage may not be

understood completely by an Arabic reader.

4.3.5 Issues related to birth

Baptism as a Christian religious ceremony in which a person is covered

with water to make him/her pure' is not found in the Islamic religion and may

cause difficulties in English/Arabic translation (Text 8.3.2). In .addition, some

prefixes in English that are used to describe kinship such as "foster-, god- " may

also be problematic. "fosterchild", "fosterson", "godfather", "godmother" and

"godparent" could be unclear to the Arabic reader. For example, godfather,

godmother and godparents are related to baptism. Therefore, it is difficult for the

Arabic Muslim reader to understand such terms without a fair knowledge of

Christianity or at least appropriate explanations. Students encountered numerous

difficulties in translating religious texts; For instance,

In Text 8.3.2 "Baptism", two students translated "baptism" in "In those

Christian communities that practice baptism, this is the first rite of life" as

(4-11.14.-.11 ,441.11) 1.1-44.1L	 jA2	
- (-44:11.).-ralt)	 . Although ‘,44:1-411 -

are acceptable, they are less common than .1-.1..4.11 .X.1.11.).-.21 is not an

appropriate equivalent for "baptism". The student considered it necessary for the

reader to associate ! `baptism" with "Christianity".
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One of the students translated "in those Christian communities that practice

baptism" as .4-..331.)--.111J..913:3.4":111:1.:-.:	 	. The verb (..b1 ,3:3 is less acceptable

than 646 or LAJI-4. because it is related to jobs more than religious rites (cf. chapter

8, section 8.3.2).

In Text 8.3.3 "confirmation", one student translated "confirmation" in the

title and in "The act of confirmation is performed by a bishop" as 4111-

Two students did not translate the title. One student chose the wrong equivalent

from the al Mavvrid dictionary and translated it as (.14s. 1:J11)3+1-.111 . Another

student also put two equivalents for the reader to chose from. One of these

equivalents is right and the other is wrong, as follows: ( 	 )

Another student gave two equivalents: ( (=Lit ) c:—.14111 . The student probably

felt that cL1411 1 is not clear enough for readers to understand. As a result, she added

.11-Axil to make it clearer. One student translated "confirmation" correctly as eL14.A5

.11-431 (as in the al Mawrid dictionary). Another student translated it unacceptably

as 4..411 . There is of course, a difference between "baptism" and "confirmation of

baptism". The above inaccurate translations are clear indications of the

importance of cultural background regarding the source culture of the text. The

greater the cultural background which translators have, the more likely they are to

be competent in their translations.

One student translated "church minister" in the same text unacceptably, as

Two students did not know the meaning and the rank of church

minister in Arabic, so they assumed that s/he is responsible in the church and

translated this as (1 1 This is a form of generalising translation

(Dickins et al 2002, 56-57), which is often a better technique than omission (cf.

chapter 8, section 8.3.3).

4.3.6 Issues related to food

Each culture has its own types of food. It is the role of the translator to

find the most appropriate equivalent in a given context of types of food in the

target culture. Pudding is one type of many sweet that does not have an equivalent

in Arabic. Due to the fact that the importance of a certain element in a certain



community encourages the development of separate lexical items to describe this

element in its various forms, Western culture has many words to describe pig

meat such as "bacon" and "ham". There are many meals derived from pigs such

as cracknel (small piece of pork fried in a crisp fashion), daisy ham (a smoked

piece of a pig's shoulder on the bone), gammon (cured or smoked leg of pig), On

the other hand, Muslims have only one expression to describe pig meat

because this meat is forbidden in Islam. As a result, Arab translators will find it-

difficult to translate English terms for the various types of pig meat (Aziz 1982,

27). Arabs have also a negative impression of types of food that include pig meat.

Such negative impressions are not intended in the source text. There are also

several types of sweets such as Christmas cake that do not have equivalent in the

Arabic culture.

4.3.7 Issues related to alcohol

In Islam, it is forbidden to drink alcohol. The general terms in Arabic for

all types of alcoholic drinks are (.:11J -21 J-..i.11 . Certain more specific terms for

alcoholic drinks do exist in Arabic, such as s j.4? "beer" (Aziz 1982, 27), .14

"wine" and(...i..)-=, "an aniseed-flavoured spirit", etc. There are, however, many

names in English for alcoholic drinks that do not have equivalents in Arabic. For

instance, in English, alcoholic drinks are fairly frequently referred to using brand

names such as "John Barleycorn". These cannot be translated. The translator

should also have enough knowledge of Western culture to be able to identify

various types of drinks, which include alcohol and deal with these in his/her

translations if necessary.

In Text 8.3.5, one student translated "wine" in "The rite comes after the

actions of Jesus who, at the meal, took bread and wine and asked his disciples to

consume them and continue to do so in memory of him" as j-..&, in the target text

as follows:



_ LA, j j...:,.11 j , N.I1 d jui LiAll j cy...,.,At 4,21 .-Iii,...is cjA 01÷ (41.4.111 ..P.x2;21 .1.%) cyatlail lie Ci)

kl (S->C3 4-61 kra 1 .9JA:".4. i 4-114 1_94. Di 4- 1-.1:11 (DA .

JA.LII has negative associations in Islam because it is forbidden.

4.3.8 Issues related to women

The concept of wearing headgear exists in almost every culture. But, the

motive for wearing it differs according to religious beliefs. In Islam, Muslim

women should wear yl-,,.-, which does not have any equivalent in the Christian

culture. Y1-,,. could be translated by using the English words "veil" or "scarf' but

these do not give the intended impression. Moreover, men in some Arab countries

cover their heads with a white broad scarf, which is wrapped around the head to

form a small turban as part of their Arabic tradition. This is also difficult to

translate properly. In addition, there are many words related to the semantic field

of headgear in Western culture, which are difficult to translate into Arabic. To

illustrate, there are many names for different types of hats in Western culture. It is

difficult to render their exact meanings in Arabic. The only Standard Arabic

equivalents for all types of ladies hats are 1/46-- U•



Chapter Five: Linguistic problems in

English/Arabic translation

5.0 Introduction

"Translation theory derives from comparative linguistics" (Newmark

1988,16). This quotation illustrates the importance of linguistics to translation

theory. It also illustrates the fact that mastering linguistic skills is crucial to

successful English/Arabic translators. Linguistic knowledge is a requirement for

providing a good quality translation. Although understanding the meaning of the

source text is essential to a good translation, presenting this meaning in the target

language through proper grammar and a good style of writing is also essential.

Linguistic competence in both source language and target language is important

for translators to analyse grammatical and lexical relationships in texts and deal

with complex structures to discover the intended meaning.

It is useful for English/Arabic translators to be aware of the differences

between the Arabic and English linguistic systems, since differences between the

two linguistic systems may cause problems in translation. This chapter is an

attempt to contrast aspects of the English and Arabic linguistic systems and try to

specify the most frequent linguistic errors in English/Arabic translation which

emerged from my analysis of students' translations. The English linguistic system

may affect the quality of students' Arabic translations.

A number of previous studies have been produced dealing with linguistic

problems experienced by Arabic native-speakers in Arabic/English translation. Al

Hour (1997) describes and compares the linguistic items and structures which are

differently expressed and manipulated in Arabic and English. He tries to predict

the errors which Arab translators or interpreters may make. Al Hour describes,

analyses, contrasts and discusses short translated texts. The basic hypothesis of

his research is that Arab student translators are expected to encounter linguistic

challenges due to the different linguistic structures of Arabic and English. Results

of the research indicate that the articles, demonstratives, pronouns, infixes,



prefixes and suffixes are common areas of difficulty due lack of equivalence on

the morphological level.

In his study of literary Arabic/English translation Lataiwish (1995)

hypothesizes that aspects of grammar, particularly the use of prepositions,

articles, connective devices, sentence structure, tense and word order may be a

source of difficulty in Arabic/English translation. The results attained by

Lataiwish indicate that linguistic problems are specifically manifest in a series of_
recurrent grammatical and semantic errors. His results have also confirmed that

students' linguistic competence in English determines in a significant way the

linguistic structure and the quality of the students' translation product. The

analysis of the study has revealed that there is a set of linguistic inadequacies and

errors relating most notably to the proper use of prepositions, articles, connective

devices, pronouns, use of appropriate tense and well-formed sentence structure.

The analysis has also revealed that students' translation suffers from more acute

problems in the area of semantics. The major difficulties relate to language-

specific idiomatic expressions, word collocations and the choice of appropriate

vocabulary for the appropriate context.

The variety of Arabic considered in this chapter is Modern Standard Arabic.

This is the variety shared by educated people all over the Arab world. Standard

English is also used to illustrate differences between English and Arabic. It is the

standard language as spoken/written by educated people in the UK, Ireland, USA,

Canada, Australia, New Zealand, etc. In this chapter, the researcher will only

consider the basic English and Arabic linguistic background and deal with those

aspects of the linguistic systems of the two languages which resulted in translation

problems for the students. In chapter six, I will consider specific translation issues

in greater detail, and present further examples of specific issues.



5.1 Morphology

Arabic belongs to the Semitic group of languages (Haywood and Nahmad

1995, 1,151). The characteristic feature of Semitic languages is their basis of

consonantal roots, mostly triliteral (three letters). Variations in shades of meaning

are obtained, first by varying the vowelling of the simple root, and secondly by

the addition of prefixes, suffixes and infixes. Word forms derived from triliteral

roots, and retaining the three basic consonants, are associated with meaning

patterns. Arabic is rich in derived verbs forms which extend or modify the

meaning of the root from the verb, giving many exact shades of meaning.

Dickins provides the following basic account: "The morphology of Arabic is

extremely rich. Words are derived from a combination of what are known as roots

and patterns. This can be illustrated by the following examples: kitaab "book",

katab "he wrote", lcitaaba "writing". These examples share the root k-t-b which

has a general sense of "to write/writing" Affixed into and around this is a pattern;

thus the pattern "i-an" is combined with the root k-t-b to give the word kitaab

"book" (Dickins 2000, 39).

English is traditionally analysed as having two categories of word class:

closed and open (Palmer 1984, 55). Closed-class words are the function or the

grammatical words. They are finite in number and include pronouns, determiners,

prepositions and conjunctions. In English, nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs

make up the largest part of the vocabulary. They are the content words of the

language, and are called the open-class words because new members can be

added at any time. In Text 8.2.1, "is", "the", "its", "in", "that" and "of' are

closed-class words. "Inverness", "Highlands", "attempt", "culture" and "stops" by

contrast are open-class words.

Like English, Arabic has two categories of word classes: closed and open.

Arabic is traditionally analysed as having three word classes: noun, verb and

particle. The noun word class includes adjectives, numerals, demonstrative,

relative and interrogative pronouns, participles and verbal nouns. Nouns are

marked for number, case, gender and definiteness. Verbs are also marked for

number, person, gender, tense, mood and voice. Particles are uninflected and fall

into five subclasses: adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, interrogatives and



interjections. These subclasses yield roughly the same as the traditional parts of

speech for English.

Morphology is divided into two major fields: inflectional and derivational.

Arabic is a highly inflectional language. Nouns, pronouns and adjectives are

inflected for number, gender and case. Verbs are also inflected for person,

number, gender, tense, mood and voice. These inflectional affixes assign syntactic

functions to word classes. Arabic nouns have three number contrasts: singular,

dual and plural. The Arabic plural is formed according to a number of regular

plural patterns. The study of the Arabic word is divided into two parts,

inflectional endings and changes that take place inside the word. For instance, the

vowel changes inside the Arabic word can produce different meanings. As already

noted, a vowel change to the Arabic verb ,,c6 "write" can produce the noun (411�

"writer". Unlike Arabic, some English words may belong to more than one word

class such as "water", which can be both a noun and a verb (Bloch 1986, 35). On

the other hand, some grammatical features which are expressed by morphology in

Arabic such as passivization are expressed in English by syntactic features. One

word in Arabic can fairly frequently be a complete sentence in English. For

example, the Arabic word 41.3.1J "I have seen them" contains the verb, the subject

and the object 1.4 . In addition, the morphological endings of words can reverse

the functions of nouns. For instance, in 1z14..) A-4a "Emad spoke to Zeyad" Emad

is the subject, while in .11-..0 Ll ?is "Zeyad spoke to Emad" Zeyad is the subject.

The syntax in the two sentences is the same (verb, subject and object) but the

morphological difference reverses the functions of the two nouns.

5.2 Inflectional morphology

Unlike in Arabic, inflectional morphology plays a minor role in English,

which has only seven inflectional suffixes. These suffixes, which are added to

word stems, do not change the grammatical category of the word to which they

are attached. The seven inflectional suffixes denote past tense, past participle,

present participle of the verb, 3 rd person singular present tense of the verb, plural,

genitive (possessive) case, comparative and superlative forms of the adjective.

The English plural is normally formed by a regular —s plural suffix. However,



there are also other irregular plurals. Duality in English is marked lexically rather

than morphologically.

5.2.1 Tense and aspect

Verb systems of languages typically expresses various semantic distinctions

including tense and aspect. Tense refers to the past, present or future time and

aspect expresses the speaker's perception of the act as an event or a continuing

state of activity (Bloch 1986, 107).

The Arabic verb has perfect and imperfect tenses. The perfect tense most

basically refers to past time while the imperfect tense most basically refers to

present time. The two tenses, together with particles, express the various aspectual

meanings. The perfective aspect indicates a completed action, e.g. c".1-...)a "she

studied", while the imperfective aspect indicates non-completed action, e.g. (..r

"she is studying". Arabic verbs include inflectional affixes that mark the person of

the verb (1 st 2nd and 31d), number (singular, dual, plural) and gender (masculine,

feminine). In the case of the imperfect, the final vowel marks the mood

(indicative, subjunctive, or jussive). Each tense has its distinct affixes.

English has two simple tenses, past and present, as well as numerous

complex tenses. English has two aspects: perfective and progressive (cf. Baker

1992, 98-102). The perfective indicates "anterior time" and portrays the action as

being complete, whereas the progressive indicates "simultaneous time" and

portrays the action as being in progress at a given time. The English perfective is

realized by the perfect form of the verb and is typically rendered in Arabic by the

perfect tense. The English progressive aspect is typically rendered in Arabic by

the imperfect form of the verb.

One of the discrepancies between Arabic and English is the number and the

use of tenses. Arabic, in common with other Semitic languages, is typically

regarded as deficient in tenses. Arabic tenses do not have such specific time

significances as do English tenses. In fact, it is possible to enumerate many tense-

like forms in Arabic, both simple and complex, for example:

Simple imperfect. This has the basic meaning of present (e.g. yA 4). "he goes").

Complex imperfect, with future prefix. This has the basic meaning of future

(e.g. 44	 yibl.+. "he will go").



Simple perfect. This has a basic meaning of past (e.g. ,,m6 "he went", "he has

gone").

Complex imperfect, with (.). "he was". This has the basic meaning of

progressive past (e.g. ,,a41.14 CJIS "he was going", "he used to go").

Complex perfect, with Cil� "he was": This has the basic meaning of past

perfect (e.g.	 C.g "he had gone").

However, such complex forms in Arabic are not used as frequently or as

consistently as complex verb forms in English; and Arabic frequently uses a

simple verb form where English requires a complex one.

In English, tenses and aspects combine together to form eight complex

tenses: present perfect, present perfect progressive, past perfect, past perfect

progressive, present progressive, past progressive, future perfect and future

progressive.

The simple present has various meanings in English. It refers to general

timeless statements and eternal truths. In addition, it refers to a sequence of events

repeated over a period of time. The present tense is also used to refer to future

time, describing an event that is fixed in advance such as "The train leaves at

one". In addition, it is used with reference to the past time. This is called the

historic present. The historic present is usually used in narrative style to add to the

immediacy of the narrative. It describes a past event as if it were happening at the

moment of speaking: "The actor enters the room and opens the door". The simple

present with past reference also occurs with verbs of communication and

perception such as "hear". The event reported took place in the past but its results

can still be felt in the present "I hear that Nabeel has retired". The commonest

Arabic equivalent to the English simple present tense is the imperfect indicative

tense.

The English simple past tense indicates that the action took place at a

definite time in the past. It refers to a specific completed action or event: "The

birth of the Euro .. gave.. (Text 8.1.8)". It can also indicate a habitual past action

or event "My friend visited me every Monday". In contrast, Arabic may express

the habitual past by the auxiliary verb C., 1-S plus the imperfect form of the verb: CiLS

c,-14. 41 "The boy played".



English has no future tense, as such; "will" and "shall" are, from a syntactic

point of view, modal auxiliaries rather than markers of a verbal category. Futurity

in English can be expressed by a number of constructions: present tense, present

progressive, "be going to" plus infinitive, "be to" plus infinitive, "be about to"

plus infinitive and modal auxiliaries "shall/will" plus infinitive. "Shall/will" plus

the infinitive is the most neutral way of expressing future time in English. An

example is "they will consider" (Text 8.1.9). Arabic expresses the future tense by

using the particle 	 or cyi plus the imperfect form of the verb.

In English, the present perfect expresses completed action (perfect) with

present time relevance. It shares with the simple past the feature that the action

took place in the past. In the present perfect, the action continues up to the present

time "lain Duncan Smith has offered a virtual suspension" (Text 8.1.9). Quirk et

al (1985,193) state that the present perfect is linked with any of three

implications: anterior time, as in "I have lived here for three years", recency, as in

"Have you heard the news? The president has resigned" and result, as in "He has

passed maths exams successfully". Arabic typically uses the perfect to express the

meaning of the present perfect in English. In English, the past perfect tense

denotes an event or state anterior to a time in the past "I had already met him

when you arrived". This might be translated into Arabic using Ci l-C plus the

perfect: L aj L4.1:1Z A41. 4L.135. The future perfect denotes a future action that will

be completed prior to a specific future time: "They will have saved 100 pounds by

next Monday". This might be translated into Arabic using Li .. or	 plus the

perfect:4111 L)+2,'T	 Lva. Jj:uth j A

English present progressive denotes an action in progress at a given time. It

also indicates temporariness. The present progressive has several meanings

depending on the context such as an action in progress (Khalil 1994, 103): "The

Department of Health is considering" (Text 8.2.6), temporary activity "She is

living in Palestine now", customary action "She is always making errors", or

change "The weather is getting better". The past progressive is used to refer to an

action in progress at a specific point of time in the past "He was walking to school

when I saw him", reference to past action simultaneous with some other event

"When I arrived, she was cleaning the house", and repetition in some ongoing

past action "He was coughing all night long". The English past progressive is

frequently rendered in Arabic by two constructions: d .S plus imperfect indicative
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4:1.4. 1j 1-4.11a crl<9. "He was walking to school when I saw him", or C.A5 plus active

participle (datill e-.1) of activity verbs c.:11.-.J1-4.11c-LU(:)t� "He was sleeping when I

arrived".

Present perfect progressive denotes a situation or habit that began in the past

and has continued up to the present "I have been living here for six years",

continuing or ongoing activity "She has been cleaning the house for several days"

or temporary habit up to the present "I have been working at night for a week".

This English tense can in some contexts be rendered in Arabic by using aj

literally "has not ceased" plus imperfect indicative: C.).41,  L1J La "I have

been living here for two years". Unlike Arabic, English has a sequence of tense

rule that stipulates tense harmony in sentences with more than one clause in cases

such as indirect speech.

According to Al Hour (1997, 98), crucial semantic difficulties in Arabic-

English translation are related to the level of the time expressed by tenses. English

performative verbs always occur in the simple present tense, whereas Arabic ones

may occur either in the imperfect or in the perfect tense. In addition, the Arabic

imperfect tense L45:1. "write" has two typical counterparts in English: simple

present "I write" and present progressive "I am writing". Moreover, the Arabic (:.)1-S

plus imperfect ‘,15-c4 d-5 has three typical counterparts in English: "he wrote", "he

was writing" and "he used to write". The English present perfect is sometimes

rendered in Arabic by the particle "si" plus the perfect yZ si "He has written".

Arab students frequently confuse English tenses. They tend to produce the

simple past in contexts that require the use of the present perfect. Arab student

translators also tend to use stative verbs in the progressive tense and avoid using

the various constructions that express future time or use neutral "will" in all

contexts, disregarding the differences in meaning realized by the other

constructions. In addition, it is expected that some student translators will tend to

render the English perfect tense as the imperfect Arabic tense. For instance, "As I

have mentioned" should be rendered in the Arabic perfect tense. Moreover, the

only way to render the English progressive explicitly is by using the Arabic

imperfect tense together with a time adverbs such as Jii "now".

In their translations, students at Al Azhar in fact had no serious problem

with the translation of English tenses, although some students confused some

English and Arabic tenses. This probably reflects the relatively simple tense
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usages in most of the source texts. For further examples cf. chapter 6, section

6.2.5 and chapter 7, section 7.2.5.

5.2.2 Gender

Arabic has grammatical gender. In Arabic, there is concord (agreement) in

gender between noun, pronoun, adjective and verb. In contrast, English does not

have grammatical gender. It has natural gender. Animate nouns in English are

either masculine or feminine according to the sex of the referent of the noun

Moreover, most English inanimate nouns are neuter gender. There are some

exceptions such as the use of "she" to describe vehicles, e.g. "She is a fine ship"

(cf. Baker 1992, 90-94). However, theses are fairly marginal.

5.2.3 Case markers

Arabic nouns have different case markers depending on their number and

definiteness. They have three cases: nominative, accusative and genitive. English

nouns do not have case, but they may exhibit case-like contrast, for instance, in

the genitive form "s" which denotes possession as in "The boy's book".

5.2.4 Concord (agreement)

According to Quirk et al (1985, 75), "concord is the relationship between

two grammatical units such that one of them displays a particular feature e.g.,

plurality, that accords with a displayed or semantically implicit feature in the

other". English has both grammatical and notional concord. Grammatical concord

covers subject-verb agreement (English 3 rd person singular verbs take "s"), person

agreement (as in "you and I are late") and pronoun reference agreement;

reflexive, relative and possessive pronouns agree with the noun or pronoun they

refer to in gender and number (as in "she hurt herself'). Notional concord

involves semantic plurality "agreement with the notion of plurality". For example,

a collective noun may take either a singular or a plural verb "The government has

decided to resign", "The government has broken its promises" (government as a

unit) or "The government have broken all their promises" (government as

individuals).



Arabic has verb-subject agreement, 04 4111 "The boy came", noun-adjective

agreement and noun-pronoun agreement. Adjectives agree with nouns they post-

modify in number, gender, case and definiteness ..).44 .11..3 "A big boy" (singular,

masculine, nominative, indefinite). Relative pronouns agree with their antecedent

noun-phrase in number and gender:,j:111 '4.1.L11 "the girl who". Arabic has only

grammatical concord, whereas English, as noted, has both grammatical and

notional concord. While the English verb agrees with the subject in number only

(in the present aspect only), in Arabic, the verb agrees with the subject in number,

gender, and person.

5.2.4.1 Examples of concord (agreement) mistakes

In Text 8.3.3, one students translated "they have to undergo a period of

study" in "Before a person can be confirmed, they have to undergo a period of

study and preparation with their church minister" as follows:

_	 s
	

instead of	 s jai (.1.92-6;=a4. 	 (cf. chapter 8,

section 8.3.3).

In Text 8.3.4, two students translated "Church services" in "Church services

on a Sunday divide into two general types: Eucharistic services and services of

the word. Both types of service will include hymns, readings and prayers" as

follows:

-	 '".!Iql L1,111. LI)/ instead of e.4. 	 	 C.)1

-	 15 instead of ,LI*1-4..)111C.)=. .3-111LS C.P3-.%211. (cf. chapter 8,

section 8.3.4).

5.2.5 Voice

According to Khalil (1991, 6), voice is a problematic area for

English/Arabic translators. This is due to the differences between English and

Arabic voices. Both English and Arabic have two voices: active e.3.1.11 ,fly, and

passive (.3id- 11 	. In Arabic, the passive is formed from the active by vowel

change. For example: the Arabic active verb 	 "he wrote" becomes 146 "it was

written" in the passive. The formation of the English passive is more complex



than that of the Arabic passive form of the verb. The English passive involves

object NP pre-posing and subject NP post-posing, introducing the BE auxiliary,

the past participle form of the active verb and "by" which is then attached to the

optional agentive phrase (Quirk et al 1985, 356).

The English passive can be classified into two major types: agentive and

agentless; thus "The glass was broken by John yesterday" with agent, vs "The

glass was broken yesterday" without agent. An adjectival passive is formed by the

passive participle as a predicate of the verb "to be" "The door is broken".

Sentences with "be" passive participles are ambivalent. They are susceptible to

two interpretations: stative (state) or dynamic (action). This means that without

considering context, a reader cannot decide whether the sentence describes the

state of the door or whether it describes the action performed on the door.

Adjectival passive does not entail the existence of an external agent. The English

passive has a number of functions (cf. Baker 1992, 102-110) . It is used to

foreground the object (patient) and background the subject (agent) of the active

sentence. In other words, the "patient" becomes the centre of interest "Palestine

was occupied by Jews". It also enables the speaker or writer to construct agentless

sentences. The agent can be deleted for several reasons: economy of expression,

anonymity or redundancy of the agent, or intentional concealment of the identity

of the agent. In addition, the passive enables the speaker or writer to give

prominence to the agent of the active sentence. As such, the passive has a

discoursal function (Khalil 1991, 27). Although the active and passive sentences,

(1) "Ahmed hit Mohammed" (2) "Mohammed was hit by Ahmed" have the same

truth conditions, they lack "discourse equivalence". Sentence (1) presupposes that

Ahmed did something, which is given information. Sentence (2), in contrast,

presupposes that something happened to Mohammed, which is given information.

Therefore, sentences (1) and (2) are possible responses to two different questions:

(1) "What did Ahmed do? And (2) "What happened to Mohammed? (2). The

passive is very frequently used in formal scientific writing and news reporting. It

allows the writer to maintain objectivity that is characteristic of an impersonal

style.

The basic word order pattern of the Arabic sentence with a transitive active

verb is V(verb) S(subject) — 0(object). The word order of a sentence with a

passive form of the verb is V = (passive verb) — S = (object of corresponding
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active sentence). The active is much more frequently used than the passive in

Arabic. In addition to the regular passive form derived morphologically by

internal vowel change. Arabic also has the Ji verb-form. The c.1.11 1 verb-form

conveys a medio-passive meaning "he broke", J-611 "it got broken",

implying that the agent is unknown, or that the action simply happened by itself.

The passive is used when the agent of the action is unknown, as in US.lI (3..>., "the

book was stolen". It is also used when the speaker /writer chooses to conceal the

identity of the agent for several reasons: fear of the agent who has done something

wrong or wish to protect or not to embarrass the agent who has done something

wrong. So, the Arabic passive is more restricted in its use than the English

passive. The English passive allows the mention and even the highlighting of the

agent, whereas Arabic passive is traditionally always agentless.

According to Haywood and Nahmad (1995, 143), unlike the practice in

English and other Indo-European languages, it is incorrect to use the passive in

Arabic when the doer of the act is mentioned. However, in Modern Standard

Arabic agentive phrases are sometimes found with passive verbs. The most

commonly used agentive phrases are LI S "from the side of' or "on the part of',

"from the side of', Al ula "at the hands of', 11-1...ly "by means of' or Y-.1..4

"because of'.

It is expected that student translators may face difficulties when translating

English agentive passives into Arabic. Agentless passives are likely to pose less

difficulty since Arabic does not traditionally allow the agent to appear in passive

sentences. When Arab students translators come across an English agentive

passive sentence, they are confronted with two major options. They may either

shift or transpose the sentence into the Arabic active or render the meaning by a

non-Classical Arabic passive construction in which the agent is not suppressed. If

they opt for the first alternative, which involves obligatory transposition, they

have at their disposal the flexibility of Arabic word order which enables them to

foreground/highlight many of the constituents of the active sentence. If student

translators, on the other hand, opt for the Arabic passive with an expressed agent

in their Arabic translation, they may be tempted to translate literally the English

agentive "by"-phrase into an Arabic agentive phrase, producing what is in



Classical Arabic terms, an ungrammatical construction. For further examples, see

cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.3 and chapter 7, section 7.2.3.

5.3 Derivational morphology

Derivational affixation is possibly more productive in English than Arabic.

English derivational morphemes are conjoined to other morphemes (words) to

derive or form a new word. The derived word may have a different meaning than

the original word or may even be in a different grammatical class than the

underived word. For instance, the morpheme "er" changes the verb "teach" into

the noun "teacher". This morpheme is bound: that is to say, it cannot stand alone.

"Teach" by contrast is a free morpheme: that is to say, it can stand alone to

convey the meaning of teaching.

English and Arabic derivation can be achieved through morphological

processes such as affixation, compounding and abbreviations. Affixation is a

productive morphological process in both English and Arabic. English

derivational affixes are either prefixes or suffixes. Prefixes are bound morphemes

that are attached at the beginning of a word and suffixes are attached at the end of

a word. "Dis-", "un-", "pre-", "de-", "mini-", etc. are examples of class-

maintaining prefixes. The prefix "a-" in the adjective "asleep" is an example of a

class-changing prefix because it changes the verb "sleep" to an adjective. Suffixes

are commonly used in English. Some of them function regularly and

systematically in a predictable manner such as the "s" morphemic suffix which is

used to express the third person singular in English and the "s" suffix used for the

regular plural in English. Suffixes which change the grammatical function of the

base include verb, adverb, adjective and noun suffixes.

In contrast, Arabic has not only suffixes and prefixes, but also infixes which

are inserted within the word. There are a number of infixes which function

derivationally to change the meaning of the stem or its grammatical category.

Arabic derivation involves arranging the root, the carrier of primary lexical

meaning in different patterns, each of which has fairly specific significations.

Arabic also has derived nouns which are produced through affixation. The

function of derivation is to create new lexical items. For instance, from the Arabic
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noun u,i-...1 "sun", the adjective0.4.1.4* "sunny" can be derived. Prefixes in Arabic

are of two kinds: derivational and inflectional, and are often traditionally regarded

as part of the pattern.

Although derivational affixation is very productive in English, it is very

limited in Arabic. Arabic has very few derivational suffixes and prefixes and it

lacks one-to-one equivalents for English prefixes. For example, -4., is a suffix

which indicates such things as nationalities: ,,,,-1*-1  "Palestinian".

In English, there is no specific rule governing the use of prefixes in a

systematic way. For instance, the prefix "dis-" cannot be added to all English

verbs to produce an antonymous meaning. It can only initiate a limited number of

verbs such as "dislike". On the other hand, infixation is a productive derivational

process in Arabic. Unlike English, the root in Arabic is discontinuous and allows

multiple infixation. For example, the verb ,,s4S. "wrote" becomes a noun by

multiple infixation y-ItS "writer", as already noted (chapter 5, sections 5.1).

Compounding is another important derivational process. This is the

combining of two or three bases to form a single new word (Bloch 1986,80).

There are noun compounds such as "birth-control" and adjective compounds such

as "man-eating". There are also some English compounds whose meanings are

unrelated to the meanings of the individual elements that constitute the compound

such as "egghead".

In contrast, Arabic compounding is not productive as it is in English.

Traditionally Arabic has two types of compounding: noun compounds such as e_v.

1- 1 "doomsday" and compound particles such as 1-49,) "perhaps".

Abbreviation is the third word-formation process. This involves the

shortening of already existing lexical items. English has three types of

abbreviation: blends, clipping and acronyms. Blending involves fusing two or

more independent lexical items such as "motel" which is derived from "motor"

and "hotel". Clipping is another aspect which involves shortening of long words

by deleting syllables such as exam from examination. Acronyms are initial letters

of the words such as "UN" for "United Nations". Arabic makes use of blends, as

in A-1-4-.4 i.e. to say .r.4. .)11 Lly, ,)11 AI (...4 "in the name of Allah, the Compassionate, the

Merciful". Other abbreviations are in common use after the name of the Prophet

Mohammed pl.= for el. i 4 ,1,-.. "God bless him and give him peace" or

after the name of other prophets, such as e.a for -N.LII 4..+6 "peace be upon him"



(Haywood and Nahmad 1995, 14). Arabic also has acronyms and pseudo-

acronyms, e.g. 041-4- ( ;44N-41 1 Z4_911411 .A.S_>a- ) and cc:11 (C)*-14 ..):1...P:i "1-S.J-%). Successful

translators should be familiar with English abbreviations to translate them

properly.

5.3.1 Examples of the translation of English affixes

Students used the following for translating negative prefixes such as "de-",

"dis-" and "un-":

1 L

-Two students translated "unlawfully" in "The Home Office will appeal shortly

against last week's high court ruling that it unlawfully detained, and breached the

human rights of four asylum seekers" (Text 8.2.9) by using u .9.1 as in the

following:

_ 4.4 ji 3.,,, j Jusil=.1141: j.iti LAI .L51

- ‘,5411-L Ci-. :t-x4J1 6.31.1 (.3_) 9 1-139:11:5. (>4. 4-31-4

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.2.9).

2 - ...k.

Students translated "demoralised, disunited, unelectable" in "His party is

demoralised, disunited and currently unelectable" (Text 8.1.10) by using j:.3b, as in

the following:

- tfY-1 ,, :i3-. „Ai& 9 "931 eaa 9 i.,-. .50-? itiA:l. `4.3- CJV (11.1 i

u.L.II.4 _}.1.6 CJVI Lsia AO j Ll4.1-Ciida all i 4it.u.i....4 cLlia....;2I A 44y. uli

- 1-..1.3-6-4 54-49Y...1469°.

- 14. 1I- Y.&11-4 J-..16 9 l39" 9 19.--4 4-.1.3-%i

- 1:.131--% 4-:%11 NI all ,.):. ..3 ,11�21A .., 1-.1ZW lai 4-.1.3 (:iti

- u.:WA- ....),Ic:. :46., al j (3,t1.11 Si j ..(-_ast_6:0 443m. C.J1

Y.1:1.1-.. 4 JO' 141. 1-- . 9 e"

Most students used JO- more than >) 	 eac, to translate the English prefix 4 Curl., 9

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.10).



3 - eaD

One student translated "dis-" disunited" in "His party is demoralised, disunited

and currently unelectable" (Text 8.1.10) acceptably by using sa-,..11 1 	 , as follows:

j	 j	 31-1t1 ,43-, DV a11:1 j (cf. chapter 8, section

8.1.10).

4 -intrinsically negative words

All students tend to translate some English prefixes such as "dis-" disunited and

"de-"demoralized" in "His party is demoralised, disunited and currently

unelectable" (Text 8.1.10) by using intrinsically negative words such as

01< °1 -- .11-1- 4 in the following:

-

-

- J�- (.39:"." _I -1=14.z-4

-	 ala4 9 1-.0%W	 4-.13-%

- C*•=i1 ‘2.$.111:11 A i LIP-6° 4-.1.:)-%

17131- 

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.10)

5.3.2 Examples of the translation of English compounds

English compound nouns can be divided into two main categories:

1. Common compound nouns

- Students translated "public spending" in "He will have to hammer out new

policies on the big issues like taxation and public spending" (Text 8.1.10) as

follows:

_ 1.6.31	 _ elx.11 ‘31.01 - A-41.2.11	 JL.=.411

rt.&11	 -	 3.113V1

Although all students provided various acceptable equivalents for "public

spending", only one student used the standard Arabic term n;,-.46-11 tr-atilll (cf. chapter

8, section 8.1.10) .

L	 .946' 9 "911 eA., 

tA	 431 j L-115114. 	431 j 4243.1zA 

14.9-6-4 344 9 ‘-r j:1.4	 9	 JO' ‘713-'11-i



2. Proper compound nouns

Students translated "Liberal Democrats" in "The Liberal Democrats too

have said they will consider attending cross-party talks but stress that ending all

domestic democratic activity would be giving in to terrorism" (Text 8.1.9), as

follows: ‘531_)43. 40-1A54.-111	-	 - C.P-LW.541.-111 i:).1411..)41. 1

-	 	 Jj1 L'Ai=1 .)144.111 - L.›.LA1. 1 .)1411. 1 &44.1=1 _;144. 1 - L.›1-1.J.)=a1.1 %LAIL. Iji4.4a11

J.ilv-1=1.J.L44..1.11

Three students translated "the Liberal Democrats" literally as

I -	 JI th 4-12151-11?-11 -	IjLJI C)4.1. 1 ..)•14.111 . Another two students translated

"liberal" into Arabic as ..)-,31	 - jj Iji-44.1-11 . One student translated

the meaning unacceptably as 	 	 1)-44.1-11 . It is important for students

to pay extra attention and translate proper names such as the names of parties if

possible using the standard Arabic form, or at least acceptably. Some non-Arabic

political parties have standard forms in both English and Arabic. To illustrate, the

Arabic equivalents of "Labour party" can be both L.11-4,-11 1,-13-- in the case of the

British Labour Party and J-4.11 in the case of the Israeli Labour Party. It is

acceptable to translate the name of the party as a loan word especially if there is

no Arabic equivalent for it. It is more appropriate for the Arab target readers to

use pure Arabic words in their translations. Although the two students who

translated "Liberal Democrats" as _)--,31 4-1=1 .5i44.01 -	 &ILL. 15.2-44.111 made a

good attempt, they did not use the standard Arabic term for the party

It would have been a good idea on the part of the student who translated

"Liberal Democrats" as j. 4-1.1)..4.111 to add y_3-% to make it clearer to the reader

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.9).

-Students translated "Highlands" in Text 8.2.1 as follows:

J341)	 - 34411 63.1:44,11 - k.2. JAiI 61=1.3.411 _ 3.1.1V	 - aiN41+11

4:3111111	 L._)L.41

Three students acceptably transliterated "Highlands" as a:IN,3 143 1 -	 IA -

a3V 4411 . However, the meaning of "Highlands" is relatively transparent. As

Arab readers, it is easier for them to understand 431.2.15.)..11 than a-IV 4411 . One of the

above students unprofessionally put two equivalents, as follows:

ji÷11)	 60-+1 1 cris14-,31 . The student's equivalent is unacceptable because

of her assumption that the "Highlands" are J_34.11 . Her choice is directly related to



her translation of "Inverness" earlier in the text as k_hl-,4 . The first wrong

translation leads her to a second wrong translation. This indicates the importance

of understanding the source text before translating any word in the target text.

The other four students provided explanations for "Highlands" rather than a

direct equivalent, as follows: Lisj.).11 C.:$61-1.11 - rk-.1.1.4%.11 611 1-1.411 	.

"hills" is not an appropriate equivalent for "mountains" in the "Highlands".

None of the students translated "Highlands" as a cultural borrowing with an

explanation (cf. Dickins et al 2002, 33-34). The previous translations were literal

and did not indicate a specific area. A possible acceptable cultural borrowing for

"Highlands" plus explanation would be I N;11<  (.31-4-4 	 —4-111114 . Such a

mention of Scotland enables readers to realise that "Inverness" is part of Scotland

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.2.1).

5.3.3 Examples of the translation of English collocations

Not all English collocations have equivalent Arabic collocations. Some

English collocations have a fixed pattern in English and not in Arabic. For

example, the English collocation "Israeli-Palestinian dispute" in "The price of oil,

Islamic revivalism, recurrent conflict in the Persian Gulf, and the roadblocks to

peace in the Israeli-Palestinian dispute remain important areas of concern" (Text

8.1.6) is translated acceptably as both 4.1p:1_)41,, ;.! 1- -IA j..11--

L-311 1 (cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.6).

Other English collocations such as "Islamic revivalism" do not have

standard equivalents in Arabic, as illustrated in students' translations. Students

translated "Islamic revivalism" in "The price of oil, Islamic revivalism, recurrent

conflict in the Persian Gulf, and the roadblocks to peace in the Israeli-Palestinian

dispute remain important areas of concern" (Text 8.1.6) as follows:

4.2114.4`11	 :t.'z5111—	 t..N.311 2 l.114a.s/1 :tx.5111

42%41 0 14=VI _	 .1.4t1 -	 d*.t.,411

Three students translated "Islamic revivalism" literally as given in the

dictionary as :t-..1511:4-c-51.11 or 45-43VI P14-,VI . Although these are technically

correct translations, at least to the extent that they are given in the al Mawrid

dictionary, other translations such as 1.4.-N-V 1	 or ILIAN-41.L.41,11. are better

because they are more frequently used. These translations are good examples of
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students' idiomatic and communicative translations. One student translated this

phrase unacceptably as ‘e.-VI,'L.-.LIIksJ.- indicating a specific political party or

organization (on analogy with ii :tSi.-% or "Fateh organization") instead of

making it a general term (cf chapter 6, 6.2.15 and chapter 7, section 7.2.15).

5.3.4 Examples of the translation of acronyms from translation texts

For current purposes, acronyms can be divided into two types: international

and local. The sample texts involved international acronyms more than local

acronyms (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.12 and chapter 7, section 7.2.12).

1- Examples of international acronyms:

US (Text 8.1.2)

Five students translated "US" in "Scottish Secretary Helen has called for

"Cool Heads" as Scotland waits to see the economic impact of the US terror

attacks" as s....:3..1. 1 314J.11 . Two students translated it as kl,S,I.JAVIsa.:141- I ,:JL,IV j11

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.2)

EU (Text 8.1.8)

Three students translated "EU' in "The birth of the Euro and an expanded

role of the EU in macroeconomic policy coordination gave coherence to a

European monetary policy network" as viijiVI 1.-,:3V1

Two students translated it unacceptably as La.)J1

One student translated it unacceptably as ,,,-.1ijS1,1

One student translated it unacceptably as

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.8).



UK (Text 8.2.5)

Five students translated "UK" in "It is estimated that two million people in

the UK have an addiction. However, addiction still remains taboo" as s.1-%I.11A-C.L.11

One student did not translate it and unacceptably retained the original form "UK".

Another student translated it as l-Say...)4 (cf. chapter 8, section 8.2.5).

2- Example of local acronyms:

NHS (Text 8.2.6)

One student translated NHS in "The Department of Health is considering

introducing a rating system for social care organizations based on the "NHS

traffic light" system" as 14A VI kz-,-.11';‘- and also kept the original form NHS in

her translation. Two students translated it acceptably as li-4.1& - ce.,:ill Z...11(.1-11

. Four students omitted it from their translations (cf. chapter 8, section

8.2.6).

5.4 Syntax

The term "syntax" comes from the ancient Greek "syntaxis", a verbal noun

which literally means "arrangement". It refers to the branch of grammar dealing

with the ways in which words, with or without appropriate inflections, are

arranged to show connections of meaning within the sentence (Matthews 1982,

1). The meaning of a sentence depends to a great extent on the meaning and

structure of words of which it is composed. Syntax includes the set of rules which

determine the way in which units such as words, phrases and clauses can be

combined in a language and the kind of information which has to be made

regularly explicit in utterances. The syntactic structure of a language imposes

certain restrictions on the way messages may be organized in a language (cf.

Baker 1992, 110-111).

Arabic has two types of sentences: nominal and verbal. Nominal sentences

begin with a noun or pronoun. Nominal sentences may have a verb following the

initial (subject) noun or pronoun. However they may be verbless, in which case
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they are semantically equivalent to English present tense copular structures. Three

types of verbless nominal sentences are particularly common. The first type

begins with a definite noun followed by another indefinite or definite noun as in

the sentence: c-134.11 "The girl is a teacher". The second very common type of

verbless nominal sentences starts with a definite noun followed by an adjective as

its predicate; for instance, .44-4 .11.311 "The boy is a hard worker". The third type

begins with a noun phrase (subject) followed by a prepositional phrase such as

4,3 "The boy is at school".

Sentences which have an initial verb in Arabic are known as verbal sentences.

Verbal sentences are more common than nominal ones, and the basic word order

in Arabic is typically said to be VSO (verb-subject-object). The sentence elements

subject, verb and object combine to form basic verb sentence patterns such as VS,

VSO, VSOO, etc. (ICharma and Hajjaj 1989, 74). In English, the basic sentence

elements subject, verb and object combine to form basic verb sentence patterns

such as SV, SVO, SVOO, etc (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.1 and chapter 7, section

7.2.1).

5.4.1 Examples of the use of verbal and nominal sentences

Since verbal sentences are more common than nominal sentences, students are

expected typically to change English SV sentences into Arabic verbal VS

sentences (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.1 and chapter 7, section 7.2.1). Some

students, however, typically used Arabic nominal sentences, retaining the SV

word order of the English source text in their Arabic target text. This seems to be

related to their preference for literal translation. Students frequently started their

translations with (DI . The use of (DI preserves the SV word order, while giving a

sense of formality stylistically (cf chapter 6, section 6.2.4 and chapter 7, section

7.2.4).

Students translated English sentences as follows:

1- using verbal sentences. An example is

-"The doctrine of human rights has come to play a distinctive role in

international life. ...." (Text 8.1.1)



Two students translated "come to play" literally as L.-1-411 04 , which is

completely unacceptable since it denotes purpose, and therefore changes the

denotative meaning. Four students indicated the meaning of English present

perfect "come to play" acceptably introducing new information by using	 ,

for example:	 D1.3V1 ti ;1= L.04.	 .

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.1)

2- using nominal sentences with CJI

-"The doctrine of human rights has come to play ...." (Text 8.1.1)

Four students used Arabic nominal sentences, for example:

Ls.:1.11 01.= LDLJVI 3	 -	 L.41. 	144 (DI

Two students used both and	 in the same sentence which gives a weak style

in Arabic. It is unacceptable to combine the emphatic I with the non-emphatic

in the same sentence, to give, for example: 1..)..5.1 y-,14 c+.31 c.)1.41/1	 CJI

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.1).

3- using nominal sentences without 61

-"Scottish Secretary Helen has called for "Cool Heads" as Scotland waits to

see the economic impact of the US terror attacks" (Text 8.1.2)

Students generally used nominal sentences here, for example:

` 111(.,i (This is an example of students' preference for literal

translation copying the English SV word order (cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.2).

4- using verbless Arabic nominal sentences

"The way to recovery is long and painful and there is always the danger of

relapsing" (Text 8.2.5)

Students' translations were as follows:

(a.11	 Ls.11 s._501) 041.5:LiVI j1=1.:NA 0.11.14 1.411 j (4).4 j j.1_910 011111 3)..)1a

- 441. LY-11	 ,--51114	 C-14..-911 011111

L.C.111	 j A..41).4 j	 jlai 011411 31..).1.

- tik,11	 '111:14 (-111:1. e3.3A	 01111 al...)131



4,1.1) 	 1.451 ta-14	 Log CiLW J.1...,)= 4.14 yi.12	 jla•

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.2.5).

5- using complex Arabic nominal sentences

"An addiction is a complex illness with both physical and psychological

symptoms" (Text 8.2.5)

_	 JAi Six-4 (..)..k..).4 JA

Here the Arabic nominal sentence contains a primary predicand ( 	 ) C.)1-4Y1 1 and

a primary predicate (..)4)	 Mi	 L.k 4-1	 . The primary

predicate 4.u.1.3.3	01.1_)=.143	 u.;...)-4 Jib , however, also contains a secondary

predicand JA and a secondary predicate 	 .11..1" LP 43 all'" C.J°..}4 . This is

thus an example of syntactic recursion (cf. chapter 8, section 8.2.5).

5.4.2 Other word order issues: coordination of head elements

Traditionally, Arabic does not allow coordination of head elements in a

number of structures, such as genitives. It is stylistically preferable, for the phrase

"Expert advise and support" not to be translated literally with coordination of the

head nouns: JA-.I.L11	 _9 A---..14-413 (Text 8.2.6). The preferable translation is

j	 . It is worth mentioning that forms involving coordinated heads have

become relatively common in Modem Standard Arabic. Only one student

translated the above phrase as 4-4z.)., j.11	 . Most students translated this

using a coordinated head.

5.5 Determiners

In English, determiners are lexical items that qualify the head noun and

usually precede adjectival modifiers (Quirk et al 1985, 253). English determiners,

which constitute a closed class, are classified according to Quirk as: central

determiners, pre-determiners and post-determiners. Central determiners are the

articles: "every", "each", "no", "some", "any", "either" and "neither". "Every"

and "each" are universal determiners that are followed by singular count nouns.

"Every" refers to members of a group collectively, whereas "each" refers to them

individually. They may be problematic to some translators because their Arabic

counterparts such as LIS, c-.3.-4÷ ;AS-5 do not make this distinction.
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There are certain similarities between English and Arabic pre-determiners.

"All" may be followed by plural nouns with generic reference "All humans" and

it may also be followed by count or non-count nouns with specific reference. US,

t-...1-24.,:61-S are the main Arabic counterparts of "all". "Both" has a dual meaning

and is followed by plural count nouns. Its Arabic equivalents are N.5 (masculine)

and -iI5 (feminine).

Post-determiners in English follow pre-determiners or central determiners

but precede adjectives. Cardinal numbers such as "one" (Arabic equivalent .1.1 j)

and ordinal numerals such as "first" (Arabic equivalent LIJ I) are examples of pre-

determiners. "Many", "much", "(a) few" and "(a) little" constitute the closed-

class quantifiers. Arabic has one major counterpart for both "many" and "much",

. is the typical Arabic equivalent for "(a) few", "a number of', "several",

"some" and "(a) little". Open-class quantifiers in English such as "a lot of', "a

great/good deal of', "a large/small number of' and "a large amount/quantity of'

function as determiners. The commonest Arabic equivalent for "a lot of' and "a

great deal of' is .);.6.. and the commonest equivalent for "a large number of' is

probably Cr. J:.3-.6	.

5.5.1 Examples of the translation of some English determiners from

translation texts

Students translated English determiners by using different structures as follows:

1- Genitive structure

" The Liberal Democrats too have said they will consider attending cross-

party talks but stress that ending all domestic democratic activity would be

giving in to terrorism" (Text 4.1.9)

Four students translated "all" by using JS as follows:

_	 314	 :4121.51144.111 c:ILL:all J5 014.:,1 L.) I JAI 0151 j

ZuL%.41.‘÷	 4,121	 JS 0411

-	 L4:1_,..L.,* I cj j51.,"	 :4=1 ji.4._t111 4::11_121_,1111 J5 "40	 4:151 j 	
-	 -.4411.111 As)=1	 (:_11.101..11 J5 411 cj I urlz 1 .3 1,1 (4.1C.1 j

Two students omitted "all" in their translations as follows:

_ . L.Ilas$11 0.1= 0L.:=1111 cia^ j11 I	 451 :41.&la 21.13V4 0411 0.6 liJaZ j
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-	 ,411	 .10=11 ZA1.+5	 .151

It is worth mentioning that none of the students used an appositive structure

such as 14-1S cL11-1=1-L11 . This is probably due to the influence of the source text.

2- Prepositional structure

"Explaining the European Union, what it does, how it does it and with what

effect — is one of the most daunting challenges facing political science as a

discipline" (Text 4.1.7)

One student translated it as c'.11,3a.all.1.1.S. I OA .1=1.3

Two students translations ignored the translation of "one of' in the source text, as

follows:

t..4 1 usiti 4.1Ac.	 4.4.1)3111 .11._%.1V1 :141-4

ell JP) b j 4Lc. :44S.

The above translations relay the notion that "explaining the European Union... is

the most ...." instead of "....is one of the most....".

Four students translated "one of the most" correctly by using el,=.1	 _ (Al

5.6 Definite and indefinite articles

English has definite and indefinite articles. The use of articles is dependent

on the type of nouns pre-modified by the article. The definite article "the" is a free

morpheme that pre-modifies the noun it precedes. It is used with specific

reference (reference to a particular specimen of a class) before place names (e.g.

"the Alps"), universal reference (e.g. "the moon") and when something is

mentioned for the second time or later on. It is also used with generic reference

(reference to a class or member of a class) before singular concrete nouns and

plural human nouns (e.g. "the Palestinians") when the reference is to the whole

class of entities. It is also used with unique reference, (e.g. "the Smith family").

The indefinite article is used with specific reference to introduce a discourse

referent. The referent is generally known to the speaker but not to the hearer (e.g.

"I am looking for a man I met last week"). It is also used with generic reference

with a singular noun when the reference is to one member representing the whole



class (e.g. "A lion is dangerous"). In English, no article is used with uncountable

nouns, abstract nouns, institutions, means of transport, times of day and night,

seasons and meals. Moreover, no article is used with plural count nouns or

singular non-count nouns when reference is to an undifferentiated whole (e.g.

"lions are dangerous") (Khalil 1994, 79).

Arabic has a definite article J1 . It is a bound morpheme that is always

attached in initial position of the noun (it occurs as a pre-modifier). It marks the

definiteness of the noun it pre-modifies. Arabic nouns such as abstract nouns and

adjectives may also be preceded by the definite article. Indefiniteness is marked

by the bound morpheme "—n'!eLliaici . This cannot co-occur with the definite

article on any given word.

The definite article has two semantic functions: specific reference and

generic reference. The definite article denotes a specific reference, as in c-'14.11 "the

girl". Proper nouns are definite with or without the definite article. The definite

article with generic reference is used with both abstract and concrete nouns to

denote all members of a class, as in 1,,,V1 "the lion". In addition, mass and abstract

nouns take the article in Arabic, as in 4-4 cl...11.z.11 "milk is beneficial". There are also

many other differences in usage. Thus, while English nouns that refer to means of

transportation and institutions take zero article, as noted above, their counterparts

in Arabic take the article (e.g. J I-Lill-.1 "by train"). As a result of the various

differences mentioned, articles are expected to be problematic in English/Arabic

translation (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.9 and chapter 7, section 7.2.9).

It is unacceptable to use the definite article J on the first element (head) of

genitive AIL:01 construction. For instance, in Text 8.3.6, one student translated

"the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ" unacceptably as .14.11 ,=-'1.-.131 i ,1' J-411

Ls-4a. c.: — ^ 11 instead of Le.4a. ce+,....11 .1.4-21 (Lx-.1 j

5.6.1 Examples of the translation of English definiteness and indefiniteness

The semantic types of definiteness are

1- Definiteness with specific reference

"Inverness is undermining cliché's about life in the Highlands through its

attempt to become the Cultural Capital of Europe in 2008" (Text 8.2.1)

-1-1.1.1_,V Z.011 LL-411..c. 1.4_, jil e jlil :449. 1-221 :L4.26.1 I L.ii JJV :LAM :L4.21.2.11
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t?..9_1.9V

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.2.1).

2- Indefiniteness with specific reference

rescue workers" in "Survivors, eye witnesses and rescue workers, relatives

and friends, many of whom were the recipients of desperately moving and

courageous last messages of love conveyed by mobile phone, in the long and

terrible aftermath" (Text 8.2.7)

One student rendered the indefiniteness in the source text by using an

indefinite in the Arabic target text, as follows: cii-Az

Five students translated the English indefinite by using an Arabic definite such as:

(.1-4= (cf. chapter 8, section 8.2.7).

3- Indefiniteness with generic reference

"Worship" (Text 8.3.4)

Four students translated the English indefinite by using an Arabic definite,

such as s.g-.1.11 . Two students retained the indefiniteness in their Arabic translation

such as s.g-F. (cf. chapter 8, section 8.2.4).

5.7 Adjectives

English adjectives modify nouns and noun-phrases. They can take

comparative and superlative inflectional suffixes: "hotter", "hottest". They have

three syntactic functions, attributive, predicative and post-positive. Attributive

adjectives typically pre-modify the head of the noun phrase: "He is a smart boy".

Predicative adjectives function as subject or object complements "He is smart".

Postpositive adjectives follow indefinite pronouns "Anyone smart can do it".

Some adjectives end in "ly" such as "friendly" and others begin with "a-" such as

"awake", but most English adjectives do not have a specific morphological form.

Unlike English adjectives, Arabic adjectives agree with the noun they post-

modify in gender, number, case and definiteness. If the noun is definite, the

adjective must have the article. Some of the commonest adjective patterns are:

cizii (e.g. c.14 1- "ignorant") , L.1.4.i (e.g. .)4 "big") , dyi (e.g. otA "cheerful") and

(DNA (e.g. cji-.4 6, "angry"). cizia is the active participle; these other adjective



patterns listed here are forms which give the meaning of the active participle, with

some intensification in meaning. They are derived from stative verbs which

denote a state or condition rather than an act (Haywood and Nahmad 1995, 23,

86). The majority of English attributive adjectives precede the noun they modify,

whereas Arabic attributive adjectives always follow the noun, i.e. they post-

modify. English adjectives normally follow a preferred order (opinion, size,

shape, age, colour and origin), whereas with Arabic adjectives more freedom in

the order of adjectives is possible. Unlike Arabic, only one definite article is

needed to precede an English noun phrase which is made up of a noun pre-

modified by one or more adjectives.

5.7.1 Examples of the translation of some English adjectives

Unlike English adjectives, Arabic adjectives agree with the noun they post-

modify in case, number, gender and definiteness. Most students took number,

gender and definiteness into consideration more than case.

1- Case

-"a distinctive role" in "The doctrine of human rights has come to play a

distinctive role in international life" (Text 8.1.1)

Students' translations were as follows:

-

- J9.1 '44 cl?

- 44 j 1.1 ya-ti

-

- j Jj. Yx-14.

- a+4.411 La jLJL L014.41

Only four students pay attention to the correct case:	 I

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.1)

"He had twelve disciples" (Text 8.3.1)

- 4-915z.	 1:61	 c.JI-5 instead of	 jIj....A=1-1114-1CJI-�

eL01 1:›4 	A,I.J LIAS	 instead of el-PVIc.).4 _A= Ltlk),..%1L).5
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(cf. chapter 8, section 8.3.1)

"Paul's teaching centred on understanding the death and resurrection of

Jesus Christ as a central point in history" (Text 8.3.6)

- ()a	 jA CJLS j_94 U.19..).11 t2412:13.. instead of Lric, liSJA LDIS J.J4 LALA is41Zi

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.3.6).

2- Number

-"The new conservative leader" in "The new Conservative leader lain

Duncan Smith has offered a virtual suspension of party politics for as long

as the "war" against terror attacks goes on" (Text 8.1.9)

Most students took number into consideration during their translations of the

adjectives "new Conservative", such as: .1:3..1411-411

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.9).

3- Gender

-"the political system" in "Among the U.S.-born population, the development

of partisanship is often associated with either age or experience with the

political system" (Text 8.1.3)

Most students took gender into consideration during their translations of the

adjective "political", such as: co-4.1-111

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.3).

-"new political forces" in "New political forces are constituted. Popular social

groups claim new rights" (Text 8.1.4)

Most students took gender into consideration during their translations of the

adjectives "new political", such as: 	 jj - 11:3.4	 ,1* 1 .11 —

sAl.a?-11	 . However, one student translated the adjective "political"

unacceptably as .1:1.4	 L.c..0 (cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.4).



4- Definiteness

-"international life" in "The doctrine of human rights has come to play a

distinctive role in international life" (Text 8.1.1)

Most students took definiteness into consideration during their

translations of the adjective "international" as follows:

4416.11s14._%11 _

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.1).

5.8 Adverbials

English has three types of adverbs: simple (e.g. "just","down"), compound

(e.g. "somehow", "therefore") and derivational (e.g. "quickly", "moneywise",

"sideways", "backwards"). Adverbs can function as pre-modifiers of adjectives

(e.g. "very good"), adverbs (e.g. "very heavily"), pronouns (e.g. "nearly

everybody") and noun phrases (e.g. "quite a party"). They also can function as

post-modifiers (e.g. "the day before"). The position of adverbs in sentences is

variable. The majority occur in final position. There are four major types of

adverbial in English: time (e.g. "now", "recently", "at 7 o'clock"), place (e.g.

"there", "at home"), manner (e.g. "quickly", "with ambition") and frequency (e.g.

"always", "often"). Prepositional phrases may also function as adverbials in

English (e.g. "with care", "carefully").

Arabic adverbials fall into three formal categories:

-Indeclinable forms LD'il "now", al "before" and LA "here".

-Nouns in the accusative case which indicate time and place of the verb such as

1-4.3,3 "on/for a day".

-Prepositional phrases:*A4.1-64 "carefully".

English adverbials may occur at the beginning of the sentence between the

subject and the main verb or at the end of the sentence. Arabic adverbials may

occur sentence initially, but are usually placed in the middle or at the end of a

sentence (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.17 and chapter 7, section 7.2.17). These are

some examples:



5.8.1 Examples of the translation of English adverbials

There are many ways to translate English adverbs in Arabic:

1- Using an Arabic adverb (i.e. a noun or adjective in the indefinite

accusative)

"transitions are peacefully negotiated" in "Even where transitions are

peacefully negotiated, new institutional arrangements are fragile, and the

opportunities for securing democracy are uncertain" (Text 8.1.4)

Three students used an Arabic adverb in their translations as follows:

b1110	 OCIP.111

- 1-.1J	 cl).4 6 .)11-1 9

pall 

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.4).

2- Using a prepositional phrase

- "Clearly, there are important differences between being an ordinary

nation-state and a EU Member State" (Text 8.1.7)

Three students used a prepositional phrase to translate the English adverb

"clearly" as follows:

cr_.1 .511 cya_ cr_..121 	 j	 j4 j

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.7).

"transitions are peacefully negotiated" (Text 8.1.4)

One students used a prepositional phrase to translate the English adverb

"peacefully" as follows:

ttiu..	 1.4.1k.

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.4).

-"Political landscape change markedly" (Text 8.1.4)

One student used a prepositional phrase to translate the English adverb

"markedly" as follows:

J-ct4 	

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.4).



3- Using a quasi-prepositional accusative noun with following genitive ( a

type of a l-,111 )

-"During past waves of migration, political parties played an important role

in incorporating some immigrant groups into the U.S. political system" (Text

8.1.3)

Two students translated the English adverb using a quasi-prepositional accusative

noun JN-& or oUl with following genitive, as follows:

	  kL3* -.1.1.;Lit3L21 S.)7N-11	JN-& -

y132,.)/1	 -

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.3).

5.9 Prepositions

There are two types of English prepositions: simple (e.g. "in", "on") and

complex (e.g. "instead or). Prepositions may express different semantic relations

such as: spatial (e.g. "at school"), temporal (e.g. "at eight"), cause/purpose (e.g.

"because of') and means (e.g. "by train"). Arabic prepositions ,)41 govern

the nouns that follow them in the genitive case. Arabic prepositions are either

inseparable, consisting of one letter always attached to the following word as in

(e.g. Al) .411.41 ) or separate, standing alone as in L.,1) (e.g. 11 j L) (Haywood

and Nahrnad 1995, • 413). Arabic also has many quasi-prepositions which

essentially consist of a head noun of a genitive phrase in the accusative case

(signifying adverbiality). Examples are	 "in the middle of" (as in

"in the middle of the city") and ai "before" (as in ii d4.1 "before dawn"). There

are some Arabic prepositions which have fairly standard English equivalents. The

typical equivalent of the English preposition "from" in some contexts is the

Arabic preposition (DA . This preposition expresses different semantic relations

such as spatial, temporal, cause and origin. L,-1) "to" is another Arabic preposition

that signifies time and destination. ua. "until" expresses time and cause. vi "in"

also signifies location. There are another three inseparable prepositions y , J and

al signifying different relations such as possession. A single Arabic preposition

may have several equivalents in English and vice versa. There are some

prepositions in English which are sometimes totally discarded in translating from



English to Arabic such as genitive "of'. Sometimes, "of' may be translated by

Arabic J. An Arabic equivalent of some English prepositional phrases may not

involve an Arabic preposition. An example is 1-.4. "on foot". By contrast, the

Arabic equivalent of some English sentences which do not include prepositions is

only grammatical if we use a preposition. For instance, "All natural languages

share certain properties LLJ.. The semantic relations

which are expressed by prepositions in both English and Arabic are divergent to

the point that make them unfixed and unsystematic (Al Hour 1997, 128).

5.9.1 Examples of the translation of English prepositions from translation

texts

1- Examples of a single Arabic preposition having several equivalents in

English

Some students translated the two English prepositions "within" and "in" by

using the same Arabic preposition 	 , as follow:

-"Yet, the "Euro-12" version of the Council, which brings together only

representatives of states within the Euro-zone, quickly spawned a far more

integrated sub-group, or 'policy community" (Text 8.1.8)

JJJ Zi1.14

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.8).

-"in a rare move" (Text 8.1.9)

jla

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.9).

2- Examples of a single English preposition having several equivalents in

Arabic

Some students translated the English preposition "into" by using different

Arabic prepositions y , vi and Lill , as follows:

-"incorporating some immigrant groups into the U.S. political system" (Text

8.1.3)

_

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.3).
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-".. plummet the economy into crisis" (Text 8.1.2)

...,31.L.,.aivl 1.34i,1

Two students omitted the English preposition, as in: .Y.....,...11/1:i...,31 ii.i..1.....,! .

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.2).

"The battle for leadership" (Text 8.1.10)

Some students translated the English preposition "for" by using different

Arabic prepositions L,la , J and (..)A , as follows:

Two students used the Arabic preposition L.cla , as in: sa41 L,,,33:1,1=. ZS.).-.11

Two students used the Arabic preposition J , as in: 1,141 4.13:11:Ali.-.11

One student used the Arabic preposition L'.).. , as in: sA.A LW cj..:k.S_.>.11

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.10).

3- Examples of English prepositions disregarded in translating from English

to Arabic

Some students disregarded some English prepositions in their Arabic

translation as follows:

-" The doctrine of human rights" (Text 8.1.1)

Six students omitted the translation of the English preposition "of', as in:

c.)\—  Lail-

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.1).

-".. plummet the economy into crisis" (Text 8.1.2)

One student omitted the translation of the English preposition "into", as in:

4illi.,..,,-9

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.2).

"The battle for leadership" (Text 8.1.10)

Two students acceptably omitted the translation of the English preposition

"for", as in:

slncili AS ja-o .

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.10).
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5.10 Modal auxiliaries

Modality is the manner in which the meaning of a clause is qualified so as to

reflect the speaker's judgment of the likelihood of the proposition it expresses

being true (Quirk et al 1985, 219). English verbs are either full verbs, such as

"play", or auxiliary verbs, such as "be". Auxiliary verbs are either primary

auxiliaries "be", "do", "have" or modal auxiliaries "can", "must", etc. English has

a number of modal auxiliaries. They have a number of formal properties that

distinguish them from full verbs. Modal verbs are usually followed by a bare

infinitive, inflected only for tense, (e.g. "can", "could"), they cannot take the 3rd

person singular inflection, and they are immediately followed by "not" in negative

clauses. In contrast, Arabic does not have a class of modal auxiliaries. Modal

meanings are expressed through particles, prepositional phrases and a few verbs

and participles. It is also important to mention that Arabic lacks the fine

distinctions in meaning conveyed by the English modals such as "must", "have

to", "should" and "ought to". The typical Arabic equivalents for these modal

verbs are‘,4,1., and .14 . To some degree, there are distinctions between these

Arabic words, but they are not as clear as those in English. Some English modal

verbs also have a past form. The use of the past form shows less probability, a

distinction which is not found in Arabic. It is predicted that Arab student

translators will tend to confuse the meaning of the English modals especially

"must", "have to" and "should" during English/Arabic translation.

5.10.1 Examples of the translation of English modals

Context is essential to determine the intended meaning of English

auxiliaries. The meaning of some English modals differs from one text to another.

So, some students are expected to find difficulty in translating the correct

meaning of the English modal. To illustrate, "The battle for the leadership of the

Tory party may be finally over, but the winner now faces a far more challenging

task" (Text 8.1.10)

Five students unacceptably translated the English auxiliary "may be" in this

context by using 1-44.) —u_955	 - - 4,616. 1-44J -	 1-Z1 "tS_Y-411	 1-44J - '4111 1-44J

eL-1. 4.13-1	 C13-05 1-,44j -	 Ij J1-€411-d-1	 C.).55:1 Si failing to spot its rhetorical meaning



here. Two students acceptably translated the correct meaning of the auxiliary as

follows: 1-6- 3...1-6-i 0-1c.	 - 11-CJ-1-4.11 	 t3.3j (for more details, see

chapter 8, section 8.1.10).

In addition, in Text 8.2.8, the English modal "must" in "It is painful to

imagine the death of hope they must experience coming face to face with the

reality of internment camps" indicates expectation rather than obligation. This

sometimes referred to as epistemic necessity (cf. Quirk et al 1985, 224). Thus the

meaning of the above sentence is that "asylum seekers are expected to experience

the death of hope when they come face to face with the reality of camps". One of

the students unacceptably translated the English modal in the sense of "obligation,

compulsion or inevitability" (cf. Quirk et al 1985, 225), as follows: c)

ts-D J-:1 1 cL1_9.4 J2. All other students ignored the translation of the

English modal.

The Arabic translation of English modals can include the following:

1- Arabic particles

"The Liberal Democrats too have said they will consider attending cross-

party talks but stress that ending all domestic democratic activity would be

giving in to terrorism" (Text 8.1.9)

As expected, four students translated the English auxiliary "will" by using L.),

—	 , in the following:

csa	 	 J1-11'%11-1

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.9).

2- Prepositional phrases

".. they have to undergo ...." (Text 8.3.3)

One student translated the English modal "have to" by using the Arabic

prepositional phrase 441 , as follows:

_ 	 ,. ! ;<11	 t.4 .1a I	 1.L.63	 it.114	 4,11C. ,DU

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.3.3).



3- Arabic verbs

".. they have to undergo ...." (Text 8.3.3)

Three students translated the English modal "have to" by using Arabic

verbs, as follows:

_ cjitx-311.... J-12.1,.g. sIl l 3 ',Lai jail Lj.4 S jig- ..iLISi. d ‘,.1.11.

Ci 1 ' ''.!;C CA IS tA J.: .	' -' .;11 9 -"I J-111 (J.° .4 .53i j1:1.?73 CJ I Lr4I!	 _

ci l,.,:. ;C .Lri JJ J t.4 Ja2:12/1 3 :LA jail (:),, i jai ,...pj j.., d ,..J.?..4

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.3.3)

4- Omission of translation equivalents of English modals

".. they have to undergo ...." (Text 8.3.3)

Two students omitted any equivalent of the English modal "have to" in their

translations, as follows:

	  i L:ALS ..44 _X • ,-,11 3 l6.3 J.111 S jail 1 3.2.6CLi4 eiii

A ...;;< 11 C.).031.S jia c).4 J..4.:	 3

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.3.3).

5.11 Relative clauses

Relativization is one type of postmodification. It involves embedding a

clause within a noun phrase. English has two types of relative clauses: restrictive

and non-restrictive. A restrictive relative clause provides information necessary

for the identification of the noun in the main clause "The girl who left is my

friend". In contrast, a non-restrictive relative clause does not restrict the meaning

of the proper noun in the main clause: "John, who always makes jokes, never

comes to class on time". The same as English, Arabic does not distinguish clearly

between these two types of relative clause. Finally, reduced relative clauses in

English are appositive clauses that involve deletion of the relative pronoun and

the copula "be": "The boy standing in the corner is my son".

In contrast, Arabic does not have relative pronouns. Rather it has a

conjunctive pronoun J.,-...5-411 e-4 1 , as in ‘11.-cli Y..)-`-;2 Lill .41 CLY.1 .) "I saw the boy

who hit the dog". According to Haywood and Nahmad (1995, 284), when the
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except the subject, it must be matched by an attached pronoun within the relative

clause, known as the resumptive pronoun Axil as in 1-.11-1 4=4 ciall (.1) 1 "the man

to whom I wrote a letter" (the AD, b , is underlined here and in subsequent

examples). Moreover, the conjunctive noun is always omitted when it refers to an

indefinite noun, for example .1-.11 "all , 141 4,53 ss. c-.1.41..). The relative

English pronoun can be optionally deleted when it replaces an object NP and it

appears whether the antecedent is definite or indefinite. In contrast, Arabic does

not exhibit optional deletion of the conjunctive pronoun. Rather, the conjunctive

pronoun is used only if the antecedent is definite. Finally, Arabic conjunctive

nouns exhibit distinction of gender, number, and case in the dual while English

relative pronouns do not.

5.11.1 Examples of the translation of relative clauses

1- Translation of relativization of the subject

"The rite comes after the actions of Jesus who, at the meal, took bread and

wine and asked his disciples to consume them and continue to do so in

memory of him" (Text 8.3.5)

Four students rendered "who" in their translations by using Lya . For

instance,

_ jJ 4.A JI,:j1 au_ J 1 j..11 c).., 411, j 4 j	 ,4111 Qil iDA s3 j&l.4 Ly,	 baitf

JL4zVI 6*,

Three students omitted this from their translations, for example the incorrect:

_	 j	 C.).4 442	 :14,%311 pUS*1 cy....6411 (IA	 0411,1' I y%	 .3

1.4.L1 A.114

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.3.5).

2- Translation of the relativization of a prepositional object

"Survivors, eye witnesses and rescue workers, relatives and friends, many of

whom were the recipients of desperately moving and courageous last

messages of love conveyed by mobile phone, in the long and terrible

aftermath" (Text 8.2.7)



Two students translated "whom" adding eA , as follows:

-	 C.)e. (..A1.4 Sim *c1.11S	 Za1÷111	 JAI JL 	 lAI aall 0.01.LAtl	 tilLs

.14%M 41411, ZiL*411 kL Q.4115

4 A-1.41	 (311111 t 	 4,ya.11	 .)11 cjSitL4 (AA e+1.4 4.041

A

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.2.7).

5.12 Direct and indirect speech

Indirect speech in English reports statements by the use of a reporting verb

and a nominal that-clause, whose complementizer "that" is optional; for example,

"John said (that) he would resign". English indirect speech exhibits tense

backshift, sometimes referred to as "tense harmony" or "sequence of tenses". It is

governed by the tense of the reporting verb. If the tense of the direct speech is

present, the tense of the indirect speech will be past. If the tense of the direct

speech is past, the tense of the indirect speech will be past perfect. For instance, "I

want to leave early" said Ahmad" vs "Ahmad said he wanted to leave early". If

the direct utterance has a first person pronoun, this pronoun changes into the third

person provided the overall utterance deals with the third person. For example, "I"

changes into "he" or "she" in indirect speech. "This" similarly changes into "that"

in indirect speech. There is also time and place adverbial shift in indirect speech.

In indirect speech, "yesterday" becomes "the day before", "tomorrow" becomes

"the next day or the following day", "now" becomes "then" and "here" becomes

"there". In addition, there is a word order shift in indirect speech. Subject-

auxiliary inversion that occurs in direct question is not retained in indirect

questions. For example, "Are you late? he asked" (direct speech) becomes "He

asked if they were late" (indirect speech). By contrast, Arabic indirect speech

does not trigger tense backshift and it does not involve a sequence of tenses.

However, first person pronouns should be changed to third person pronouns in

indirect speech. Since Arabic questions have no auxiliaries, the word order of the

direct utterance does not change. For example, 	 111-4 "What do you want?"

(direct speech), VS	 Lc,:111-.1 "He asked me what I wanted" (indirect speech).



5.12.1 Examples of the translation of English indirect speech from translation

texts

1- The translation of direct speech

She said "This is the time for calmness and indeed those who lose their cool

in this kind of situation can plummet the economy into crisis" (Text 8.1.2)

Five students translated the English indirect speech by using

j —	 —ci11.1	 - c:J1.1 L45 - L:uS3 j—	 j

Five students acceptably removed the inverted commas and used d with

following indirect speech:

43 3A CIA DI '4 ...)S.1	 JA	 — cab jA 	 j

0.34	 ejl.=	 0_94*,si L 	 l	 US

Only two students translated the indirect speech by using Arabic direct

speech as in English, as follows:

	  03411

	  0_9411	 3.4 1.14	 sil

(cf	  chapter 8, section 8.1.2).

2- The translation of indirect speech

"The Liberal Democrats too have said they will consider attending cross-

party talks but stress that ending all domestic democratic activity would be

giving in to terrorism" (Text 8.1.9)

Students translated the English indirect speech by using

- (..›;10a , as follows:

et.:44 L.;.9 1	 c11 j.y.111	 ail

.... LIS 0 14-il csia 	at? 1.031.

	  u13z.VI	 j 1 .5=, 01 ...} .1 	 ja L.kul cr11 .),4111 v..101)41	 (AILS j

	  "3.5- 3/ L11121.-%44 JJ 	 4.9"	 L;mil CJ4...).Y2 (.51411 .).144.111 C-3'.* .111 J

	  L.3y.11 j&.1.1LitQ Jj. j jIii:34.g. 031 ej,11_11.).4. 11	 ji.41...111 jli j

	  (..14.11	 e.:ts	 (.14._11 jisv,111

	 J1.9	 VI-1:1&1-"ALDI-1 C.)‘.2 J-'31 coll.)41.111

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.9).



"In a rare move, the new Tory leader said he would let his shadow ministers

sit on the Cabinet emergency committees in a show of unity against the

terrorists who attacked the US" (Text 8.1.9)

One student did not translate the whole sentence. Other students translated

the English indirect speech by using

t	 4-11 -	 4-11-1— 1.6 .54 	- 	 4-1j.4 414 , as follows:

-	 J)((-3111101J./.9)41.iii a ..k. 4-11-.1 J 1 J-%'11	 04-) J-91.1

- CiJSJI-41 	 cjjj t4" 4-11 al:Jail-m-411	 J:4	 a.1-71. 4JLaa i j

-	 ci1.4	 4.11 j (.41 Lity.0 4114 *41	 j1.1 Jim&	 j

-	 	  C.).44..)1411 4)39.11 	(C.A.lait-N-411)4..);11 Lr1.3*- LAL'....) J ka j.1 CyaJ.0col j

J I j1,11 cji÷l	 ly.41÷„, cj i	 (:).4 L.1.114 LiyAl kit? Al.a?•1 1 £3t3 	 3 I	 s„.11.1	 ‘.0

-	 AJ 	 01J.3.9 E,4,1 431 41.4.11 Y.3.31 e:.=

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.9).

5.13 Conjunctions

Conjunctions are uninflected words that link words, phrases or clauses.

There are two major subclasses of conjunctions: coordinators and subordinators

(cf. Baker 1992, 190-202). Coordinators link units of equal syntactic status. They

combine two independent clauses into a compound sentence. Subordinators

integrate a subordinate clause into a super-ordinate clause, creating a complex

sentence. English and Arabic have a variety of coordinating conjunctions which

can be used to coordinate words. The grammar of both languages does not permit

the coordination of any random pair of elements. Only constituents of one type or

one category can be coordinated. English has three simple coordinators: "and",

"but" and "or" and three correlative coordinators: "both...and", "either...or" and

"neither...nor". The coordinator "and" denotes consequence, addition, contrast,

condition and chronological sequence. "But" only expresses contrast. The

coordinator "or" denotes a selection among two or more alternatives.

"Both...and" expresses additive meaning, "either ...or" expresses exclusive

meaning and "neither....nor" denotes a negative meaning of two terms. English

has four major types of subordinate clauses: nominal, relative, adverbial and

comparative clauses. Adverbial subordinate clauses are the only type which

concern us here, since only adverbials involve conjunction. Adverbial clauses are



introduced by subordinators that express different adverbial meanings. Time is

one such adverbial meaning and is expressed by using: "since", "as soon as",

"until", "when", "whenever", "while", "before", "after", "as long as" and "once".

An example is "she had left before they arrived". Purpose is another such

meaning and is expressed by "so that", "in order that", "in order to", "so as to".

"If', "unless", "as long as", "so that" and "provided that" are subordinators that

denote the meaning of condition. An example is "they might come if you invited

them". "As far as" and "as much as" are other subordinators that express the

meaning of degree. For instance, "they study as far as they can". Concession is

another meaning. This is denoted by using "yet", "although", "even though",

"despite the fact that", "whatever", "however" and "whether". A example is

"although she is rich, she is not willing to share".

In Arabic, conjunctive particles or coordinators are called c-0.11 ,-.13.." They

have a coordinative function and meaning. The coordinators j "and", '-"and",

"so", "and then", J4 "but", "but rather", CAI "but", 31"or", "or", i "and not" and

1-41 "either or". For instance, is an additive conjunctive particle that links

nouns, phrases, clauses and paragraphs. It is the most frequently used conjunctive

particle and I shall refer to it subsequently in this thesis as the "common" Arabic

connector. It may occur sentence initially at the beginning of paragraphs or

between other parts of speech, such as nouns as in ,=.1341 .1133 1 . Arabic .3

appears before each constituent of a compound noun phrase. In the view of

Haywood and Nahmad (1995, 436), it is the rule rather than the exception to

commence a sentence with j in Arabic. On the other hand, it is traditionally

considered bad style in English to commence a sentence with "and". In view of

the above differences between English and Arabic, it is expected that Arab

student translators will tend to translate the English coordinator "and" with the

Arabic connector j.



5.13.1 Examples of the translation of English conjunctions

1- The translation of coordinators

"Clearly, there are important differences between being an ordinary nation-

state and a EU Member State. But there are also very stark differences

between the EU itself and other polities, even ones that share some "federal"

characteristics with the EU" (Text 8.1.7)

In English, the use of the adverb "clearly" in the previous sentence "Clearly,

there are important..." is usually followed by a contrast that is indicated by the

use of "but" in the sentence "But, there are ....".

Six students rendered the English conjunction "but" by using CA I as follows:

Alitt

	  CA.3.1 51)4 5.1.1,1. L=31.M&I L-:=9 1	 cD-C3

1-,-;2:1 1 ALL% US1

	

1.1. 	 L Ai& ()Si j

	

S.11.141	 Jut, JJ Dsi j
	  cp. 1 ..p.s 	 1..,4 J4 1.14 ej-ci

Only one student ignored "but" and translated "also" as LI , as follows:

a,1 L.12,3.1

It is more acceptable to ignore the translation of "also" and retain the

translation of "but" because the basic meaning of the sentence depends on the

contrast.

Only one student rendered the contrast in the sentence by using cp-C1

without the use of L. . This student translated "also" with the common Arabic

connector j, as follows:

	

iaia4 cLIML.13U 31iy.	 j

The combined use of the two connectors "but ..... also " is considered a feature

of English language which has no analogue in Arabic. So, it is acceptable in

Arabic to omit the translation of "also" in the target text especially after the use of

the common Arabic connector i, as follows:

ALIA LAI

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.7).



2- The translation of subordinators

"Political transitions contain volatile moments when long established

political landscape change markedly" (Text 8.1.4)

Four of the students rendered the English conjunction "when" as

/-411M or 1-..13z	 3, as follows:

	

1-4.1.1a i,1111	 c:JV

	  ..)06.3*** LOXIL	 43.1=.a. _pall jazi

	 joal	 d.113 j j311	 cak,1 L.3.1z 4.1.4.11 ,L.JV

	 Lylkwtal talk. .,5113	 c.J1.1a.%1	 4w4..11

The three other students translated omitted "when" and replaced it by the

	

use of the Arabic coordinator	 or , as follows:

st÷iit ‘L-111,A.1 „sic. 431z4. 0.1+,1	 (:)1

	  j i s4.ii 4.41 .t.+&,LakJ.A*51I

j	 s	 ,slc.	 44..11

(cf. chapter 8, section 8.1.4).

5.13.2 Examples of the use of double connectors from translation texts

In a number of cases where English has a connector other than "and", such

as "also", students tend to translate the English connector in the source text and

add the common Arabic connector j . Use of double connectors is not a feature of

good Arabic style (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.2 and chapter 7, section 7.2.2). To

illustrate, in Text 8.1.5 "Globalization and the Internet", all students used the

common Arabic connector at the beginning of the second sentence of the text

"This also implies adopting international standards of openness with regard to

communication, commerce, government and science". All students started their

translation by the Arabic connector i and five of them added 1-,4 . "Also" is

used as a connector in English, and is a fairly common equivalent of 1-,-;.9.1 and

j. The translation of the English connector "also" reflects a preference for literal

translation even in terms of word order. Three students translated it before the

verb as in English, which gives a weak Arabic style, while two of them translated

it more acceptably after the verb, as follows:



LAIL'.1.3"

It is worth mentioning that students tend to be influenced by the source

language but add what is used in the target language . This may explain students'

preference to translate connectors in the source text and add connectors from the

target language (for similar examples in a professional English-Arabic translation

see Baker 1992, 196).



Chapter Six: Analysis of research results

according to category of error or weakness

6.0 Introduction

In this chapter, the researcher has considered specific translation issues and

done a statistical analysis focusing on the following twelve linguistic and stylistic

issues: word order (verbal and nominal sentences), tenses, use of a, use of

connectors, translation of the passive by phrase", translation of definiteness and

indefiniteness, transliteration, translation of acronyms, translation of plural and

singular nouns, classifiers and proper noun equivalents. The reason for choosing

the above linguistic and stylistic issues is that they can be easily analysed

statistically from the translation sample. The researcher has limited the sample of

word order, tenses, use of (D I and connectors to political texts because of the large

number of these features in all texts. The researcher considers results related to

political texts to be a satisfactory indicator for other types of texts. The researcher

also introduces a brief statistical analysis of the percentages of students who

translated texts and titles.

The general analysis of students' translation texts reveals that they

experience significant cultural, grammatical and stylistic problems in

English/Arabic translation. The main source of cultural problems is related to the

differences between Arabic and Western cultures. Students' linguistic problems

are mainly related to the differences between the Arabic and English linguistic

systems. Finally, the analysis of students' translations indicates that some students

have a weak writing style in Arabic.

In the light of the general analysis of students' translations (chapter 8) and

statistical analysis, this chapter provides an analysis of research results according

to categories of error or weakness, under the following general heads: general

comprehension issues (section 6.1), linguistic and stylistic issues (section 6.2),

wider cultural issues (section 6.3), and other translation issues (section 6.4).



6. 1 General Comprehension issues

6.1.1 Pre-reading

Results of the general analysis indicate that some students do not pre-read

the text before starting their translation in order to achieve a better understanding.

To illustrate, lack of text pre-reading and proper understanding seem to have

influenced students' accuracy in their translations of the title "Inverness" Text

8.2.1. Only two students provided the correct equivalent for "Inverness" as

Lry..1.),3.111 . There is a famous lake at Inverness called Loch Ness and perhaps

influenced by this, one student provided an unacceptable equivalent L 1 .

The above mistake led the same student to translate "Highlands" in the text as

J.)-41 to confirm her previous use of . The student should read the

text and decide that the intended meaning is not a lake but a city in the source

text. The other two students chose a wrong equivalent for "Inverness" from the al

Mawrid dictionary, which is :k+,,J1-1..)iiVi . This is a type of clothing

(D.! 101 	 . None of the students translated the title by addition using the classifier

.A3-4 to make it clearer to the reader as 041..)iil 4.1. (cf. chapter 7, section 7.1.1).

6.1.2 Dictionary use

Students' translations reveal that most students lack the skill of proper

consultation of dictionaries. Some students lack the correct terminology for

specialised texts. They prefer to guess the meaning of technical words rather than

consulting specialised dictionaries (cf. chapter 7, section 7.1.2).

As a non-specialised dictionary, the al Mawrid dictionary did not provide

students with appropriate equivalents for "macroeconomics" in Text 8.1.8. None

of the students consulted a specialised dictionary in economics to provide a good

quality translation. To illustrate, some students translated "macroeconomics" in

Text 8.1.8 as follows:

- 	 Cr3.4 (31.12.111	 LALL.111 Zi31.1.4



_	 1..4113:%	 JAII	 11* ;14".

	  Lr1.c.1	 c.Lawal cA4z cri 	

The above students gave different literal Arabic alternatives taken from the

al Mawrid dictionary, such as - - . One of

the above students added the Arabic adverb 1-15 1 :* to relate "macroeconomics" to

"Euro". Although this is a good attempt to clarify "economic policy", the result is

vague in Arabic. All the above alternatives give the basic meaning of "macro-".

They are acceptable in other contexts but not in this economic text. The most

appropriate term for "macroeconomic policy" in Arabic is 6,-1-C11 1.2.11V1 L4.L. (cf.

chapter 7, section 7.1.2).

6.1.3 Proof-reading

The general analysis of students' translations indicates that most students

did not proof-read their translations. Sometimes, this results in semantic errors.

For instance, two students unacceptably translated the title "Domestic Matters" in

Text 8.2.4 as :L..11-,-4	 The same two students acceptably translated

"domestic" in the first sentence of the text as - 4-131.11 Li1.11. If these

two students had proof-read their translations, it is likely that they would have

changed the translation of the title to make it the same as their translation in the

main text (cf. chapter 7, section 7.1.3).

Lack of proof-reading is also indicated by the presence of simple

grammatical mistakes in students' translations. For example, in Text 8.3.5

students translated the following sentence: "Eucharist is a Greek word for thank

giving and its celebration is to commemorate the final meal that Jesus took with

his disciples before his death (the Last Supper)" as follows:

c.:	 114	 js.4.11	 zra.)..)6.j us 4.A Ly,si.4.11	 zAis

J4i

-	 01,1.4/ 4iJ _9 -}S-111 c1-12zV .`L..61-1.9i "IS v+1 (9-4.5a cr€37 1 "II CA

41211) 4-11i..94-14 CJ42-.11:1*	 1+1_914. JA	C.:''"11

-	 .}S.4 4;z.)	 1.011.1-1 j j52.21 0 1-lazV 14. 1149:.1 LIS .14 t-94:11L411 C)-.1.5111 t.>°:1

0 1-1/31) JArl.	 lai,JJ1.)-%31 4-Z1-)51	 c.4-11 1.414131z



- cF -J  4a.)Sall c4.j 4 1"6.414.111 IA-A" J-C-111 4,4123. -Sktia') US .)16

(-)4' t/ ""LII)	 L C>14-)/.9.1 4z1-.111	 Ls-"P 4191-15

- (Di J4i 4..41 t_4 	 	 juci.y	 1,10 A411.1 ZAls 	 cjt?.

.J4& nn

The above translations include various minor grammatical mistakes that

could easily be corrected by proof-reading, as follows:

- t-41-6-1313. instead of 4U	 1-84-11.1

- :441 ,csiS141-.3...1 instead of :441(..s..)�:

In Text 8.1.1, two students confused the adjective "economic" and

considered it a noun in their translation of the following sentence: "a standard of

evaluation for the policies and practices of international, economic and political

institutions". They unacceptably translated the two adjectives "international" and

"economic" as ,,r1_41Lifl . This mistake could be easily corrected if the students

proof- read their translations.

In Text 8.1.2, One student confused the gender of the Secretary "Helen" in

"Scottish Secretary Helen has called for "Cool Heads" as Scotland waits to see

the economic impact of the US terror attacks" considering her a male .);.1.19-11

• . There is a possibility that the student associated politics with gender

because the dominant ministers in Palestine are male. This mistake indicates the

importance of proof-reading because there is a reference in the text to the gender

of the Secretary: "She said, "This is the time for calmness and indeed those who

lose their cool in this kind of situation can plummet the economy into crisis".

Results also show that most students do not proof-read their translations for

the purpose of improving their Arabic style of writing. To illustrate, in Text 8.3.5,

students translated the following sentence: "Eucharist is a Greek word for thank

giving and its celebration is to commemorate the final meal that Jesus took with

his disciples before his death (the last supper)", as follows:

• c.! 	 4,21	 .114 (3L.i:1 4ree 431.1Liz.1 ..A.L111 	Zsi.4.)E1	 cf A u.uSLA' II cituill

4:1.5A Jis
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Di (14 4-G431 t.4	 A.I.L411 ..›.*111 C.1.11.114..1.9.1Z.V 419.1.-%1 j 	423 Z.1.1:1.4) :LOIS crti LySLII UUjiI

yl.A.W1)

The above translations display a weak Arabic style (cf. chapter 7, section

7.1.3). The style of the above sentences could be improved, as follows:

 Ju .tiu.1.1 .3 could be improved as s..) V 111-.1,%.311 csiSI 01.4.V

°L'Llx-11-?	 c„s--4 4-11-i:6.1 9 could be improved as A-.111(..s..)-s:1014.-%V 4-11-i6-%* I

PLW1) -14A/1 PUlx-11-.1 ailz. 1 could be improved as ..

(..)4/1	 II)

6.2 Linguistic and stylistic issues

6.2.1 Word order

Although verbal sentences are more commonly used than nominal sentences

in Arabic (Dahlgren 1998, 11-12), most students tended to use nominal sentences

as a result of their preference for literal translation from the source text (cf.

chapter 5, section 5.4 and chapter 7, section 7.2.1).

To illustrate, four students translated "The doctrine of Human rights has

come to play a distinctive role in international life" Text 8.1.1 along the following

lines:

-a4.416.11 '4%11 vi 34.4.4	 01+ LI)1.:371	 1.4.4

c„Ta 1 .3.+414.	 ,443. cc+,411 LDL4371 jilt-% 144 (...A

441611 .t4z1I i1 ..):.L '414 1 ..ii.1 ‘44. Cc+,-21 CiLA:17 1	 11.1A

:4_41 S14_,11 cri 13.4.414 I j yxki DUAL171

The other three translations started with 	 and	 as follows:

* .j.4.4.411thJJ. ut.,41	 u.)4.3

A41	 sti...11	 31.4.4	 411-611.171 jiz.11 uAla 01+

A41.3.1111,	 ,ari 1 .3...14A 1 .19 .1 4.4x11 D1.41 ciJ L01.14 C1Z+.411
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Statistical analysis of the use of verbal and nominal sentences

Use of verbal and nominal sentences in "Human Rights" (Text 8.1.1)

,-
Verbal
sentence

Nominal
sentence

First sentence 3 4
Second sentence	 0 7

Figure 1: Use of verbal and nominal sentences in "Human Rights'

Use of verbal and nominal sentences in "Cool Heads" (Text 8.1.2)

Verbal
sentence

Nominal
sentence

First sentence 5 2
Second sentence	 7 0

Figure 2: Use of verbal and nominal sentences in "Cool Heads"
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Figure 3: Use of verbal and nominal sentences in "Party Identification"
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Figure 4: Use of verbal and nominal sentences in "The Political Consequences"
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Figure 5: Use of verbal and nominal sentences in "Globalization and the Internet"
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Use of verbal and nominal sentences in "Deepening the Melting Pot"

(Text 8.1.6)
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Figure 6: Use of verbal and nominal sentences in "Deepening the Melting Pot"
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(Text 8.1.7)
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Figure 7: Use of verbal and nominal sentences in "European Union"
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Use of verbal and nominal sentences in "The Euro"

(Text 8.1.8)
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Figure 8: Use of verbal and nominal sentences in "The Euro"

Use of verbal and nominal sentences in "The Conservative Leader"
(Text 8.1.9)
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First sentence 5 2
Second sentence 5 2
Third sentence 0 7

Figure 9: Use of verbal and nominal sentences in "The Conservative Leader"
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Use of verbal and nominal sentences in "The Battle for Leadership"

(Text 8.1.10)

Verbal
sentence

Nominal
sentence

First sentence 2 5
Second sentence 0 7
Third sentence 5 2

Figure 10: Use of verbal and nominal sentences in "The Battle for Leadership"

While verbal sentences in Arabic are unmarked, nominal sentences indicate

emphasis and importance. The above analysis indicates that students use both

Arabic nominal and verbal sentences in their translations. But students tend to use

nominal sentences more than verbal sentences in their translations. According to

the statistical results, there are 203 nominal and verbal sentences in the ten

political texts. Students use 60 verbal sentences (i.e. 29 %) and 143 nominal

sentences (i.e. 71 %). The tendency to translate literally could explain their

tendency to use nominal sentences. The use of nominal sentences to indicate topic

sentences especially at the beginning of the texts is acceptable to emphasize the

importance of these sentences. Students typically started their translations with

verbal sentences in only two political texts: "Deepening the Melting Pot" and

"The Conservative Leader". The first two sentences in the above texts are:
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- "The Arab World has figured prominently in media at the turn of the Century"

(Text 8.1.6)

_	 *A.L".6	 4.1 ji4 	404)01 11.L11

-
	 fl L LAJ cri JJ (.15-1.1 cru.31 4.31 LI"

_	 la& z.414.3 	 1,44	 tax.11

44-i IA c3�211 Yi231

.54 v4_,-11 4,31 DI

L1:11-uu cri J.DJA 4.4_r_11 P.-11 DI

crux11 Ils.11 ji

- "The new Conservative leader lain Duncan Smith has offered a virtual

suspension of party politics" (Text 8.1.9)

- Lt JJL 	 iI iAiI:31111 c

J.41.4

- LA 	 CJL1L.s.,.4.1	 .W.I.,111

ula SIP I

- L J	 14,240.1).	 4_141,25 A	 L):0.)D	 D141 	 JIe4c311

• y1.4311	 u.)=.11

-

▪

 L14?.A	 yi=11 S.1.4 J.)). LrIc.	 ;L:41 v.1.1 - .0.45 .1....,a41 Jakz-411 1111111

- yl-4% JVI	 cLL,41 LA 	ati ki ki a. J_Cia pl..4114611	 0:2.)=.

• (1_4:11.1)

- 'aljt.te

▪

 L.'31-441	 Lai= 4. 6_%11	 4.1Ac 

- 	 ài (-,131 A3.-‘41 esajll DI

co.'311 Z.3.)1_4A1

The above two English source text sentences have a present perfect tense.

There is a possibility that this enhanced students' choice to use verbal sentences

instead of nominal sentences.

In the texts "Globalization and the Internet" and "European Union", all

students used Arabic nominal sentences to translate the first two sentences of the

texts. The majority of students translated the whole texts using nominal sentences.
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Only one student used one verbal sentence to translate the third sentence of the

text "European Union".

The first two sentences in the above texts are:

-"Globalization and modernity are intertwined" (Text 8.1.5)

...D:411s.14 Ziaz.11 j ',iAl j.i.11 DI

9 :LAi-r-11 (DI

-	 .... C.PLaLiCy '2 (DIA 1 .3.1 ZilaZ.II i tal .1.131

.... C..) .1.11&.ISLI 4 .1 j 2.41%11 DI

.... ()11 jiL.4 2 ila=11 j A..41.17.11 DI

.... D11.-.15.)A All...),-=,-31 i A-4192-11 (DI

.... (.94.3=1.3 Dl4iii.4 &.11 J A.4lix.11

-"Explaining the European Union ..... is one of the most daunting challenges.."

(Text 8.1.7)

	 aa-,1 crib 4...)5.4.1 1 &I:Lill .., All kdes. J 4-.1 ,44 1-4 .., 4r.u.Av l .1--,:ri 1 :4.41-4 ..).+,,,a5 (DI

	  Lo..I LiiL...) 41,- .9 _Ai L5 .4 La j jai..4 (-1,6 j 34! I:14 j 0.4 j j Sil AiiVI jes La c _A DI

	  ,:_11+%_Nall rAl _0 b_Ai j 4.1.4c " .44.S i ‘0...ki jj'il AN:3)11 Z.4.41.43 .c.p.::, j:i DI

S' _141:i 41_1 j ? JAL?. L:f9s j sL)....4 1114 ‘4.4 j j jV I .11.5'111

- _}.613. LiLL.3 al1:1 (.3.4,.. L-iuS j (.1.4..4 liLo - 44.31.3V1 .11.z..IVI j...w. Lii DI

	  ell b..01:2 9 4-1Aa :410:1. 9 4-1.1).0 .11--,-1111 A* 1-4 31 .+,,, 9 C-.."°95 DI

jliSH (j..4 .Lz.1_, J.A _#1-5 41 c-4 j (3-ca.„1 t-4S j jAoy 1:5L4 . 4-41)317 1 .A__%.711 L..14...clii j cj....ti DI

The above two English source text sentences have the verb "to be", which

does not have an Arabic equivalent in the present tense. There is a possibility that

the use of the verb "to be" encourages students to use nominal sentences (cf.

chapter 5, section 5.4, and chapter 7, section 7.2.1).



6.2.2 Connectors

"Cohesion is the transparent linking of sentences and larger sections of

text by explicit discourse connectives... These act as signposts pointing out the

thread of discourse running through the text" (Dickins et al 2002, 128). Arabic

tends to connect sentences more frequently than English. Results indicate that

some students overstress the connection between the sentences of a text using

only the common Arabic connector., . Although connection between sentences

is one important feature of the Arabic style of writing, some students limited

their use to the Arabic connector .., (cf. chapter 5, section 5.13, and chapter 7,

section 7.2.2).

For example, one student translated the second and the third sentences in

Text 8.2.6 "NI-IS-Style Rating Plan", using the common Arabic connector i , as

follows:

D1A 1-111.1.6a3 Cal..LW i eil-will is—C-1.4k-?. iZ.11 (:)..4 .16411 ulD oliica.114..,...11,.:1.41,14 Jsi ....iye, j
. ...).4.1— .)....... I 	j.....:0.&tS 14.11.1i y.,,,..,. c:J1-4.1;1411

Other students used double connectors in the same sentence. They

translated English connectors such as "also" and "although", adding also the

common Arabic connector j. To illustrate, all students started their translations

of the sentence "This also implies adopting international standards of openness

with regard to communication, commerce, government and science" in Text

8.1.5 by using the Arabic connector i . Five of them translated "also" by adding

L.1 to the common Arabic connector. It is sufficient to translate "also" by the

Arabic connector j in the target text. The translation of the English connector

"also" as 1—,4 reflects the preference for literal translation which even extends to

word order, i.e. the placement of 1-,;.:.11 before or after the verb. Three students

translated "also" before the verb, as with "also" in the English source text, and

two of them translated it after the verb, as follows:

_	 L.L.:13L:...41114 j

- ...t.,..4(.14.z..9. Cat, j



In Text 8.2.5 "Addiction", five students translated the English connector

"however" in the second sentence of the text "However, addiction still remains

taboo", as follows:

- i..)=.4 Lila? V cjI.A41 Dli 4,111:1 t..4 i

.- 1S3 .)-13 j / j .53LS4 L.54 DIA* pli 4;4113 tA i

n Za ...›.14 J1 .35 V ,:-J I ja&,Iti AI tA j

_ LI 3...3.A LDL4Yp LIhy. Al

- LO ...)S0 DLA41 J13.4 V cALS (:).4 isa..)114 j

The above tendency to use double connectors in Arabic target texts

translated from English is also discussed by Baker (1992, 195-6).

One student unacceptably used three connectors "The Liberal

Democrats too have said they will consider attending cross-party talks

but stress that ending all domestic democratic activity would be giving

in to terrorism" in Text 8.1.9 , as follows:

_	 J A 01:-.11 uli.a.'11 c.,,..., ..)1_,_% .1,4) 0:0_,..e. L.�91 4,11)41 40.121 ji..v.a11 4,-13-,.11 alliS i
.yll1 j:.11 14.N.Zw* I 41.4,a, c.F.LI ji.441.1al_al 4,0 cji Si

Some students overuse other Arabic connectors such as ,-.2 . For

example, one student used the Arabic connector ,--i in Text 8.2.6 in

the second and third sentences, as follows:

"These organizations will be classified depending on their performance as

green, amber or red. "Green" health organizations will be entitled to

greater local freedom to manage for themselves".

S ..)L11 (.1...1,..fIll :L.416.4111 . j_..3/1 il _)i_,.2V1 4 .y.:=4&/1q1.411.1%1 Lil. .12 4.:LL,...144 L.'ILAILL411 eiii

. :141._%.411 rt, J141 Z.4 iz. cj.4 ..w. S jai L.,1,15

Three students unacceptably used the Arabic connector ,- n to connect the

following sentence in Text 8.1.6 "Its relatively small size notwithstanding, the

Arab-American population is gaining recognition for its potential political



influence" with the previous sentence ".... a group often viewed suspiciously by

mainstream commentators and public alike".

- 	 .1:1.1514 Ly	 .19-.L4 C.)-1..4-CTUAVI

c"-ul .14,a	 C.)-4 4-1.3-C1-410-41 1.1:3. 1 _314	 Yix-11

- CAJAVI Yix11	 "4-14.1,%=	 c.11.1 .34:1

The use of the Arabic connector is unacceptable because the two

sentences indicate two logically unconnected ideas. Although it is good to

vary the use of Arabic connectors, it is important to choose an appropriate

connector (cf. chapter 5, section 5.13 and chapter 7, section 7.2.2). Two of

the above students unacceptably ignored the translation of the first part of

the sentence. Three students acceptably connected this sentence with the

above sentence using the common Arabic connector d L.)-A 	 L5-6. i,

431 CiA 	, as follows:

-
E

	 -Hi air) (DA e.6') t_ric• j

4_64u21

- LS:VAI cci 	 0-'441 J.4-11:1 .9 11.9i3 	 CJI-C-1.)AT Y..)x-11 Cc-."° 1	 JO'	 CJA f'.6-)11-1

- J Ü JhJLAJAVI Y.,31 11
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Figure 12: Use of connectors in "Cool Heads"
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Use of connectors in "Party Identification among Asian American Immigrants"

(Text 8.1.3)
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Figure 13: Use of connectors in "Party Identification"
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Use of connectors in "The Political Consequences of Local Electoral System"

(Text 8.1.4)

Use ofJ
Use of other

Arabic connectors
Non-use of
connectors

Use of
double

connectors
Second sentence of
he text 3 1 3 0
hird	 sentence	 of
he text 3 1 3 0

Fourth sentence of
he text 5 0 2 0

Fifth sentence of the
ext 4 0 3 4

Four students used double connectors in their translation of the following
sentence:

"Even where transitions are peacefully negotiated, new institutional arrangements are

fragile, and the opportunities for securing democracy are uncertain" (Text 8.1.4)

	  Dli	 (L.,V	 j

.14A1..Y—Aiill	 )A 
)4

	  IY:91V1 Lsia .14.41.ael	 311111 e.1,1	 .%	 j

c,r4L)	 e.6..)11

According to the above table, four students used double connectors in the above

sentence because of the presence of "even where". None of the students used double

connectors in the first three sentences of the same text.
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Figure 14: Use of connectors in "The Political Consequences"

Use of Connectors in "Globalization and the Internet" (Text 8.1.5)

Use of i

Use of
other
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Non-use of
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double
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Second sentence of
the text 7 5 0 5

Five students used double connectors in their translation of the following
sentence:

"This also implies adopting international standards of openness with regard to

communication, commerce, government and science" (Text 8.1.5)

All students started their translation by the Arabic connector j and five of them

added L-�y. l . "Also" is used as a connector in English, and is a fairly common

equivalent of 1-,-;.:.11 and j . The translation of the English connector "also" reflects a

preference for literal translation even in terms of word order. Three students translated

it before the verb as in English, which gives a weak Arabic style, while two of them

translated it more acceptably after the verb, as follows:

_ 	 	 1:14 j

- 	
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It is worth mentioning that students tend to be influenced by the source language

but add what is used in the target language. This may explain students' preference to

translate connectors in the source text and add connectors from the target language

(for similar examples in a professional English-Arabic translation see Baker 1992,

196).

Use of connectors in s"Globalization and the Internet"
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Figure 15: Use of connectors in "Globalization and the Internet"
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Three students used double connectors in their translation of the following
sentence:

"Attention has also turned to the growing size and voice of Arab peoples now living

in the United States, a group often viewed suspiciously by mainstream commentators

and public alike" (Text 8.1.5)

	  L4.11 d j..,..4 U:4 etzep i

_ 	

	  oil 1.64...9.4 1...:=91 c.i...4,1 1114 IVI i

Figure 16: Use of connectors in "Deepening the Melting Pot"
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Use of connectors in "European Union" (Text 8.1.7)

I

Use of,

Use of
other
Arabic
connectors

Non-use of
connectors

Use of
double
connectors

Second	 sentence
of the text 2 1 4 3

Third sentence of
the text 3 0 4 3
Fourth	 sentence
of the text 1 1 5 0

Three students used double connectors in their translation of the following

sentences:

"Clearly, there are important differences between being an ordinary nation-state and a

EU Member State. But there are also very stark differences between the EU itself and

other polities, even ones that share some "federal" characteristics with the EU" (Text

8.1.6)

- cr.li jiVi A.,:ivl cri j...;.z J A-Ii. :LI jall agS au.. :Ur% Cul ji Alia, cil cr-..:2 1j11 cyli

- 41. ..1/3 1 ..Y-:=tr- Z1.9•1 9 .4,,. . \-.1 k..1.3:11 .43.P .43-91 C-LA a.4 e4-4 " *-1.	 4.11 \̀:'1 Cr-';21i (:).4 J

-	 '''').-9J-.3111-..N..9 ..9-,-;=z 9 1.4 .11-D :413:k9 `i-.3%i .9 4-3-4 (:):14 ".1-41-4 ‘ 3.1i-Ni&I ‘111-14 C.9,-;:u4 i

- .... 1--1.:.11 s..)zhis Lilii alut, u-cl

- .,•.... as.? sail? i 1$11.1,1 (L.' li.i"Li&I L.ky.1 .1?9:1. Cfii 9

- , • 	  CAI.? I ...A4S Li ji L.:=.). 1 Alla

- .,.,.. cm 14 :L.4 j1.....2 c_i'1.1-1 L.:2..1 1 431.14 CAI i

- . • .... C j...1? I _Au. S Li ji 1....:=91 ,J.11:14 (j_C1
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5

4

3

2

Use of connectors in "European Union"

Use of	 Use of other Non-use of Use of double
Arabic	 connectors	 connectors

connectors

• Second sentence of the text

• Third sentence of the text

o Fourth sentence of the text

Figure 17: Use of connectors in "European Union"

Use of connectors in "The Euro" (Text 8.1.8)

Use of ..)

Use of
other
Arabic
connectors

Non-use of
connectors

Use of
double
connectors

Second sentence of
the text 3 0 4 3
Third	 sentence	 of
the text 3 0 4 0

Three students used double connectors in their translation of the following

sentence:

"Yet, the "Euro-12" version of the Council, which brings together only

representatives of states within the Euro-zone, quickly spawned a far more integrated

sub-group, or 'policy community' (Text 8.1.8)

-	 . 	 ai-g-..1 411.11 12 Jjj l j4 Jpi	 B. Lola Sj)la j

 j.a:1111.6 Za.),14

_	 j_,A? j y..ZN:13-1 j	 61.1.1 Ls-11 j .131	 y.L, 4111 L>4...11(12 J..)J4. 11)	 c:JU	 e

. :1121.5:14 :t4cji

-	 daS .1.)_9411	 vi	 all.	 u.4.411 01....;=aV 3,2%,4112 jAil.	 t-4
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• Second sentence of the text

• Third sentence of the text

4.5
4

3.5
3

2.5
2

1.5
1

0.5
o

Use of connectors in "The Euro"

Use of.,	 Use of other Non-use of 	 Use of
Arabic	 connectors	 double

connectors	 connectors

Figure 18: Use of connectors in "The Euro"

Use of connectors in "The Conservative Leader" (Text 8.1.9)

Use of j

Use of
other
Arabic
connectors

Non-use of
connectors

Use of double
connectors

econd	 sentence
.f the text 6 0 0 6
hird sentence of
he text 5 0 2 5

Note: One student did not translate the above text.

Six students used double connectors in their translation of the following

sentences:

"The Liberal Democrats too have said they will consider attending cross-party talks

but stress that ending all domestic democratic activity would be giving in to

terrorism" (Text 8.1.9)

	  •tl.l..NA cj *jik, Liy,, 0114 L.I &AA ji.4.),allall, I .)4111 c j,..2 ail j

"k,-" Li.L11 ,,,,k1.1-11 4,1= 1 .)1.4.1-1114-41111 Js oted l u-1.- (:).13�..)1. (4-1.$ LkL.,1 C.)4. 11 .)41. 1 D021)4111 (-)11 i

. ‘,.1% ilt I

_	 ;L,314:1 (DI all 4.:61 j - —4.1.11&.411 u131 au, j li_% c.11 u.:2". 1.�...11 ,1l133 40.121 .A:131 u3z.11 ‘111:15 i
.y1A_Al 1-1va....t„. , 4111 ji441.14.1.111
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Use of connectors in "The Conservative Leader"

Use of j
	

Use of other	 Non-use of Use of double
Arabic	 connectors	 connectors

connectors

Second sentence of the text

II Third sentence of the text

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

_	 1.3.51 cd ;<1 j(:)_,51_,..4 Lii..u, oil L..;:y1 ciwaill LAIL. Iji.o. A

.41.4 JVI C>4 Siy. ,...1.5....141_,A1 z.11.1 i.44 L:L1.12,311 Lis 431 L:,1

_	 qi.lall ZI=.2,1411 0431	 . 1_9.11,1 .11. j J-KIAII yi.a.11 (..N.s au..,.....14' Jodi (:).L1121 ji.4,1.all "a&.I L.4 j
.u1.4 j`il ulc, 01...;21.11 ciiill lia,N...) (FS1

-	 Ls6 -Y-* 1 `el-C1 9 Y 1 .3.11 CA-1-.1..).	 01.)?.1 ..)1-.6c-Y-1.114." CJI-.1 C..}'-2 ..Y-11 (0-1* 1)14:1.all Y...)- 1 "4 1 i
• 4.31A_Al LZL1.41 c.A.A.L1 Z.4.411 :4101 ji.4.4.111 c.."11aLlill jS '4+1

Figure 19: Use of connectors in "The Conservative Leader"
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Use of connectors in "The Battle for Leadership"

m Second sentence of the text

• Third sentence of the text

o Fourth sentence of the text

Use of.,
	

Use of other Non-use of 	 Use of
Arabic	 connectors	 double

connectors	 connectors

Use of connectors in "The Battle for Leadership" (Text 8.1.10)

Use of i

Use of
other
Arabic
connectors

Non-use of
connectors

Use of
double
connectors

Second	 sentence
of the text 1 4 2 0

hird sentence of
he text 3 1 3 0

Fourth	 sentence
of the text 2 1 4 0

Figure 20: Use of connectors in "The Battle for Leadership"

Figures 11-20 indicate that students tended to use the common Arabic connector

.3 more than other Arabic connectors. In addition, some students tended to use double

connectors by translating the English connector in the source text and adding the

Arabic connector in the target text. The use of double connectors is not a feature

of a good Arabic style of writing.
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6.2.3 Active and passive

Presumbly influenced by the English source text, some students relatively

unacceptably translated a number of passive "by"-phrases using J-.11 C.)-4—Z13-44J4

(cf. chapter 5, section 5.2.5 and chapter 7, section 7.2.3). For instance, some

students translated the following sentence from Text 8.1.6 ".... A group often

viewed suspiciously by mainstream commentators and public alike" as follows:

- C.)-4:44J11	 (jail 9 ...

- c' /YA	 D44-4. jAa C.}5.4'-°9-6'" C.A112-4 2J4)	 1-4	 Zzi-4.?-411

- ° 1 -9"	 -1.9i-441 _9 •113.11 4J.34 4..1.4_)1.1 t-4-0 144. 1) J16

One student translated "by" literally using (.14 (:). and two students translated

it using A-3.-.1 .34 . This indicates students' preference for literal translation even if it

weakens their Arabic style of writing. Another student translated the English

passive into an Arabic active, as follows:

01 j..)_31.,, t.6.11 ( 1 .)11	 4,11.1 ..)11:14	i1 u_y_11 j

Five students rendered the English passive "It is estimated" in Text 8.2.5

using an Arabic passive or quasi-passive with ?:" and a verbal noun, as follows:

	

-LL)-- C.J1	•111 -	 - Jei

Only two students rendered the English passive with the Arabic active, as

follows:

_ S1=1411 .A<1..11 40 D.4.1.4 C.L9414 2 (4..11 .1.)	 ai4

_ cjt_44I	 sa_.4*	 :n <1..11	 1,11,)	 4 altlia

Translation of the passive "by"- phrase

The texts contain two types of English passive: agentive and instrumental

passive. The researcher will analyse both types of passive in the same chart.

Agentive passive appears in the following three examples:

-".... A group often viewed suspiciously by mainstream commentators and public

alike" (Text 8.1.6)



-"Accounts of his resurrection appearances put about by his believers,

demonstrated to them that he had over come death" (Text 8.3.1)

-"The act of confirmation is performed by a bishop" (Text 8.3.3)

Instrumental passive appears in the following two examples:

-"conveyed by mobile phones" (Text 8.2.7)

-"He was tried for heresy, condemned and put to death by means of crucifixion"

(Text 8.3.1)

Use of U-4 Use of ali cr. Arabic active
Omission of the

phrase
Use of c:p

by mainstream
commentators 2 1 1 3 0
by a bishop 3 1 2 1 0
by means of
crucifixion 1 0 0 1 2
by his believer 2 0 4 0 0
by mobile
phones 0 0 0 3 2	 .

t
Use of verba

noun

Arabic passiv
without

as l.:}4
Ciub CF- Use of .rp Use of

by mainstreaff
commentators 0 0 0 0
by a bishop 0 0 0 0
by means of
crucifixion 2 1 0 0
by his believer 0 0 0 0
by mobile
phones 0 0 1 1



4.5

4

3.5

3

2.5

2

15

0.5

Translation of passive "by"-phrase

use of Xl•-ly	 use of,tkr	 arable active	 omission of the UN of a). zr, use of verbs min Arabi passive 	 LSO Of jp
	 use of.,

phrase	 without 	 •

Je.,6 • JA

[I3 by mainstream commentators • by a bishop Dby means of auclfbdon Oby his belieyen • by mobile phones I

Figure 21: Translation of passive "by"-phrase

Students' translations indicate that Arabic has lots of options to translate the

English passive, as follows:

1-Translating the passive by using a passive, as in:

"Transitions are peacefully negotiated" (Text 8.1.4)

LINitz...11c.,43-	 Lria.

2-Translating the passive by using passive-like forms, as in:

"Old political sensibilities are challenged" (Text 8.1.4)

Lca..%:11145* csz+-21 2.4:41

Ll UL late

u.S.44

3-Translating the passive by using fzi and verbal noun (quasi-passive), as in:

"Old political sensibilities are challenged" (Text 8.1.4)

C.'s14..aL=11 L.)

4-Translating the passive by using an active participle with medio-passive

sense:

"so that efforts .... Are all linked to new modes..." (Text 8.1.5)
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*A-645..›. te-ls

5-Translating the passive using an active verb with medio- passive sense, as

in:

"so that efforts .... are all linked to new modes..." (Text 8.1.5)

.14411 vi 	 J.4 j4.4i.11.11 CI) dX4.1. 4.53 j(÷11 cr_114 J I 	 L11:11

"The development of partisanship is often associated with ...." (Text 8.1.3)

	  JA-71-1	 11-24 st-';'411 Jib:" -6-.6.):1.

6-Translating the passive by using an active verb, as in:

"The Labour Party was returned to power" (Text 8.2.3)

L.31 (3- L11	 ./-D	 . Note that the meaning of the target text here is

slightly different from that of the source text.

7-Translating the passive in other ways, as in:

"Labour Party was returned to power" (Text 8.2.3)

J..11LJJ sA.p

"It has been suggested that ...." (Text 8.3.6)

A number of students used Z1.-4.1- (-34 CiA C.)-0, to translate the passive

"by"-phrase, which has become to some extent acceptable in Modern Standard

Arabic. They used :t-1.-.34 more than LP C.P3 or 671..).. C.)-r- to translate the English

"by"- phrase. In addition, they tended to use both and L.-1 to translate the

instrumental "by"- phrase. The above figures also show that there is a tendency to

use an Arabic active to translate the English passive, which should be encouraged.

Few students used a verbal noun structure to translate the English passive.



6.2.4 Emphatic particles: '14:4

Students should be encouraged to monitor their use of the particle a .

According to Dickins & Watson (1999, 419-428), va is traditionally described as

an emphatic particle. In Modern Standard Arabic, it is worth distinguishing two

sorts of context where a is used: stylistically normal uses and where a relays

emphasis. C.)! can be used as a resumptive particle to signal the start of the next

major element in the clause or sentence as in _ ...›4411 C.)-4 0_)	 u1-

	

 LAS L141 J 4 J4 .1 1.13,3	 " The person who asks for advice, even

if he has a better opinion than the person whose advice he asks has his opinion

strengthened by another opinion, just as the light of a fire is strengthened through

oil". (Dickins & Watson 1999, 419). The function of C.)) in the above sentence is

the inclusion of new information. It is also common to find LIA as a resumptive

particle in the main clause of a conditional sentence as .14411 JAY LIM ;L,%41.111 (-'13LS ul

ul "Whatever the outcome, what is certain is that the policy of

exporting the revolution" (Dickins & Watson 1999, 420). It is possible to identify

four emphatic uses of D I particle: (i) stress, (ii) contrast, (iii) scene setting, (iv)

linkage. The most obvious cases of C.)) to mark stress are equivalent to the English

stress-word such as "indeed" or "certainly".

Sometimes, (:), is emphatic by virtue of providing a contrast with some

previous element in the text. Sometimes the this contrast is temporal, particularly

where DI contrasts a subsequent state with previous actions as in j J=11 f.3.-%5 .111

	

L,1z J1-k, ±--//%44÷j 03= USA j	 6jjj	 JL "The statue had been

smashed and had fallen on top of a small boat, and tumbled over on its face. It

was lying on the surface of the water" (Dickins &Watson 1999, 425). a is

sometimes used to introduce a topic-sentence or topic-clause and to stress the

importance (scene-setting) of the first sentence of the text as in ,1-1"	 (La J_0

c) ; " Since the early fifties the countries

of the third world have passed through a phase of industrialization" The above

sentence beginning with D I presents k=alill e.11-.11Ji.3 as the core of the topic of the

paragraph, the information about industrialization being only of secondary

importance (Dickins & Watson 1999, 426). Sometimes CA is used to summarize,

or draw a conclusion from a previous argument or the preceding statements:CA



may also be used to introduce a justification, particularly an authoritative

justification, of a previous claim. For example: lar., 1 (:).4(..)J11-11 1 _).41 :44_, ()I

4t.z.1	 ^	 1%.1.1	 144	 &ill et,11	 (.4?.1.3 "It

should be known that authority over the affairs of people is one of the greatest

duties of religion, indeed religion cannot exist without it. For men can only

achieve what is in their own best interest through joint activity, due to the fact that

they need one another" (Dickins &Watson 1999, 427).

Some students overuse a in their translations. They tend to use a at the beginning

of many sentences in the same text ignoring the fact that the main function of c.4 is

to indicate the importance of some and not all sentences in a text (cf. chapter

chapter 5, section 5.4.1 and chapter 7, section 7.2.4). For instance, one student

started the first two sentences in Text 8.3.6 with CA, as follows:

"It has been suggested that the work of Jesus Christ, the impact of his death and

resurrection would not have made any lasting impact on the world were it not for

the missionary work of Paul".

-	 j]	 (:)35,3	 cA4.411 1.5.3 ()SI ei Aix.? j	 jUi j cy..,A411	 j1431 L:j1

	

. Jji 4Jj � J3jLJj.4-4	 t.slzjjJ Jj.3 bj

Some students started their translation with the use of C.J 1 . The reason for

this seems to be their belief that this is good style. In Arabic, C.) 1 is used to

emphasize important things. According to the source text, students should

estimate the degree of emphasis in the English text and where the emphasis is

high render this using c'J,1. It is to some extent acceptable to start the first sentence

which introduces the main idea of the text by using '..4. This is to emphasize the

central topic of the text. Such an initial sentence is sometimes termed a topic

sentence (Dickins et al 1999, 423).

Students should not use 4 in subsequent, less important sentences. Two students

unacceptably started the first and the second sentences in this text using'. These

students extended the use of Ck to emphasize all sentences in the text (cf chapter

8, section 8.1.1).

It is evident from students' translations that students overuse Ül b in their

Arabic translations. Two students translated "The doctrine of human rights has

come to play a distinctive role in international life" in Text 8.1.1 using both

and ct-.L...1 in the same sentence which gives a weak style in Arabic. It is
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unacceptable to combine the emphatic DI, with the non-emphatic	 in the

same sentence, as follows:

I	 j 3.1 L,J..‘1.4	144	 . It is better to indicate the meaning of

English present perfect "come to play" by using
	

I to introduce new

information and start the sentence as follows:

1_3+4.4 IJJ.



Use of	 inin "Human Rights"

Use of 7.9 Nortruse of Repetition
thp

use of 7)1

NI First sentence
• Second sentence

6

4
3
2

Statistical analysis of the use of ("Ain political texts

te
Note: To facilitate the analysis of the use of C,J) and to determine whether its

repetition represents use by same student or different students, each student was

given a serial number as follows: 1/2/3/4/5/6/7. A specific cell in the tables

indicates the serial numbers of students who used vb in each sentence of the text.

By comparing these cells for each sentence, the reader can ascertain which

students made repeated use of 01.

Use of Ot in "Human Rights as a Common Concern" (Text 8.1.1)

;
Use of cils

-0..
Non-use of eil,

No. of students who made
repeated use of ' ,,

Serial numbers of
students who used

First
sentence 4 3 0 1/2/5/6
Second
sentence 2 5

.
0 3/7

Id

Figure 22: Use of d in "Human Rights"

"Cool Heads" (Text 8.1.2)

Note: None of the students used ' in their translations of the text "Cool Heads".
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8
6
4
2
0

Use of	 in "Party Identification"

First sentence

• Second sentence

0 Third sentence

Use of "0 1 Non-use of Repetition
of the

use of

Use of di in "Party Identification" (Text 8.1.3)

w 1
Use of 0

,
w I

Non-use of L.

who made
repeated

N o . o f  students

use

 us 	6

,..1 )1,

Serial numbers i
students who use

First
sentence 3 4 1 3/4/6
Second
sentence 2 5 0 3/7
Third
sentence 1 6 0 3

Figure 23: Use of Olin "Party Identification"
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First sentence

• Second sentence

0 Third sentence
C1Foucth senteme

• Fifth sentence

Use ofl in "The Political
Consequences"

H 	  
Use of	 Non-use of Repetition

of the
use of d

8

6

4

2
0

Use of inin "The Political Consequences of the Local Electoral System"
(Text 8.1.4)

f. 1
Use of (D

,.	 I
Non-use ori.'_

No. of students
who made 

i
repeated use o1.,

c.) I,

Serial numberuf
students who used

First
sentence 4 3 2 3/5/6/7
Second
sentence 2 5 0 1/5
Third
sentence 0 7 0 0
Fourth
sentence 0 7 0 0
Fifth
sentence 1 6 0 6

Figure 24: Use of in "The political Consequences"



Use of	 in "Globalization and the
Internet"

Use of 7'i ls Non-use of Repetition
.i.,

01	 Pf the use,.,
of

i.:

6

4

2

0

II] First sentence
I2il

Use of d in "Globalization and the Internet" (Text 8.1.5)

f..1
Use of L)

.-,1
Non-use ()lc:.

No. of students
who made 

-,I
repeated use of i:

Serial numbere
_whostudents

used ti
First
sentence 5 2 0 1/2/4/5/6

Figure 25: Use of in "Globalization and the Internet"
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Use of (:) k. "Deepening the Melting Pot"

V2 1.0 4•
Vi:',	 '' . '''	 1

4	 tt '	 •1:

i,r, 4
	

'  h MICIONEW

IIIMMIZEM

skl. Mint=
1 .	 I

I

MEE=
inE111.
MIRIVIM

8
7
6
5
4
3
2

First sentence

• Second sentence

0 Third sentence

0 Fourth sentence

Use of 1/451 Non-use Repetition
of
	

the
use of 6.1

Use of din "Deepening the Melting pot" (Text 8.1.6)

Use of ol,
..

Non-use of 01.,
No. of students who glade

repeated use of 01,
Serial numbers of

students who usea.
First
sentence 2 5 1 3/7
Second
sentence 1 6 0 6
Third
sentence 0 7 0 3/4/5
Fourth
sentence 3 4 0 0

Figure 26: Use of	 "Deepening the Melting Pot"
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/0

Use of
1 
C.J1 in "European Union" (Text 8.1.7)

—fr
Use of DI

a./
Non-use of c:.

No. of students
who made

repeatedthe us
of}.,

Serial numbers of
students who used'

First
sentence 7 0 6 1/2/3/4/5/6/7
Second
sentence 0 7 0 0

hird
sentence 0 7 0 0
Fourth
sentence 6 1 0 1/2/3/5/6/7

Figure 27: Use of C.J1 in "European Union"
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Use of e.J1 in "The Euro"

El First sentence

• Second sentence

0 Third sentence

Use of InSit Non:use of Repetition
Of the

use of "L',1

8
6
4
2
0

Use of L'it in "The Euro" (Text 8.1.8)

-
Use of L)L

t. I
Non-use of ,:.

No. of students
who made

repeated use o
.7CJI k

Serial numbers
students.who

used ID,
First
sentence 5 2 2 2/3/4/6/7
Second
sentence 0 0 0
Third
sentence 3 4 0 2/3/5

Figure 28: Use of in "The Euro"
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Use of ;01 Non-use of Repetition
ji	 of the use

of 7:)I

6
5
4
3
2

I	 I
0 First sentence

Use of c.J1 in "The Conservative Leader"

Use of in "The Conservative Leader" (Text 8.1.9)

-w
Use of c.),.

-.1
Non-use of (I.

No. of students
who madfe

repeated.the us
of ZIA

Serial numbers o
students, who use....01,

First
sentence 2 5 0 3/7

Figure 29: Use of C.)! in "The Conservative Leader"
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Iffl Use of ;;;Dls
4
2
0 • Non-use of

I:Repetition of the
use of 

a)_c

o 4-ca
LL a)

Use of (DI in "The Battle for
Leadership"

Use of" in "The Battle for Leadership" (Text 8.1.10)

—g.,
Use of (:)1,

L i
Non-use of c:,

No. of students
who made ',„- I

repeated use on:

Serial numbers
student.who

used'
First
sentence 3 4 2 1/3/4
Second
sentence 3 4 0 2/5/6

hird
sentence 0 7 0 0
Fourth
sentence 2 5 0 1/6

Figure 30: Use of (:)I in "The Battle for Leadership"

The above analysis of the use of (DI, in political texts indicate that students

tend to use D I, in their translations. Enhancing the Arabic style of their otherwise

fairly literal translations seems to be one of the reasons for their use of 4.

Emphasizing the topic sentence is another important reason for students' use of,

. Some students overuse C4 to the extent that they repeat it more than twice in one

text, which typically weakens their Arabic style. Figures 22 — 30 show that most

students used' acceptably in the first sentences of texts. Few students repeatedly

used of in the same text, although students no. 3 and 6 did so. Students tended

to repeat -c";D1, at the beginning of texts rather than towards the end, as shown in

figures 23, 24, 26 and 30.
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6.2.5 Tenses

Students' translations reveal that the use of tenses does not seem to be a

serious problem in English/Arabic translation. This may be related to the

preference of the use of simple Arabic tenses in Arabic (cf. chapter 5, section

5.1.1 and chapter 7, section 7.2.5). A few students did not pay attention to their

translation of English tenses. To illustrate, one student unacceptably translated

the English present perfect tense "has re-ignited" in Text 8.2.2 by using the

Arabic future:	 (cf. chapter 8, section 8.2.2).

Analysis of the translation of tenses in political texts

The political texts include the following five English tenses:

-Present perfect, present simple, past simple, future simple and present
continuous

Translation of present perfect tense in political texts

The following are the sentences that have present perfect tense. They will

be included in the analysis below:

-"The doctrine of human rights has come to play a distinctive role in

international life" (Text 8.1.1)

-"Scottish Secretary Helen has called for "Cool Heads" as Scotland waits to see

the economic impact of the US terror attacks" (Text 8.1.2)

-"The Arab world has figured prominently in media at the turn of the century"

(Text 8.1.6)

-"Attention has also turned to the growing size and voice of Arab peoples now

living in the United States...." (Text 8.1.6)
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-"The new Conservative leader lain Duncan Smith has offered a virtual

suspension of party politics for as long as the "war" against terror attacks goes

on" (Text 8.1.9)

-"The Liberal Democrats too have said they will consider attending cross-party

talks but stress that ending all domestic democratic activity would be giving in

to terrorism" (Text 8.1.9)

Translation of present perfect tense in political texts:

Arabic perfect
Arabic
imperfect Use of c-.L.-. 1 Use of sil Omission

Use	 of Arabic
nouns

has come 1 2 3 1 0 0

has called 4 2 0 1 0 0
has
figured 4 0 0 1 2 0

has turned 0 1 2 2 1 1
has
offered 7 0 0 0 0 0

have said 6 0 0 1 0 0

Translation of present perfect tense in political texts

Arable perfect
	

Arabic Imperfect
	

USe 0 ei•A 	 use of a
	

ommIsion
	

Use of Arabic nouns

Figure 31: Translation of the present perfect tense in political texts

According to the above analysis, the majority of students used the Arabic

perfect tense to translate the English present perfect tense. In addition, students
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tend to use more than in their translations. Because the present perfect

has associations with the present, there is a possibility that students try to

compensate this association with the present by adding the above elements. The

Arabic particle	 often indicates a shift in temporal reference in Arabic (cf.

Dickins and Watson 1999: 425-455). As a result, it is acceptable to use

which in some contexts corresponds to the kind of temporal shift which may be

indicated by the English present perfect. often gives a sense of bringing the

situation up to the present, so it is sometimes acceptable to use it to translate the

English present perfect.

It is also acceptable to translate the English present perfect tense by using

the Arabic imperfect tense in some contexts, as follows:

-"Attention has also turned to the growing size and voice of Arab peoples now

living in the United States, a group often viewed suspiciously by mainstream

commentators and public alike" (Text 8.1.6).

One student acceptably translated the English present tense as 1-.-;.,.11 el-zuts sil 1.13.1.? j.

In other contexts, it is unacceptable to translate the English present tense

with the Arabic imperfect tense, as follows:

-"Scottish Secretary Helen has called for "Cool Heads" as Scotland waits to see

the economic impact of the US terror attacks" (Text 8.1.2)

Two students unacceptably translated the English present perfect with the

Arabic imperfect tense as y-1,3. Jr-15 . One of the above students unacceptably

used 1-43:.4 with the Arabic imperfect to translate the English present perfect, as

follows:

j5..111 1-441

In a few cases, students omitted tense in their translations by using

verbless nominal Arabic sentences, as follows:

-"The Arab world has figured prominently" (Text 8.1.6)

4.4_>01



- "Attention has also turned to.." (Text 8.1.6)

el,:arbH A14 Bii

etAavi

Translation of present simple in political texts:

Translation of present tense "to be"

The following are the sentences that have present tense "to be". They will

be included in the analysis below:

-"This is primarily the role of a moral touchstone" (Text 8.1.1)

-"New institutional arrangements are fragile" (Text 8.1.4)

-"The opportunities for securing democracy are uncertain" (Text 8.1.4)

-"Globalization and modernity are intertwined" (Text 8.1.5)

-" Explaining the European Union, what it does, how it does it and with what

effect — is one of the most daunting challenges facing political science as a

discipline" (Text 8.1.7)

-"There are important differences between being an ordinary nation-state and a

EU Member state" (Text 8.1.7)

-"But there are very stark differences between the EU itself and other polities"

(Text 8.1.7)

-"The party is demoralised" (Text 8.1.10)



Translation of verb "to be"
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This is 2 2 3 0 0 0 0 0
Arrangements
are 0 0 2 4 1 0 0 0
opportunities
are 0 0 5 1 0 1 0 0
Globalization..
are 0 1 6 0 0 0 0 0

..is one of 3 0 2 0 1 0 1 0
There are.. 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 5

There are.. 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 5

His party is 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0

Figure 32: Translation of verb "to be" in political texts

Due to the fact that Arabic does not have a specific equivalent of the

present tense of the English verb "to be", students tend to translate the verb "to

be" in various ways. Analysis of the translations indicates basic techniques for

translating the verb "to be":

1- Using a simple predicand-predicate (..)4 - L11%/41 ) structure

For example: "This is primarily the role of a moral touchstone" (Text 8.1.1)

A=..411 jj.ILL,A ila
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2- Using a complex predicand-predicate ( J-11 - 1.144 ) structure involving a

pronoun of separation

For example: "This is primarily the role of a moral touchstone" (Text 8.1.1)

1.1.% j. The predicand ( 1.1-4411 ) here is 1.1-4 . The predicate (	 ) is

complex, consisting of	 JJ.1-11 _9-1, which itself consists of a second

predicand-predicate 	 - L) structure with a predicand JA and a predicate

Lf L•i t jj.

A few students used a pronoun of separation to give a sense of emphasis

together with J, as follows:

"Losing a child to the care system is a devastating experience for any parent"

(Text 8.2.2).

114_*1 .34.1	 L111.6	 cji

"Eucharist is a Greek word for thank giving and its celebration is to

commemorate the final meal that Jesus took with his disciples before his death

(the last supper)" (Text 8.3.5)

;US 443 LD14.5111 31 c,..giNdil 0 1.1731 (DI

3-Use of a semantically light verb, e.g. ..)41271.,	 , (3-31:1' , (19-S1 or C.I.A (cf.

Dickins and Watson 1999, 21-22)

For example, "Losing a child to the care system is a devastating experience for

any parent" (Text 8.2.2)

Jitb.11

"But there are also very stark differences between the EU itself and other

polities, even ones that share some "federal" characteristics with the EU"

(Text 8.1.7)

	  Zp1.31 jjall	 cAbti&.1 4.3,1 km c_,:=1 .911 &.4

-"New institutional arrangements are fragile" (Text 8.1.4)

It.14



4-Use of a semantically light verb in conjunction with a pronoun of

separation

For example, "...is a devastating experience" (Text 8.2.2)

.... .4.), :i b ..).1.14 ii-6,1.3.4 di131 411-.)1 ..)5JA -i dii=,11 di3=31

Most students used all-116 to translate "There are important differences... "(Text

8.1.7)

ZI..9 Ci_95.3 L.) C)44 Ciii .-'11214 (D i c.- 3.11 DA

Translation of the verb "to have"

The following are the sentences that have the verb "to have". They will be

included in the analysis below:

-" The EU has far less authoritative control over its citizens and territory

compared to nation-states" (Text 8.1.7)

-" The Euro has the power to split the party" (Text 8.1.10)

Use of kl— 1-8-1 Use of 1e.-11 Omission Use of ,litua Use Of li`JJ

he EU has 5 2 0
he	 Euro

has
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Translation of the verb "to have"

Use of 43 — Use of Omission	 Use of	 Use of
1-64
	

lli

The EU has

•The Euro has

Figure 33: Translation of the verb "to have" in political texts

The above analysis indicate that most students tend to use prepositional

forms such as ki - 1-g-3 rather than verbs, such as - ,11.114:3* . All of these are

acceptable Arabic equivalents in different contexts for the verb "to have". A few

students tended to omit the verb "to have" in their translations.
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Translation of present simple tense:

The following are the sentences that have present simple tense. They will

be included in the analysis below:

-"Partisan development proposes that party identification intensifies over

the lifespan as a result of experiences with the party system such as

voting" (Text 8.1.3)

-"Political transitions contain volatile moments when long established political

landscapes change markedly" (Text 8.1.4)

-"Popular social group claim new rights" (Text 8.1.4)

-"This implies adapting international standards of openness with regard to

communication, commerce, government and science" (Text 8.1.5)

-"The price of oil, Islamic revivalism, recurrent conflict in the Persian Gulf, and

the roadblocks to peace in the Israeli-Palestinian dispute remain important areas

of concern" (Text 8.1.6)

-"key members include national treasury officials and central bankers" (Text

8.1.8)

-"... but the winner now faces a far more challenging task" (Text 8.1.10)

Arabic perfect Arabic imperfect omission
Partisan
development
proposes 0 7 0

Transitions contain 0 7 0

Groups claim 1 6 0

This implies 0 7 0

The price ...remain 1 6 0

Members include 0 5 2

The winner faces 0 7 0
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Figure 34: Translation of present simple tense in political texts

The above analysis indicates that most students acceptably translated

the English present simple tense with the Arabic imperfect tense. In a few

cases, students translated the simple present with the Arabic perfect. One

student translated "popular social groups claim new rights" by using the

Arabic perfect ,11-c-)1 although all tenses in the source text are present

simple. Another student unacceptably translated "...remain important

areas of concern" (Text 8.1.6) as 1—.14V1 C.4-,Lz1.1-i3 c11-;24.3 LAS . There is no

shift in tenses in the text to explain the student's choice, which is not

justified.

Translation of past simple tense:

The following are the sentences that have past simple tense. They will be

included in the analysis below:

-"She said "This is the time for calmness and indeed those who lose their cool in

this kind of situation can plummet the economy into crisis" (Text 8.1.2)

-"During past waves of migration, political parties played an important role in

incorporating some immigrant groups into the U.S. political system" (Text

8.1.3)
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Translation of past simple tense
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-" The birth of the Euro and an expanded role of the EU in macroeconomic

policy coordination gave coherence to a European monetary policy network"

(Text 8.1.8)

Note: only six students translated the text.

-" Yet, the "Euro-12" version of the Council, which brings together only

representatives of states within the Euro-zone, quickly spawned a far more

integrated sub-group, or 'policy community' (Text 8.1.8)

Note: only six students translated the text.

-" In a rare move, the new Tory leader said....." (Text 8.1.9)

Arabic perfect Arabic imperfect Omission
She said 7 0 0
Parties played 7 o ,	 o	 .
The birth gave 6 o 0
The Euro spawned 3 2 1
The	 new	 Tory
leader said •	

.

5 1 o

Figure 35: Translation of past simple tense in political texts

The above analysis indicates that most students used the Arabic

perfect tense to translate the English past tense. A few students

unacceptably used the Arabic imperfect in a number of cases. Their choice

was not justified from the context.
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Translation of future simple tense
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Translation of future simple tense

The following is the only sentence that has future simple tense. they will

be included in the analysis below:

-"He will have to hammer out ..." (Text 8.1.10)

I
Use of u. Use of ,-*Iy, Omission

...willhave 1 2 4

Figure 36: Translation of future simple tense in political texts

The above analysis indicates that some students omitted the future tense in

this Arabic translation "He will have to hammer out ..." (Text 8.1.10) was

translated by omitting the future tense, as follows:

4)..0(J jlI Lria

L5

c,„151-..)

There is a possibility that students were more concerned with the translation of

"have to" than the future tense. In fact, these Arabic translations are perfectly

acceptable in this context. Another student used c.).- as acceptable Arabic

equivalents for the English future tense. The above analysis also indicates that

students used	 more than cy. .
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Translation of present continuous
tense
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Translation of present continuous tense

The following is the only sentence that has present continuous tense. It

will be included in the analysis below:

-"Its relatively small size notwithstanding, the Arab-American population is

gaining recognition for its potential political influence" (Text 8.1.6)

Arabic imperfect Omission
Is gaining 6 1

Figure 37: Translation of present continuous tense in political texts

According to the above analysis, most students translated the English

present continuous using the Arabic imperfect tense, as in:

Lruai

	 J7.1 -11. Ci V1 Yid L1.

One student translated the above sentence by using 	 as follows:

L,-.4...);Itij :23i3 

There is a possibility that the student used c-y-.1to give a sense that these

events have been happening recently. This changes the meaning slightly, though

in a way which is acceptable in this context.
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6.2.6 Transliteration and loan words

Since the target reader are Arabs, it is more appropriate to use pure Arabic

words than loan words. There seems to be a general stylistic preference for forms

of Arabic origin over loan words in Arabic because of considerations of purity of

Arabic language. Loan words are also typical features of Arabic dialects and

accordingly tend to be avoided in formal Standard Arabic (cf. chapter 7, section

7.2.6).

The general analysis of students' translations reveals that transliteration was

not a serious problem in students' translations. Some students used English words

as loan words or in transliteration in the target text without a particular reason to

do so. For example, one student unacceptably transliterated the title "Eucharist" in

Text 8.3.5 as cL6,LAJ:., instead of L.r)siAll	 u. -	 C.)14..)111

Some students did not pay enough attention to the importance of context in

determining the appropriateness of using transliteration. To illustrate, five

students unacceptably translated "Eucharist" into Arabic and continued their

translation of "is a Greek word" in their translations of "Eucharist is a Greek word

for thank giving and its celebration is to commemorate the final meal that Jesus

took with his disciples before his death (the last supper)" (Text 8.3.5), as follows:

_	 4.1 Ziiy. 	 A.AIS 64_4 Ly1Sida (Diq jal ;t_4IS

- j_41,11 01..LaV 41U..9,1 A.A15 4+1 	 ç Sj c.L t

_ .fiza 4=,..)t 411_9,32J JA L II cjI-L	 0.2.1 LDI

-
	 J

- J-c-111 4.3

"Highlands"

Three students acceptably transliterated "Highlands" as .04-€41 -	 41-A

4.	 . However, the meaning of "Highlands" in English is relatively

transparent. It is easier for Arab readers to understand 11..)A3l than -11)/ 4411 . One

of the above students unprofessionally put two equivalents, as follows:

(11-.13..)A J.3431) asi 4411 vi s14-,11 . The student's equivalent is unacceptable because

of her assumption that the "Highlands" are J3-41 . her choice is directly related to



her translation of "Inverness" as Sj4a-. . The first wrong translation leads her to a

second wrong translation. This indicates the importance of understanding the

source text before translating any word in the target text.

The other four students provided explanations for "Highlands" rather than a direct

equivalent, as follows:rt-.1:3'..).411 61.121.4.11 - :L..114.41 3121-1411 	 y1-41 . ‘,11--41 "hills" is

not an appropriate equivalent for "mountains" in the "Highlands".

None of the students translated "Highlands" as cultural borrowing with an

explanation (cf. Dickins et al 2002, 33-34). The previous translations were literal

and did not indicate a specific area. A possible acceptable cultural borrowing for

"Highlands" plus explanation would be I  ,;11(1 J-4-1 cs-i:L:1)44 aaN4.1-8-11 —4-0=3-4 . Such a

mention of Scotland enables readers to realise that "Inverness" is part of Scotland

(cf. chapter 7, section 7.2.6 and chapter 8, section 8.2.1).

"Federal"

One student translated "federal characteristics" in "But, there are also very

stark differences between the EU itself and other polities, even ones that share

some federal characteristics with the EU" Text 8.1.7, as follows:

_ 	 ll33 

It is more appropriate to use the pure Arabic equivalent for words in the source

text because the target readers are Arabs and the chances are greater that they will

understand	 0461-Lll than iIj.iI u.c6L-ca1l

Transliteration

Arabic equivale Transliteration Omission

Inverness (8.2.1) 2 3 2
Highlands (8.2.1) 5 3 0

Perth (8.2.1) 0 5 2

Internet (8.1.5) 1 5 1

Euro (8.1.8) 0 5 2
Tory (8.1.9) 5 1 2
Tory (8.1.10) 5 3 0
Eucharist (8.3.1) 5 1 1
Eucharist (8.3.5) 6 2 0
Early (8.3.6) 2 1 4



• Arabic equivalent

• Transliteration

o Omission

Note: sometimes students provided both the Arabic equivalent and a

transliteration. Thus the sum of the totals add up to more than seven (the number

of students in the translation sample).

Figure 38: Translation by Transliteration

Figure 38 shows that the majority of students prefered to transliterate

English proper nouns rather than providing an Arabic equivalent. In addition, it

indicates that some students tend to omit English proper nouns to avoid providing

their Arabic equivalents or transliterating them.

6.2.7 Personal name proper-noun equivalents

Some students prefer to transliterate personal name proper nouns rather than

providing their Arabic equivalents (cf. chapter 7, section 7.2.7). For instance,

some students translated "St. Paul" in Text 8.3.6 as(.13-. 1 o,Y.-1:231 . The normal Arabic

equivalent for "Paul" is	 .

In addition, one student confused the gender of a personal name proper noun

and translated "Helen" in Text 8.2.2 as j . ij instead of i.),1.3.3 . In general, proper-

noun equivalents did not constitute a serious problem in students' translations.
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Personal name proper-noun equivalents

Proper	 omission	 wrong
translation	 translation

Si Helen

• lian Duncan Smith

O St Paul
•

Personal name proper-noun equivalents

Correct translation Omission Wrong translatior

Helen 5 2 0

Han Duncan Smith 3 1 2

St Paul 4 0 0

Figure 39: Personal name proper-noun equivalents

According to figure 39, most students provided acceptable Arabic

equivalents for English personal name proper nouns in the source text. The figure

also shows that some students found difficulty in providing the correct Arabic

translation of some English nouns. To avoid such difficulty, other students

omitted the translation of some English nouns in the target text.

6.2.8 Singular and Plural

The use of the plural in Arabic is acceptable to replace the singular in some

contexts. Arabic style prefers plurals in certain contexts to indicate the idea of

importance (cf. chapter 7, section 7.2.8). The general analysis of students'

translations indicates that some students are not accurate in their translation of

source text singular and plural. For instance, six students rendered the singular

"reading" in "reading from scripture" in Text 8.3.4 as a singular in the target text

using: sPU -	 . Only one student rendered the singular in the source text
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using a plural in the target text 1 0 1 ). The use of the plural in Arabic is preferable

to the singular in this context.

It is unacceptable to ignore the accurate translation of the plural or singular

in the source text without any appropriate reason. To illustrate, in Text 8.3.4, the

appropriate translation of the plural "services" in "Church services on a Sunday"

is singular in Arabic: .1.11 cyLg. Some students modified their translations

according to the general meaning of the text and translated it acceptably as a

singular in Arabic. Others translated literally and unacceptably as the Arabic

plural: c-1* Laa&.11.

In contrast, it is unacceptable to render the singular in the source text by

using an Arabic plural in other contexts. To illustrate, five students translated

"scripture" acceptably as t.).:1L,11 L.-L-c11 in Text 8.3.4. One student translated it as a

plural in Arabic, which is not acceptable in this context, as follows: Y :61. (:.)A soljai

kALJ	 . There is only one "scripture" for Christians, which is the Bible.

Another student translated "scripture" unacceptably as4 1241	 1, which does not

indicate the intended meaning in the source text.

It is preferable that students modify their translations to suit the Arabic

target meaning. Modification includes the translation of the singular in the source

text into plural in the target text. Three students distorted the intended sense of the

source text by considering the plural "human rights" as one "principle" in Arabic,

for example: c)--.3V 1 d . Only two students acceptably translated the

singular "doctrine" using a plural in the target text, for example:



Translation of plural nouns

Plural Singular Omission
xperiences (8.1.3) 2 4 1

authorities (8.3.1) 5 2 0
Roman authorities (8.3.1 5 2 0
ervices (8.3.4) 3 4 0

readings (8.3.4) 4 3 0
Prayers (8.3.4) 4 3 0
opportunities (8.1.4) 5 2 0
ransitions (8.1.4) 5 2 0
rab American (8.1.6) 4 1 2

differences (8.1.7) 4 3 0
Families (8.2.4) 6 1 0
Phones (8.2.7) 1 5 1

Figure 40: Translation of plural nouns



Translation of singular nouns

	

child (6.2.4). a learning	 the first rite	 sculpture	 The work of The Impact of missionary 	 Peers

	

difficulty	 (6.3.2)	 (8.3.4)	 Jesus (6.3.8)	 (6.3.8)	 work (8.3.8)	 teething

	

(8.2.2)	 (6.3.6)

price of	 one of the expert advice
(6.11)	 most (6.1.7)	 (6.2.6)

CI singular

• Plund

▪ omission

Translation of singular nouns

Singular Plural Omission
Child (8.2.4) 5 2 0
A	 learning	 difficu_.
(8.2.2) 3 3 1
The first rite (8.3.2) 6 1 0
Scripture (8.3.4) 5 2 0
The work of Jesus (8.3.6 5 2 0
The impact of (8.3.6) 6 1 0
Missionary work (8.3.6) 5 1 1
Paul's teaching (8.3.6) 4 3 0
Price of (8.1.6) 3 3 1
One of the most (8.1.7) 5 2 0
Expert advice (8.2.6) 3 4 0

Figure 41: Translation of singular nouns

Figure 40 indicates that most students tend to render the plural in the source

text into a plural in the target text. Figure 41 indicates that most students tend to

render the singular in the source text into a singular in the target text. Figures 40

and 41 also indicate that some students are not accurate in rendering singular and

plural nouns in the source text into the target text. Sometimes it is acceptable to

render the plural in English with a singular in Arabic. But, it is unacceptable to

ignore the plural in the source text and translate into a singular without any

appropriate reason and vice versa.
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6.2.9 Definiteness and indefiniteness

Definiteness in English is always signalled by the use of "the", while

indefiniteness in the singular is signalled by the use of "a". Grammatical

definiteness is expressed in Arabic by the use of d . Arabic grammatical

indefiniteness is signalled by the use of no article. The above nouns are definite in

English due to the use of "the" (cf. chapter 5, section 5.6 and chapter 7, section

7.2.9).

Some students were not accurate in their translation of definiteness and

indefiniteness in the source text. Although there are differences between the

usages of English and Arabic, which need to be taken into account in translating,

some students fairly commonly tended to translate English indefinite in the source

text as definite in the target text and vice versa, without any good reason.

Some students rendered the indefinite in the source text by using a definite

in the Arabic target text. For instance, some students acceptably translated

"relatives and friends" in "Survivors, eye witnesses and rescue workers, relatives

and friends, many of whom were the recipients of desperately moving and

courageous last messages of love conveyed by mobile phone, in the long and

terrible aftermath" in Text 8.2.7 as oth-,-.`11 yJIM1 - j . Some

students similarly acceptably translated "survivors" in Text 8.2.7 rendering the

indefinite in the source text by a definite in the Arabic target text, as follows:

C.og-.131— L:.).51111

Translation of definiteness

Definiteness lndefinitenes, Omission of word
The life (8.3.1) 1 6 0
The cultural capital (8.2. 4 3 0
The recipient (8.2.7) 3 1 3



The life (6.3.1)

• The cultural
capital (6.2.1)

▪ the recipient of
(6.2.7)

Translation of definiteness

... s, '
)

8
6
4
2
0

a)

a)

a)

U)
-o

Figure 42: Translation of definiteness

Translation of indefiniteness

Definiteness Indefiniteness Omission of worth,
A child (8.2.2) 2 4 1
A growing number (8.2.4) 2 5 0
A number of reports(8.2.4) 1 6 0
Survivors (8.2.7) 4 0 3
Eye witnesses (8.2.7) 3 1 3
Rescue workers (8.2.7) 3 1 3
Relatives and friends (8.2.7) 5 1 1
Last messages of love (8.2.4) 4 0 3
'Worship (8.3.4) 4 2 1



7

• definiteness

• indefiniteness

O omission of words

Translation of Indefiniteness

Figure 43: Translation of indefiniteness

Although there are differences between usages of English/Arabic

definiteness and indefiniteness which need to be taken into account in translating,

the above analysis indicates that some students fairly commonly tend to translate

English indefinite in the source text as defmite in the target text and vice versa,

without any good reason.
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6.2.10 Classifiers

Explicitation is the technique of making explicit in the target text

information that is implicit in the source text (Baker (ed.) 1998, 80). Nida (1964)

regards addition as the more generic and explicitation as the more specific

concept. The use of Arabic classifiers is mainly related to explicitness in the target

text. Classifiers are nouns, which are used, particularly but not exclusively, with

proper nouns to classify what general category the proper noun belongs to.

Classifiers in Arabic are typically the first (head) element in a genitive structure.

Thus 1411. is a classifier in the structure 1141..l. "the city of Inverness",

while ei-a is a classifier in the structure 2008 e l-a "the year 2008". Classifiers may

also occur in structures other than the genitive. Thus e ua is a classifier in the

structure 2008 Lii. Classifiers are more commonly used in Arabic than they are

used in English; this may partly reflect the fact that English uses a capital letter to

express that a word is a proper noun, while Arabic has no corresponding device

(James Dickins, personal communication). From a translation point of view, one

would expect Arabic target texts to use classifiers in some contexts where English

source texts lack them. There are two main reasons for greater explicitness in the

Arabic target text compared to the English source text:

-There is a general stylistic preference in Standard Arabic as compared to English

for explicitness. This may be a function of the fact that Standard Arabic is an

intrinsically formal language (Dickins et al 2002, 211).

-The more familiar the topic is to the reader, the less explicit the background

needs to be. This means that in translating an English source text dealing with

Britain into Arabic, the translator needs to add (translation by addition)

background material (orientational information).

The use of classifiers by the student translators was fairly satisfactory. Some

students tended not to use classifiers in their Arabic target texts. The fact that

explicitness is a typical feature of formal standard Arabic may also explain the

reason for using translation by addition as a technique as used by many students

in this research (cf. chapter chapter 6, section 6.4.3 and chapter 7, section 7.2.10).

For instance, all students translated "Highlands" in Text 8.2.1 without using

classifiers along the lines 1,.111c	 Li1.3.. or 1' 11'1( -4
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Such a mention of Scotland would enable readers to realise that "Inverness" in the

title is a city and a part of Scotland.

Moreover, six students translated the title "Inverness" in Text 8.2.1 without using

a classifier to make it clear to the target reader that "Inverness" is a city.

Addition of classifiers

Classifier No classifier Omission of the word
Inverness 1 4 0
Highlands 0 7 0
Perth 0 5 2
Euro 1 5 0
Liberal Democrats 2 5 0
Tory 4 3 0
Christianity (8.3.1) 1 4 2

Christianity (8.3.2) 4 3 0

Figure 44: Addition of classifiers

Figure 44 indicates that few students added classifiers in their translations.

The above figure shows that some students tended to use classifiers in political

and religious contexts. It is also worth noting that more students used a classifier

with "Christianity" in "Like all faiths, Christianity has a strong set of traditions

that mark the believer's road past life's milestones" in Text 8.3.2 more than they

did with "Christianity" in "The history of Christianity is focused on the life, death

and resurrection of one person, Jesus Christ" Text 8.3.1. There is a possibility that
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the use of the word "faith" influenced students' decisions to classify

"Christianity". In addition, students tended not to use classifiers when they were

not sure about the meaning of words in the source text. The figure also shows that

a few students tended to omit the word from their translation if they were not sure

about its meaning.

7.2.11 Punctuation

Students failed to use full stops and other punctuation marks in Arabic.

Other students translated the title using punctuation marks following it (cf.

chapter 7, section 7.2.11). Many students translated the title and followed it by the

:- or : . For example, two students translated the title "NHS-Style Rating Plan"

in Text 8.2.6 , as follows:

;Ia.& 4.1)=.511;1,...,11

6.2.12 Acronyms

Some students kept acronyms in their original Latin-script form in the target

text. For instance, one student translated the English acronym "NHS" and kept the

original acronym "NHS" in her translation of the title "NHS-Style Rating Plan" in

Text 8.2.6 , as follows:

-	 ;U.& _ kkkks)

(cf. chapter 5, section 5.3.4 and chapter 7, section 7.2.12).



m Translation in words

• Transliteration

o English form

o Omission/Partial
omission

• Wrong translation

The translation of acronyms
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US US US NHS EU EU EU EU UK

Translation of acronyms

Translation ir
words Transliteration English form

Omission/Partial
omission

Wrong
translation

US (8.1.2) 7 0 0 0 0
US (8.1.3) 6 0 0 1 0
US (8.1.9) 7 0 0 0 0
NHS (8.2.6) 2 0 1 1 0
Eli (8.1.8) 3 0 0 2 2
EU (8.1.7) 5 0 0 0 2
EU (8.1.7) 5 0 0 1 1
EU (8.1.7) 5 0 0 1 1
UK (8.2.5) 6 0 1 0 0

Figure 45: Translation of acronyms

Although it is to some extent acceptable to maintain the original acronyms

in target translations, students should be encouraged. to translate the title

completely into the target language and not to keep words or acronyms from the

source text. Figure 45 indicates that most students tended to translate English

acronyms using words. Few students left the English form in the target text

untranslated.
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6.2.13 Metaphors

It is acceptable for students to translate an English metaphor literally if it is

common in Arabic or has the same meaning in Arabic (cf. Dickins et al 2002,

146-161). According to Nida, translators can omit ambiguous metaphors from the

target text. In translating the Bible, Nida suggests omitting many complex

metaphors in spite of the loss of meaning. Nida considers that the target readers'

understanding is important and can justify the omission of ambiguous figurative

language in the source text (cf. Nida 1964). Some students tended to translate

source text metaphors literally rather than providing Arabic equivalents which are

appropriate to the context.

To illustrate, two students translated the lexicalised metaphor "lifeline"

which describes the support offered to "learning difficulty parents" in the title

"Therapy lifeline for learning difficulty parents" in Text 8.2.2 literally as the

original metaphor 54-13 1 . Students' translations indicate that the higher the

proportion of figurative language, the greater the students' misunderstanding.

Non-figurative language is easier for students to translate accurately. The

difficulty involved in figurative language such as metaphors increases when the

source-language metaphor is not used in the target language (cf. chapter 7, section

7.2.13). In addition, the more the source culture differs from the target culture, the

more students tend to misunderstand the source text and translate unacceptably.

For instance, there is no proper therapy for parents who have learning difficulties

in Palestine, Thus, the chances of students' misunderstanding increase. None of

the students rendered the English metaphor into a modified Arabic form along the

following lines:

_ 3.11AI OA	 _

6.2.14 Puns

The general analysis of students' translation texts indicates that all students

failed to provide an appropriate Arabic equivalent for the only English source text

pun in the translation texts. They failed to translate the pun in the title

"Government in a Jam over Preserved Rights" of Text 8.2.3 as illustrated by the

following translation attempts:
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_

_ 'JWI

-	 J	 j vi j_Cm.11

_	 ji..411	 "jiz.11	 rt16

None of the students modified their translations of the English pun "jam....

preserved" as 2=u1:33All

Thus, it is very difficult to maintain an English pun in Arabic. In general, Arabic

does not favor puns, so reproducing and even compensating for puns is not

necessary in the Arabic target text (cf. chapter 7, section 7.2.17 and chapter 8,

section 8.2.3).

6.2.15 Collocation

"Collocation is the occurrence of one word in close proximity with another.

An important area for collocation is the used of conjoined phrases on the pattern

"X and Y'" (Dickins et al 2002, 71). It is not necessary that all English

collocations have equivalent Arabic collocations. Some English collocations have

equivalent Arabic collocations such as 4-4.,11 el-hall "political system". Other

English collocations such as "Islamic revivalism" do not have a standard

collocation in Arabic, as illustrated in students' translations. Some English

collocations have fixed patterns in English and not in Arabic (cf. chapter 5,

section 5.3.3 and chapter 7, section 7.2.15).

In general, students did not experience serious problems with collocations.

However in Text 8.1.6 and Text 8.2.2, some students gave the following

unacceptable Arabic equivalents:

-Islamic revivalism: .c,-0-41 01441 - 4-0-41 e:tot-A1

-Cool Heads:Heads: ;C3.114,11	 —s.)1411 L.)-.33)1—

6.2.16 Polysemy

Polysemy means "the existence of two or more denotative meanings in a

single word" (Dickins et al 2002, 72). Regarding polysemy, some students faced

problems which negatively affected the meaning of their translations. In general,
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polysemy was not a serious problem in students' translations (cf. chapter 7,

section 7.2.16).

Secretary: s j:3.3_33 - s jp.-J-C-.21 in "Scottish Secretary Helen has called for "Cool

Heads" as Scotland waits to see the economic impact of the US terror attacks"

(Text 8.2.2)

Inverness: L.v.43J-Lil - 2Uji (-.4-?-J-Uini is a type of clothing JUL)	 c-311

C.J.:°'cll in "Inverness is undermining cliché's about life in the Highlands through its

attempt to become the Cultural Capital of Europe in 2008" (Text 8.2.1).

Implies: Cy— in "This also implies adopting international standards of

openness with regard to communication, commerce, government and science"

(Text 8.1.5). It is unacceptable to translate "implies" using c-4 as follows:

	  tals.t1 - .A44.11.x11 J.L31_,-431 4.34:34 c_411. L.:041 I IA j

6.2.17 Adverbs

Some students tended to omit some English adverbs from their translations.

To illustrate, in Text 8.1.4, two students omitted the English adverb "markedly"

from their translations of the sentence " ..... long established landscape change

markedly", as follows:

- C.)-4311 L5.4.4.3L

_ A.1.4.513

In general, however, the translation of English adverbs did not constitute a

serious problem for students (cf. chapter 5, section 5.8 and chapter 7, section

7.2.17).

6.2.18 Grammatical errors

Some students made simple grammatical mistakes in their translations. To

illustrate:

"It is estimated that two million people" (Text 8.2.5)

-	 ULLA instead of 4-1.341.



"He had twelve disciples" (Text 8.3.1)

- 4J1_,-,, ...)-ac- Ill 4-1 (.1)1S instead of ill j j= j+1C. 1-.111 43 CiLS .

- t 1-0 1 C.}4 .):1C. 4-1.1 4;411 L:j1 ja instead of t1-01 (:).4 j.lc. us3144 Dts sal .

- 175.).) _Az' 4.131 Ai LD1.S _9 instead of 1-.1j1 .5.. _Ac.I:LI al cji.s j .

"Before a person can be confirmed, they have to undergo a period of study

and preparation with their church minister" (Text 8.3.3)

- 21J.) ;:)-ii3 1_9,--a&TI. ei-ill instead of	 li-J ..).1s jai

"Church services on a Sunday divide into two general types: Eucharistic

services and services of the word" (Text 8.3.4)

r-ras3 .4	  .rhi DI instead of r-:21.. A ..,.!;<11u.utsi L.) .

"Both types of service will include hymns, readings and prayers"(Text 8.3.4)

- c=31-4.5111 1 .3`-- .̂ 1.:- alc.. 3:111 %LC instead of cLA-4:1-. i..S.11 12)4=. .3:111Ns CJA-;41..

"Paul's teaching centered on understanding the death and resurrection of

Jesus Christ as a central point of history" (Text 8.3.6)

- Lcla 35.).. c.:J1- J34(...)...9.J.L _91 e..1..:Ii	 instead of L.,--1.1.3�..›. c:J1.5 JJ:3 c.A3J-ii il i..413Lai .

"Even where transitions are peacefully negotiated" (Text 8.1.4)

- (.5.).51,-..1 ..5 4-414 ....)4.41 instead of

"Asylum seekers" (Text 8.1.8)

- 4-.111 c..341 4.41-6 instead of 4-4.,-.310.3.4.11.34.11-L.

"But, there are also very stark differences between the EU itself and other

polities, even ones that share some federal characteristics with the EU" (Text

8.1.7)

- u.z1 .3.&31	 .24 	,115L-ti 45N-11 instead of u...1.3.:,.11 u;...4 cri L:A..5U1 crall .
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"The birth of the Euro and an expanded role of the EU in macroeconomic

policy coordination gave coherence to a European monetary policy network"

(Text 8.1.8)

-	 j (11÷-6V1 .4.39.AV I 417211111-'4 .1-41141C:1A 	

- '11-"1-45

JJJ-A,11.1-411	 2t<'tl-L-11_53 C:1=1 ....

- jjj :41,11

- :4? _VP	 L5 lac..1

Most students unacceptably wrote J-w31..45- 14..):3 instead of the accusative 11_,ALAs_

1141 53 .

"The death and resurrection of Jesus Christ" (Text 8.3.6)

_	 j 	 instead of	 jI ,11.-.3 

The definite article J should not appear on the first element (head) of the genitive

2- 1 construction.

Some students faced major linguistic difficulties in translating complex

English structures. Failure to understand these structures may lead to serious

problems in translation and an overall unacceptable translation (cf. chapter 7,

section 7.2.18). For instance, students found difficulty in understanding complex

structures such as the following:

"It has been suggested that the work of Jesus Christ, the impact of his death and

resurrection would not have made any lasting impact on the world were it not for

the missionary work of Paul" (Text 8.3.6).

Students provided various translations, as follows:

- A,I..),614:111 (.31.c.V I V.51 ?51	 a1c.) 35,3. ,:ji y	 u_S3.	 '4_64 j j.4 JUI j

j+1

- Jil L41 JA P.11 (.51=	 41 (JAL?. d 4.1%4 j ja 	 jAr.	 a:m.411 (DA

_ Vj1g411 j e:a1.111 	 4.1,:jjsi1 Dist,	 c>44:64 4 j.4 j t J 	 1l juiai

(J.3-.)) 41,4 .i:(315

- P031 ult-	 J:Xi	 (.3 P1, 11 01 9 4:39A JP:/ C.!'"" Il tY'9. L.L° (DI c5611-4 C.A3.

4.)...L141 dAyil
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_ (3.4".1	 Lsic.	 cA). ?.1	 444 _;21	 c .! .-11 4.21 J.4c.

d94	 4...)+41

Jit-1	 CA' ?.1	 ?la Lsla 	 J41,4 4:19A 	 	 Ls-"4

j.4:31

-	 J.;4111	 ..}1V1	 1+1 CJA	 j 3.4	 j	 I	 SiI

L.134

The translation of complex structures proves to be difficult for most students. The

use of a double negative and a complex tense structure in "It has been suggested

..... would not have made ..... were it not for...." contributes to this difficulty in

students' translations.

Another two of the above students unacceptably translated "suggested" as

though it meant "believed", as follows: - LD I 	 - C.)	 LD1S

cj1.4 Siax.411 (:).4

Another student rendered the affirmative in the source text by using a double

negative in the target text, as follows:

- ?La	 J.4'31L	 45y. .)/4. 1:1	 C.).2 1-4 Cs-C4

(-1.94.1 4..)+411 JALII

Although, a double negative often gives the meaning of affirmation, here it does

not. This translation is very problematic and obscure, partly because the negation

has been transferred to the "suggested" element.

The following sentence also proved structurally problematic:

"The rite comes after the actions of Jesus who, at the meal, took bread and wine

and asked his disciples to consume them and continue to do so in memory of him"

(Text 8.3.5).

Students' translations were as follows:

_ 41. j J.4&.11	 _34..&3I J31_11	 c1-411	 c).4	 a*.1) 0.413=311:14 (DI

LL,s.1 k.63	 ac.145.1 t.j.4

- 3 tj.13 JI	 (:).4 u.130 j 	.1.&.1 4101 (Z..1 311 cri) 	 J,i10_4 Oi.y,_,111

DI _A.) 4.3	 dociu	 Lts 	

J-A"V/ ti-1.91:6 4-a1-1:11 CJA 44= 9 *III _3411	01-1"1 	  ?1-172.1 .59"Y. 0;2133.	 94 /"11%

4.3 1.14:i L11114
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-	 .3.1SL,i	 .44%4 Cya	 j :144511 e..1.4	 41311 j 3..1&.11 1:%1 4.5 -111	 44 L9.51	 j

bl	 (1,1	 15)4.,y.

- 4	 y3 L.11 j	 J 	 i01.1131 01111J J1.L ya 0 14 S_Asa-,111 bite

bJS cri L-4113 Lsiz 	‘211-41-01?

- 1 9.JA1"9. 9 A-T-4 191St-..1 L:J1 	 46 1 ..3-?& 1.&.1LcC.!—^11 CY' J.4 L)4972.6.11 6:11°

4.1 j Jfl o'.44

-	 .9 49114 4-..1,61 DA 419 A,.+1.11 ..)411	 `k-.1.511	 	  ?14 	 A-141 1:11°

kl 1145 J.134

Four students translated "comes from" literally, as follows:

-	 D-11.)..,-31C.)-4 Y-1-6	 1 .)-4-	 4-131 (A-.1..11 cs-i)

al	 j.xii I j jAa.u. kJ. Uts3<tal...!

- 4. 14.31 (DA 4.6 J iI LJJ 	 .3411 Jil..r) 4a. ?U./031 0 1.1'21	 4-011 j1.231	 014

° 1 -)S.1	 Lric- JI.>°:"%171	 (4-41-42-.1

- L46 j J.44.11 j .."}t&.31 jVia	 j 	 	 j..45 (D.0 0 14. C .,41,3-111 _}11.,_111 .141) 0.411,1* I 111,.

43 LJ 1 j 	 cji,+..4.1 (DA

j1S1,4	 44X.11.1 (DJA L.A1L 3 .;t4 311	 4111	 Cyz 0.51 0.LAID 1.114

b 	 LW cri 13.).4..u4

The above translations produced a weak Arabic style. The target text sounds like

English rather than Arabic. The more literal a translation is (that is to say the

greater the source-language bias), the more it will be influenced by English (cf.

Dickins et al 2002, 17).

6.2.19 Use of colloquial Arabic

Some students unacceptably used colloquial Arabic in their translations (cf.

chapter 7, section 7.2.19). The following are some examples:

"Yet the "Euro-12" version of the Council, which brings together only

representatives of states within the Euro-zone, quickly spawned a far more

integrated sub-group, or 'policy community' (Text 8.1.8)
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"Yet, the "Euro-12" version of the Council, which brings together only

representatives of states within the Euro-zone, quickly spawned a far more

integrated sub-group, or 'policy community' (Text 8.1.8)

ji 	 2LLS14	 ;1.c.	 j

-	 A-=.1- _91 4.3-.1.314...)01

"The new Conservative leader lain Duncan Smith has offered a virtual

suspension of party politics for as long as the "war" against terror attacks goes

on" (Text 8.1.9)

- u3a.11	 a4Lor:3	 (Di oeur..	 (j1.S11 t:j14.1 jAiL_N-4.11	 4,3;141 e4c.311

40, J7 1 	Yia31 Lai=

_	 CL..3.1-N5	 L 	 s.1.4 J j3=	 - Sya..4 yia.11	 1_4 

"The Liberal Democrats too have said they will consider attending cross-party

talks but stress that ending all domestic democratic activity would be giving in to

terrorism" (Text 8.1.9)

(.141-1Ail L7-13- 31 	 	  .).?;=11a4L1.5.":41..1&1  1-`-�1:?1.

"The Euro has the power to split the party" (Text 8.1.10)

-	 LLs-ic- ;Jail 4-1 .1)34 9 .

"Since the Labour Party was returned to power in June, it has wasted no time

outlining plans to deliver on its manifesto pledge to make voluntary and

community organizations "Key to labour's vision of Britain" (Text 8.2.3)

-	 6 i 

-(1,1,11-L1)..11 J1-4231 	cl:14) 2 A	 j 	 .• n .11 JAX4 

"Before a person can be confirmed, they have to undergo a period of study and

preparation with their church minister" (Text 8.3.3)

	  co	 j	 L).4J.4j



"Christian worship involves praising God in music and speech, reading from

scripture, prayers of various sorts, a "sermon", and various holy ceremonies such

as Eucharist" (Text 8.3.4)

- J U' 	 (DA S .P:131	 J 	 ". JAIL) Lrl.)	 Lria (S-91-Na4 	  `L.317.141 Lifi °J1-12-11

L>4 .1i.411	 ( jai J1A a?..1C. Zu1S9... _ALI Uta	 .A.41..1L4 1;1?

"This rite comes from the actions of Jesus who, at the meal, took bread and wine

and asked his disciples to consume them and continue to do so in memory of him"

(Text 8.3.5)

_ cji 	 QLJ j I	 C4_4.1i	 Juif &As	 IG4

el .)53	 Q..61.13	 j<161-.;

6.2.20 General linguistic and stylistic issues

None of the students added explanatory notes inside the main body of the

target text to make it more natural and comprehensible to target readers (cf.

chapter 7, section 7.2.20). Students' translations of Text 8.1.8 did not explicate

the notion of "Euro-12" in "Yet, the "Euro-12" version of the Council, which

brings together only representatives of states within the Euro-zone, quickly

spawned a far more integrated sub-group, or 'policy community', for example.

They translated it literally. Two students unacceptably omitted "Euro-12" from

their translations and replaced it with the adjective .1.44 "new", as follows:

- 45 .rj-).Ly 	 J.3il 	  .1:11	 go.:111	 ethal sa.44.1i	 cjti

:d.41.51.4 AJA4 	 L.931

 Lr_ 	 4.5:94	 azZ/I 13.1aLi 	 Lball r,..1 111i 6.N.11 ‘4.106 4111 ..)LN:IVI	 B.1.4.141

JJ
The previous omission is probably.related to a lack of understanding of the

source text. "Euro-12" is important information in this context and necessary for

the accuracy of students' translations.

Two students translated "council" unacceptably as J-,51 . Although, the

European countries that considered the Euro their official currency constitute a

union, the mentioning of the union without an adjective to describe it is

inadequate.



Only one student translated "Euro-12" acceptably as 12 JJ.34 31 o.-6-4 . Other

students provided vague Arabic translations, as follows:

	 11 12 	 	  0L312 J..1.41-- 	

The translation of the above phrase indicates the importance of the translator's

judgment. Those who produced vague translations translated the above phrase

literally. The only student who translated it acceptably in Arabic omitted the

translation of "version" to suit the Arabic context.

In Text 8.1.5, four students ignored the translation of the English pronoun

"their" in "Globalization and modernity are intertwined, so that efforts to

modernize forms of education, commerce and government are all linked to the

new modes of globalized communication and their mastery". Maybe this omission

is related to students' doubts about its correct reference. Three other students

translated the pronoun "their", but confused its correct reference "the new modes

of globalized communication", as follows:

_	 j 4_416a dt.,..1s..44.11,4L2i1.

_ 4 J JL	 4X.1 0 disrp

Other students provided unattractive translations for some titles. For

example, some students provided unattractive translations for the title

"NHS-Style Rating Plan" in Text 8.2.6 because of their preference for literal

translation, as follows:

vab.311

(p4 Rs) IVA`i1LN.,...11

Some students were not consistent in their translations through the title and

the text. For instance, two students unacceptably translated the title "Domestic

Matters" in Text 8.2.4 as . The same two students

acceptably translated "domestic" in the first sentence of the text as co- 1.31.31 (—kid

and ts.y-.'D



6.3 Wider cultural issues

6.3.1 Issues related to types of texts

The general analysis of students' translations indicate that some students do

not have sufficient knowledge about the source text culture (cf. chapter 4, sections

4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 and chapter 7, section 7.3.1). Geographical information is one

important aspect in this respect. For instance, lack of this type of information led

some students to translate the title "Inverness" in Text 8.2.1, as follows:

( ..)tL e l 3z.	 _	 s

Another student translated "the Persian Gulf' in Text 8.1.6 as 	 c.; L11

instead of the standard v-.1.).11  MI . The student's choice of c.11.11 as the

equivalent of "Persian Gulf' is related to her preference for literal translation.

Students do not feel confident enough even to change proper names in the source

text.

6.3.1.1 Political texts

The general analysis of students' translations indicates that some students

faced difficulty in translating political texts (cf. chapter 4, section 4.1). Their

difficulty with political texts may be a result of lack of familiarity with ordinary

political life. To illustrate, some students unacceptably translated "Scottish

Secretary" in "Scottish Secretary Helen has called for "Cool Heads" as Scotland

waits to see the economic impact of the US terror attacks" Text 8.1.2 as

Z.j.	 .	 J....aZ14.4.	 1 ill< ...VI A.4..411	 n11( oV

Other students unacceptably translated "party identification" in "Partisan

development proposes that party identification intensifies over the lifespan as a

result of experiences with the party system such as voting" Text 8.1.3 as

—	 -e-'4" •



6.3.1.2 Social texts

The general analysis of students' translations indicates that some students

faced difficulties in this area. These may be a result of lack of familiarity with

Western social life, and differences between the source and target cultures (cf.

chapter 4, section 4.2). To illustrate, some students unacceptably translated

"NHS" in Text 8.2.6 as cp-41.31	 U• Another student translated "losing a

child" in Text 8.2.1 unacceptably as	 t—,;..3 "putting a child". "Losing"

indicates that care system took the child away from the parents. On the other

hand, "putting" indicates that the parents put the child in the care system.

The fact that the care system in Palestine does not have the authority to take

children away from their parents is probably the motive behind this change, as in

the following:

- C):3. 3 9 L.:511.L."j1-? 441c-	 ;.9.)-?5 °J9-14 .›.6271.	 diLi/ 44.)1 .3�JA 4-4	 L:J)

-	 (D:3.3414.'1' 111.L.,g1:6 11-.1 . -1 31 3132

- ap.11 .) (11 S	 ...)4 A4u...11 eu&:,	 (Jai. dsa

Other students unacceptably translated "the Department of Health" in Text

8.2.6 as

Finally, one student translated "love" in "last messages of love" in Text 8.2.7 as

sz3-4 instead of	 .This is mainly related to the student's social culture, which

considers "love" in a strong emotional sense rather taboo. J4 is a more

acceptable translation of "love" in Arabic than , because it is emotionally

weaker. This is also considered one main aspect related to the differences between

English and Arabic cultures.

The following are other examples that illustrate how students reflected their

own culture and experiences in their translations:

-In Text 8.2.8 "Asylum seekers", one student translated "asylum seekers" as

C.),IS- 1411 . Others translated "voucher system" in "It is painful to imagine the

death of hope they must experience coming face to face with the reality of

interment camps, high security prisons, legal processes designed for deterrence

and the voucher system which is described as "crude and cruel".

asL3.411-cl el-Li —J1-141 j t .5,j11 etl=i3 (cf. chapter 8, section 2.8).
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-In Text 8.2.9 some students translated "Home Office" in "The Home Office will

appeal shortly against last week's high court ruling that it unlawfully detained,

and breached the human rights of four asylum seekers", as yi-c. (cf.

chapter 8, section 8.2.8).

-In Text 8.2.9, one student reflected the Palestinian immigration experience in her

translation of "asylum seekers who have been dispersed" in "The centre processes

asylum applications within 10 days compared with the average 13 months it takes

for asylum seekers who have been dispersed around the country". The student

translated this as 1 3.1J-ty. C.):.111-11e, . Asylum seekers are distributed in Britain and they

have to be looked after. As a result, 1 3.1.A. is not suitable in this context (cf.

chapter 8, section 8.2.9).

6.3.1.3 Religious texts

The translation of religious texts indicates that students faced difficulties in

this area. This can be related to the differences between the source and target

religions (cf. chapter 4, section 4.3). For instance, some students translated

"church minister" in "Before a person can be confirmed, they have to undergo a

period of study and preparation with their church minister" Text 8.3.3 as .11

	 Lsi JJJJMAi (10 . -.! K and "this service" in the same text as

Some students were not duly faithful to the source text. The influence of

their culture or faith was evident in their translations. To illustrate, Text 8.3.1

illustrates one essential aspect of the Christian faith related to the death of Jesus.

Even if this aspect of the Christian faith is different from the translator's Islamic

belief, the translator should be faithful to the source text. One student translated

"he had overcome death" as	 ia-14-11	 . The student probably was

repeating the meaning of the Quranic verse "e+1	 j ‘11-4:1. ".
WII•n•••

"Christian worship involves praising God in music and speech, reading from

scripture, prayers of various sorts, a "sermon", and various holy ceremonies such

as Eucharist" (Text 8.3.4) •
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_	 c.).4spall

The student used j..)U which has Islamic associations rather than Christian

associations.

_	
ai 0..11411,4.10 -IV14-4	 LDA sol.A1 J (Text 8.3.4)

The student added c:JV 1-4:41 which is associated with the Islamic faith more than

with Christianity.

_	 j Aiti&A ti 3314	j	 (Text 8.3.4)

The student translated "prayers" as LiJL which suggests ritual prayers as in

Islam instead of Ii4p.51.

One student translated "sermon" as 4-1 -11 Y1-1=a31 which echoes .4--.1.1 in an Islamic

context (Text 8.3.4).

"This rite comes from the actions of Jesus who, at the meal, took bread and wine

and asked his disciples to consume them and continue to do so in memory of him"

(Text 8.3.5)

-	 j	 j	 J j1.11	 j 	  4.11 clIti	 (:).4 ol÷ 644111	 011.3=11 raA

4-1 L5...)S3 4-1Li	 l iJAIA:1. kt" 1 9.12j9.	4-=1-131 DA	 (Text 8.3.5)

One student translated wine as 	 instead of 4.6. Unlike in Christianity, the word

has negative associations in the Islamic religion.

6.3.2 Cultural Transplantation

"Cultural transplantation indicates the wholesale transplanting of the entire

setting of the source text, resulting in the entire text being rewritten in an

indigenous target culture setting" (Dickins et al 2002, 32). By extension we can

talk of momentary cultural transplantation where a small section of the text is so

transplanted (cf. chapter 7, section 7.3.2). Five students applied such momentary

cultural transplantation in their translations of Text 8.2.6:

" ... depending on their performance as green, amber or red"

They translated amber as	 "yellow" because the traffic light system in

Palestine uses yellow instead of amber.
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6.4 Other translation issues

6.4.1 Layout

Some students translated titles within their main text. For instance, one

student translated the title "Addiction" in Text 8.2.5 as:

	  al-t1 C.)- j4 :C.J1-44 1 , carrying directly on with the main text following the

title.

6.4.2 Translation by omission

Translation by omission is the most obvious form of translation loss. It is

translation in which something which occurs in the source text is simply omitted

from the target text (cf. Dickins et al 2002, 23). Some students unacceptably

ignored the translation of words, phrases and even morphemes whose meanings

they did not know (cf. chapter 7, section 7.4.1). For example, two students

ignored the translation of "macro" in the phrase "in macroeconomic policy

coordination" in Text 8.1.8 (cf. chapter 8, section 1.2). Thus,

L5	 Lfl U+,111	 cca 	

Similarly in their translations of "central belt perceptions" in "Highlands still

struggle against some central belt perceptions that culture stops north of Perth" in

Text 8.2.1, three students chose to translate the English adjective "central" and

omitted the English noun "belt", as follows:

-	 ;ki=1	 4:111	 JA.11

-	 dLo.,1	 ki11111 (:)Li	 J.411

-	 (14,1 Lgailli.1	 j	 vi ;3;4)1 e4411411

In addition, other students ignored the translation of "Perth" in "Highlands

still struggle against some central belt perceptions that culture stops north of

Perth" in Text 8.2.1, for example ,j-i	 J.,:i6s4A1*
J104.2.



"Perth" is considered part of the basic information in the text and should not be

omitted.

6.4.3 Translation by addition

Translation by addition is translation in which something is added to the

target text, which is not present in the source text (Dickins et al 2002, 24). None

of the students added explanatory material for target readers when they translated

culturally specific words or phrases (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.10 and chapter 7,

section 7.4.2). None of the students, for example, added explanatory notes in their

translation of "states within the Euro zone" in Text 8.1.8 along the following

lines:	 40:11 3_41

In addition, none of the students added explanatory information in their

translation of "key members include national treasury officials and central

bankers" in the same text to connect it to the previous sentence "The birth of the

Euro and an expanded role of the EU in macroeconomic policy coordination gave

coherence to a European monetary policy network". To illustrate, none of them

added explanatory information such as the prepositional phrase..L .111 LA to

make it clear to the readers that these key members are part of the European

monetary policy network as follows: 4.).5..).,11 A.411 j ,U13&11 .5111 jA is.10 C.1.91. auiV1 yl.t.CLGVI

alts cci

In Text 8.2.1, most students translated "Highlands" in "Inverness is

undermining cliché's about life in the Highlands through its attempt to become

the Cultural Capital of Europe in 2008" as follows: .13W 	 61a411 cri

None of the students translated this by adding explanatory information

such as 1 ` 111(	 :414.4	 1.1-113A . Such a mention of Scotland enables

readers to realize that "Inverness" is part of Scotland. It is also preferable to add

explanatory cultural and geographical information for the whole sentence, along

the following lines:

'LLCM ,_*11 3111_1411 cjI.S. 0;=_44	 .A.xa..111	 U.43 ;I (.11.....t ‘.1-J6z3 j.4	 J13,1y

	

j1.4_111 u_11bj 	4.UA 04. AL:A.1 1  Nth( *A L...1.34

N;11‹..,4



In Text 8.2.8, most students translated "legal processes designed for

deterrence" in "It is painful to imagine the death of hope they must experience

coming face to face with the reality of internment camps, high security prisons,

legal processes designed for deterrence and the voucher system .." as follows:

-	 t:_1141.4c. j

-	 cA141.4,9_11 j

-	 (.11i<11-11

-	 J4i.531111	 .141.4.31

None of the students provided a comprehensive translation and added information

which would be necessary for a full understanding of the text in Palestine along

the following lines:

.1;1.3.41I e	 AIDA u.11 Zi.11+11	 c_.'1101.)?.V1 j

Translation by addition using semantic repetition to achieve emphasis and

improve students' Arabic style of writing is a common feature in students'

translations. For instance, two students translated "intertwined" in "Globalization

and modernity are intertwined" Text 8.1.5 as C.P,Lc,i):921 
--

Another student translated "recurrent" in "recurrent conflict in the Persian Gulf'

Text 8.1.6 as_, .511 ,91411 t1J-,-.11 . In addition, two students acceptably used

semantic repetition in their translation of "Explaining the European Union, what it

does, how it does it and with what effect ...", as follows: 24161-4 61÷.1 J ej.1 C.J1

	  eAl	 j 414z 3..4i4 j j.j311

	

_	 j	 ..A.1	 JdS jJA74. 441	 Az..1"V	 (:)1

. It is in fact more acceptable in Arabic to say (.31÷-	 than

L5.
One student used semantic repetition in her translation of "very stark

differences" in "But, there are also very stark differences between the EU itself

and other polities, even ones that share some federal characteristics with the EU"

Text 8.1.7, as follows: ....	 j	 A.

Another student used semantic repetition in her translation of "gave coherence" in

"The birth of the Euro and an expanded role of the EU in macroeconomic policy

coordination gave coherence to a European monetary policy network" Text 8.1.8

as dual-rill	 :t.)4.1).0	 11-S-.1,11C3-4 	
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6.4.4 Use of alternative translations

Some students offered target readers several alternatives in their translations

instead of providing target readers with what they judged to be the best equivalent

for the source word and phrase.

Some students provided readers with many alternative equivalents. This is a

typical feature of students trying to be on the safe side, but not addressing

translation in a professional manner. The following are some examples:

"In a rare move, the new Tory leader said he would let his shadow ministers sit on

the Cabinet emergency committees in a show of unity against the terrorists who

attacked the US" (Text 8.1.9)

0 1 Jii (DA 11-c-JA,,-43)(d1=3101..)./.9) 4jjjt4u.4-4

Another student in Text 8.1.2, translated "lose their cool" in " She said,

"This is the time for calmness and indeed those who lose their cool in this kind of

situation can plummet the economy into crisis" as (.40JaAji(-441)9

One student decided to put two equivalents for "Highlands" in Text 8.2.1 as

follows: ( 11-.13 .3.411 ..):)÷11) .1-.1V 	 si-31. One student gave two alternatives for the

adjective "federal" in Text 8.1.7 , as follows: (

11-..1.11---1V1) '44 I Jail 0-.:31--.a.11(..›ki-.4. Stylistically, it is often more appropriate to use a

genuine Arabic equivalent for words in the source text because the target readers

are Arabs. The chances of students understanding a form such as

are accordingly greater than their understanding of :41.1_)4110..:11..:,11.

One student translated "authoritative control" in "The EU has far less

authoritative control over its citizens and territory compared to nation states" Text

8.1.7, as follows:

	  1+1•14 ula ("3" .9) ceL"-)	 L.39-)91 (DI
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Political texts

1%

IM proportion of texts
translated

• proportion of texts not
translated

6.4.5 Ignoring the translation of texts

A few students ignored the translation of some texts. Neglecting the

translation of texts may be related to their level of difficulty.

Proportion of texts not translated

Figure 46 : The translation of political texts
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Social texts

4%

96%

IN proportion of texts
translated

• proportion of texts not
translated

Religious texts

0%

100%

• proportion of texts
translated

• proportion of texts not
translated

Figure 47: The translation of social texts

Figure 48: The translation of religious texts

Results indicate that a high percentage of students translated all types of texts.

7.4.6 Ignoring the translation of titles

Some students ignored the translation of some titles. Neglecting the

translation of titles may be related to their level of difficulty. For instance, all

students acceptably translated the easily understood title "Addiction" in Text
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Titles of political texts

• proportion of titles
translated

• proportion of titles not
translated

20%

Titles of social texts

• proportion of titles
translated

• proportion of titles not
translated

8.2.6. On the other hand, only four students translated the more obscure title

"NHS-Style Rating Plan". Most of the translations of this title were to some

extent unacceptable.

Proportion of titles not translated

Figure 49 : The translation of political titles

Figure 50 : The translation of social titles
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IN proportion of titles translated

• proportion of titles not
translated

Titles of religious texts

Figure 51: The translation of religious titles

Results indicate that most students translated most titles of the translation

sample. However students tended to ignore the translation of titles more than the

translation of texts. The difficulty of translating some of the titles may explain

this.
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The translation of titles of political texts

Translation of titles of political texts

Translated the title Ignored the translation of title
Human rights as a common
concern 7 0

Cool Heads 6 1
Party Identification 5 2
The political consequences 6 1
Globalization and the Internet 6 1
Deepening the melting pot 5 2
European Union 5 2

The Euro 5 2
The conservative leader 5 2
The battle for leadership 6 1

Figure 52: The translation of titles of political texts

Although results of the above table indicate that the majority of students

tended to translate the titles of political texts, only the text "Human Rights as a

Common Concern" was translated by all students. The texts whose titles were

most frequently ignored in translation were "Party Identification", "Turning the

melting pot", "European Union", The Euro" and "The Conservative leader". The

translation of the above titles is fairly difficult, largely because the political

concepts discussed are not well known in Palestine.
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The translation of titles of social texts
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The translation of titles of social texts

Translated the tit1( Ignored the translation of title

NHS Rating Plan 4 3
Retaliation 4 3

Home office to appeal 5 2

Asylum seekers 5 2

Inverness 5 2

Therapy lifeline 5 2

Government in a jam 4 3

Domestic matters 6 1

State fragmentation 4 3
Addiction 7 0

Figure 53: The translation of titles of social texts

Although results of the above table indicate that the majority of students

tended to the translate titles of social texts, only the title "Addiction" was

translated by all students. The texts whose titles were most frequently ignored in

translation were "NHS Rating Plan", "Retaliation", "Government in a Jam over

Preserved Rights" and "State Fragmentation". The translation of the above titles is

fairly difficult, largely because the social concepts discussed are not well known

in Palestine.
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The translation of titles of religious texts

Translated the title Ignored the translation of title

Christianity 5 2

Baptism 7 0_
Confirmation 5 2

Worship 6 1

Eucharist 6 ,	 1

St. Paul and the early church 4 3

Figure 54: The translation of titles of religious texts

Although results of the above table indicate that the majority of students

tended to translate the titles of religious texts, only the title "Baptism" .4.6.1.1 was

translated by all students. The texts whose titles were most frequently ignored in

translation were "St. Paul and the Early Church", "Christianity" and

"Confirmation". The translations of "St. Paul and the early Church" and

Confirmation" are moderately difficult. However a number of students also failed

to translate the easily translatable title "Christianity". This suggests that some

students may consider the translation of titles unimportant.
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Chapter Seven: Conclusions and

Recommendations

7.0 Introduction

This thesis has shed light on a vital subject related to English/Arabic

translation, with particular emphasis on political, social and religious aspects of

culture. An attempt has been made to investigate types of cultural and linguistic

errors made by students due to the differences between the source and target

cultures and linguistic systems. The central focus of the research has been

presented through the three translation tests. Each translation test is related to a

specific area in the target culture. It is important to mention that research results

are peculiar to Al Azhar University and students' low level in English/Arabic

translation cannot be generalized to other Arab universities.

The researcher considered issues related to English/Arabic translation

theories, processes and techniques in chapter two. Chapter three dealt with

research methodology and design. The type of research, subjects of research,

research instruments, translation sample and administration of the translation tests

were discussed in detail. Chapter eight which has been placed at the end of the

thesis (cf. chapter 1, section 1.7) comprises a detailed analysis of translation tests

taking into consideration the analysis of cultural, linguistic and stylistic errors. In

chapter four, cultural errors were related to the wider cultural context through

detailed description of aspects of Arabic and Western (particularly British)

cultures. Chapter five provided a brief description of some aspects of the English

and Arabic linguistic systems. These aspects related mainly to students' linguistic

problems in English/Arabic translation. The results of the research indicate that

students faced difficulties translating cultural texts due to the differences between

the source and target cultures. In addition, the analysis of texts indicates that

students have a tendency for literal translation from the source texts. Results also

indicate that students produced some linguistic errors in their Arabic translations

due to the differences between the two linguistic systems. This research

corroborates the first hypothesis discussed in chapter 2, section 1.3: students at the

English Department in Al Azhar University are expected to encounter cultural

problems in English-Arabic translation especially in translating words, phrases
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and expressions that are used figuratively or that may have no equivalent in the

target language. It also corroborates the second hypotheses: due to the differences

between the English and Arabic linguistic systems, students at Al Azhar

University are expected to encounter some linguistic difficulties in English/Arabic

translation especially in translating complex source language structures. Students

have noticeable stylistic weaknesses in translation into their native language.

Some students' translations can be characterised as having a weak Arabic style.

The researcher hopes that this research will be a step towards improving students'

translation quality and translation techniques.

In the light of the general and statistical analysis of students' translations

and research results, the researcher presents the following conclusions and

recommendations. These are structured to mirror the structure of chapter six.

7. 1 General comprehension issues

7.1.1 Pre-reading

Pre-reading is an important technique which helps students to improve their

translation quality. It is preferable that students read the text before translating the

title. Reading the text provides a better understanding of the content of the text, a

better idea about the exact meaning of the title and thus a better translation of both

the title and the text (cf chapter 2, section 2.2). Students should understand the

source text before starting their translations because any mistake at the beginning

of the translation can easily lead to other mistakes and an overall unacceptable

translation. It is recommended the teachers ensure that students always pre-read

translation texts. It is also preferable that teachers discuss the meaning of the text

before students start their translations (cf. chapter 6, section 6.1.1).

Fraser (1994) studied the practice of twenty-one professional translators at

work. Although results revealed that there was a clear tendency not to establish

meaning in advance through prior reading, students at Al Azhar University-

Palestine should be encouraged to pre-read the text before translating it. Pre-

reading is a useful skill. Mitchell (1996) also argues that reading as a skill is taken
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for granted and some translators either start their translation without reading the

text first or they may read the text, but they focus on the words, not the content.

He (1996, 100) suggests the following exercises aimed at encouraging students to

devote more attention to reading, as a vital stage before translation:

A descriptive text is given to students to prepare at home. A student is asked

to talk about it on the basis of the effect or impression it had on him/her.

Others add their own impressions. Later, the text is given for translation with

the recommendation that they use in their translation the mental images

developed during the exercise. This will encourage students to trust their

trained imagination. The aim of this exercise is to help students visualize the

text.

A text is chosen for its structure based on time (time-line), places (mental

map of the world), differences, similarities (columns or table) and

relationships (parts to whole). Possible patterns are discussed and drawn on

the white board. This and further texts are given for translation, with the

recommendation that students use the images generated during the exercises

The aim of this exercise is to let patterns emerge from one's reading of a text.

Texts to be translated are given with illustrations or diagrams offering clues

that are essential for a proper understanding (e.g. advertisements, technical

texts, etc). Other texts are given without visuals: students discuss possible

illustrations. The aim of this exercise is to strengthen one's visual associations

when reading)

7.1.2 Dictionary use

Students should be encouraged to use dictionaries in a proper way. Teachers

can practise the proper use of dictionaries at classroom, students should consult

all alternatives given in dictionaries and chose the most appropriate equivalent to

the target text. In other words, students choice of equivalents should be based on

the existence of harmony between the meaning in dictionaries and the context (cf.

Kussmaul 1995, 105-118). Students should be encouraged to use both

English/Arabic and Arabic/English dictionaries to check the exact meanings,

denotations and connotations of words. It is also preferable for students to use a
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thesaurus during their translations (cf. Dickins et al 2002, 4 and-chapter 6, section

6.1.2).

Jaaskelainen (1989b, 188, 191-192) studied the difference between

professional translators (postgraduates with five years translation experience) and

non-professional translators (undergraduates with five years translation

experience) in their use of dictionaries. The professional translators were more
_

confident in their use of dictionaries. They did not use bilingual dictionaries to

solve comprehension problems, but rather to solve production problems. They

also used them rather cautiously. In fact, they tended to use the bilingual

dictionary as a source of inspiration, when their own inner dictionary suffered

from a momentary malfunction. They also used monolingual dictionaries to solve

production problems, and checked items in a first language monolingual

dictionary to confirm their spontaneous tentative translation variants.

Students should be encouraged to use other sources of specialist

terminology in addition to general-purpose dictionaries, such as the Internet and

specialist dictionaries in various fields related to the subject of the source text.

This is a good step towards improving the quality of their translations and

developing their skills as potential professional translators. The translation

teaching programme can provide students with specialist dictionaries and

encourage students to use them. Specific translation exercises related to specialist

terminology can be given to students to practise the use of specialist dictionaries

and other sources such as the Internet.

There are two translation techniques that can used to overcome translation

difficulties in not knowing the meaning of some words, phrases or even sentences.

One of these techniques is making intelligent guesses and the other is omission.

Students should be encouraged to make intelligent guesses about the meaning of

words which they do not know, prior to consulting dictionaries. Some students

guess as an alternative of looking words up from dictionaries. In most contexts,

looking words up from dictionaries is better than guessing if students do not have

a fairly good idea about the context. Guessing need to be controlled.
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Developing students' confidence is important for their future success as

translators. Fraser (1994) puts emphasis on teaching students how to be selective

in their use of dictionaries, especially bilingual ones. She recommends involving

students in contextualised brainstorming of English vocabulary in a relevant

subject area prior to starting the translation exercise. She also recommends

facilitating recognition of second language terms by restricting the use of

dictionaries and reference books in class to monolingual dictionaries and

thesauruses. She suggests allocating significant time to intensive preparation of

appropriate first language texts prior to beginning translation.

Finally, there should be a special time devoted to the proper use of

dictionaries in translation courses. Students can be taught the basic concepts of

"lexicography, which includes structural semantics with notions such as

synonyms, polesmy, collocation, connotations and other distinctive features"

(Kussmaul 1995, 124).

7.1.3 Proof-reading

Dickins et al draw attention to the importance of revision and editing as the

final stages of the post-translation process illustrating that the main task during

the revision stage is checking the target text for adherence to the source text in

terms of accuracy (Dickins et al 2002, 217-221).

Students should be required to proof-read their translations of the title and

text. Proof-reading provides an excellent opportunity for students to improve their

translations. It enables students to overcome simple grammatical mistakes in their

translations. In addition, students should be encouraged to proof-read their

translations for the purpose of improving their Arabic style of writing (cf. chapter

6, section 6.1.3).



7.2 Linguistic and stylistic issues

7.2.1 Word order

Students should be encouraged to use Arabic verbal sentences rather than

Arabic nominal sentences unless there is a specific reason to do so. In Standard

Arabic, the use of verbal sentences is more frequent than the use of nominal

sentences (cf. chapter 6, section 7.2.1 and chapter 5, section 5.4), most students

tended to use nominal sentences probably as a result of their preference for literal

translation from the source text.

7.2.2 Connectors

Students should be encouraged to monitor their use of the common Arabic

connector 3. Some students overstress the connection between sentences of a text

using only the common Arabic connector 3 . Although connection between

sentences is a standard feature of Arabic writing, students should not limit their

use to the Arabic connector 3 . They should be encouraged to vary their use of

Arabic connectors. It is important for students to understand that variation in

Arabic connectors contributes to achieving a good Arabic style. Variation of

connectors contributes to making the text more comprehensible, more attractive

and less boring for target readers. Students' translations indicate that some

students vary their use of Arabic connectors to some extent. However, other

students repeatedly use the same connector in the same text.

Students should also be encouraged not to use double connectors in their

translations, e.g. translating English connectors such as "also" and "although"

adding also the common Arabic connector j (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.2 and

chapter 5, section 5.13).

7.2.3 Active and passive

.	 Students should be encouraged to pay attention in their translations to

English passive sentences. In English, the passive is commonly used with a "by"-



phrase expressing the agent. Some students tend to translate the English passive

with a "by--phrase using the Arabic passive with oror J-.6 cr. to express the

agent. The passive is normally acceptable in Arabic if the doer of the action is

unknown or not mentioned in the text. Although the use of •Ali--A ..34 or (..3-ii L.r. is

starting to be acceptable in media language and informal writing, students should

normally avoid the usages which contribute to weakness in their Arabic style.

Students should also be encouraged to write the Arabic vowels s_>--C--;i--,:il —
-

on verbs where confusion might otherwise arise, to form the correct Arabic

passive. Without vowelling, one cannot differentiate between the Arabic perfect

active ..)--, and the Arabic perfect passive J-.S . Similarly, one cannot differentiate

between the Arabic imperfect active ..)--, �, and the Arabic imperfect passive

Some students ignore the importance of the Arabic vowels in their translations of

the Arabic passive (cf chapter 6, section 6.2.3 and chapter 5, section 5.2.5).

7.2.4 Emphatic particles: c:J)

Results reveal that some students overuse (D) in their translations. The use of

C.i) should be mainly limited to emphasizing the importance of the main sentences

of the text.

The general analysis of students' translations indicate that some students

used (D) to give their target text a formal Arabic style while maintaining a fairly

literal translation in terms of word order. Some students tend to use (.) at the

beginning of many sentences in the same text. (.) may also be used as a marker of

formality (Dickins & Watson 1999, 428). This overuse of L:.,) is unacceptable in

the same text and provides a weak Arabic style. It is unacceptable to emphasize

the importance of all the sentences in the text by using CJ). In case a student feels

that the second sentence is as important as the first sentence, there are other ways

of expressing this importance, such as adding ...Ü- 4 ,3. Another

alternative is to decide which sentence is more important than the other and use LD)

in that sentence only (cf. chapter 5, section 5.4.1 and chapter 6, section 6.2.4).



7.2.5 Tenses

Students should be encouraged to pay attention to their translation of

English tenses. Students should read the text carefully and determine the

appropriate tense to be used. The context of the text can determine the

appropriateness of the tense used (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.5, and chapter 5,

section 5.1.1).

7.2.6 Transliteration and loan words

Students should be encouraged not to use English words as loan words or

transliterate them in the target title or text unless there is a particular reason to do

so. Students should do their best to provide an appropriate Arabic equivalent

because the purpose of translation is to facilitate target readers' comprehension of

the source text. Transliteration or loan words may hinder target readers'

comprehension of crucial information in the text. As long as there is an accepted

Arabic equivalent for the English word, it is normally recommended to use this in

the target Arabic text (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.6 and chapter 5, section 5.3.4).

Another stylistic issue related to loan words and transliteration is that

sometimes loan words such as C.J.3-it are acceptable because they are well known

and widely used. In certain cases regions such as Gaza. the genuine Arabic form,

such as ,—.56.1—:a sounds more formal or belongs to a higher register. On the other

hand, sometimes loan words are not acceptable in Standard Arabic even though

they maybe found in some dialects (e.g. 4_1)-1 for "lorry"). Here the genuine

Arabic form should be used (e.g.

7.2.7 Proper-noun equivalents

According to Newmark, unless the proper name already has an accepted

translation, it should not be translated but must be adhered to. Surnames in fiction

often have deliberate connotations through sound and meaning. In these cases, the

translator should 'explain the connotations, in a glossary. They should not be

translated if they represent national qualities.
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Trademarks, brand names and private institutions must not be translated

because they are related to the source language culture. Names of newspapers and

journals should be transcribed (Newmark 1981, 71). So, transliteration is the

norm in translating proper names. In case there is an Arabic equivalent for a

proper name in the source text, it is preferable that students provide the Arabic

equivalent especially religious proper names (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.7). In the

translation classroom, a useful practise would be to produce and distribute a list of
_

the most common proper male and female personal names in the target culture.

This would help students become familiar with the gender associated with these

proper names and thus use the right pronouns in their translations.

7.2.8 Singular and Plural

Students should be encouraged to be accurate in their translation of singular

and plural in the source text. It is unacceptable to ignore the accurate translation

of the plural or singular in the source text without any appropriate reason (cf.

chapter 6, section 6.2.8).

7.2.9 Definiteness and indefiniteness

Students should be encouraged to be accurate in their translation of

definiteness and indefiniteness in the source text (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.9 and

chapter 5, section 5.6). Special exercises can be practiced in this area to help

students overcome this problem.

7.2.10 Classifiers

Students should be encouraged to translate into Arabic using classifiers for

explicitness and stylistic normality. In cases where students face a culturally

specific item and particularly a proper name, they should be encouraged to make

it clear by adding a classifier, if appropriate. Students should also be encouraged

to translate titles by addition using classifiers for more explicitness in the target

text. In case students encounter a culturally based word or phrase and particularly
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a proper noun, they should be encouraged to make it clear by adding correct

classifiers (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.10).

7.2.11 Punctuation

Students should be encouraged to use proper Arabic punctuation marks

especially the full stop at the end of sentences. Punctuation marks are very

important for providing good quality Arabic translations. They are important to

indicate the end of sentences, the grammatical relations between words, etc. Some

students tend to ignore punctuation marks, and even translate whole source texts

without using a single full stop. Many students translated the title and followed it

by these punctuation marks :- or : . Students should be encouraged to translate the

title without any punctuation marks following it (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.11).

7.2.12 Acronyms

Although it is to some extent acceptable to maintain the original acronyms

in target translations, students should be encouraged to translate the title

completely into the target language and not to keep words or acronyms from the

source text. To maintain an untransliterated original form in the translation may

be to some extent acceptable especially if the English acronym is universally

known, such as the acronym "DNA". Usually an Arabic translation should

precede the English acronym (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.12 and chapter 5, section

5.3.4)

7.2.13 Metaphors

Students should be encouraged to provide an appropriate Arabic equivalent

for English metaphors in source texts (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.13). Due to the

difficulty of translating metaphors, some classes can be devoted to the practise the

translation of metaphors. Besides practising the translation of metaphors, it is

important to improve students' critical judgment about the appropriateness of the

translation of metaphors in the target text. Dickins et al (2002, 159-160), for



example, provide some practical exercises for students to improve their critical

judgment about the proper translation of metaphors. The aim of these exercises is

to let students think carefully about the appropriateness of various alternatives. In

one exercise, teachers provide students with two different target texts, one fairly

literal and the other idiomatic. Students have to decide which translations are

appropriate and provide explanations for their choices. Similar exercises Oould be

developed for students at Al Azhar University.

7.2.14 Puns

It is very difficult to maintain an English pun in Arabic. In general, Arabic

does not favor puns, so reproducing and even compensating for puns is not

necessary in the Arabic target text (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.14).

Students should be encouraged to provide appropriate Arabic equivalents for

English source text puns if possible. These are likely to involve abandoning the

pun in the Arabic target text on the basis that target readers' understanding of the

target text is crucial to determining the success of the translation. As a result, it is

important for students to avoid literal translations of English puns because the

target translations will be unacceptable.

7.2.15 Collocations

To improve students ability to recognise and translate English collocations,

teachers can ask students to produce lists of common collocations in English on

the basis of their English reading. They can also ask students to spot English

collocations in source texts and suggest acceptable translations for them (cf.

chapter 5, section 5.3, and chapter 6, section 6.2.15).



7.2.16 Polysemy

In order to overcome issues related to polysemy, it is recommended that

students re-read the source text, consult a dictionary and proof-read their

translations (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.16).

7.2.17 Adverbs

Structural patterns differ from one language to language (Dicicins et al 2002,

98). Arabic has many choices for the translation of English adverbs. The

translation of English adverbs can be simple Arabic adverbs or complex forms of

various kinds in Arabic (cf. chapter 5, section 5.8 and chapter 6, section 6.2.17). It

is recommended that students practise the translation of some English adverbs

using various Arabic forms. It is also important that students decide which is the

best Arabic equivalent form for English adverbs in particular contexts.

7.2.18 Grammatical errors

Students can be helped to overcome basic grammatical errors which are

slips on their part by the explicit incorporation of proof-reading as part of the

translation exercise (cf. chapter 7, section 7.1.3 and chapter 6, section 6.2.18)).

Grammatical issues can also be dealt with through specific translation tasks that

include problematic grammatical structures. Teachers can, for example, provide

students with target translations having several grammatical mistakes in Arabic

and ask students to identify these mistakes.

Students should be encouraged not to overuse Arabic prepositions in their

translations (chapter 5, section 5.9). The excessive use of Arabic prepositions

often weakens the style of writing. To illustrate, one student used two Arabic

prepositions in the translation of the title "Government in a Jam over Preserved

Rights" Text 8.2.3, as follows:

- 1.t1.311 LY C.A. 'JJ J3



7.2.19 Use of colloquial Arabic

Students should also be encouraged to avoid the use of colloquial Arabic

instead of Standard Arabic in their translations. Hervey and Higgins (1992,18)

emphasize the point that English native speakers are often not competent enough

in their native language, which affects their translation negatively. The use of

colloquial Arabic may reflect the relative lack of students' competence in

Standard Arabic (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.19).

7.2.20 General linguistic and stylistic recommendations

None of the students used appropriate Arabic techniques to translate words

or phrases in inverted commas in source texts. It is recommended that students

use the Arabic phrase Y. 1-4 .J1 to translate words or phrase in inverted

commas " " in the source text such as "policy community" in Text 8.1.8 and

"war" in Text 8.1.9. By using the above Arabic phrase, translators distance

themselves from opinions or ideas they do not approve in the source text (cf.

chapter 8, sections 8.1.8 and 8.1.9).

Students should be encouraged to master their native language. It is

preferable that the translation teaching programme helps students to overcome

this problem by offering special Arabic courses in cooperation with the Arabic

Department at the same university. The translation teaching programme can

identify areas of students' weaknesses and draw students' attention to them.

Students consider that their being native speakers is enough for them to master the

grammar and style of their native language. The first step towards improving their

mastery of the Arabic language is admitting that they have grammatical and

stylistic problems. Students' translations indicate that some students have specific

Arabic grammatical and stylistic problems related to case and mood endings

(y1J-cl ). Students should also be encouraged to read more original Arabic texts to

improve their style of writing (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.19).



Students should be encouraged to check the correct reference of English

pronouns in the source text and not to ignore their translations.

Students may face major linguistic difficulties in translating English as a

source language. Students may face difficulty in understanding complex

structures in the source text. Failure to understand these difficulties may lead to

serious problems in translation and an overall unacceptable translation. To

overcome this problem, teachers can do the following:

-They can provide students with English texts having several English complex

structures and ask students to translate these texts, having first analysed the

structural issues together in class (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.18).

-They can if possible, provide students with extra English courses (from the

English Department) with emphasis on these complex structures.

"Contrastive analysis is the study of two languages in contrast... It is

probably most useful in pointing out areas where direct translation of a term or

phrase will not convey accurately in the second language the intended meaning of

the first. At a global level, it leads the translator to look at broader issues such as

whether the structure of the for a given text-type is the same in both languages"

(Baker (ed.) 1998, 47). It is preferable for students to take an English/Arabic

linguistic contrastive analysis course to increase their awareness of linguistic

differences between English and Arabic. This may help them to avoid mistakes

related to the differences between the two linguistic systems.

There are different styles for different types of texts. Students should be able

to identify different types of texts and chose the suitable style for their translation.

To improve this skill, teachers can give students a source text and a target text

having gaps related to a specific stylistic problem. Teachers can also provide

students with various alternatives and ask students to fill the gaps in the target text

by choosing one of the alternatives. Students have to provide stylistic reasons for

their choice. Dickins et al (2002, 157) provide such types of exercises, which

mainly depend on the notion that students should be able to decide what makes

sense in the target language.



Students should avoid offering alternatives in their translations. They should

provide target readers with what they judge to be the best equivalent for the

source word and phrase. Providing target readers with two equivalents and letting

readers decide what is the best is unacceptable in professional translation, and

should therefore be avoided with translation trainees. They should learn to be

professional, deciding the best equivalent for a particular word in the source text

and using that in their translations (cf. chapter 6, section 6.4.4).

Students should be encouraged not to translate literally from the source text

because the result of a literal translation can be a vague Arabic target text. For

example, in Text 8.1.8, one student translated "yet, the "Euro-12" version of the

Council, which brings together only representatives of states within the Euro-

zone, quickly spawned a far more integrated sub-group, or "policy community" as

follows:

- 47111 j	 3,111A:11..L. 	 (:).5114.4 1.7ta3 (114..1 411112 JJJ,2. 1 044 LipLii Ui LriL

Zuk+u)	 1?.	 a=.0 4ji1U2	 juLl t.1.11

Students should also modify the source text to be acceptable to target readers. It is

important for translators to trust their personal judgments as native speakers. The

translator has the choice whether to add or remove words from the source text to

provide an acceptable Arabic translation.

In Text 8.1.1, Two students translated "come to play" in "The doctrine of

human rights has come to play a distinctive role in international life" literally as

y-.141. , which is completely unacceptable since it denotes purpose, and

therefore changes the denotative meaning. Four students indicated the meaning of

English present perfect "come to play" acceptably introducing new information

by using cL1-,-.L,-.1 , for example: 	 J.J.)

Students should be encouraged to develop a general translation procedure to

improve their translation quality. Percival (1989, 89) suggests the following

practical translation procedure that inaludes five main stages:

Read through the text to be translated, in order to establish the style and mood

of the original and to ascertain the exact meaning given to important terms by

the original author.



Research the subject in order to fill in any gaps in translator's knowledge of

the subject matter before actually attempting it.

Translate in draft (optional depends on translator's time)

Put the draft translation aside for 48 hours. This is one of the characteristics of

ideal translation rather than practical translation. The translator with a fresh

mind concentrate on style and expression of the target language rather than on

the meaning of the original.

Read through the translation again checking, revising and editing.

7.3 Wider cultural issues

7.3.1 Issues related to types of texts (political, social and religious)

The general analysis of students' translations indicates that some students

face difficulty in translating political, social and religious texts (cf. chapter 6,

sections 6.3.1, 6.3.2 and 6.3.3, chapter 4, sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 and chapter 8,

sections 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3). General knowledge is very important for students'

translation quality. Students should be encouraged to improve their general

knowledge of the political, social and religious source culture by listening to

English-language media. It is also recommended that teachers encourage students

to read more about the source culture. Better understanding of the source culture

helps students to understand cultural texts and as result improve the quality of

their translations.

The translation teaching programme can play a vital role in improving

students' political, social and religious knowledge about the source culture.

Exposing students to various cultural topics can help students to achieve this aim.

For instance, students should improve their geographical knowledge of the target

country. Providing students with a list of the most common names of major cities

and towns in the UK is a simple practice that can increase their geographical

knowledge

Students' inaccurate translations related to cultural issues are a clear

indication of the importance of cultural background regarding the source culture



of the text. The greater the cultural background which translators have, the more

they are likely to be competent in their translations. Students may face major

difficulties in translating cultural texts and particularly in understanding various

aspects of the culture of the source text. A failure to understand these cultural

aspects may lead to serious problems in translation and an overall unacceptable

translation. To overcome this problem, teachers can provide students with English

texts having several cultural problems and ask students to translate these texts,

following class discussion of the cultural issues. It is also recommended that

teachers if possible provide students with extra material about the source culture

and discuss differences between the source culture and their own target culture, in

relation to specific texts, which are being translated in the classroom.

7.3.2 Cultural transplantation

Students should, if appropriate, be encouraged to use cultural transplantation

in their translations (cf. chapter 6, section 6.3.2 and chapter 8, section 8.2.6).

7.3.3 Reading and study

It is recommended that students take an intensive reading course in Western

culture using existing materials in English and read extensively to build up their

limited vocabulary, which negatively affects their translation quality. To illustrate,

there are Western cultural studies courses taught at universities such as Bethlehem

University in Palestine. It is more practical for translation teachers at Al Azhar

University to use existing materials which have already been developed at other

universities and modify them according to their needs than to produce their own

materials.

7.3.4 Living in an English speaking country

It is recommended that students be given the opportunity to stay for a

reasonable period of time in an English speaking country to achieve a better

understanding of the target culture. This will positively affect the quality of their



translations. This would be more possible if Al Azhar University were twinned

with one or more universities in the UK. Students from UK universities could

come to study Arabic at Al Azhar and Al Azhar students could go to study

English in the UK.

7.4 Other translation issues

7.4.1 Translation by omission

Omission should be encouraged to produce a comprehensive Arabic

translation. Students should not ignore the translation of words whose meanings

they do not know. They should be encouraged to consult a proper dictionary.

Students should be encouraged not to translate by omission without some

acceptable reason. One acceptable reason would be to that they might sacrifice a

small loss of meaning to keep a good Arabic style. For example, omission may

reflect different patterns of cohesion (cf. Dickins et al 2002, 23). It is completely

unacceptable to 6mit important words in the source texts because of negligence. It

is also unacceptable to omit words or phrases simply because students do not

know their meanings or they do not fit the meaning in their target translations.

Omission should be the last option when students are unable to find out the

meaning of a word or phrase even in dictionaries (cf. chapter 6, section 6.4.2).

7.4.2 Translation by addition

Students should be encouraged to add explanatory material for target readers

when they translate culturally specific words or phrases. The addition of

explanatory translation notes at the end of a translation should not be encouraged

except in some academic contexts. Normally, this explanatory material would be

expected to be integrated into the main text to make the resulting target text more

natural. However, particularly in technical texts, it may be acceptable or even

preferable to include it as target text footnotes (cf. chapter 6, section 6.4.3).
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"Arabic frequently makes use of repetition of synonyms or near-synonyms,

in a way which is not normally found in English" (Dickins et al 2002, 59).

Accordingly, students should be encouraged to translate by addition to enhance

their Arabic style of writing using semantic repetition and achieve emphasis (cf.

chapter 6, section 6.4.3).

Students should be encouraged to make use of translation by addition to

make the target text more acceptable in terms of tonal register to the target readers

(Dickins et al 2002, 163). It is normal in Arabic to use honorific terms with

religious figures and places having religious significance, e.g. sJ.3-1...11:%41.-1...11- :t--C-4-

U—..)-.2 (..),.1.2 . It is worth mentioning that the use of the English

capital letter indicates that "Jesus Christ" is a proper noun. It is appropriate for

students to usec.:-- 11 Le,9a. 411to reflect a sense of respect in Arabic.

7.4.3 Translation of titles

Students should be encouraged to translate titles even if they are problematic

It is preferable that students translate the title in a way which is attractive to

target readers. Attractive titles are important to encourage target readers to read

the text. Students should be encouraged to modify, add or omit words or phrases

from the title to provided attractive and acceptable translations.

Students should be consistent unless there is a specific reason not to be so,

in their translations through the title and the text. The translation of the title can in

some circumstances be more flexible than the translation of the text.

It is also recommended that teachers practise translation of titles to improve

students' translation quality. They can provide students with several texts having

problematic titles and ask students working in groups to translate titles only, on

the basis of pre-reading of the entire text.

Students should not ignore the translation of the title, which is an integral

part of the overall text. Titles are important for attracting readers' attention to read

the text. Many students ignored the translation of the title. Neglecting the

translation of titles may be related to two things:



1. Students' neglect of the importance of the translation of the title.

2. The difficulty of translating the title.

Students should be encouraged to translate the title separately on a different

line from the translation of the text (chapter 6, section 6.4.1 and chapter 8, section

8.2.5).



Chapter Eight: Reference chapter: general analysis

of students' translations

8.0 Introduction

This chapter is devoted to the analysis of students' translations of texts. It

will be divided into three aspects: general analysis of political texts, general

analysis of social texts and general analysis of religious texts.

8.1 General analysis of students' translations of political

texts

8.1.1 Human Rights as a Common Concern

The doctrine of human rights has come to play a distinctive role in

international life. This is primarily the role of a moral touchstone — a standard of

assessment and criticism for domestic institutions, a standard of aspiration for

their reform, and increasingly a standard of evaluation for the policies and

practices of international, economic and political institutions.

Title:

"Common"

Three students translated "common" as e t-c. , two translated it as ali'LL." and

the other two as . Although all the above alternatives are acceptable, (Az is the

best in this context.

"Concern"

Four students translated "concern" ase l-LA. , two translated this as (..3434 and

one translated "concem"it as 	 . LI is also acceptable here. It is

unacceptable to consider human rights as an "interest" 2	 . The other two

students unacceptably confused "concern" with "concept" and translated it as
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Text:

Four students started their translation with the use of 'vt.) . The reason for this

seems to be their belief that this is good style. In Arabic, is used to emphasize

important things. According to the source text, students should estimate the

degree of emphasis in the English text and where the emphasis is high render this

using It is to some extent acceptable to start the first sentence which

introduces the main idea of the text by using vC.t. This is to emphasize the central

topic of the text. Such an initial sentence is sometimes termed a topic sentence

(Dickins et al 2002, 423).

The use of (.)) should be limited to emphasize the importance of key

sentences and not all sentences in the text. Students not only use to emphasize

the importance of sentences but also to provide a more formal Arabic style for

their translations. Students should not use Li in subsequent, less important

sentences (cf. chapter 5, section 5.4.1, chapter 6, section 6.2.4 and chapter 7,

section 7.2.4).

"The doctrine"

The two Arabic equivalents for "doctrine"..iAl. and s.1,1:ic- have religious

associations. If they are used in a political context, they imply a political belief-

system. So, it is not acceptable to describe human rights by using either s.1-...ka. or

,,IALA in Arabic . It is more acceptable to use the word Five students used

Lo144 and only two students used y -4 or 1,14.1... . Five students translated the

singular in the source text using a singular in the target text, as follows:

-	 _ j_.m1 ji144 ul

It is preferable that students modify their translations to suit the Arabic

target meaning. Modification includes the translation of the singular in the source

text into plural in the target text. Three students distorted the intended sense of the

source text by considering the plural "human rights" as one "principle" in Arabic,

for example: C.J1—.3V I 3j-i-1.4. . Only two students acceptably translated the

singular "doctrine" using a plural in the target text, for example:



"The doctrine of human rights has come to play"

Two students translated "come to play" literally as L,1411. , which is

completely unacceptable since it denotes purpose, and therefore changes the

denotative meaning. Four students indicated the meaning of English present

perfect "come to play" acceptably introducing new information by using ca.÷,-.1

for example:	 Ui	 iii	 . Two students used both "ds
r

and	 in the same sentence which gives a weak style in Arabic. It is

unacceptable to combine the emphatic 	 with the non-emphatic t-.L.-;) in the

same sentence, to give, for example:

1i Ui	 .

"international life"

Four students translated "international life" as1_,.1315 31 and three students

translated it as 4431-.31 s14-,.11 . These phrases sound rather vague in Arabic. None of

the students chose a more acceptable and precise equivalent such as ,L11-.-.1,,-.11

This seems to be a direct influence of students' preference for literal

translation.

"This is primarily the role of a moral touchstone"

Three students acceptably translated "a moral touchstone" as

and one student translated it as 11-1.1-' 11--c- All . Although accuracy in translation

is essential, it is acceptable in this context to render the singular in the source text

by using a plural in the target text. The use of the Arabic plural 4.3/ does not

affect the intended meaning in the source text in this context. Another student

acceptably translated "a moral touch stone" as cra&V i _3c3 .3-11 . One student

translated "a moral touch stone" unacceptably as,-4-19=L&V 1,=11—.,4111 . She translated

"touch" literally and ignored the "stone" element. Another student translated it

less acceptably as .)41:,V14-uij, which has a vague meaning in

Arabic. The above student translated "moral" providing two Arabic equivalents

for it as.‘L?s'--k-VI. Five students rendered the indefinite "a moral

touchstone" with a definite in Arabic.

It is acceptable to render the indefinite in the source text using a definite in

the target text as long as it does not change the intended meaning in the source

text.
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"primarily"

One student unacceptably omitted "primarily" from her translation. Five

students conveyed the intended meaning of "primarily" as follows: LAU or

JJV1 1.11.11. Only one student used the less acceptable 	 .

"standard"

The English source text repeats the word "standard" three times. Six

students acceptably kept the same pattern in Arabic, for instance:

1&kil	 j LAL.41 114 j_	 cy,1,11	 jL,.4ii	 j 	

;4,41	 j 443.111 .11_,VI LL'114,3. 	 j (:JL,14,21 i1I	 j

Two students used two Arabic equivalents 	 and u.4.1711.4 for "standard" in the

same text, for instance:

al.31	 c.-L.-=,V C.3-41,11 u.41.71.14 j 4-71.1--411 C_3-211 Sii11 Hil,.11	 c$B-:%1 aim-4S ) 9'1

.A..41 jail A+A .1.41 J=1..43V1 j	 cJI.3.4.11	 j	 cyg J1151

One student unacceptably omitted any equivalent of "standard of evaluation" for

no obvious reason.

"assessment"

There are two acceptable Arabic equivalents for "assessment": eji and

The difference between them is that H..9-Z describes the process and e44

describes the results. Six students used .e4.32-1 and only one used	 .

"domestic institutions"

Four students translated "domestic institutions" acceptably as A4..1-,-411

or A-41AVI LL11-.2,4431 . None of the above students chose the Arabic equivalent A-..619

to describe these institutions although it is one of its acceptable Arabic meanings.

Three students translated it unacceptably as A,1.1.-4.11 a.131 .3111 or .1111

, as follows:

.11111 j ia.14&:11- I -Ji4,	 L:JI.Sz_411 cri cra—NI	 jA li.4 j

j :1_411.111 taoJJ	 L. <11-11	 A43.1*..411	 j.) ji LA j

	  u.42.*4 j	 (Dol	 j	 criN.:%n



"their reform"

The pronoun "their" refers to "domestic institutions" in the source text. Five

students translated the English pronoun acceptably, for instance c..,-..611

Those who translated "domestic institutions" unacceptably, for instance

as 	  apt9-ill, confused the proper reference for the English pronoun "their", as

follows: C.):.61 3:01th	 Two students unacceptably ignored "their" in their

translations, for instance: c=t-,,alc J-.4.611	 . Two students confused "reform"

with "form" and translated it unacceptably as: 1-(1 1.!'t" (.1.?1	 CJALII _)14.LA

"increasingly"

Three students unacceptably ignored the translation of the English adverb

"increasingly". One student translated "increasingly" at the end of the Arabic

sentence, as follows: .171. 1 .514	 Ls-la 9 ei---N-"%1 (-1-?•1 l.)-4 C9-41*	 -j. Three students

acceptably translated the English adverb "increasingly" before the translation of

"a standard", as follows: -1,051-4 .3--,-i 	 	 .45.9-12-431JLi11-1:.Lw

- .A.4.41631	 j 444..21 	 LLJj1_4.4.11 j

In this context, it is more acceptable to translate the English adverb

"increasingly" before the translation of "standard" instead of putting it at the end

of the sentence.

"a standard of evaluation for the policies and practices of international,

economic and political institutions"

One student unacceptably ignored the translation of the above phrase. Two

students confused the English noun "economy" with the English adjective

"economic". Two students unacceptably translated "international economic" as

. Only two students correctly related the three adjectives

"international", "economic" and "political" to the noun "institutions", as follows:

4L-0211	 t:11141.1

441631 Z.4.1_,..0221

However, both of them chose the wrong translation of the noun "institutions"

rendering it as c-*J1-a14 and 1 L. 11 .31. instead of ‘:11-""):,•4 . Four students chose to

separate the adjectives from the noun "institutions" by adding another noun. For

example:

;413,1114L	 ku JUA
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c*J1.4411 j jail	 j

j 	 Lt L 3I.A.411 j

8.1.2 Cool Heads

Scottish Secretary Helen has called for "Cool Heads" as Scotland waits to

see the economic impact of the US terror attacks. She said, "This is the time for

calmness and indeed those who lose their cool in this kind of situation can

plummet the economy into crisis".

Title:

"Cool Heads"

One student unacceptably ignored the translation of the title. Another

student unacceptably translated the title literally as sk)-.1.11 . Three students

partially translated the title literally as :ca-6-11 J i J , which is fairly acceptable. One

student translated "heads" as 0 1-4=. ..) as follows LP-4 v-1.41.) 0 1-4=.311 , giving a

somewhat unacceptable translation. The source text does not limit the reference to

0 1-4=-3 "leaders" . Moreover, it is unacceptable to use the accusative/genitive form

(4191 , rather than the nominative .3191 ,) (cf. chapter 5, section 5.2.3).

Only one student provided the best Arabic equivalent of "Cool Heads" conveying

its denotative meaning as uAill

Text:

"Scottish Secretary"

Three students translated the title literally or partially literally, which is

unacceptable, as follows:	 \ ;11(	 Z.J.N;ix	 s _1;3	 J.11 A4.1

,11( -Y. In Palestine, the title j. i, is equivalent to the title "secretary" in the

UK. Only three students translated "Scottish Secretary" correctly as J:.,19-11

\III< -V I or19-11 . Although one student translated "Secretary"

correctly as sJ-..)15 , she confused "Foreign Secretary" with "Scottish Secretary"

and translated it unacceptably as 	 	 jij. In addition, another student

unacceptably confused the gender of the Secretary "Helen" considering her a



male. There is a possibility that the student associated politics with gender

because the dominant ministers in Palestine are male.

This indicates the importance of proof-reading, because there is a reference in the

text to her gender: "she said".

Due to the differences between the source and target political cultures, none

of the students translated "Scottish Secretary" correctly as (1-a 2JJ.s_)419

A-,0111( (cf. chapter 4, section 4.1, chapter 6, section 6.3.1.1 and chapter 7,

section 7.3.1.1).

"Cool Heads"

The phrase "Cool Heads" is an idiom, this being "a figurative expression

whose meaning cannot be deduced from the denotative meanings of the words

that make it up" (Dickins et al 2002, 273). In the above context, "cool" roughly

means calm. Its Arabic equivalent should reflect the meaning "behaving logically

and calmly" in the source text. Three students translated "cool heads" as they did

in the title, as follows:

	  I  n *<-1	 4)1411 Ly4i	 e.11 allya	 s J.A.A,21

	  cD1	 I  )*(,1 0 L4.c. utl÷ UAL)	 ..).C.,11 1_443

	  1 i(4 	 lij"/1+11	 (C.):?144.) Lc " II< 41	 ,3=-14,Y11.4

The proper understanding of "cool heads" is crucial to the proper translation

of the target text. To illustrate, the Arabic equivalent LIJ1411 uJ.)..)31 does not

convey the intended meaning in the source text.

One student who translated "cool heads" in the title as Iii.114-11 	-11 acceptably

modified her translation in the text using 4-111,1* I J.4Srall , as follows:

	  I  N;11‹,,,1J.l 	 kl.211 S	 Ai ail

Another student translated this phrase partially literally and partially according to

its meaning in context as zi..)411 PJ-411 .

"those who lose their cool"

English and Arabic have sets of rules relating to the use of relative forms

such as "that", "who", "which", etc in English and 4-3.11- , etc. in Arabic. These

are rather different in the two languages. In Arabic, if the noun is definite, the one

must use4. -.111— 4:11 , etc. If it is indefinite, one has to omit 4 :1-11— ,0:111 . All students

translated who asal..111 in this context (cf. chapter 5, section 5.11).
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Most of the students were consistent in their translations of "cool" through

the title and the text and translated it acceptably as m :,j-1-at	 or m-41÷ 	 .

One student translated it in the first sentence of the text JCL.";2 and in the other

title as e.4.1.1)..,1 3.41.. Another student was not sure, so she wrote two choices L'J.3..14.

eb p..9.1-4 .31 ?. .3..)-.1 a typical feature of students trying to be on the safe side, but not

addressing translation in a professional manner (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.20 and

chapter 7, section 7.2.20).

"The economic impact of the US terror attacks"

Six students used the Arabic preposition Lr 1 and only one student used ,„ci to

translate the place relationship between "US" and "terror attacks" in the source

text. These students wrote 1) .1-- 1-41. ,LI*1 41 ..911 cr
i2..Jt J 	 -	 C-'1-441

Both Arabic prepositions are acceptable because the choice of the

Arabic preposition depends on the Arabic nouns c-'11-.1.),-;. and '--4-?-.

In addition, all students chose various acceptable translations for "terror

attacks" such as :+41.. 1-4JVI - 4-4JVI ‘041-4..)VI .

Four students chose 4.)1-4 .311c-I* 1-44 .

"impact of"

Four students translated the English preposition "of' using the Arabic

preposition J, as in:	 . One student

chose to translate "of' using L.-1=- , giving a wrong meaning u-la 	 .).1:1U11

Another two students student acceptably used C.)=- 	 -	 i.

L.), A4151411 k.1.1L..0:6V1 jtiVI -	 I ,.:J14 .111	 :41,4

She said "This is the time..."

Five students translated this as 	 .111 —C-1-111 ii -	 1.4 .

Two students used L'-u-S1	. Another two students translated the

indirect speech as in English using "...", as follows:

	  0_9411

	  0_3411 4j jib 114 cLai

None of the above students rendered the direct speech properly in Arabic (cf.

chapter 5, section 5.12). It is important if one quotes the exact words of other



people to translate them using a semi colon and quotation marks, as follows:

. Five students acceptably removed the inverted commas and used 3:

rais3	 -	 11.1h	 —	 JA 114 3 c.:siL.:ol

0 3411	 ..9—L.-Lcc.V1 J.43 L.:A.0 rate DI Cslli LS

"plummet the economy into crisis"

Students' translations were as follows:

Zeii,1:1 USIA „5.31

1-4_3V I	 1...:11)t I S j1.11

Z431 it 140/4

JL5.11 C- 	 I jia-N31

A..431 L5 	 I 1_9.3.19.

	  L511 	 45.44 C.u111.y.

All students rendered the right sense of "plummet" in their Arabic translations.

They acceptably maintained the metaphor of "fall" or "rapid fall" in Arabic (cf.

chapter 6, section 6.2.13 and chapter 7, section 7.2.13).

The following three translations were relatively acceptable, as follows:

K ,t4

j�11	 I JI

	  L.,31	 j.m4

One student unacceptably changed the meaning of the source text and

translated it as1-.4_3V 1 ,:J. s j1.11 . The normal Arabic equivalent for

"crisis" when it is related to the economy of the country is ;%-i-L,-.2 :t-4_31 or more

strongly :Y..)t-,-.6i1A-.)-5 , the latter perhaps being closer to "economic catastrophe"

or "economic meltdown" . One student unacceptably translated "economy"

literally as a noun using a non-standard usage in the target text 	 .

Another student acceptably translated "crisis" as



8.1.3 Party identification among Asian American immigrants

Among the U.S.-born population, the development of partisanship is often

associated with either age or experience with the political system. Partisan

development proposes that party identification intensifies over the lifespan as a

result of experiences with the party system such as voting. During past waves of

migration, political parties played an important role in incorporating some

immigrant groups into the U.S. political system.

Title:

Two students unacceptably ignored the translation of the title.

"Party identification"

Three students unacceptably translated "identification" literally as

rA,,...9A 41..5 - j.Jt	 . The other two students modified their

translation of "identification" according to the context as y.3.z.11	 y3-,31

None of the students translated "party identification" correctly, for instance as

pull'W or ,,F43-,I1 0V.3-31 . Such mistakes may be related to students'

ignorance of the operation of political parties, being under occupation for more

than thirty years (cf. chapter 4, section 4.1, chapter 6, section 6.3.1.1 and chapter

7, section 7.3.1.1).

"Asian American immigrants"

Four students translated "American" before "Asian", as follows:

	

0-u.".+.N 1 CA...)-4V 1	 . This word order means that they are now Americans but

stresses their Asian origin. Only one student translated this phrase, as

J41 stressing their present nationality. None of the students translated this as

	

J-6°1 (:)-4	C.),'•)?.1-6-431 -	 C.):.3.1-e-.11, which are the

clearest and most idiomatic translations in Arabic.



Text:

"US-born population"

Three students translated "US-born population" fairly literally. They

typically used the word	 "original" which does not give the intended

meaning in the source text, as follows:

sa.:Le.' 11	 L.J.V .5.1 I cjI.S..A

aul.,211Sa_,:3.4.1- I 4.13 .'1 I	 (:),14

t:j .341.211 	 bA3tI c_,14_91 I	 cj..4 L.) -

In fact the 41-z1 suggests Native Americans, i.e. American Indians.

Another three students reflected the intended meaning in the source text, as

follows:

Sa_13.11 417.111

Ltitq I jal	 11 c:417 .511 c.j11.1

Sa...11.4.1' I L:41 .,11 vi I jaii &jail Lykill

Only one student translated "US-born population" idiomatically and

acceptably as ,1] ._9-411	 „JAI Cit-c—.11 . It would be clearer to readers if the student

translated "population" by using 4,A1 	 .

"the development of partisanship"

One student produced a semantically incorrect translation: :431..)--..111

Maybe the student confused :1-..33 1 .)--.31 "Christianity" with s..)--.11.11 "support".

Five students produced weak Arabic translations which relayed only a part of the

meaning, as follows: 4.61+ 1 ..9-4 	 A-31.1.3A31-.1Li	 — 4-.13.31 i1t—

svi JAB_

-

One student produced a completely unacceptable translation:, 1...).-11 	. None of

the students translated this phrase in its full meaning as 44.3-,-11	 Ji.1.5 or JJ-1.5

‘.543..,31 ,A.A..11V1 .

"partisan development"

Although the element "partisan" was repeated in the previous sentence, four

students were not consistent in their translations. The reason for this is probably

that they do not know its proper meaning in this context. One student translated



"partisanship" in the first sentence as	 JJ-)=.5 and "partisan development" in

the second sentence as s.)--.1-1.11 .1316 . Another student translated "partisanship" as

(U.) and then translated "partisan" as (..)--.1-1A) t-.1.1-L-43' I J..3-1=5 . This

is probably because the first occurrence of "partisan" is compounded with "ship"

to indicate that it is a noun. One student produced an unacceptable translation for

both occurrences,..)—° :111 _1.911:1- in the first sentence and 	 in the second

sentence, suggesting complete misunderstanding. Finally, one student translated

"partisan" acceptably as c€ 1- 1 J-4 	in the first sentence and " partisan

development" unacceptably as Y-43..4-0-1 .321-.1 oA—Al in the second sentence, using

instead of the more acceptably abstract J.J.Lcy..

Students' failures to render the intended meaning in the source text reflect

their lack of competence in translating certain political texts especially those

which are not related to their everyday life (cf. chapter 4, section 4.1, chapter 6,

section 6.3.1.1 and chapter 7, section 7.3.1.1).

Only three students were consistent in their translations, for instance:

fuLJ

	  Z11=1 .3-41.1 (..›"V1 J.916

"Among the U.S born population, the development 	 ff

Five students placed the translation of the phrase "among the US born

population" at the beginning of the target text as in the source text e.g. C.A.., c),14

s.Lz5.41 1	. Only two students translated it at the end of the sentence, as

follows:

cL31,1V.331 ,..pi JiJA d-C-11 au. 	

45..a 4.Su.41	 D.1.1 DA$ .1113 j 	  DA. 1-4 LA& cr.1.3- 1 J.9.1.:111

Both positions are acceptable in this context.

"often associated"

Four students ignored the translation of "often". This yielded translations

such as:

Zw.41

LJ
_,1...1* 11 j j.12:1"143...),1

	  A:119-431-.1

	  j..3.7.114 LAI (11411)	 J.,L5

i_916
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Only three students rendered "often" appropriately, as follows:

J....LT.3.4u J.131,111 DU_

-1.45JA C.J.A.1 L4 1-13tL JJ 	 C.)1

r..1—wr4aU. ta+51/11y3 .).3j.)^;11.. Dy3 .513 	

“age or experience with ...."

Five students rendered the English preposition "with" using two acceptable

Arabic prepositions tA and	 , as in e=1-i 	 s..)4L11 .

Two students unacceptably omitted "with" and changed the meaning in the source

text in their translations, as follows:

3,4 y.. .).31 etlal

All students rendered "age" as ..)Az except one who rendered it as 4.*.r, , as in:

• c)..21	 1:›4

s

▪ 	

.1243.".4

It is more appropriate to render it as j-ga than	 because ..)-4r, is more

formal than C.), .

"either... .or..."

Six students acceptably rendered "either .... or" in Arabic using 	 t-41... .

For example, 	  S.).*11-1 JAA31-.) t-41 14).4

Only one student acceptably rendered it without using 1-41, as i. .)411 .31 J-4211	 •

"Party identification"

Once again, students were inconsistent in their Arabic translations as

between the title and the text. One student translated "party identification" as

in the title and as Lr3.3.-J e.4.1in the text. Another student translated it as

in the title and omitted the word	 inin the text (cf. comments

made regarding the translation of the title above).

"intensifies over a lifespan"

Due to the lack of understanding of the source text, four students produced

unacceptable translations, as follows:

14,31 ea.4	 cc...LI •
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S14=11 O.1.4lc .11,1.4 (..,13-N.11	 _

L .1.4	 J14.1	 _

s14_,31 j1.14 (.51c. y3=.II

Two students completely failed to translate these words, apparently using the

avoidance technique to overcome translation difficulties, as follows:

s	 1-...o.y..ca A-RA 4:1.).*	 uy.11 u.ca.111

S jai	 4.? 4.11.)4& u.11	 u	

Only one student provided an acceptable translation, as follows:

sI±N.11 L5.1.4 L.51c. a?!

experiences with the party"

Only two students reflected the plural in their Arabic translation, as follows:

Y.3J	,=31_>*44:13

‘,13=11	 L.11.).1.111

Five students retained the singular, for instance:

1.11.:1? s

Both the singular and plural are acceptable in Arabic.

"voting"

Four students translated this correctly as ti.):11V1	 —

Three students confused its meaning and translated it as ,:k.11-LIIVI—L-J1.41.:,:13-V1 s .

"during past waves of migration"

All students correctly rendered "during" as Lbt-&—c.U.11

Five students rendered "past" as Zi41-31 and two students rendered it as

Both Arabic equivalents are acceptable. Six students rendered "waves" as

One student rendered it as cli.A1 . c-*-34.3.4 is more acceptable in this metaphorical

sense than E l i-41 .

"immigrant groups"

Six translations were unacceptable to some extent, such as

_ si41	 _	 — bf4I caa

Only one student translated this phrase correctly as



"U.S. political system"

Five students translated this as 14.,11 cr-A-..L.-31 eualli and one student

translated it as 1-..1.J1 S.1--N5A.I1 L:i.1-..N_Ill et-16 . Both translations are acceptable. One

student unacceptably omitted "US" in her translation: 4-4.1,-.11 eilall .

"incorporating some immigrant groups !,

Six students translated "incorporating" as e- ...5 . The use of the Arabic

equivalent c,-..) is better than the use of AL51 .11 , adopted by one student.

8.1.4 The political consequences of the local electoral system

Political transitions contain volatile moments when long-established

political landscapes change markedly. Old political sensibilities are

challenged. New political forces are constituted. Popular social groups claim

new rights. Even where transitions are peacefully negotiated, new

institutional arrangements are fragile, and the opportunities for securing

democracy are uncertain.

Title:

One student unacceptably ignored the translation of the title.

"Political consequences"

Five students acceptably translated "political consequences" as Z..L.L..will e1. -1-1111 .

One student translated this as A-..,-A-.41 ,L11-44.111 . This student confused cl-...tull with

the correct translation

"Local electoral system"

All students' translations were acceptable, for instance:

41_,_411 L._ILLIIVI ellal - 4.1_,,,I1 (4.4u:rul ethdu	 :41.....11 ca41.:Na3vi eua..,



Text:

"Political transitions"

All students provided different acceptable equivalents, such as:

4,4A c211_9=11-*.i_

contain volatile moments"

All students acceptably translated "contain" as-

Five students unacceptably translated "volatile moments" as

- Ly. U J 	UJ ;4114*	 JI 3311	 s

. Two translations were relatively more acceptable, as follows: :%-.11:.A.

41). None of the students translated "volatile moments" in a good Arabic style as

c..111	 .14-11 'LI'	 ciA

cya

"long-established"

Students' translations were as follows:

1-4.11G

C .3.6ky (2 1u3L)11) SA1.11.311	 Jl jr.Cdi J011'. 1.0.1.1C.

C>4.311 tDA 	?.44114LSS4i 43i

0.14+.111:111 Z44.1.9. 4641,Lall L3I 2JL	 Lila (Atli

ikpla J	 Z..I.4.21 101141	 j

_>laL431 Lywir_L	 ,5111

s jai

"Long established" is an adjective that describes "landscapes". Only two

students translated this as an adjective in Arabic as

	

:4,421 141_4.411 -	 'tQ...1].

"Semantic repetition is a typical feature of Arabic style, and is typically used

to express emphasis" (Dickins et al 2002, 59). One of the above students used

semantic repetition :%-&-J .)111.1:1.1...,11 in her translation (cf. chapter 6, section 6.4.3

and chapter 7, section 7.4.2). Both translations are unacceptable (see discussion of

"landscapes" below). Another student translated the phrase "long-established"

unacceptably as a verb	 . Only three students translated "long-established"

to some extent acceptably as C.)-4.3-11 t.)-4:L14_91.	- :u--41 .)11 - ZI:ub ;jai . Three



students unacceptably omitted the English adjective "long-established" in their

translations, for instance: cr-_, 	 4,41

"political landscapes"

Most students found difficulty in translating "landscapes". Four students

were influenced by different meanings in the al Mawrid dictionary and translated

"landscape" literally, as follows: A-..,-.4-31 _13—..31	 -141-1.1 —

Other students did their best to modify the translation of

"landscape" and provide acceptable Arabic equivalents, such as ictil4. - .444 el'311

Although, these are acceptable Arabic equivalents, they do not precisely

reflect the meaning intended in the source text. None of the students translated

"political landscapes" by the most clearly idiomatic Arabic equivalent

I.

"change markedly"

Two students ignored the importance of the adverb "markedly" and omitted

it from their translations, as in A-1,1 .31. sjâ1.

One student unacceptably translated "markedly", as follows:

Four students rendered the intended meaning of "markedly" in the source text, as

follows: cr-,;.1 ..9	 -1;_p3.4	 J.4111- —	 J.?	 — JL	 .

"old political sensibilities are challenged"

Students' translations were as follows:

cLt-w..01	 L14.L...0.11

e1 	 ‘4.c J11

4 .1.5 i.1-41 :Lc. J. 14 Li...pl.:14 j..44ojj.J

0.1;1	 44.11

4.14..11 C441-.40.11 01

ca.p0:1 4:-*LILS	 44, 4.411

4 .1.5 i.1.41 4.40 Uic.L!..4`	 1.14 J

"political sensibilities"

Four students translated "political sensibilities" unacceptably as

, as in:	 4 .1_,:1114 c.:m4.,...01	 LL'114.1.,..,.11
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Two students translated it unacceptably as U.)=.1-4.4	 , in the

following:

UJ .U.4	 LA

	  el-41	 J.4 UUA cj,r4..4 bJJ. ? 1:1A1

It is unacceptable for the translator to introduce his/her personality into a

factually oriented translation of this kind because this renders the translation too

subjective. The above two students did this. Only one student rendered "political

sensibilities" correctly to some extent as 4—, 	. None of the students

translated "political sensibilities" as the idiomatic	 (3 "11 . One student

translated the verb "to be" literally, as follows: cLy..1- 5 cLas .

"new political forces are constituted"

Students' translations were as follows:

e*-1.

4-1÷-11 c*-6111

11 45.-1.?. "1:1". 4."	 (-)4":'6	 ai

L e g.t7;	 B.144.11 A..4.4).J1

Five students translated "political forces" acceptably asA+,.4.11 cj 3I -	 .s .

It is acceptable to use both the Arabic definite and indefinite in this context. One

student unacceptably omitted "are constituted", as follows:	 .

"popular social groups claim new rights"

Three students translated "popular" correctly using the following Arabic

equivalents 5.).id-111-- 1i - . Two students unacceptably translated

"popular" ass.1,1:141- 1L-it-L11 . The English adjective "new" describes the English

noun "rights" and not the English noun "group". Three students acceptably

translated "groups" as ',L11-a1-4.	 and four students translated it acceptably as

. Although both of them are acceptable, the more idiomatic Arabic

equivalent is A4c,.	 . Six students unacceptably translated "claim" as

Lo.c. .1:i or	 zi because this corresponds to the commonly used meaning of



"claim", i.e. allege, in English. Only one student gave the right meaning in this

text Y31-Lci .

even where transitions are peacefully negotiated, new institutional

arrangements are fragile"

even where"

Three students translated "even" acceptably as 1.4.11C* . Two students

translated this as "although" JD-4 1.6)1-.1 j . One of the meanings of "although" is

"even if' in the English Thesaurus. There is a difference between the two

meanings "even if " and "even where". "Even where" describes a specific

situation "Where transitions are peacefully negotiated". On the other hand,

"although" and "even if' indicate a condition and a result. The condition is that

"transitions are peacefully negotiated" and the result is "new institutional

arrangements are fragile". One student translated "even where" unacceptably as

. Another student translated this by using 	 at the beginning of the

sentence and translated "even where" in the middle of the sentence, as follows:

-	 C.J.)--05ÜLNI 1.4).	 (D.35:1si s41..0 ,L1.14.6.5-111.6,--u2r111(.)

31.15 :t.11 	 . This is an example of the overuse of

Only two students did not include d in their translation, as follows:

_ L3I (D4.41:I u...) j ;,1.1%	 u.kiLi5.11	 as.% 	j

LISTO "41.A2.'"

-	 11-..11j1441	 041.) LIA	 1111iji1(DA 443"

"transitions areare peacefully negotiated"

Students' translations were as follows:

	 :UAL,Jj l 44 1.1.1 1.4.11t.

Lts

	 1-19-91"5 1-JAL .9:1-41 	1:7-4 ?.6%)—.1

	 ALJ :114.)=4 L.JJ 3I à1-43:1c- u:s.a

	 C.-1'1MT Lsic.uJui1Ic43.

-:4.11 441 C.45 3. 1 JL ZIL% çi

(:)	 e.)11q
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One student did not pay proper attention to Arabic grammatical rules and

unacceptably translated "peacefully negotiated" as 4.) 	 4-41—"	 instead of

3 1÷...11 (cf. chapter 5, section 5.2.3). Two students translated

"peacefully" by addition using semantic repetition, offering two acceptable

equivalents as follows: 171.-414A• To some extent, the use of Arabic doublets

may enhance students' style of writing (cf. chapter 6, section 6.4.2 and chapter 7,

section 7.4.2).

Unlike English, Arabic can express adverbs in various ways (cf. chapter 5,

section 5.8, section 6, section 6.2.17 and chapter 7, section 7.2.17). To illustrate,

students translated the English adverb "peacefully" in various ways, as follows:

11 2^1. 4 (adjective) ,-.A-IALA:2;,..).4 (prepositional phrase) and 1÷.41,,, (adverb) .

Three students unacceptably avoided the English passive by removing any

reference to "negotiations" in their translations, for instance: j . Rii dC.)-.

. Another three students acceptably translated the English

passive by using a quasi-passive in Arabic, as in: L.J .;.itiall e5:1. - 11—.2-14

Only one student translated the passive by using the Arabic passive, as follows:

- 	 2L	 ct3 (=L.-451-.1:1a 	 . (cf. chapter 5, section 5.2.5, chapter 6,

section 6.2.3 and chapter 7.2.3).

"new institutional arrangements are ....."

Students translations were as follows:

(-31 .1311 t:i..	 ".11.4x° c:JA. S.1:1.431	‘795.51

J1 9...)11 11—‘73..)"'	 ....

A-14 A4`4'AU1 	(DJ'S" ....

L11.4 41.6.411 ,:..14..):11. 1 LiJai

	  ;LIIA (DA' Oaja,%.11 c:J14.5111 kiI
Two students unacceptably omitted the above clause in their translations, as

follows:

• jo.	 c).4 ek)11.4

ji.441 24 Lftl: 0.4 cAzi..,Li U14AL, j.Aii.:111	 ej-4 ek..)11-1

The adjective "new" describes "arrangements". One student unacceptably

translated the adjective "institutional" as a noun describing it with the adjective
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"new" as follows: s..14..141,1-,11 Y4ki5 . Three students translated the verb "to be"

acceptably using (.)_,--c5 - Ji • One student unacceptably confused Z...51—,:".11

with . Another student unacceptably translated the English adjective

"institutional" using the Arabic noun t 1.6.,1.)-,Z11 . Maybe the student confused

"constitutions" and "institutions". Only one student provided an acceptable

Arabic translation, as follows: Zah

"and the opportunities for securing democracy are uncertain"

Five students translated "and" using the Arabic connecter j, for instance:

	  (.13-z tAl.

	  0°-;921 	

It is acceptable to translate the English connector "and" using j, especially if

students did not use the same Arabic connector at the beginning of the sentence,

for instance: ....	 ... s.14.14	 jai L:11.2,1.),111

Two students used the Arabic connector twice in their translations, for instance:

	

:LI%	 141.5 -5111	 11? =VI (-1-6 144141 L.).°91-i:111 erY.	 vi

Two other students translated "and" by using DU because of their choice to

translate "even where" as OA	, as in the following:

L:)A

It is worth mentioning that .... C.)13 .... g..)-.1 is a typical use in Arabic.

Unlike in Arabic, the use of "however" is not common after "although" in English

(cf. resumptive particles, Dickins and Watson 1999).

One student made the repetition of	 more acceptable by adding 	 as in the

following: 	 LJ A.1S 	 	 .1.1C• 01%

"securing democracy"

Four students translated "securing democracy" correctly as A-....LUI441

and one student translated it acceptably asi .	. Two students

unacceptably translated "securing democracy" as .A4.1.1 .)144-111	 and *A-,3.1-4-

is unacceptable because democracy is abstract and not a

concrete object to be handed over. L..1.1.1 ..)1441.4,..1-4 indicates that democracy is

already exists, which is not indicated in the original context.



"uncertain"

Students provided various acceptable Arabic equivalents, as follows:

(=Li-4 5.14. .)71.= - 1-0	 -	 —

8.1.5 Globalization and the Internet

Globalization and modernity are intertwined, so that efforts to

modernize forms of education, commerce and government are all linked to

the new modes of globalized communication and their mastery. This also

implies adopting international standards of openness with regard to

communication, commerce, government and science.

Title:

One student unacceptably ignored the translation of the title.

"Globalization and the Internet"

Five students translated the title correctly cal.At i j 	 . The translation of

"Internet" as ,1-1_53:1"11 is an acceptable cultural borrowing (cf. chapter 6, section

6.2.6 and chapter 7, section 7.2.6). is more frequently used in the Arab

word more than c..1-43.1.-.11 ;4,1 , which is more formal. Only one student chose to

render the prescribed Arabic equivalent for this word which is cL11-4.31.-411

Text:

"Globalization and modernity"

All students were consistent in their Arabic translation of "globalization"

through the title and the text. Five students acceptably translated "modernity" as

',1211.111 . Two students translated it as A4.,}64:12-11 , this being a less common equivalent

than A.131.1.31 . None of the students translated it as sj-,-.6-411 which renders the

English meaning more precisely than	 .



"Globalization and modernity are intertwined"

Five students acceptably translated "intertwined", as follows:

cjta'W _	 _	 —

Two students translated "intertwined" by addition using semantic repetition as an

attempt to achieve emphasis and improve their Arabic style, in the following:

_	 ,:jusi (cf. chapter 6, section 6.4.3 and chapter 7,

section 7.4.2).

".... to modernize forms of education, commerce and government..."

"modernize"

Five students were consistent in their translations of "modernity" and

"modernize" through the text. Those who translated the noun "modernity" as

translated the verb "modernize" as

The two students who translated the noun "modernity" as 11-..u--==. , translated the

verb "modernize" as .41.?5 and cri C instead of being

consistent and translating this as

"forms of education, commerce and government..."

Four students translated "forms" as J1�-,11 . This is to some extent acceptable

with education and commerce but not with government, for instance:

(.31.5-11 4.-L.5 . Another student translated "forms" as

which is also acceptable in a translation in the context of "education" and not in

that of "commerce" or "government" as A-gis...11	 -61-41	 . One

student translated "forms" as J:I1-.3 "methods / means", which is not acceptable

in this context. None of the students rendered the meaning of "forms of

government" as 4.31-61-431 or e-C...11 d-C-.111 . This reflects their lack of knowledge of

some aspects of politics.

"so that efforts 	 are all linked to new modes of globalize

communication and their mastery"

All students rendered the English passive acceptably (cf. chapter 5, section

5.2.5, chapter 6, section 6.2.3 and chapter 7, section 7.2.3). Six students translated
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the English passive acceptably using an Arabic active participle having a medio-

passive sense, as follows:

LgiS 	 	 c:11

	 ta3 A-6.31 .)14 LgIS 	 	 .1_,g÷11

	  LILC.TIL3U

	 it.S...tV	 lg-IS	 	 A34.,%

	  oa..411	 	  .1301÷ L.343 ‘=- 14	 j
-	 ZA1 j.4 2i	 tiSi 	  al43,1÷11 Jap'

Only one student rendered the English passive by using an Arabic perfect verb, as

follows:

- 	 	 J s	 i.A1xa'11 	 j	 crcl	 ,51111 	

Another student misunderstood the source text, as is reflected in her translation.

Although "government" is singular, this student considered the verb "are linked"

specific only to "governments" as a plural, as follows:

- 0.:=4.11	 r11-..11	 j1...?:311	 A.,4÷	 a1111

".... New modes of globalized communication and their mastery"

Three students translated this phrase in general acceptably, as follows:

- 4:1	 j 4-411.2.11 J1..11 1,4,s.4.11 us1L211 to0 A-641 _SLa Lg-1S 	

- Ign.11÷A L.11-.=T11 1 ;LAIyi	 J1S.,INL?	 LgIS 	

-	 VLaZi`)/1 &4p 	 L1L-C-Ti Z14.614 1.4.1S 	

One of the above student unacceptably translated "their mastery" as 43...)4L-.

instead of 1-4.5). . Three other students translated this phrase generally

acceptably, but ignored "and their mastery", as follows:

-	 LL11.4 1;., 3. .4%11 ()SIT.? :L14.).4 t.g.1S 	

- JL j Jr. Li.)1=	0:=.41 14-..ax4	 :t1UCLA1. 	

- L'_1'11_,Z1V1	 1.4.1S

One student ignored the translation of the whole phrase completely 	  Four students

were consistent in their translation through the title and the text, repeating the

Arabic noun Z4,c, as a standard translation for the English noun "globalization"

and the English adjective "globalized", for instance: dyliçfi 	 LJI :t..4.1yJI

. Two students who translated "globalized communication" used

the standard Arabic equivalents in everyday life 4-416-11JLU -
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These equivalents are less formal and convey the Arabic meaning better than 1i-41.p

. Students may assume that "globalize" has a different meaning from

"global - 4-411-c.", so they translated it Up.

"their mastery"

The pronoun "their" refers to "new modes of globalized communication".

Four students preferred to ignore the translation of this pronoun. Maybe this

omission is related to students' doubts about its correct reference. Three students

translated the pronoun "their", but confused its correct reference to "the new

modes", as follows:

— 4:0111,6a j v..411:11

- 4 j JLJ :t..119-1S.114.11 dt-CL"11

-	 c:-IVL.2.31/14p

The first two students translated the plural pronoun as a singular Arabic pronoun

and considered its reference to be "communication" instead of L.31--C.IV I - Y:11. 1-"V 1i .

The third student made the reference in the Arabic plural. However, this cannot

grammatically refer to 4.3= .

"This also implies adopting international standards of openness with regard

to communication, commerce, government and science"

"also"

All students started their translation by the Arabic connector j and five of

them added 1—:=9. 1 . "Also" is used as a connector in English, and is a fairly

common equivalent of I-4 and . The translation of the English connector

"also" reflects a preference for literal translation even in terms of word order (cf.

chapter 5, section 5.13, chapter 6, section 6.2.2 and chapter 7, section 7.2.2).

Three students translated it before the verb as in English, which gives a weak

Arabic style, while two of them translated it more acceptably after the verb, as

follows:

t-212.1.1.	 114

LI.,4111%

It is worth mentioning that students tend to be influenced by the source

language but add what is used in the target language . This may explain students'
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preference to translate connectors in the source text and add connectors from the

target language (for similar examples in a professional English-Arabic translation

see Baker 1992, 196).

"implies adopting international standards"

Six students translated the verb "imply" correctly as ID A-, * L1A 4y. y-1141..

Only one student translated it in the more basic sense as c-4., , which is not

suitable in this context.

"international standards"

All students provided various acceptable translation, such as:

_	 — 4.3.16L11

"adopting international standards"

Five students translated this phrase correctly using vai.i for "adopting". The

other two students ignored "adopting" in their translation, as follows:

-	 ijI 4.i ;44.16.11 LL-)1-49.1.4A11 L.:=91	 liA j

-	 j..)Jt.I.ACiA.,:o15... 1-14 j

"international standards of openness"

Three students translated this correctly as c Lila!	 . Three students

confused the use of the proper Arabic preposition, for example:

Ui	 -	 `44.11-xl	 . One student unacceptably translated the

above phrase as :4,31-c-	 , which reflects a misunderstanding of the

source text.

"with regard to communication, commerce, government and science"

"with regard to"

Students used various translations for "with regard to". Four students used

the Arabic preposition c,pi , while one student used the Arabic preposition , and

three students used	 6141. 1-4:15.. , plj. -	 , as follows:
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J	 sA14.

-.444.11x.

	  LIL...=:Nlq 61A 1.4 ctii6V12Jca,),31.,411

	 JLJ

Z.1.431.2.11

The most appropriate and standard Arabic translation for "with regard to" is

1 :Y. ° 9. . Some of the other translations are acceptable such as the ones using

J V1	 I&V1 c--4 and the Arabic preposition L . The Arabic preposition	 is

not acceptable because of the addition of the Arabic noun	 , which has no

correspondent in the source text.

communication, commerce, government and science"

All students were consistent in their translations regarding "commerce"

through the text. Six students translated "commerce" correctly as s.)-.5 and one

student translated it unacceptably as 14-c- .1 . Five students were also consistent in

their translation of "government" through the text. One student unacceptably

omitted "government" in the above phrase. Another student unacceptably

translated "government" in the previous sentence ".... government are all .." as

3Lit cL1' L4J and acceptably in the above phrase as	 . None of the students

modified her translation and translated "government" as e-C-% in this context.

Five students translated "communication" as c.3 1--.6V 1 and two students translated

this as ,L))/ 1--Z1 . Although the Arabic plural cLIT-,-.2:3'21 is more appropriate than

the Arabic singular cil—Z1 , five students acceptably rendered the English singular

by using the Arabic singular cil--.6V1• This reflects students' preference for literal

translation.



8.1.6 Deepening the melting pot: Arab-American at the turn of the

century

The Arab world has figured prominently in media at the turn of the century.

The price of oil, Islamic revivalism, recurrent conflict in the Persian Gulf, and the

roadblocks to peace in the Israeli-Palestinian dispute remain important areas of

concern. Attention has also turned to the growing size and voice of Arab peoples

now living in the United States, a group often viewed suspiciously by mainstream

commentators and public alike. Its relatively small size notwithstanding, the

Arab-American population is gaining recognition for its potential political

influence.

Title:

Two students ignored the translation of the title.

"Deepening the melting pot"

Two students translated "deepening the melting pot" literally as: 01-ai

L3-.1.4.25	 . One student misused the dictionary and confused "melting

pot" with "melting point" to give the translation ci÷...11 . All the

above translations are completely unacceptable. Most students failed to

understand that "melting pot" in this metaphorical sense indicates an area in

which many races are mixed. One of the above students gave several equivalents

for the reader to choose from, as follows:

t,g4i	 A.::4111 1.111

()IS,1 JAT yytil LISZ,

Although the above student understood the intended meaning, she was

unable to present it clearly in a good Arabic style. This translation also reflects a

popular strategy among students to give several equivalents and explanations and

let the reader decide which is best. This strategy reflects the reality of some

students living as immigrants C.a.) 1-er. , in Gaza, and citizens (:).4.11.1 .9-4 under

occupation. Although this is not a professional translation strategy, students feel

that they have done their best by providing both literal and metaphorical



meanings (cf. chapter 4, section 4.2, chapter 6, section 6.3.1.2 and chapter 7,

section 7.3.1.2).

Only two students reflected the intended meaning in their translation, as

follows: e-a-L11 (.34.4.5 . None of the students rendered the

title through the use of translation by addition to explain the intended meaning in

a good Arabic style, as in 4--SI.JAV I 2 i . Translation by

addition has the potential to give greater explicitness to the target text (cf. chapter

6, section 6.4.3 and chapter 7, section 7.4.2).

"Arab-American"

Three students translated this as cr�:3...)41 - . They

followed the same word order as the English. By doing so, they emphasised that

the present nationality of these people is American. The other two students choose

to translate this as 'j- .l1 	 JAY emphasizing their Arab origins. None of the

students translated this as 	 014,...)41 , which is a frequent phrase in the

media.

"at the turn of the century"

Three students translated this phrase fairly literally, as follows:

Dia -)J3L.11.14 ak. _ 4+1 cci indicates the intended

meaning but is a weak Arabic style. The other two translations are acceptable. A

further two students translated this phrase direct from the dictionary without any

addition or modification	 . As a result, their Arabic translations were

unacceptable, as follows: ..),0531 11-Lai LA.AI

None of the students added explanatory material, to give more explicit

translations, such asc),..u_LA1- j .L=1 .511 c:j iiI	 -	 I c)	 in this

context, such translation by addition yields the most acceptable translation.

Text

"The Arab world has figured prominently in media"

Six students translated the "Arab world" as (44,1	 . Only one student

translated it as y..).11 , indicating the people involved, as follows: J-c-al y_)-.11 1l111

D.) --231 11443 cri	:lit... The above student did not render the intended meaning



in the source text. It is also unacceptable to omit "world" without any obvious

reason.

"has figured"

Three students translated this literally and unacceptably as (4--.U4-11 talLa	 ,

as follows:

_ 3.Liz* J J 	 .3)_? J	 3.11

_	 JJ	 .3).? LILL.) 4.4_ycJI ekx11 J-C1

- üJit LA 14+3	 ZaI211	 _33 j..14	 04)..31 e.16-11

One students unacceptably changed the intended meaning in the source text, as

follows:

	  iac-V I 4-i IA (-1�.4) Lru.-11 .1-11 A

Three students reflected the intended meaning, as follows:

	  c .)..11e.11.1t	 J.4 J.& ‘0.4_"11c.11....11

ty.:...9.4 44,31

cr-,-;=1 .3	 e.16.11 J.?

The above three translations are acceptable.

"prominently"

All students acceptably followed the same word order as the English source

text. They translated this adverbial element in the middle of the sentence as in the

English source text (cf. chapter 5, section 5.8, chapter 6, section 6.2.17 and

chapter 7, section 7.2.17). For example:

	 ciLl e51.) ty-:.3-4 jA	 2J

	 c..-)tz.V1 J:11.3	e51.1 ty.kra

	  .43	 LI-CZ:14 44)01 Ad 1)4

	 PLaV1 cri 1)1-1 ci-C-t4 Y_Yt-11 .331

	  e-N-r-V 1 d:11-'49	 c.44->11 di-x31

"in media"

Four students translated "in media" acceptably, for example

TWO students translated this as CP-aV I J".9 - i%)‘=•V . Only one translation was

unacceptable because it indicates one aspect of the media and not all of them, i.e.

"on radio". None of the students translated this by addition adding the
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adjective Lis:13.41 to the noun e.t....v1 J51-. 9 to make the reference clear. Again, such

translation by addition provides a better style in Arabic. Arabic can to some extent

be described as an explicit language, and tends to make references more explicit

than English (cf. chapter 6, section 6.4.3 and chapter 7, section 7.4.2).

"at the turn of the century"

Three students were consistent in their translations through the title and the

text and translated this as j _ ..A.1;611 c.itla.a. ;443i in both the title

and text. Only two students were not consistent in their translations through the

title and the text. One student translated "at the turn of the century" as

C.J5i11 in the title, and as 	 4613 cp-i in the text, as follows:

-	 CP-aV1 (-151-.	 (-35-4 ,44_"11 el-.11 a>) .

The other student translated this as (.1)111J..,--1,i in the title and asC.J.. ):11111,1.14-1 ,4-i in

the text, as follows: &Jillt3 -aV1v-i . This example

indicates the importance of proof-reading for producing an acceptable translation

for the reader. The two students who ignored the translation of the title translated

"at the turn of the century" here as (:).5a1.).1. Lcla .

"The price of oil, Islamic revivalism, recurrent conflict in the Persian

Gulf and the roadblocks to peace in the Israeli-Palestinian dispute

"The price of oil"

One student unacceptably ignored the translation of "the price of" and only

translated "oil" as Ji_5431 , in the following:

cci j_C-.1.41. Itl.).,...t11 0_4..N.N1 01l J354 D....sill.

Six students translated this correctly as L.1.1.A....11 

Although "price" is singular in the source text, three students translated it as a

plural in Arabic because they are used to the term ILLL11 in the

media.

"Islamic revivalism"

Three students translated "Islamic revivalism" literally as given in the al

Mawrid dictionary as :i4)1-....1:t-c..33.11 or ,,Z 1-4 1 0 14.V 1 . Although these are

technically correct translations, at least to the extent that they are given in the
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dictionary, other translations such as or ....€311 are better

because they are more frequently used. These translations are good examples of

students' idiomatic and communicative translations. One student translated this

phrase unacceptably as c,-.N-41,1'L.,-.111A-S.)-, indicating a specific political party or

organization (on analogy with cai AS.). or Fateh organization) instead of making it

a general term (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.15 and chapter 7, section 7.2.15).

recurrent conflict in the Persian Gulf"

Four students translated "recurrent" correctly as J.)--C1.1. I . One of them

translated this with semantic repetition as J.)--c-1...1" 1 _9531 3=1AD . Two students

translated it as 41-.31, ignoring the translation of the prefix "re". Two students

unacceptably ignored its translation completely, as in y-11

"Persian Gulf"

Five students translated "Persian Gulf' literally as cf.-.)-01 v1,-11 . Only two

students translated this as 4-.1.".11 v.ILD . This example reflects the great influence of

literal translation on students. All students should translate this as it is known in

the Arab world, i.e. 4-LA	 .

"roadblocks to peace in the Israeli-Palestinian dispute"

All students produced different translations, as follows:

-	 „fr_Lya ti4 
4j ‘L.

- v.11:11 .),211	 c-Iti&-11	 e!)1.21 4+1_95 	 :1-16.11

4.1 .},41 cA4.2:211 t I _}..a.t	 4J1 (f../-%1	 jut'

- 4-14:31 .),2/1	 a I 3.111	 e.)t-“,11

413.3:1_},211 tl

pt_,AD 	

_	 al	 pi.,11LS	 j

Two students replaced 43.4.-.201 ,,,,,-11 "Israeli-Palestinian" by col..):11.)-.41,4-?..."11

"Arab-Israeli". Maybe, this reflects their beliefs as Palestinians that the conflict is

not only a Palestinian, but also an Arab conflict. By translating their own beliefs,

students are not faithful to the author of the source text. Students also used three



acceptable common words to describe the dispute LZ_&.11 	 -	 . The

Arabic noun ,-iiN-&-11 is less powerful and more personal than t 1 .3311	 .

"roadblocks to peace"

Students choose to translate "roadblocks" in different ways, as follows:

	 	 Jl kJ	 (.5:111 cLJ'

S31 jc.

	  e•)L411 	

e.N..,1 jira 3

.44.1S pLuli

It is not acceptable to say 4 .M3 ,131* - P-21 (3:6=- pLAII 	  ',11-.11.1. I because this

implies that "roadblocks" are part of the "peace" which is not the case. It is

acceptable to say i:1-21 4—?1,35 . One student chose to translate the "road"

element in "roadblocks" as L3J-1, and the English noun-stem "blocks" as the

Arabic adjective 1,-).51-i.4.11, in the following:

‘ri 	 j	 	  cr.i	 j co.ZL.:111	 j 11111

;+-41A	 .L5--245 4-1,L3.1_},-,Pil *(.0-. —1 °11 • Another student translated the English noun

"roadblock" as an Arabic verb .1.6:1* , in the following:

()LAI	 J.LNI (0.4).‘11 	 A.:1.41S LJ j 	

"remain"

Six students acceptably translated the verb "remain" using the Arabic

imperfect tense, as follows: L5-41i - 11-,41111-4-4 V4-4 L.s2L. P. - L)- 	 (44

_ Lau hJ JA 	_ ei_aa	 rl.45A.N.1	 JI 5, V

• One student unacceptably translated the English present "remain" as the Arabic

perfect tense as e l-.4aV1 ILL) j 1-4S. It is unacceptable in this context to

translate the English present tense by the Arabic perfect because the English

present here indicates a generalized present. By using the Arabic perfect tense,

these areas are related only to the past (cf. chapter 5, section 5.2.1, chapter 6,

section 6.2.5 and chapter 7, section 7.2.5).



"important areas of concern"

Four students translated "areas" acceptably as	 or t÷,-;.1_,A. Two

students translated it as or , which is unacceptable, because the price

of oil, Islamic revivalism, recurrent conflict and the Israeli-Palestinian dispute are

major issues in the world. They cannot be described as -6111 or c.:-'11—%1.4 , because

11-11 "points" suggests specific and limited features, while 	 is not used

metaphorically in this sense.

"attention has also turned to the growing size and voice of Arab peoples

now living in the United States, a group often viewed suspiciously by

mainstream commentators and public alike"

"also"

Three students acceptably ignored the translation of "also" starting their

translation with the Arabic connector j , as in the following:

	  uil LZAVI J j__N5 j . Three students somewhat less acceptably translated

"also" as L. although they also started their translation of this sentence with the

Arabic connector.,, as in the following . 	 0-111-4 eua	 j . The final

student translated "also" by using .)&1 instead of 1--;....31 , as follows:	 el-.114^

This is stylistically preferable to 1- ,-;=91, because it avoids the use of two connectors

in the target text (cf. chapter 5, section 5.13, chapter 6, section 6.2.2 and chapter

7, section 7.2.2).

attention has turned...."

Students acceptably translated "has turned", as follows:

- rt.4	 J.5.5	 _	 oLUIVI j -k.j. .J

el_414`11	 _	 JI_NA L.:=91 	 4v1	 Ltp:i

- u el.4141 ais% L111:11

The use of	 is best in this context because it focuses on the element of

change.

"growing size and voice of Arab peoples now living in the United States"

Three students translated the whole or part of this phrase fairly literally as

Y."1 	 eN- 9.41 s.)1-.13— "cp-.1_)x-11 c-IY-031 3 is4-ml	-
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The above students used semantic repetition in their translation which is a feature

of the Arabic style of writing (cf. chapter 6, section 6.4.3 and chapter 7, section

7.4.2). It is unacceptable to translate "size" literally as because this does

not give the meaning intended in the source text. One student translated "size" by

relating it to the "voice " of Arab peoples , as follows: 	 L.-11	 bLivp

j JI 4..41_31.a. Another student translated the noun "Arab" by the Arabic

adjective 4-4.."11 as follows: ..9-.°31 j j-. Two students translated the

intended meaning of the English word "size" by using - t.-03:11) j c j.it cf-L.,11

J j-, which partially reflect the intended meaning. One of the above

students who wrote I.-0.) j jJI (DLL-21 .)1.1-.5 replaced "the voice of Arab

peoples" by Y_P-D CJI�-.-.11P1 ,) "views of Arab peoples" to make it more acceptable

in Arabic. Another students decided to ignore the translation of "growing size and

voice of Arab peoples" and used 	 JJ Z.4.10.1,4.4u1411

Although it is a fact that "Arab peoples" are considered a minority in the United

States, the mentioning of "minority" together with the omission of any target text

equivalent of "growing size" counteracts the intended meaning of "growing

number". So, it is better to say 241. WI instead of -&j 3  in this context.

This translation reflects only the meaning of "voice of Arab peoples" and ignores

"size of Arab peoples". In addition, it is better to translate "Arab peoples" by

using only y.r.-11 because "Arab peoples" implies that they are from different

countries and they are not united in one -4,..31÷. Stylistically, it is better to say

, since this is an idiomatic phrase. The student related the adjective

"growing" to the effect of the Arab minority rather than to their size and voice

which led them to have such growing influence. The proper Arabic equivalent for

"Arab people" is A43..,,31A-..1431,.÷ which is better than Lr)..)-a . None of the

students translated this phrase using the best equivalent v-i.).-11(.1111 due to the

influence of literal translation.

a group often viewed suspiciously by mainstream commentators and

public alike"

Three students ignored the translation of this phrase. Three students

translated the English passive by using .4.10--i1 J4 or cr. which is unacceptable in

traditional Arabic grammar, though it is sometimes found in Modern Standard

Arabic (cf. chapter 5, section 5.2.5, chapter 6, section 6.2.3 and chapter 7, section
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7.2.3). The passive is traditionally only acceptable in Arabic if the doer of the

action is unknown or not mentioned in the text (cf. Khalil 1991, 18). On the other

hand, the use of	 or d-.6 Ci-a has started to be acceptable in media language

and everyday. Translations which used 	 or CJA were as follows:

-	 j.41 jyrA,N.1 1 J 	 	  L1-.1i DA Z.1.4)1 ‘=31.)=.4 1-4_9. 	 .);:. 2

- P1 9" 	 C.1.44. .9-4a _9 C.J:."=1.9-	 (a'4 1.1-1=" 1 -9-.1	 "IA= 1-4 1-.116'

- plyA _C(Ati J.3+44 j	 4lj. ksuiLlt...ple4D jiL.1 45.11 j 	

The above translations are quite clumsy. Two students combined the

impersonal passive with the use of c.1-.6 (...)-4-11-LJ.).3 which produces a weak Arabic

style of writing. Only one student translated the English passive into an Arabic

active using the Arabic imperfect tense: Le1.1.>16:).	 ,111-14 ,ru-a J...

0 1 JA.31-., (.611 .4 1 .)11 9	 . The above student unacceptably wrote c),Lguilinstead of

"often viewed"

• Only three students translated "often". One of them translated it correctly as

and the other two students translated it incorrectly as 1-43 .1 "always" .

"suspiciously"

Three students unacceptably ignored the translation of the phrase "a group

often viewed suspiciously by mainstream commentators and public alike", as

follows:

_ sa.aJ. 	 UJ r I3eL4A. 	 j.p.1 j

Sa_NIA.11 c.'1.4)/ j.11	 jx-11	 j e,N-% _9.43 j	 taLLAVI Ltp5	 j

,1'	 c...A.V .9.11 4raL4 	 j	 j.4 cs,...21 „Al eLolal

Three students acceptably translated the English adverb in the middle of their

Arabic sentence using Arabic prepositional phrases in the middle of the sentence,

as follows:

_	 cjiik_411L).ii 0.4 km.)11 L..31..).	 L4.3.3 t.+?.1n 	 ccall j

_	 j	 1.4 LA.6. ke. jA,N..411 j

- P1 -9."	 J..94-4?-11 _9	 Z1=144.9-.1 k?:.1.)114 	 1-€73.1. 1 ..)1L-i v511 _9 	

One student acceptably put the adverbial phrase at the end of the sentence using

the wrong Arabic equivalent, as follows:

_ c.1 .)3_314 	 j ()AID Lg.,111	 3.4.	 (jc.bJt u_14 	 L7JJIJI j
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"mainstream commentator and public alike"

Three students unacceptably ignored the translation of the above phrase.

Three students translated this phrase acceptably, as follows:

_	 41} j	 141 jai? jA?..4 Uc.JLIA LJJt j

- v-C 3-:11 J.94-441 C,J911*-411 	C.)-4	 ‘111.);434 1-49 .1	 .);:l 4111 9

- 0 1	 ,o_S33.41 	 j .111111	 'asullq La j.1 44. I

One of the above students who translated it as 	 pi J.1_31_4 el_x.11 4 1 .)-11 j

unacceptably ignored the adjective "mainstream". The other two students chose to

add	 to describe the public, as follows:

_ vs,u.41 	 J4 ofcl..11	 cy3 - 01LSJJ	 j	 j	 U..01_94

The above translations by addition are acceptable in adding more

explicitness to that of the source text. There is a possibility that some students

added the adjective .441...),NI to identify the foreign public and to distance

themselves emotionally to ensure readers that they are a foreign public in this

context (cf. chapter 6, section 6.4.3 and chapter 7, section 7.4.2). Another student

translated "the public" by considering them j- (3.41.-4, which is unacceptable

since it has no clear meaning, as follows:

Lgla	 OJAC. j ..u.411,-.	 I.LicuAl j.) ul ..45)4 .1.4= LA 1411.6.	 jAy111 j

"alike"

Five students unacceptably ignored the translation of "alike". Oikly two

students translated it as 01_9, -	 Lcla .

"Its relatively small size notwithstanding, the Arab-American

population is gaining recognition for its potential political influence"

Three students used the Arabic connector ‘-'s to connect this sentence

with the previous sentence ".... a group often viewed suspiciously by

mainstream commentators and public alike".

-	 .).4!41-1415.--. 	 CJ.J4-41.

-J.4.1_,A	 _Agi	 kifiLv. 1.41 14_31AIJIC.).3 ! ..X.! OA JAYjiI

Y:".1 	 Y..)x21 Lr"-C:). . 4." Z."1	 Jeri

The use of the Arabic connector is unacceptable because the two

sentences indicate two logically unconnected ideas. Although it is good to
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vary the use of Arabic connectors, it is important to choose an appropriate

connector (cf. chapter 5, section 5.13, chapter 6, section 6.2.2 and chapter 7,

section 7.2.2). Two of the above students unacceptably ignored the

translation of the first part of the sentence. Three students connected this

sentence with the above sentence using 0 1 L:)-.16...)31 L9- • , 4- 	 ri.,11-) -9— C-4

, as follows:

-	 144-":1 J. Ls:51.4:1.	 "14 -1-1 C.JA 	 •	 Lsla

-	 ali	 4-11 (DA

c'4 	 L)""°4	 C.J.931-1-2 C›.141..)4 1 	C.11 .	 Y.)*31	 a1.1 C-A

One student translated the above sentence literally, producing a weak Arabic

style, as follows:

_ cab J,A.:11,...k.V1,6	 CJ-4 ?L.); Lriz	 kit

^ 1 1 4,4-14,21 . This student also misunderstood the source text translating 11-4,,--%

..)4;-,-=31 "Its small size" as "It is a small size" The first part of

the sentence is not clear especially regarding the reference of the Arabic pronoun

" a " It would be more acceptable, as follows:

_	 Ajii ‘.:21	 11	 (j j_j_	 031	 D1.5_)..3V1 LJJJ L.)	 ?k..)11 Lfla

. Although cataphoric reference (use of a pronoun before its co-referring

noun) is acceptable in English, Arabic does not typically allow such reference (cf.

Halliday and Hassan 1976, 14-17). Another student translated the English present

continuous by using the Arabic verb cL.L.-.1 , which is unacceptable, as follows:

- 1S33.41	 E-i_gio	 j *.1	 (DLS,3_)...3V1	 J.:11	 D.4	 j

	The meaning of	 contradicts the meaning of &i..3:14 in the near future.

Another two students translated this sentence by using two Arabic sentences,

which produces a weak Arabic style, as follows:

•	 Lqi.1

Most students' translations reflected other meanings rather than the meaning

intended in the source text. To illustrate, most students considered the Arabs'

political influence as a fact in the present as a result of which they have gained

recognition. By contrast, the source text indicates that Arabs may have political

influence in the future, so they have now started to gain recognition.



"Arab-Americans"

Only two students were inconsistent in their translation through the title and

the text. They unacceptably translated" Arab-Americans" as c)-5:1._)-4V1 in the

title and01.5:1.JAV I L.-3_"11 in the text.

"relatively small size"

Students' translations were as follows:

	 ls.a.L.,3	 4.51

-	 Ys.	 .....

- 	 	 Y_P-11

Two students acceptably translated the English adverb by using the Arabic

adverb .14.L,,,3 in the middle of the sentence as in the English. Another student

acceptably translated the English adverb by using the Arabic noun which

provided an ambiguous meaning. The other two students unacceptably ignored

the translation of the English adverb completely, probably because they did not

know how to integrate it into source text sentence (cf. chapter 5, section 5.8,

chapter 6, section 6.2.17 and chapter 7, section 7.2.17).

"for its potential political influence"

Six students translated the singular English pronoun "its" which refers to the

"Arab-American population" correctly by using a plural Arabic pronominal form

which refers to (:J1 .)41	 ()ISA

ula

	  40.4...111	 _Ail L:m1 ...p.c. 1

- 0.-4L."31

t)-4	 1-41 	

-	 tijim	 ;4614.1	 J.41 L.-limit cc+Lmil 	 .L.1c. 4.31 c.)..1

Only one student ignored the translation of the English pronoun as follows:

- J.41A JA111411 .35-°‘-il i-1.1	 (...)A_>4V1 Y.).313



This is unacceptable because it obscures the identity of the group which has

influence.

8.1.7 European Union and the case for portfolio

Explaining the European Union, what it does, how it does it and with

what effect — is one of the most daunting challenges facing political science

as a discipline. Clearly, there are important differences between being an

ordinary nation-state and a EU Member State. But there are also very stark

differences between the EU itself and other polities, even ones that share

some "federal" characteristics with the EU. The EU has far less authoritative

control over its citizens and territory compared to nation-states.

Title:

"the case for portfolio"

Two students ignored the translation of the title. Three students

provided different weak equivalents: sJ1,1511 	 j - s..)3331

. Another student translated it unacceptably as	 11÷.	 . The

best translation, which was provided by one student, was ;1-..,..)1 _3331	 .

None of the students modified the title to make it genuinely clear, e.g.

translating it as	 . This seems to be related to

their preference for literal translation.

Text:

"Explaining the European Union, what it does, how it does it and with

what effect is ....."

All students acceptably started their translations by using DI to indicate the

topic sentence of the text, as follows:

	 L.0.1 4.4 J.L4.11	 ZAIS	 rA	 4.4.3	 1...)+,,z

	

aki	 cs.1.4 j	 j 3,4 CAA j 4.4.3	 jih

twal	 e jiit3 j Aioa	 j 2L j;

	

?	 414 ?

j J	 _	 14 j	 Lj1/4iS JA.W4	 40.41)P 1...111 I ..)...LAZ

Two students acceptably used semantic repetition, as follows:



4-1-4a1.46—J sjjj .11-z:N 1	 3.1--L,A	 .Cc--.-;=.9.5 C.J1

-	 I D-4IJJAJ4JdL.4 J J.4Ig4, 474.1.1.9VI

It is more acceptable in Arabic to say C.51-..L,. c4,-;...i) than (.3.14,,, C÷°-,5

"how it does it and with what effect"

The "effect" in the above phrase is related to the previous questions

about the European Union. All students' translations reflected this except

one, who translated this phrase, as follows:

c.1.1.111	 A.? riij 1-4 4.4.3_13VI 	 4a1.4

The above sentence has no specific reference for the Arabic word cc:11:1-1

which is related to the effect of the European Union.

"Explaining .... is one of the most daunting challenges"

Five students rendered the meaning of the source text. Two students

translations ignored the translation of "one of' in the source text, as follows:

- ..... .	 iw%1 b .).41:1 klAc' Z.-34$ j v-i9J9 11 	(31-.. _9 C46;295 C.)

	  Caja-Nall iae I Jib 0y.3U	 :1494	 -g—tiV I :4% L4

The above translations relay the notion that "explaining the European

Union... is the most ...." instead of "...is one of the most...." . Five

students translated "one of the most" correctly by using r-Jac.1	 -	 .

"daunting challenges"

Six students provided different acceptable equivalents for the adjective

"daunting", as follows: s ..),,.-.611 	. One

student gave an unacceptable equivalent •A 1^:'^ 11 	. None of the students

chose to translate "daunting" as 	 which most effectively gives the

intended meaning of the source text.

"facing political science as a discipline"

Three students unacceptably translated "discipline" as 1-1=.3 . Two

translated this as . Two students unacceptably ignored

"discipline" in their translations as follows:,..)- 6-11A- 1 ..95 v:133 4).-1-11

. The omission of any Arabic equivalent of "discipline" may be
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related to the presence of "science" which a hyponym of "discipline". The

student chose not to repeat known information in the same sentence.

"Clearly, there are important differences between being an ordinary

nation-state and a EU member state"

"Clearly, there are important differences ....."

All students translated the adverb "clearly" at the beginning of the Arabic

sentence using different acceptable phrases such as: cr--.-;.1..."11 O-ga—	 c:)-4 —

as follows:

- 44_9_13'11 	 ic.	 2Jj. L:j jS au_2	 i3j1 	d
	 jll cyj

1 9"-:=Iz üJ J 	 .471.A.9"39. cJ.35.5 	alue. d

- crwsy l a.:N1	 dialt .4-46•3 C.:Akit=" 1	 gDA

-11--5v 1	 (DA' c:JI	 ATI..11-c- .44.	 "4-1.9.. C.JA (DI aL).	 ‘211-11°

- cri	 ;L1.p	 44_0 j .1,Fte 43 .111	 ;LAU ,:kiN I ,111_3.4 d c_,.:01 .511 L5.4

(44.9-).3	 I

- 49jjjj ZiAx11 4.14.	 Z11.1 rtl	 (IA ap. 	 4-3/ CLn111 .ill )A j

.

- 

44).9.).91	 ..P-:=1c- ATO-c- .471-14.1 .4.:1:19 4-195 C.):1-1 A-41-1 L.:-11:9	 "ILIA C9°94 9

Two students started their translation by using the common Arabic connector

Only one student used the Arabic connector 	 . All are acceptable in this context,

and are better than not using a connector.

"important differences"

Two students unacceptably omitted "important" in their translations. Four

students translated "differences" as 1-bti& I , while three translated this as 6._):9—

The two equivalents are equally acceptable. Three students rendered the

plural "differences" into the singular Arabic or ci. . Maybe, this is

related to the use of the singular "nation-state" and the singular "EU member

state". These translations were as follows:

-	 1 t.c. 7I449.3. 4Jj. OA.	 L.›..14	 ALIA	 C'-°1_911

-	 j_151 j...;== 4Jj. j	 ;i44 jilt :+.13.1.11 ;ilia ta3S 	 .1.,%.3,1.	 c_..;=I jll (DA j

-	 A._%:.1)/1 4.11	 cji.S:i (DI	 44_0 Ai 3.5 up DI ()...14 ji ALIA (DI cc...;2 1 )11 CjA

Only one student changed the singular in the source text " an ordinary nation-

state" to an Arabic plural 4.9.1 to match the plural "differences", as follows:
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_	 jp1	 J	 Lak:L.-	 a.31 cr_-;.1.511

It is worth mentioning that the same student did not change the singular "EU

member state" into the Arabic plural 01-,:.c.T .

" an ordinary nation-state"

Six students gave various acceptable Arabic equivalents for "ordinary

nation-state", as follows: A-..).51-c. A-1.3.111 - 	 .44	 - Ỳ...16t-11 JJ 	- 44..0 "U..9 .1 . Only

one student translated "state" unacceptably as :‘,0-c. 	. One student

ignored the word "ordinary" in her translation, as follows:

-	 4. 4) :41.3.)	 2J.3.111 (DA. Cji	 :LOU cLILLN:i.&.1 aLiat (DI cr_...;21.111

jp1

"EU member state"

Four students translated "EU member state" as 	 . One

student translated it as cs-L3J9V1	2-19.1 . It is clearer to the reader if "EU

member state" is translated as j-6:.a :1-1.3.1 rather than	 as follows: cr--:.1 _911 (.)-4

pjjj'iI	 j- 1:J44 A.:1. -11-2-11 d9-131	 Lir°	 4-11 . Both	 and

are equally acceptable if the student previously mentioned ;LI..9.1 , as follows:

-	 451=2J	 03 .111	 (:),I.j 2AL4 JI All'A	 c.,;.1_,11 cjAi

-	 44.5i	 ü,.53 (DI au.. Z.41.4 cibla&.1

Another two students translated "EU member state" unacceptably as

Z..149J-9 1	`4.9.1	 - ."Y.49-)91

The above students changed the English noun "European Union" to an adjective

in their translations A71.3..ijil • .9-6:=ta :L1_9-5 is vague because it can means that this

"European state" is a member of any organization without a specific reference to

"European Union". It is also unacceptable to translate "state" as Z-..N.5 instead of

•33.1 because ;+-..N..9 is part of a state in the sense of independent nation.

"But, there are also very stark differences between the EU itself and

other polities, even ones that share some "federal" characteristics with

the EU"

In English, the use of the adverb "clearly" at the start of the sentence (as in

the previous sentence) is often followed by a contrast in the following .sentence
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indicated by the use of "but" . In this text, "clearly" is followed by a contrast, as

follows:

"Clearly, there are important differences between being an ordinary nation

state and EU Member state. But, there are also very stark differences

between the EU itself and other polities, even ones that share some federal

characteristics with the EU"

Six students rendered this contrast using C.A I , as follows:

s j,p.s jjàAlite (DS.1

	  ta-.9 kJ ".41

	  (:).44 1 —)44 1-V3 L:=91	 CA 9

	  L
	jLea C111:1_1&.1 L.C91 LAI& (:)53

141.1,1	 ALIA	 j

1 .):k6	 "'LA C.A1

Only one student ignored this contrast and connected these sentences with the

Arabic connector 1-,:=,..?1 , this being a literal translation of "also":

. It is more acceptable to ignore the translation of "also" and retain the

translation of "but", because the basic meaning of the sentence depends on the

contrast. Only one students rendered the contrast in the sentence by using C.41

without the use of 1-,;=91 • This student translated "also" by using the common

	

Arabic connector j , as follows: 	 	 ii ALite	 j.

Unlike in Arabic, the combined use of the two English connectors

"but ..... also " is considered a feature of English. So, it is acceptable in

Arabic to omit the translation of "also" in the target text especially after the

use of the common Arabic connector j, as follows:

CJIA!)Li&.1 alti& J19 cfil j

"stark differences"

All students used various acceptable translations for the adjective

"stark" , such as:

Sj.J1-1 i.1:3.1 t̀ t.L1111 	

1.1a. ;L4)...=
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	  (...).0 0131,1 C.:11-eiti&I 	

	  LIP-1 1J.44

The two students who omitted the translation of the English adjective

"important" in the previous sentence, translated the adjective "stark" in this

sentence as 1 .).-.4 and	 . One of the above students acceptably used

semantic repetition, as follows: 	 j ‘L1.1-:iNa... I . Two students translated

the plural "differences" by using the singular in Arabic, as follows: - 	

	  C.)?1.)-...41-Va . These two students were both consistent in their

translations and also translated "differences" in the previous sentence as a

singular in Arabic.

"..... between the EU itself and other polities....."

Students produced various translations, as follows:

-	 j4-"Li ,,r.19.)9V1

_ a_Atl (j3a11) L4J1.J 31.+,,ju

_ L:J1-43_11 J	cJJP1	 gaN

- c-A-,A.÷.-,21 J cs-.19_19V1

- ai&VI (.33.11 1 kul jj321

- j&VI	 44jjpi

_	 at.-NLV1

It is unacceptable to translate the European Union as L.u.i..91 as did one

student. It is also unacceptable to omit "Union" from the Arabic translation and

leave the adjective, as follows: Ls. ..)-&VI qijiVI . Another student

translated "between" twice which is weak Arabic style, as follows:

a_AV I ,L1.1-4.3W a.1-.) 4-"i6 449J9V1

"other polities"

"Polities" has different meanings in the al Mawrid dictionary, such as

—	 . Four students translated "polities" acceptably as L:31-4_, . Two

students translated it acceptably as (..1_5.1. One student unacceptably put both of the

Arabic equivalents ,=)1-.4.	 and (.33.) leaving the choice to the reader, as follows:

(J.J.1-11 ) cL11-.4.35-N31 3	 1-.13,131	 . Two students translated "polities"

unacceptably as	 . None of these students made an effort to produce a more
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acceptable Arabic translation, such as: 4:-.11-11-..6 ‘..1-.2.3.)-9V1	 (-39-)4 ALL4

çj J. The equivalent	 is more acceptable than c.:-)1-4,A because

it describes the political status of the European Union and not its policy.

--even ones that share some "federal" characteristics with the EU"

"even"

All students translated "even if' as	 . Only one student added the

standard Arabic connector to it to connect the two sentences, as follows:

_ ;1_411	 0.aS1-..aa.11 u;ax.4.4	 j 	 LI4 Q.51 .5324:3 411 LI jall 0.;=_i 	 L.:3	 j•

_ iI

▪ 

.ilt	 tj 	 k,L 	

Jj 

	 a_A1(c}	 j1.4.:23	

1=.1.N.1;11. 1 .)4iJJ A 04..11 a4.111 ,A.1131	 j k6u9.•

l,..543JS)11	:;111. 1 -)411	 .51 0'224	 VaN-11 C' V :54 .LS:1- * LS ..)'-\11 ‘IILL14.-11 3 v1.333\it

- (apta1,11 )	 L‘54jj321	 4.1 4)1.211' 4:11 a a _AY	 j 4-.472:1

- .31_,5)11	 :i_411 .).41LI: I	 0=2.4	 Lcaz. Lg .	 j

- ts-.19-)P i U 	Jj4.4 471-1.1 	L5 	 -9 4-"i3

"ones"

Although "ones" refers to "other polities", one student was inconsistent in

her translation. She translated "other polities" as	 and "ones" as (.1.3.5 . Four

students translated "ones" as &Ail— ,A1-b - I. The use of,11-13.5 1-- *,,rall is

unacceptable because Modern Standard Arabic normally has feminine singular

agreement with inanimate plurals. It is also grammatically incorrect to write

4511:i instead of (DSJI-Ti	 , as follows:

- cs4-9-19Y LLA :14_)411 t)•219.&31 U°24 	 oVjA,	 cs_AV I ,-L"14"11

One student misunderstood the meaning in the source text and translated it

unacceptably, as follows: cs-wjVI	 4j1,4	 .

• . The above student translated "ones" as countries which favour being

part of the EU instead of sharing some federal characteristics with the EU.



"share some "federal" characteristics"

Five students translated the English present tense "share" as the Arabic

imperfect tense J.)t-z-*	 , as follows:

_	 0.;=x-.14	 jp1 it	 451,:zi 42 J j.1.11

_	 ) :41. 1 jAill	 i4.41AT	 ait	 jcJ

The other two students omitted the verb in their translations, as follows:

- 4.4.3,p1	 11 :4II_AA	 j 4.11

some,'

Only four students translated "some" as	 in their translations. Other

students omitted it unacceptably, as follows:

_	 L...111.0:111 1.4.3	 jLti 4:111	 j	 ji.`11(Jj.1.11)	 j

_ 4.4.9	 A41.1 j4	 -,1111j1	 j

Those who omitted it from their translations misunderstood the original meaning

in the source text and accordingly produced unacceptable translations.

"federal characteristics"

Five students translated this acceptably as4.1 j4.01	 :411 J411 u...61_,...&.11

-A411J41 0..1 ..9.L11 . One student unacceptably gave two equivalents for the adjective

"federal", as follows:

_ (411..:NI) 2411 jaiII 0.6Laa.11	 4	 1l al aJJJI j

Although it is not a professional translation technique to give two

alternatives and let the reader decide which is better, this student is the only one

who mentioned the pure Arabic equivalent for "federal".5.11--N51 . All other students

translated it as an acceptable loan word Lrli ..) .14. i from English. From the

researcher's point of view, it is more appropriate to use the pure Arabic equivalent

for words in the source text because the target readers are Arabs and the chances

are greater that they will understand A-..1.11-N5VI

".... share .... with the EU"

One student omitted the translation of the English preposition, which is

acceptable in this sentence, as follows:
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- 2 J 	UJJJil Ai= 41111	 j a ..*V1(j jail) L11.4.3S=.11 j 1+.:2:3 .....

Two students acceptably translated the English preposition "with" by using the

Arabic preposition t-A , (together with the verb al.iLti ), as follows

-	 t-A,11.fiz-; casall (-1.3-111(..):=,.4

-	 t--.11,31.1J41 L.r.1 .5&31 L	 4va=t-1'	 (si&VI ‘=11-49J1 j 4-.1_,JPI.

Another two students translated "with" using the Arabic preposition , which is

unacceptable, because it changes the meaning of the source text. The use of the

Arabic preposition 43 means that these states are part of the EU, as follows:

_	 A411	 4.43 JUI 	 Q.51 (s .).&VI JjJj

-	 4_3 :k41. 1 L LJ L>ki,.40.3 j:LL-L spL11,:_,- _Az.11 L L,L= .	 j

Two other students unacceptably translated "with" using the Arabic preposition J
but omitting any equivalent of "share" (as discussed above), in the following:

iu 3i j418: JJ,L.m.4c.),;a11 A:11	 Lca=

-	 jiVI	 2j.à

The use of this preposition is related to the omission of the English verb "share".

"EU"

It is generally unacceptable for student translators to be inconsistent in their

translations. All students translated "EU" correctly in the sentence "Explaining

the European Union ..." as 4-43..)SP	 . Two students translated the "EU" in

this sentence as	 without any plausible reason for omitting the noun

"union" and left the adjective European", as follows:

-	 t-AZ-131.)4.11 Lr.1 .3&-11	 oVyb	 a_AVI

_Z.11. 1	 4)-i. coalJ.ii	 . j a_Atii(jjali)	 .....

"The EU has far less authoritative control over its citizens and territory

compared to nation-states"

"The EU"

All students were consistent in their translation, even those who translated

"EU" wrongly in the previous sentence, as follows:
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- cSJ&I J3 .) t-4 .4-1J1-141.) A7.111=1 .9-4 LS 	 4-1 (.}41 4-19.)3T .1-- .3V 1 DI

- (5..)V 1 	91.11 (-1.9-111 C-4 rk-1..)1-1-41.1 
t114 3 Lti-3.1-4	 ("I"	 cs-4-"J ta-Cm. Lerl 1-.)jjj1 u j

- J 	 WL a4al jp1

- 2jl

▪

 q	 „I=	 4 1- 1 -n	 a] 4.4 

- 4A1t Jiali t-Alt-U15-4	 4-..6.1°13-'3 Ls-la A-141.S. "4911" S.)12-..L"	 .11--N5v1

_	

•	

44ii j 	 J.4 ula	 al .1t._,5'11 11.4

_ (33 .111 ‘.1.43_ t.4:uj1.14 0.4:11,13,11J

"has far less authoritative control"

One student ignored the translation of" far less ", which is unacceptable, as

follows:

- (s_.A.)1 1 4..	 Jia 	 A-3JU-.1-.11 00° 1-" 9 110.14 Lrla ("I" j.1)	 Lai 	

Another student acceptably translated "far less" by using the negation of "great"

as follows: (S..)-&1 Jj t-G 2"1.)-1411-1 A—..6121 9-4 Ls-6	 k 	 . Two

students ignored the comparison in the sentence and translated "far less " as

instead of	 , which gives a weak Arabic style. Three students acceptably

translated this phrase literally as: 111-3  J:61 1-1 . None of the students

changed the word order or the grammar of the source text to produce another form

of comparison in Arabic as in the following: Ls-lc- 

.44- .) i A—.4 1 3-4 . This grammatical transposition here gives a

stronger Arabic style.

“authoritative control"

Only one student translated "authoritative control" correctly, as ce-,,u

as follows:

-	 Jill (.33 .131	 legiLl. 1-1014 Ls-k- ("11"	 1-.1.9.)31

Again, the student here unprofessionally offered the reader two equivalents:

L5-4-"J and	 . Five students ignored the translation of the English

adjective "authoritative" in their translations, as follows:

- a_>&I JJ 11:1..) .11411-.1 	 u4 cs-.1.1)311

- J3 .1.11c_1.	4.3.31.:L4 al:J.1 3.411,51a Lril	 (Di

_	 3	 Lslakl3 4L	 al 4.43.33VI.A=.1V1

- a_y&VI L13 .1.11 & 	 1.1.4

- JJ A :LULL . .043,bi 3.411 Oil AltL 4.,3...114.43.33V1
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One student chose the wrong meaning for the English adjective "authoritative",

probably because the corresponding Arabic nouns to English "authority", 5)=4-u,

and AIL, , have roughly the same meanings, as follows:

-	 Jia	 L3 	 Ls-la ZIA 1.493=1"" S .).11 -64 co-WP I .11-- -.)V 1 (DI

The use of ;4_4.. 	weakens the style of writing.

over,/

Six students translated the English preposition "over" correctly as

Only one student chose to translate it as the Arabic preposition J. Although both

translations are acceptable, it is more common to translate the English preposition

"over" by using the Arabic preposition

".... its citizens and territory ...."

Three students unacceptably omitted "territory" in their translations. For

example: ap-11	 t-4 :Li J1-14 au:Inly111 Lles.1 A-LL	 L.) . Four students

translated "territory" as: 1	 	 - A-41 - L3LU.4 . Unlike the use of

LL1' 6-1.21-14 and , the use of L3-1.1-1. is acceptable. The use of ,111-.11-1. and 0 1 is

acceptable when reference is made to one country but is not appropriate for the

European Union. Regarding the EU, it is more acceptable to use u.;.I.) than S.Az1.4.

uj is the standard constitutional equivalent of English "territory".

"compared to"

Four students used the phrase E-4 A-IJWI-.1 to translate "compared to", which

is acce'ptable in Arabic. For instance: 4-....111.1 4L i Lria 2J	 L 4-1	 IS-4 C.)

Jj	

The other three students translated "compared to" by :cull4

without the use of any Arabic preposition, which is also acceptable. For example,

- 44 JJAII	 47-649-4	 U-335 
271.9114'	 4JS)4L"

"nation-states"

Three students were inconsistent in their translations, as follows:

One student translated "nation states" here as J3-01 cLA-4.35. and as pj JJ-1 in the

first sentence of the text" 	  between an ordinary nation-state and a ....".

Another student translated it as 11 ,:-.1 1U J.J .)-11 here and as	 A-1..9.1 in the first

sentence.



A third student translated it as J .3.11	 here and as :L..1.3:9....L13-1 in the first

sentence.

8.1.8 The Euro

The birth of the Euro and an expanded role of the EU in macroeconomic

policy coordination gave coherence to a European monetary policy network. Key

members include national treasury officials and central bankers. Yet, the "Euro-

12" version of the Council, which brings together only representatives of states

within the Euro-zone, quickly spawned a far more integrated sub-group, or

'policy community'.

Title

"The Euro"

Two students ignored the translation of the title. Four students followed the

translation of the title by using (:-) or (:) at the beginning, as follows:

:3J341. 1 and -:.1)._94. 11 . One of the above students translated the title as part of

the text, as follows: 	  JJ..9-,111sUl3d : .1).34. 11 . One would standardly expect a title

to be translated without any punctuation marks and on a separate line. Five

students translated the title correctly and literally as 3.19411 using the Arabic

definite article J . None of them used the classifier :LIA= to make it explicit.

Arabic as an explicit language has a stylistic preference for the use of classifiers.

Using classifiers can compensate for the lack of capital letters in Arabic.

Classifiers make it plain that what follows is a proper noun (cf. chapter 6, section

6.2.10 and chapter 7, section 7.2.10). One student ignored the translation of both

the title and the text.

Text:

"The birth of the Euro and an expanded role of the EU in

macroeconomic policy coordination gave coherence to a European

monetary policy network"

"The birth of the Euro"

Students' translation were as follows:



- 1-.3.1)91 4". d

	  (J.J..4 1 ) jjjl 1.11 aN+4. (DI

	  1)94- 49A

-	 .1)9411 '1')7". Loltal

	  ..9J.94 .11 41A. L9

	  j J.341. I SLI.1

One student translated "Euro" unacceptably as 1-.19..).91 "Europe" without any

reasonable explanation. Five students started their translation using d . It is

acceptable to translate "birth" as A1JA— . But, it is unacceptable to translate it

as st-Li "upbringing". In addition, one student translated the English noun by

using the Arabic verb Li-Lc1 and the noun 41.4. . The use of the Arabic verb is

related to the use of .1111 and the main verb in the sentence "gave coherence". To

some extent, the use of -1-11 gives the sense of the importance of the first sentence

of the text just as does the use of c). Both uses are acceptable in this context. The

use of .1:91 enabled the student to translate the sentence without following the same

word order as the English sentence, as follows:

- "the birth of the Euro 	 gave coherence 	

	  	 L5 ail

The use of d enabled students to produce an otherwise more literal

translation following the same SV word order as the English sentence, as follows:

	  J.J.94. 11 4".d . It seems that students used C.)1 to give their

target text a sense of Arabic style while maintaining a fairly literal translation in

terms of word order (cf. chapter 5, section 5.4.1, chapter 6, section 6.2.4 and

chapter 7, section 7.2.4).

In addition, most students translated the English metaphor literally and used

the same metaphor in Arabic. None of the students translated it without using a

metaphor, e.g. J1 -1--.1 . This is due to the fact that "the birth of' is a standard

metaphor in both English and Arabic.

"and an expanded role of the EU in macroeconomic policy coordination"

Students' translations were as follows:

- J	 1t Zi_313.4 j	 col	 jj..1 j j	 c:j1

,1



_	 cL,ws, j jj:.111 ) Z.1). J.AVI ZIA•1-11 •INT1A. C.)/

	  c2J.=.I j..6kI	 (j+,Z	 j j.41 	 j j 3411 aly3

_ 4 j.4it	 jsp ..4.41I	 j jjj	 Lslial Sal

-	 cs-)==.1 	‘4,13	 .11s1.41	 j1.1

	  Ls-1=A `L.L/1-"="1IYI Z4-61	 '13.. CPI ‘54J.J.JVI	 5-4.11 J-9-111 9 _9)9411 111'1'1 (DI

All students translated "and" as expected by using the Arabic equivalent i.

Four students translated "expanded" literally as . Although these

Arabic equivalents are acceptable, there are other Arabic words that are more

appropriate in this context, such as .L.J.13IAll j j JJ-1-11 . Only

two students translated "expanded" using .1zIAA.11 — -111 which are more

appropriate than t--u-411 . One student added the Arabic adjective 6.4.1.31 to make it

more acceptable in Arabic (semantic repetition). Four students translated the "the

expanded role" literally by using an Arabic adjective and noun, as follows: Let_15.1

J.,11	 ji.L11 j—	 j-411 JJ .1-11 . Two students changed

word order and the structure, providing a more comprehensible Arabic phrase, as

follows: •

4-4 .5 	 _

Only four students mentioned the European Union in their translations. One

student who translated "Euro" unacceptably as 1-.13..).9i continued her translation

with the same reference L.w..91 . One student considered "EU" as an abbreviation

for the "Euro" and translated it as follows:

(s_)45	 9..)9:111. t-"9'411 -)9•11/ 9 9J-94 -11.9A L.)/ •

"in macroeconomic policy coordination"

Students' translations were as follows:

	  c6.4 c311,31i

L I 2 ..4 *V1 rt_44.21

ILL..,



-	 zLnis-VI JJJ 1
	 J j j,11. 1 As1.4.4 0.11.CA

t.1•11 • •

	  L511C,1

	  Lsinr..1 L3? 2MI L3	 çi	

Two students ignored the translation of "macro" in "macroeconomic" and

translated it unacceptably as A-_,-)L-d-la-VI A---)1-.41. Other students gave different literal

Arabic alternatives taken from the al Mawrid dictionary such as -

. One of the above students added the Arabic

adverbial form 1-..131 .3& "treasury-wise" to relate it to the "Euro". Although this is

an intelligent attempt to clarify "economic policy", the result is obscure in Arabic.

All the above alternatives give the basic meaning of "macro-" . They are

acceptable in contexts other than an economics text. The most appropriate term

for "macroeconomic" in Arabic is 4-1-C11 .11-,-.:11V1	 . This is an indication that

most students lack the appropriate terminology for technical contexts. One student

misunderstood the sentence and added the equivalent of "network" to it, as

follows: A-,—J..3.411.11-- 21 1A--4. , aL.:1-1"	 J.A.011

gave coherence to a European monetary policy network"

Students' translation were as follows:

- j	 j jjVI	 :L,14,21 A._C4 c.14

- j3 	 .1+1

- jj 23L	 1 24-ti 4151

- A4.43jp1 caN.Axil j_osi 	

-	 A4.1.	 kL31-,4-.11 "411 -14J:1' c_sizlz1

-	 Z-C+Z,11 ulL1-45 L5-12.c.1

Most students unacceptably wrote al--A-45- 141 _):3 instead of the accusative

li-A-z1-1-L.,U5 . Five students translated "gave" as and one student translated it

as c:3-4 . Both of these are acceptable. Two students translated "coherence" as 41.)5

and another two translated it as ,-11.1-45 . One student translated it by addition using

semantic repetition	 C.i—Lialt	 . Two students omitted the adjective

"monetary" in their translations, as follows:

-	 jp n 	 Zs.4

-
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One of the above students confused the English noun "policy" and the English

adjective "political", translating this as LA4. , which is unacceptable.

Another student omitted "policy" in her translation Sometimes, students tend to

omit the translation of words whose meaning they do not know.

Other students gave several acceptable alternatives for "monetary" such as Lisi631—

4.13. 1-41 . One student translated it unacceptably as cLI-N-4..11 (.131. * "currency

exchange network". Only one student translated the singular in English "policy"

as the Arabic plural instead of the singular to suit the Arabic

context. It is more appropriate to say c-,* 1--.4 l to indicate different European

policies that are united in one network.

"key members include national treasury officials and central bankers"

Students translated this as follows:

_ L.4351 ,_61_0411	 4.3a1

- 4 .35_).411 411 9 1131 Ji 	 e PL:=taVI

-	 49431 449-4 	 :1- 3. 141 sjJ crilk9A (-1-42-"L 1. :L."9-3.	 0"aV I

-
	 4,i 3I411;.9-4 9 1.0-"1	 csia	 J.41,4

- LJJLJ Li	 4Jj. k j ‘,115.4	 lL c.L.:nc.V1 (DI 4z.

- _jS,)411 411 j 3j L531 A.R.,41-1cji.;J.P2101-..:==.)/1

Only two students changed the word order in the sentence and started their

translations using the Arabic verbs (-".. Ls-1 (-14:41. J . Other students chose

to follow the same word order as in the English sentence and started their

translation by using Arabic nouns. One student misunderstood the English

sentence and omitted "officials" in her translation, as follows:

- j 	 1.41

One student translated "key members" ungrammatically as 4.u95) PL-kic-V1.

"national treasury officials"

Students provided different translations for "officials", such as

. Both alternatives are inaccurate. The best Arabic equivalent for it is

. Two students omitted "national" in their translation, as follows:

-	 .411 A-14.11 J "Ul :).&31	 Lij+,411-‘41	 ( This gives the meaning intended

in the source text).	 Si43-4.11 A-14 j 1U3:N31 LF-11 ;t11-6:=N 1-.3 	 ou-:.c.V1• (This does not



give the meaning intended in the source text). One student gave a different

acceptable equivalent for "national treasury", as follows:

24-4J11 4J21-.111	 .4-.41931 11-..11111 SJ1j9 4-11=39-4 LIA-ai 9-4} 01-,:o.aV I 9 • Three

students gave various acceptable alternatives for "national": ..1,1A. _031- -	 -

1441 • The first two alternatives ;1441-41/..51 1 are better than A41-,-..11 , because the

standard meaning of 4-1-, is "local" (although Ls-L-4 might translate as "national"

in a phrase such	 :Lail-. "national industry").

"central bankers"

Only two students translated this accurately, as follows:

_	 441	 zil&31	 ,

_ J J	 J JJI ZiCA.	 yl.z...-01 1 ..91,3.4! D.1.3.1.2/I

Four students confused "central bankers" with "central banks". Three of them

translated the sentence using "officials" for both "national treasury" and "central

banks". Only one student gave the pure Arabic alternative instead of the

loan word alj-41 . Since the target reader are Arabs, it is more appropriate to use

pure Arabic words than loan words. There seems to be a general stylistic

preference for forms of Arabic origin over loan words in Arabic because of

considerations of purity of Arabic language. Loan words are also typical features

of Arabic dialects and accordingly tend to be avoided in formal Standard Arabic

(cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.6 and chapter 7, section 7.2.6). Two students rendered

the English plural "bankers" by using the Arabic singular 4 "bank", which is not

acceptable for the meaning in this context, as follows:

-	 r.11 411 9 A:11 -3131 A9-4 elt cL

- _.3.5 jolit A-431 ;U:A•11 Ly--11 :61-4•:=V 1-1Oj LI P 1-nn=C•V . Three students connected this

sentence with the previous clause by using the common Arabic connector j.

Another student used L9 à. which is a good attempt to express more precisely

the semantic relationship with the previous clause. None of the above students

added the prepositional phrase ;.%; ,t11 vi to make it clear to the readers that

these key members are part of the European monetary policy network. In this

context, the function of translation by addition is to express explicitness.



"yet, the "Euro-12" version of the Council, which brings together only

representatives of states within the Euro-zone, quickly spawned a far

more integrated sub-group, or "policy community"

Students provided various translations, as follows:

-	 j _41	 ca5.r.L&4L Lri..„) 4:.1.1i 12 j j,Lli 04.4	 Sp.c.

C-4.14.4 .51 1.1?.	 Lia]l

- 4.4L j Az4I	 ç3 J J .111 ç14A3	 43,14	 alral

-	 iii cri 	wria.,"	 ‘41/1

• J÷." 11- 1-44. Ji 49-4.14.11 .471P-A l .A-c.-9-4?"431

-	 u.&131 j_g4I1 CiaLi	 ja.11	 j.i c.46	 u.4-413 (12 jj i)	 a.;

• :Lsc.	 :lzya÷A

•

_	 .1).141 —411,14 vi 43 .111 . .u.A.4.4 J.,..;=z.1 4'1 04_411	 j„.11 J13,) A.13 t-4

JI

_ 
L t 44,1 c-kg-.4	 LIzti 4-a di • 4., r1,1 119- (.3_N.11 grIaLx5	 S43.41 A÷....1.111

"yet"

Students provided various translations for "yet": Al; Lria	 —

. Three students translated "yet" acceptably as L5-6 5,P-a

- • One student translated it unacceptably as  ji,, which sounds more like

colloquial Arabic than Standard Arabic. Two students translated "yet"

unacceptably as A.11-1 , which gives a different meaning (the meaning of "so" /

result) .

the "Euro-12" version of the council

Two students unacceptably omitted "Euro-12" from their translations and

replaced it with the adjective	 "new", as follows:

-	 i J	 .t441 ii 6=11 vi=2:1-	 -i-N5V1 is= S-1...3.141

• Saa.L.9 AlaSio

-	 A--N5V1	 diall ;FLA-411:g 6_N.11 4.106 c":111	 43;141	 aU6aI

• C-44-4 .13?..9

The previous omission is probably related to a lack of understanding of the source

text. "Euro-12" is important information in this context and necessary for the
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accuracy of students' translations. Two students translated "council" unacceptably

as .51--,51 . Although, the European countries that considered the Euro their official

currency constitute a union, the mentioning of the union without an adjective to

describe it is inadequate. Only one student translated "Euro-12" acceptably as

12 .1.1.94. 11 u4-4 . Other students provided vague Arabic translations, as follows:

L.Y4-411 12 JJ.11. 11 	 Z:N-u.612	 017- -11..›.-ta

The translation of the above phrase indicates the importance of the

translator's judgment. Those who produced vague translations translated the

above phrase literally. The only student who translated it acceptably in Arabic

omitted the translation of "version" to suit the Arabic context.

The translator has the choice whether to add or remove words which are in

the source text to provide an acceptable Arabic translation. Students tend to omit

words that they do not understand and translate literally all words that they do

understand (cf. chapter 6, section 6.4.2 and chapter 7, section 7.4.1).

"which brings together only representatives of states within the Euro-zone"

Students provided various translations, as follows:

111 A11,14 vi i2.41 cji.t.44 IAA (1.14:1

▪ Zaali 	 JJ il .1 1,16LS

• jp1 Zi1=1411	 3I 41L4...1 a	 I 	

- . 9.)941/ L 	 Y1_93	 (ill'	 .

-. .. .jj$11 :111,14	 3.1.11 jI
-	 à J	 3_N.11 4_1=5

One student rendered "Euro-zone" unacceptably as 11-.44.3JJVI U63-41 "the

European region". Other students translated it acceptably as (31-1.3 - 11341

JJJ4.11 . None of the students modified their translations to be clearer, as follows:

A-Lac.r:111 d_9.L11 . Explicitness frequently is needed in translating

foreign cultural issues (cf. chapter 6, section 6.4.3 and chapter 7, section 7.4.2).

quickly spawned a far more integrated sub-group or "policy community"

Students translated the above phrase, as follows:

1.1..% 4.4.114 s..% 3.4 Zi:31.1.	 t4i1 4,111 j

-	 A-1.41.5.14	 .).5?...3 () tr.C.k:59 LJy 	

- Asuais.0 :La LA,%	 43.4.14.1i	 :Cc. 5.4,421 .91
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-. C:11_,JA÷Ji
J
	4.141.51.4	 JA	 j

-	 j1

-.7,..

All the above translations are vague or inadequate. Only one student translated

"quickly". Another mistranslated "spawned" as y-Lul "elected". None of the

students modified their translations in order to make it more comprehensible, e.g.

as follows: jjii L5..iLZaJA7N-44,.....-. tA	 j 	 . To translate

the words in inverted commas, "policy community", in the above sentence, it is

recommended that students use (.71 (.5-4-,4Y. 1-4 .51 . By using this Arabic phrase,

translators distance themselves from something they do not directly identify

themselves with in the source text.

In addition, none of the students added explanatory information after their

translation to give the reader an idea about the background of the Euro and Euro-

12 council along the following lines, as: "The original idea of introducing the

Euro was that all European countries would use it as their official currency. In

fact, only 12 countries adopted the Euro as their official currency. These

established "the Euro-12 council". This council spawned a more integrated group

to decide about issues related to the Euro in the European monetary policy

network".



8.1.9 The Conservative leader

The new Conservative leader lain Duncan Smith has offered a virtual

suspension of party politics for as long as the "war" against terror attacks goes on.

The Liberal Democrats too have said they will consider attending cross-party

talks but stress that ending all domestic democratic activity would be giving in to

terrorism. In a rare move, the new Tory leader said he would let his shadow

ministers sit on the Cabinet emergency committees in a show of unity against the

terrorists who attacked the US.

Title:

"The Conservative leader"

Two students ignored the translation of the title. One student translated "the

Conservative leader" unacceptably as 4 .4=1	 . Another two students

translated "the Conservative leader" literally as 	 .11i11 which may give a

different meaning from C.)41;i1--,-.11 -Z11-i "leader of the Conservative party". The

above students considered "conservative" as an adjective describing the leader

rather than a reference to the name of his political party. One student translated

"the Conservative leader", as follows: 14.1).:,...›)ã J.A1I	 -	 i. The

above student translated the phrase into Arabic without the Arabic definite article,

then she corrected herself and added extra information 14..114.3J4 . This is not

needed in a title, although it might be acceptable as part of a general strategy of

greater explicitness in Arabic in the main part of the target text.

Text:

"The new Conservative leader lain Duncan Smith has offered a virtual

suspension of party politics for as long as the "war" against terror attacks

goes on"

Students' translations were as follows:

- ul.A.211	 u j_=11 (DI U.iL3tcr1.4.41	 taN .14.1,N.11	 .1.11.111 j.111

cL1L-47AU	 Lt.i412111	 (:),L1	 cj4Jail....4.11

SJA	 L.3.AJI



- i1J	 X--1 ,41 LI) L.);-.)z 	(Dts3.) D14.1 	4..-.3.11

• L.111

_ cLji	 Jj.„lc. 444.21 Zi?.111.i 64.,:'J A.3411J34.1:11111	 3t Sil

-	 jt1	 JaiLN.411

• eti.4.11.9 s

- ;43.. 1AJVI	 L4.111.

- s -Lal Lj J.: 1-1 L.);=3.)-24 LJi 	 DI-5:0 D17.13 C.).4a-m-411 Lr13-Ni .1:1.431 f'4e.3.11 (DI

Only two students translated the sentence using d following the same

English SV word order as in the English. Two students started their translations

by using . Both DI and 1 are emphatic particles. Five students translated this

as an Arabic verbal sentence. All students acceptably translated the English

present perfect using the Arabic perfect tense L);....›.a -	 . Three students

translated "the new Conservative leader” acceptably as Y..5--N3	 f4.=-.3-11

	

lL4i	 1t	 . One student omitted "new Conservative" in her

translation: ...	 .1512 . Three other students translated this phrase unacceptably as

. One student omitted the name of the conservative leader in her

translation and other students gave various Arabic names. Most students confused

the English I with the English L , as follows: C.),f1— — C.J4 — C.J 14. 1 , possibly

because the Scottish name "lain" (cf. the more common "Ian") is not commonly

found. Three students were consistent in their unacceptable translations of "the

Conservative leader" through the title and the text. In addition, three students

translated "the Conservative leader" in the title unacceptably as	 and

acceptably asa.311 -Js	 .1:).-4-111.4z311 - .40	 in the main text. This

indicates that students do not proofread their translations. Another possibility is

that these students did not know the best translation, so they unacceptably put

both equivalents for the reader to decide. One student translated "a virtual

suspension" correctly in Arabic with the appropriate accusative case-endings, as

follows: 1--..11Li U.4125 . Another student translated it unacceptably as ,..q-ri&J ‘=1:3. .)-4 3.,.)1Z1

"a temporary moral suspension". This indicates that students do not pay adequate

attention to their Arabic writing.

Two students misunderstood "party politics" and translated it unacceptably, as

-



"as long as /9

Three students provided acceptable translations: s..).4L-.A	 1-44- cL1-41.)

- SJ;41,-.4 yj--N-11 . Four students provided translations which are

unacceptable, mainly because they reflect features of colloquial Arabic, such as:

S.1.4 jb ,51c. - bJA4 yy11 is14

"terror attacks"

Four students translated "terror attacks" acceptably as -4.fil

. Three students translated it acceptably as yl--4	 y.y.11

This is probably due to the influence of the media and the cliché which is

often found in headlines "war against terrorism".

"The Liberal Democrats too have said they will consider attending

cross-party talks but stress that ending all domestic democratic activity

would be giving in to terrorism"

Students' translations were as follows:

	

j.,J,	 L:4	 0...111.).41.11

- 411.11	 (4131 ji.44.11111,1.111 L S;4;1 Ls1=. 03.3.S.),1 0.1?LitJ2Ait

.444311 :Li J1-.41	 Liyw

-	 ;Lit4I.A.11 LJJ.I 0,L4 jj c. j l 0.;:tua v.11 .)41. I çji t.„13z.11 ,1-1111S j

.4.AS.111_4,1 4 ;•.!.., 41:).4.4411,12,all Z.41+3 01

(1 ; <1 LJJJI ca.L4	 j..45	 J441

ot+il 1,:j11.3.1s1

_	 	  j iztg-31 C.}.11,1_}4. I c)..h11.. ji44I du' j

cri...0	 ca3S:w.H li.1.111 A4.1.11JiJ.IIc:A.121-13 	01431

ULLVI	 Lcic.	 j	 c.:LS 	 . ^•1 4 	 Iji441

LiBc.:A.311 I j.1.3. 

- 4-1-C1 j	 ‘011)-471.1 L71...)=11 L�91

	  A.41,1	 L:11111-,:all LIS :t1.43 03= .)...01

"The Liberal Democrats"

Three students translated "the Liberal Democrates" literally as

al)! J-441. Ci4.111511.4..4.1-11 	 -	 ,AA11.1. Iv-U .541-11 -C.):11.=1)-11a11.1.)+11.	 . Another two

students translated "liberal" into Arabic as .).=11 v-61 5:2-441 -	 C.),ILV2-44.111
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• One student translated the meaning unacceptably as 	

• It is important for students to pay extra attention and translate proper

names such as the names of parties if possible using the standard Arabic

form, or at least acceptably. Some non-Arabic political parties have standard

forms in both English and Arabic. To illustrate, the Arabic equivalents of

"Labour party" can be both d-4.11	 in the case of the British Labour

Party and (..1-401 in the case of the Israeli Labour Party. It is acceptable

to translate the name of the party as a loan word especially if there is no

Arabic equivalent for it. It is more appropriate for the Arab target readers to

use pure Arabic words in their translations (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.6 and

chapter 7, section 7.2.6). Although the two students who translated "Liberal

Democrats" as	 4r1=15i-44.L11 -	 C.14.13...1.)41..L11 made a good attempt,

they did not use the standard Arabic term for the party ..).)-V 1 C.).116.	 . It

would have been a good idea on the part of the student who translated "the

Liberal Democrats" as	 ‘,...15i..41 to add	 to make it clearer to the

reader.

"too"

"Too" is used in the source text to connect this sentence with the

previous sentence. Although all students started their translations by using

the common Arabic connector j to connect this sentence with the previous

sentence, six students unnecessarily translated "too" as an extra connector.

This is a clear example for students' preference for literal translation.

Students should be encouraged not to use double connectors (cf. chapter 5,

section 5.13, chapter 6, section 6.2.2 and chapter 7, section 7.2.2).

"have said"

All students acceptably translated the English present perfect tense

using the Arabic perfect tense. Six students used various acceptable

equivalents such as: L)%a_)-a -	 . One student translated this phrase

unacceptably using the colloquially oriented ,.:AS 	 j as &lab. jii.44111-1 L.�91

y3_%.11



"they will consider attending cross-party talks"

One student omitted this from her translation, as follows:

_	 it .4.1&131 4.1.1 ji441 IUD LIS 4431 L.,.1r. CjiiSi,1 014 L.6..11 (:).411 .)41 c)e).A .5144 LIU j

Another student misunderstood the source text and provided a completely

unacceptable translation, as follows: P I-S (2).!:	 ak+1.1.541.1-11:1-:%11-4

. Only four students translated the English future tense correctly

using

-	 , as follows:Y...)-- 11 	 k4 4fri	 j1-4:1=.. T.?

k„-113.1 L 	- 	 -	 c_'JLIziso j.3-6:zta CJJA

Another student translated the verb "consider" unacceptably using the

Arabic perfect tense, as follows . It	 	 . Only two

students translated "attending" correctly, as follows: y.)--,31(3-1.5

j	 .(L11-"-%1-.1.4 	 1-1.9-") . Three other students

translated "attending" unacceptably, as 	 -	 01.)41-

"cross-party talks"

Three students unacceptably omitted this in their translations, as

follows:

-	 a413, 1 .52.'4,3.111 ( 11 .)4111	 j•

- 4..111 co_t&I-131 4.1.1 ji4,1,111 .3=1-L.11 LIS 4431 j3	 j..35.)? c4+:1;11_,:=91 a.111)41.11 al1.1 .)1441 	 j

Zul_N_41

-	 4431 u_Ic 1 .3 .11_41	 j_4411 LJJ?.715 c.).! n A J.ItD.3.111 .)149-‘11 Si.1	 j

• L._11.4 211 )k. 4 1...kg L.5* 1.511 I j.1, 71. (4.5.1 :41&.1

Two students translated "cross-party talks" inaccurately to mean talks inside

the Liberal Democrat party, as follows:

-	 jy	 l _9

-	 L.JJ	 tti J 	 cri Di.)1:614.. 031 aul...1.).411. 1 a4 11.. I ..)143.111 (Si j

Another two students translated "cross-party talks" correctly as talks

between different parties, as follows:

,.._113..V1u jtp. tj i j J DL4	 .y.11 0.11 ji.441	 j

L�91 ‘4.11 .)4111 cclal .)19.1.11 u.3_N.11	 j
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"but stress that ending all domestic democratic activity would be giving

in to terrorism"

One student omitted this in her translation. Another three students

misunderstood the source text and produced the opposite meaning to that

intended, as follows:

_ . L.1.4„v1 (:).4 	 A4L.Ait	 js 0 1451 DI 1 .3 .1SI	 j

- .L.,31,a1P j3 k j.4 (-_iyx 4111 Lrlilall	 0431 Ls2=. cji.3S_}!

- ç5i. çLal1c-A311	 c.1.0	 j

Three students translated this in various acceptable ways, as follows:

_	 j..,1.% 1 1.4.N..L.,A. I	 4.121.5L3,5.1.11 14.1111 2443	 aSI 4.1Si

LAJU_I L..) J-C.L. -4.11-%..4.11 -.441 ji4ll c_11_1=Le.all JS A..41.+:, 04a 	43-C.1 	

- u1.4	 cluo	 *A41.15i44-111 ,:_11.1*U.6 JS c.11.31 (DI ula	 	 j

The meaning of C.13-c1u. is stronger than that of L5-64.-.. .

Only two students rendered the English singular by using an Arabic

singular, as follows: 4-1.&1 -111 4-1.1	 J� - 4-1= 1 }siA:3..111	 .

Four students translated this using the Arabic plural, as follows:

4 Z.41.1:).4.4,1. 111 C.....11.J=Lluil	 Z.4.1&lall	 LI=Lti JS — Z.41.2.11 	 —

1,,11	 ji.44.1.11 c'JL6L...L11

The use of both singular and plural are acceptable in the Arabic target

text.

One student omitted "domestic" in her translation Loll	 ILL-13- I and

another student omitted "democratic" in her translation . Only

two students omitted "all" in their translations. None of the students

explained the phrase "domestic activities" by adding an explicit reference to

Britain, such as .A .! 1-1 1 Z.41.1)...y..1.11 416,3)411 L:11,1_1111



"In a rare move, the new Tory Leader said he would let his shadow

ministers sit on the Cabinet emergency committees in a show of unity

against the terrorists who attacked the US"

One student did not translate this sentence at all. The other six students

translated this as follows:

- (:)-4	01.J.19) 4itjjjt4,-. 41.1	 j 	 °J-11-1

al).L.4211	 cri c.1 j j_11 	  JI j1.11lJ	 c.0 ,

	

cJ14_,11	 D41

-	 4j_C_% ol jjj 	4_31 Cj...1:91_43i	 j

t:J"	 ()SID	 c)I JUII 4ri ts .15121	 jS jUi

I

u.4.4	 j 4)11._	 414 414	 .'11111	 s

	

cJ14.,11	 Lilcj.u..31.A 217 1 	 Lykur.. vi j j1,11c.jjj

-	 01J./.9-11	 4..).3:111j JL Ci-A 	 cri

c.:11411 .511 JAL (D.j.111 a441_,a 211	 71..1.=33J j141,1.5 bjJJ U L.2.41:11 ts J1 .91.11 (D14.1 cci 	

I

_	 4_3 1 3_,.,24,1"DI ca; ^ 4 (:)..0 l.41/ t-kj..L.il 4-14 .1.?. .1.41 	 .1.51111JU j U A_Sy

Sa_NI.411 44V .,11 1 _9.4414 D 3.:131 0.4411 .)V1	 01.1.3.331 LAN-A Vi

	

0.35)41	 `k-4.3-C. cjjj	 4-11LJJJ cj C.).° 5 _)•)1-1.41 gpi

	

l:131...4 .511JA	 Lu	 CL9:141.4 .3)/ 	 LiJJB.11.z5V1 (.„4%.1. 431 L,11

"in a rare move ,"

Students provided various relatively acceptable translations, as: -

C>4 JA3	 - s J.L1	 -u.	 -

cl.114 aaz4. -s_PUS.,L& j . Four students translated "move" literally as

—	 . Another two students translated "in a rare move" using

acceptable and idiomatic phrases in Arabic as follows: 41 à 	 A-1.41-.1

J.A.1

"the new Tory leader"

One student did not know the expression "Tory Party" and related this

sentence to the previous one, equating the "Tory leader" with the "Liberal

Democrat leader"	 . Another student omitted "Tory" from



her translation considering the leader as 4141 y3-.11 :.1.=. ..3 . A third student

unacceptably translated "Tory" by transliteration and added "Conservative"

as additional explanation (D43=g-z-411) 4_13j. 1 y_)-= LAl21.) . Two students

translated this as they did in the title-1,1.-141 -tail--,-.11 .lail l • Only one student

translated it acceptably as .L.)4Jag-N-411 Y:).=	j.

"said he would let his shadow ministers"

Only two students translated this correctly, as follows:

LlIali Lys. s.1 jai t .4,A km - LlIali Z4_,_c= .1 jai t4u. ail .

One student gave three alternatives for readers, as follows:

(t.:. ji...11 0 I jai C.).4 4.z .j.4aA j)(3];.11 0 1 jai) ail j j j

Three students omitted "shadow" in their translation, as follows:

Di al-I. 1.-. D-. Y34. ,-.23-,, 'LI..	li .01 -q D..14.)-La 01 ..).3.5-11 t .1.-- -
	 4):i. ,--1.3--J 4-il

It is totally unacceptable to translate "ministers" as al.t... "representatives".

"the Cabinet emergency committees"

Two students ignored "Cabinet" in their translations. Another student

translated it unacceptably as s1.3.3 . Three students translated "Cabinet" as

None of them translated "Cabinet" correctly as Ii-...1-C= .

"in a show of unity"

Six students provided various relatively acceptable translations, as

follows:

- ..,.....k, J.:71 u..k. j.c.. ,,i ..1.:N1 ,,,,_,,....,. 4..31 L.,_11 i _A..11 („fi - S.1_,...,11 jli_1;1.5 - - j_C..,1 cri

S.1-=_511 J-5V1 L.,-11 SJI-L1 4-i . Only one student provided a genuinely idiomatic

equivalent in this context: sa....911 (..);:ur- t.ri .



8.1.10 The battle for leadership

The battle for the leadership of the Tory party may be finally over — but the

winner now faces a far more challenging task. His party is demoralised, disunited

and currently unelectable. He will have to hammer out new policies on the big

issues like taxation and public spending. The euro has the power to split the party.

Title:

One student ignored the translation of the title. Three students translated this

as s.4.:211	 . Another two students translated it as 	 . One

student translated it as JJ . All of these are relatively

acceptable. None of the students, however, chose to translate this using a more

standard phrase in Arabic such as s.4.131Jj..

Text:

"The battle for the leadership of the Tory party may be finally over, but the

winner now faces a far more challenging task"

Students' translations were as follows:

-	 -1-N5	 ellra t.DV1 	 1-44_)	 Y.3-1S-117.631

- J 4 .1,5 ..;15' I -4,4-4 4Jj(DVI	 j.	 j 	 (:).4 21I d

- j,u5	 (DVI kIJ 	1

▪

 411̂..14.3	 c,_13z. S.)14

- j ;n.,.Lazio	 (DVI _31111 (D-C!	 1.44

- j I j-Al C.413-1 (cjAam-411) jig y.3.1 -4.111.4 1,4a	 ta,4

-	 4-? 1 94 CJV/ 511111 C.0 4._)91111 ‘Ti3z-11"1171111. LiY°.911 `LC-Y-Alt 	 1..):*1

-J-11 C.).-Ci

▪ 	

Le-41.4.3 	 ai al) aiLz..411	 Fl

J-.61

Four students used d at the start of their translation. The combination of (DI

and 1-4tu which is found in one translation gives a weak Arabic style to the extent

of being ungrammatical. Only one student omitted "maybe" from her translation,

as follows:



-	 C.)-C1 4.).1-11.	 .14111	 riSJ2-411	 . This is

a good attempt to translate in a good Arabic style given the pragmatic meaning of

"may" in this context, which is rhetorical. Compare "I may be a fool, but at least I

am not a her". This indicates that the speaker is conceding that he is in fact a fool,

but that the other person is something far worse. Another student unacceptably

translated "may be" by using 14?- 1...1-0 Ls-1m' '="C.1..91 , as follows:

_	 .1..1 2)/1	 3:11.01	 j	 c#1,91	 A.S.y...4.11 (DI

Four students unacceptably translated "may be" as 1-44_) and only one student

translated it as C..u-55 	, such as 4_)_951 	 11.411	 A-5.).-411 cs..9--c;1-44J

,-1.11 A-4-4 4- 1 ..94 51-01 C.)--ci	 (aLLil--411) . Both equivalents are

relatively unacceptable.

"finally over"

The use of "finally" here indicates that the battle for the leadership took a

long time before it finished. So the translation of "finally" is important in this

context.

Three students omitted "finally" from their translation, as follows:

_ j	 jfIs.	 OVI 31.01	 j. call.13"1	 jlyVI uy S.5 .14 (..W (:).4 t.S.,..411 01 Lou

1.4.9.14.C1

- J	 LDVI	 5.1111 ci-cl 141.41 Lsiz. .C6-4.9 1	 S.43. cs-1:0 L.4-6

(DV' 31111 011 j çj AS.)...411	 ei j4:%I j. The

best Arabic equivalent for "finally over" is using 1 .)4.&I at the beginning of the

sentence to give emphasis.

"a far more challenging task"

The phrase "a far more" indicates a comparison between the leader's task of

winning the leadership and his subsequent task after winning the leadership. So, it

is important to translate this phrase. Only three students translated it by using JZI

- . Although the above students translated the comparison, one translation

reflects a weak Arabic style including grammatical mistakes.

_	 41.1'.	 OVI	 (:)SI j	 J3IujJ3IQL.4111	 one

student translated this phrase using semantic repetition to strengthen the meaning

in Arabic, using Z.1.5. 1 j .1:1 j151 2A+4 instead of



"challenging task"

Although "task" is a singular in the source text, two students acceptably

used the Arabic plural 1.-d-4 to translate it give greater importance to the situation.

Two students omitted "task" in their translations and translated the source-text

adjective "challenging" as a target-text noun, which is to some extent acceptable,

as follows: J:.4 ,5 ( .4 .1-N5 LDV I 	-	 .

"his party is demoralised, disunited and currently unelectable"

Students' translations were as follows;

-	 Y.&11-....)�- S.1.41 ("c' J Le..3a) _AA?.	 ,A111 _9

j,16 ail un-%	 3 &LA' k3l 41,3.3.1*-4 City-L:01 .1.9. 443z. DU

-

-	 LT-'&:13-4 ..)46'	 (3.9.114 J'4-'-`3

_	 Lr11.5.1.*11	 3 tA-Ci.a 3 14a&I	 A.6z.

L.-12%53-4	 cc-.L.-4n 1 	 3-* ‘111	 A4.:).

One student translated "is" fairly acceptably by using the Arabic verb 31=1.44

which has, however, positive rather than negative connotations.

"demoralized"

One student omitted "demoralized" in her translation". Another three

students provided inaccurate translations, as follows: 	 -

Three students provided acceptable translations, as follows:

4-1L91.-4 	-	 -	 ji.4J. None of the above students used a

polished Arabic style in their translations such as (.1-10I (:.)-4 v:11-7,1 . The use

of "demoralised" is very strong in English. As a result, the Arabic equivalent

should also be strong. This strength can be achieved by using semantic repetition,

as in J	 O-4 to relay something of the force of the source text

"demoralised".



"disunited"

Two students provided unacceptable translations, as follows: (3_,U.—

6-,131 . Five students provided acceptable translations: "ii.511 	j - .11-gaA'

j4. 6.	 _

"currently unelectable"

One student omitted "currently" in her translation, which is unacceptable.

The importance of "currently" is to indicate that the party is unelectable now

though not necessarily for ever. Another two students translated "currently", using

(DVI	 Four students translated it acceptably, using

"unelectable"

Six stlidents translated "unelectable", using	 j4.6 "unelected". Only

one student translated this correctly as	 J--	 . None of the students

translated "unelectable" more idiomatically, e.g. as . Only one

student really attempted to match the style of the English sentence and translated

this parallelism using a series of participles, as follows: Y 153.4 J.46

iier4 j . The English source text contains alliteration, assonance and

grammatical parallelism (repetition of past participles). The above student tried to

produce a similar parallelism in the Arabic target text.

"He will have to hammer out new policies on the big issues like taxation

and public spending"

Students' translations were as follows:

-	 AX.1t L JLAIIJ u.11 .).:=11 Lr.L4 A-4411	 L_'•

_	 j Lj.J

_ eL,J1 L U J 	 J c.16:3	 .114.11 e4c.311

_	 JI th11 j	 (.114 i.);411

_'4,26_11	 L,J.11.)...1111 Lr.t.2UL	 J j.% SA3.4.11 L:_'IL.014.31 (1)1,	 j1-. 	 j	 j

_ C3Li.1\11 3 (.4	 SJ-,44-CD 1,1.1--;=j31	 113:4 C.J1 4711a ‘7471. 1-11

e

-	 31.i121.3	 LD-4	 d



"will have to hammer out"

Only three students rendered the English future tense in their translations by

using ‘-9-"—L.)-4 . "Hammer out" is used in a metaphorical sense in the source text

to indicate the difficulty of these issues. Two students unacceptably translated

"hammer out" literally as follows: 3...)4 	 j - (3-)-Ira Ls-11	 4-13=1:"4.	 •

Three students provided relatively acceptable translations, as follows:

441.1 -	 Ls-11	 ..)S.k1cD1	 e4a.3.11

s43.4 L.3.1-.4-.). Two students translated this phrase unacceptably, as follows:

'‘L"1÷4	 414 e4.311 Ls-6

"public spending"

Although all students provided various acceptable equivalents for "public

spending", only one student used the standard Arabic term L I-.31 c-a631 .

"The euro has the power to split the party"

Students provided various translations, as follows:

‘.51 t .).4	 am.1	 J.1111 1.43 1)3,111

— J I JA.I bj lLe4 141)91

9.Jy.

sJsiii 4-1 J.134.1

S ..9.11/ 9J-4 491

L.jJt v5114211 °11:14& JiII 	 J..14

Two students translated "euro" wrongly as 14.9..).3 1—	 Jj. One of the

above students previously translated "Euro" acceptably as .1)34. 11 in Text 8.1.8.

Another student used an Arabic verbal sentence Y..3-,-11	 -4-.01.S.11 bJflI J.A41.

instead of a nominal sentence Y:).-%-11 	:41-S31 Sjili 9-134 •

"has"

Three students translated "has" by using Le-1— 1+1.-1-1 — 4-1 • Two students used

. Another student used	 . All these versions are relatively

acceptable. Only one student modified her translation and provided a clearly



idiomatic Arabic translation, as follows: Y.)-- -11 el--11-.1 .1.)-€:i J.J.34. 11 .‘.,,. -;.,:i CJ1-i ALS . Two

students translated "euro" by addition which is acceptable in this context as

3)34)1 A..1-,. ;.:9- 	 .1).341.1 . JJJ,111 A-Lc is a good example of the use of classifiers in

Arabic.

"split the party"

All students provided various acceptable translations, as follows:

- Lr1.3-,21 6 1...3-zi - Yi-J e"31-.1 -1+0. - Lr1.3-'31 c:i'll

c.,_13.11 (.15.',1 (5.6 - ‘,..13-,31 iJ=I-N:i v_CI - u_j...11 e.1.11.4.31..CAlq 42 .



8.2 General analysis of students' translations of

social texts

8.2.1 Inverness

Inverness is undermining cliché's about life in the Highlands through its

attempt to become the Cultural Capital of Europe in 2008. The Highlands still

struggle against some central belt perceptions that culture stops north of Perth.

Title:

"Inverness"

Two students ignored the translation of the title. Five students provided

various translations, as follows: A,P,A-iii3V 1-- . Only two

students provided the correct equivalent for "Inverness" as (..›.-..6..)4i31. Although there

is a famous lack at Inverness called Loch Ness, one student provided

unacceptable equivalent . The student should read the text and decide

that the intended meaning is not "a lake" but "a city" in the source text. The other

two students chose a wrong equivalent for "Inverness" from the al Mawrid

dictionary, which is rt÷,.	 . This is a type of clothes	 ,=)11	 .

None of the students translated the title by addition using the classifier ru.4-10 to

make it clearer to the reader as 0,43_)-i31 A4.1.1. (cf. chapter 6, section 62.10 and.

chapter 7, section 7.2.10).

Text:

"Inverness is undermining cliché's about life in the Highlands through its

attempt to become the cultural capital of Europe in 2008"

Students provided various translations, as follows:

-	 C:	  14:11.91-3	 ‘'k)11-.1	 0.4114-1-1.A1 31-16

.2008 etxii

-	 "1701-11".°1-a 	 ter:11.91-4	 e.6%).11-1(:).1:1V 4 1-10	 ".4-4..2 S..)-Ci

.2008 el-a

_	 j	 	 i2U l SI+N31 s4,13 .A1 oarJ j 4.0 jipp

.2008iJi
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- :"""clLa C.L6°.1.	 c.)-4 L..)11-1 11-1.14?-11 L3L'LL411	 S1-7.1-N-11 0-a `aii4A	 e.1-64 L.)-3.)4i61 e.323

• 2008 :ka. twit/ kuL;„

- C4-'63 44.31--NA Cr. L._)1-.3 ( l-211_14.11 J.3-41 )	 4. 1-€31 	 J	 UA.-13.)331

'	 Z1131-

- 3j ;L4.31 CC4.6Z3 (DV 14:1131-NA (:)4	 A..1.1.441	 eot. vsb

• c--1= t'U-11.3 1jjj
-	 14.3	 2.A11111	 DAI 3JL4 Cy3 ta6)14	6141431	 v.Auiri

• p 2008

One student started her translation acceptably using (:)! to emphasize the

importance of the first sentence of the text (cf. chapter 5, section 5.4.1, chapter 6,

section 6.2.4 and chapter 7, section 7.2.4). Six students confused "through" and

"though" which indicates that they do not understand the intended meaning in the

source text. There is a possibility that they consider "Inverness is undermining"

and "Inverness attempts to become the cultural capital" are two unrelated attempts

to achieve the same goal. Most students' translations indicate that there is a

problem in understanding the intended meaning in the source text. Five students

were influenced by the English word order in the source text and started their

translations with Arabic nominal sentences. Only two students changed the word

order in the source text and started their translations with Arabic verbal sentences.

These two students chose two different verbs, as follows:

-A_49:1:1-111 	 c: 	 14.11_,L=.4	 (.54 4.41.3

. 2008 el-.114i

-	 c: .....111411JLNA C}A	 Z444 	 Ji	 o d

. 2008 Ai.. 41 1-1_9..dlt

None of the above students translated the English present progressive. The

expected translation would be by using the Arabic imperfect tense. Four students

acceptably translated the English verb "is undermining" using the Arabic

imperfect , . Two student unacceptably considered "is" as to

be a main verb rather than an auxiliary, as follows:

_ 	 JLc,..L...411 401 Olsz.11	 ATS141	 vib

?Lx31 vi I -19 Jilr



_ etc. Lwil 5j1 ;4121 Z4..06.11 cji.C11 41i3LNA	 ec..)1t4 WI* j.11

• p 2008

Three students included various Arabic verbs in their Arabic nominal sentences,

as follows:

_	 j Lai	 61.1.1.431	 jaitr, Z.4.as

. 2008 :e1,-)

	  1-4,96-4 C.J" eLJ31-1 (2L-215.)A31 J3-4 1) -1M1 4411 c..si 514'31

 i Z.19:113.

One of the above students started her translation by using the wrong

equivalent for "Inverness" and chose an Arabic verb that is not appropriate in this

context, as follows:

- A__41.12	 I453.31_4 j 4 j i (.31,1143i	 jar,

.2008

The student's choice of the Arabic verb LAU' "discusses" indicates her lack of

understanding of the intended meaning of the source text. The Arabic verb Lig-i5

does not convey the meaning of "undermining cliché's". Unlike the source text,

the Arabic translation gives a neutral meaning about life in the Highlands.

It is worth mentioning that the above student did not translate the title. Her

first word of the sentence could thus be a translation of the title incorporated

within the text because of her repetition of the same noun A-..1-6.1-iii3V 1 twice in the

same sentence. One student unacceptably translated the title alongside the first

sentence of the text, as follows:

	  (Ds, 2jJ Jii:

Students should be encouraged to translate the title on a separate line from the text

(cf. chapter 6, section 6.4.5 and chapter 7, section 7.4.3). Students should also

read and try to understand the entire text before translating the title. This

technique enhances correct and efficient translation of the title. One student

translated the title as . The wrong translation of this title indicates the

importance of students' proof-reading. In case the student had proof-read her

translation, she would probably have changed her inappropriate translation of the

title.



Another student chose the Arabic verb ea.% , as follows:

-	 uv 4411, ek)11.4 yt_..411 ;1+,11 oz JAiea,a Lfi

csi

The above student unacceptably translated the auxiliary verb "is" as (4-4 and

added the Arabic verb e.Lit which is related to the English main verb

"undermining". By doing this, the student did not translate the intended meaning

of the source text. Her Arabic target text sentence in fact provides a definition of

. Another student chose the Arabic verb J-C-m as an equivalent for the

English verb "is" in the source sentence. The student's choice of word is to some

extent acceptable to convey the meaning of the English sentence.

c: • ^11-4.31-z-4 	J..34-11)	 i4 1-6,11	 (2)-c-	 L1-c-,15

ji

Due to the wrong translation of "Inverness" in the source text, the meaning

of the whole Arabic translation, however, is not acceptable. The Arabic target text

refers to a lake which will become the cultural capital of Europe.

The above translation indicates the importance of students' understanding of the

source text before starting their translations. In the above sentence, the choice of

one wrong equivalent negatively affected the meaning of the whole sentence.

Moreover, the student unacceptably omitted the English main verb

"undermining" in her translation.

Only two students translated the above English sentence using verbless

nominal Arabic sentences, as follows:

3.1.11.43 	 sUJ 4..re

—	 (3.13V (,.s 1A)	 C.P	 (.1-4.43j:31

One of the above students translated the English verb "is" acceptably as v-A .The

overall Arabic translation is unacceptable because of the student's choice of the

wrong equivalent 4-A-Ii3V 1 . The meaning provided for 	 in the al Mawrid

dictionary is as follows: 	 ;

One student translated "cliché's" by addition using semantic repetition, as

follows:	 kJ-Ca (cf. chapter 6, section 6.4.3 and chapter 7, section 7.4.2).



Four students decided to omit the English verb "undermining" from their

translations. This omission indicates that students found difficulty in translating it

into Arabic, as follows:

-	 14-?-3	 C:.^11	 C:).°	 (:).13V 4 1-4)	 °t4.-N.11 (:)c' A-k:L.641

•2008

- .148:11111iI	 411.34	 6.).1.3.411 cgib 	 bJ kUt	 (.ALL

.2008 A-La	 14_9_)P

c: -41 1.41.131.=.4 (:).A eb..)11.-1(Lxik.).4.11 J.3÷11) 	i 4141	 à JLi.41 

twit cri A4s:tr.3

- elc.	 jjiA.,4:11.11	 c)..3iu 2ii 6121.1.411	 S14=11 ‘4.4

• e 2008

The other three students translated the English word "undermining" in

various ways. Two students translated it as an Arabic adjective JA 	 added

the Arabic elements: ead-..	 -

The third student translated the English verb by the addition of the Arabic verb

in the following:

-	 J1rã 014..11 c).c. U14. s jSa i.A.d.4 u.4.)4i.11 j.16

•2008 :.n26

-	 A-4A-261.11 cr÷-:25 LA 1,03 	 i	 I	 3S41	 eat, 4.A

etx-11

Z41. .U21	 C:	 ^11 1-43 31.9Lz3' CJA 	 3%171.1-8-11	 CiA	 311

2008 el-11

Students' translations indicate that three of them understood the source text

relatively well but failed to render this understanding in a good Arabic style.

- 1-1.9JP "L..1a11111 Z4-.-.="31 . ^111-6:1131--N-4 DA eb-.)-.1	 ;3113.-'3 L111-61

•2008 e1-.31

- _4•j 	 14.11.91--N.4 cj.4 eL. j11-4 L.-L.:0+11	 OLLN.11 (jc. ZI .S.4411	 eaa cr4 041

eL2.11	 1-11).At



- ""tz. C: '	 (:)-4	 .4-4441 ti.)=LIAll	 B1—..3.--11 	 ;LIA"	 C.)413J431 e933

• 2008 Zi",

"... about life in the Highlands through its attempt to become the Cultural

Capital of Europe in 2008"

Students' translations were as follows:

- . 2008	 143.)..911 "41111 A-4,-.21-x-11 C:'	 	 CDA

- . 2008 rta	 14.9JP	 c:. ^11	 C).4 iaL,}4 CjiN 41.19 cFi

- . 2008	 149-.)-92 "Y3:1111 IL-42631 C-.6-°.33 14lJ	 J 11-2-4.)-411 61111°11 c S .14-N-11

- . 2008 A.1,, 4-a	 L3

•AsiViLi	 (j.4 ‘,6...)114 (2.:Z.)4.11 J341)	 4141 41 Sts_N31

c! . —1 21 Leilit_Nal (:).4 e6.).?	 csi

- . 2008 1-c- 14.9_.)_91	`L.01-111 11-4,-01-2-11 C.J9-Cal 	 CJAJiU 	. 61,13-411

"Highlands"

Three students acceptably transliterated "Highlands" as- 13-N,1.1-6-11 - i.	 -

.L3V 4411 . However, the meaning of "Highlands" is relatively transparent. As

Arab readers, it is easier for them to understand 1.4)..11 than . 2)1 4411. One of the

above students unprofessionally put two equivalents, as follows: .11%141-431-i

. The student's equivalent is unacceptable because of her

assumption that the "Highlands" are Ji-4 1 . her choice is directly related to her

translation of "Inverness" as s ..)÷,-.1 . The first wrong translation leads her to a

second wrong translation. This indicates the importance of understanding the

source text before translating any word in the target text. The other four students

provided explanations for "Highlands" rather than a direct equivalent, as follows:

A-21.)-4.11 (.5111-1-411	 117.1.144-11 L..ibla411	 YL-4I . 4.11-41 "hills" is not an appropriate

equivalent for "mountains" in the "Highlands". None of the students translated

"Highlands" as a cultural borrowing with an explanation (cf. Dickins et al 2002,

33-34). The previous translations were literal and did not indicate a specific area.

A possible acceptable cultural borrowing for "Highlands" plus explanation would

be 	 •l	 1.41.41 .131431	 Such a mention of Scotland enables readers to

realise that "Inverness" is part of Scotland.



".. to become the Cultural Capital of Europe..."

Students provided various acceptable translations, as follows:

- . 2008 ial-.31,,,,i1-.)/./.911114.1-2111"1-46'.°1-2.11C:'-'11

- . 2008 iztr-

- . 2008 A-L. 4-i 1-1.9..).9 .̀L.01:2111 LL6•21-21

- . 2008	 JL:.=

—	 ji	 ;49:Lit,

_ c.	 ‘.6.11 cri 	 :411:111

- . e 2008 et, L.u..)..31; Jul 7•41:1111 2 31 fill

"to become"

Students acceptably translated "to become" appropriately, as follows:

-	 L:)1 -	 ,DV	 c: . -11

"... the Cultural Capital of Europe.."

Six students' translations were acceptable, as follows:

- 143 j iv Z.191:2.11. 	1.11131s,tii	 ii	 I Lwiti

twiti

Although "cultural" has the two equivalents 	 the collocation

is more common than ;,...)1.-1111-c-.1-01.

One student translated "the Cultural Capital of Europe" to some extent

unacceptably as 1-..19..)9/	 `41-13 -4-n-=.1-a. The above sentence means that "Inverness"

wants to be one of a number of "Cultural Capitals" in Europe and not the

"Cultural Capital of Europe" in 2008 . The student should have modified it as

:14.auLl

One of the above students acceptably used a classifier for "Europe" as follows:

jLil :i4s. .11111 tu..26.1 I

Three students ignored the translation of the English definite and four students

rendered the definiteness in their translations. The omission of definiteness is

acceptable in this context.

"in 2008"

All students acceptably used classifiers for "2008". The use of the classifier

is more common than the use of the classifers	 -	 . twe students
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translated this using Indian numerals as .c.. ft . Pvt students rendered the year

using Arabic numerals (i.e. the form standardly used in Europe and the Maghreb)

as "2008". Due to the fact that Indian numerals are the standard form of numerals

used in Palestine, it is better to use them to facilitate target readers' understanding

(cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.10 and chapter 7, section 7.2.10).

None of the students modified the source text and translated it along the

following lines, as follows:

4.ria	 d LV-zal 2008	 LLUP ;L:1-a '11.11 "WI	 C.JV U .1 .43_):13/ 1-C1:1-14

1  .,11< ..11 JL4. LL J.4	 4z.11 Ür. li.x5L111 "auLLII

"The Highlands still struggle against some central belt perceptions that

culture stops north of Perth"

Students provided various translations, as follows:

_ J,L).	 j:r3 Zaustli (DI Lrla 	 4:111 '4435 j..11	 sti.4.11 0:=4	 Al)ls.1411 J151 j
-	 J1-4,1 vi L:21:61111	 0:ax.4	 *t.11_) LA ( .3.11V 4LA)

C.)S2.4	 .L1L—ffi UL/311	 s.1.4.1.1	 LL:ar3J153 Z.11.).431 d1.1.1.431

duzgli

- (Jt	 i :61.1111	 L5:111J1 is3z31 L:_11.51..)J LyCix.4 .1.6;* jLd j15)	 .disis?-11 3.1=1.141ii

LJ

- e.4141_9.41	 j2-411	 Lida oCur-4	 C2A113 (:lx-ili .)411 J341)	 60.4

_ JL4 ,-.14.11 .4111 j	 ;y_..4.)11 estel_1411	 4,41 Ji J1..)

.1-1G Lja.i jr14A1 I jT	 1_9.411 Ly�a-e.4 	 j Zau.4.11 L bU.Qit j

J1_4,111

Four students connected this sentence with the previous sentence. Two

students used the common Arabic connector j and the other two used , which

indicates some sort of consequence. Such connection between the two sentences

reflects the fact that Arabic tends to connect sentences more frequently than

English (cf. chapter 5, section 5.13, chapter 6, section 6.2.2 and chapter 7, section

7.2.2).
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In addition, two students started their translations by using DU -	 , as

follows:

_	 Lci L:tz	 cjt.4	 J.4.11	 1.4 (illY Liu) Üti

- e,paLi.411 01.10	 jx..411	 e...).41_1411	 al	 4.1 j L4 (;6.11..).011 j3111) 1.1‘1 ctAd

U44 (JAW cci

The use of DU is not acceptable in this context because the student also started

the translation of the first sentence by using C.A. The use of D) by the second

student here is more acceptable than its use by the first because the second

student did not start her first sentence using DJ (cf. chapter 5, section 5.4.1,

chapter 6, section 6.2.4 and chapter 7, section 7.2.4).

Three students followed the SV word order of the English sentence and

started their translation using the target text equivalent of the "Highlands".

_	 s A3 JI__C4t 1 0 0.A4	 *A.,11̂ .).4.11	 411

J1_4.,111

_ JL4_,1 Lri ;61111 Laila	 1.);=.4	 JL-m1 JI53

- AlaL 9	cji	 i vali 1,4411 iyhu...11	 al.) La A.xiii.4.11 311.1411 j

JLth

Two students also used a nominal sentence adding C) to be more acceptable for

target Arabic readers. In fact, the use of c.)! provides a weak Arabic style with

Ji _31-4 in the same sentence, as follows:

_	 JUL-	 Lail" 'Ai 'ILI cjt4 ;435 j.4.11	 0:cv.,,	 (L:111.31-4	 citA)

_ eot Li411 o1.A ,Aiy_411	 1...%1_1411	 vi j 1-4 (j 	 j...)111)

(LI jsi	 4a1I

Only two students changed the English word order to suit the Arabic stylistic

preference for verbal sentences and started their translations by J.3 1-4 - c.1153

- ,L3	 :Aka	 0.1=.	 ;05.)..41 (..40A1.31 01.4	J153

_ J	 )1 r.paLiAll	 L.) jL.:z14

"The Highlands still struggle against some ..."

All students provided acceptable translations, as follows:

_	 t	 J153 j
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-	 Lo C3.11'1 41.49

- L);=.1	 jI51 :n....4).411 61ili411

- L.).;=t24	 (.11_35	 *A4.4.?-11

tl	 4...4 -call .) L4 (2-XiAD j341)	 41-4

16:Ci	 (.31,3 L4

L.):COL4	 J.6.=1.1.3 .C.11 ...) L4 ZL4 .›411 31=11411 j

"The Highlands"

All students were consistent in their translations and translated "Highlands"

as they did in the first sentence of the text, as follows:

.1•43.14.11_	 _ 31IV 41..4

J.411 61=1_1411_ L._11_,.41	 4.L J iI J.341 _ 41.441 SzliAll

Only one student translated "the Highlands" by addition as ‘,31-,-;.4-11 C.ALui to suit

the Arabic meaning that it is people in the Highlands who struggle. This

translation is acceptable because it conveyes the meaning intended in the source

text.

"Struggle"

Students provided two equivalents for "struggle": J--15 -	 In this

context, t	 is better than J-,-;.111 . The use of J-.-:.125 is related more to political

issues in Arabic. In contrast, t	 is acceptable for both political and non-

political issues. Only one student acceptably translated the English verb by using

the Arabic prepositional phrase	 i.

" .. central belt perceptions ..."

Students' translations were as follows:

- LZi=1 (DI L,In.	 ;k4_35. j..11 e#6u.411

- L.J	 cri L2 :t.itt11	 A.L35.)..11

- J1-4.2 vi	 cji j.i.4."-1 ;4411 ..)1SiCil

- JUL' Leaill	 vall j —kiln:1431 va

- (31_4201 .11c. L.:0111- ;111:111 	,..51)	 s4.4.11 e4.A11411

-	 (044. Li431 DaA	 e...A11411

- uo+.1	 -11111 Luic	 coil 44)1	 .).)1



Five students rendered "perceptions" acceptably as LSiI - 	 . Only two

students translated it unacceptably implying sudden realisation as

"comments" and c--11-s1.).)1 "perceptions". None of the students translated "central

belt" correctly due to their lack of cultural and geographical background about

both Scotland and England.

To overcome their lack of understanding of the source text, students adopted

a number of techniques, as follows:

Some translated the source text literally and produced vague Arabic translations,

as follows:

_LJJ J 4.111 ro3u411

- J,34 dlx,..1	 ;6=1

Some chose to translate the English adjective "central" and omitted the English

noun "belt" in their translations, as follows:

_	 Ju.,1	 Ls1c.	 2t4.3S	 e..4/411:31

_ J,L? cit...t	 Liu-	 cjlq 4.JJSJA	 6J

- 4.5 	 LU	 I j

•

	.32,	 AIL:La 4..ci 	 estali.411

Some chose to translate the English noun "belt" as an Arabic adjective meaning

"restricted" and omitted the English adjective "central" in their translations, as

follows:

_ duall	 3.15 am Di	 s

_	 Llisn	 L.,.1)	 4.:111 sA+1411

"..that culture stops north of Perth"

Students' translations were as follows:

_ 

• 

3-4,1	 4111 cji	 .e.p311.411

- 

• 

J1-4,1 42.11 LA _AIJt j	4.4)1 e..g.bui

_ LL2	 ato Lsm 	 1,414.11 e4A,11.1

_	 U 	 4:2 e1ablira OA ;Ai 	 LII eiatsiA11

-	 J,L.1 (31-4,1 cri ;611111 1.1Q.I 	 4.i11 A.4.43.)11 e.:}%.31 c151 j.11

Two students ignored the translation of this phrase. Four students acceptably

translated "that" as L.) . Three students translated it less acceptably as v:11 because

they mistook "that" in the English source text for a relative pronoun. In fact,



"that" in this context is a complementizer introducing a clause which functions as

a noun (noun-phrase clause).

"...culture stops north of Perth"

Two students unacceptably omitted "Perth" from their translations, as

follows:

Zir.1111	 s4.411

-JitAlta L:ji L,11	 4.:111 s

"Perth" is considered part of the basic information in the text and should not be

omitted.

Only two students successfully rendered the meaning intended in the source text,

as follows:

-	 JL4,1	 atilt	 0,21.

- a	 LIU& ligiaLt	 j -.41121411 4-i 4,..../A)11 Iftteeli.411

The other three students failed to render the meaning intended in the source text,

as follows:

_ J,L.? (1.1	 ZRZill 014 Z.4_35.)411

- L	 JL4 vi Lit	 o".A	 j2-4D 4.LiesAli.411

- L)4..),L). (IA.&	 4:111 '4A.A.j11 ta_j_J ,:J111 J.11

It is not acceptable in Arabic to say	 u.J - L 1:a:s11 1 . The translation goes on

inaccurately L.A.):.14	 ‘,„-ka 44)1 e 3.31 .

"Perth"

Three students provided an acceptable transliteration for "Perth" as Ltu-..4 .

Two students provided less acceptable transliterations such as 	 -	 .

These are not as good as	 because they are less accurate phonetically than

None of the students translated the above sentence adding explanatory

cultural and geographical information for the whole text, along the following

lines:

;Lea_c11	 3.-61_14/1	 2s61-,111 e4tbli.4.11 jr..)LLay. I  );11‹..il JL4,1 cj..211.).0 	JI .3,s V

e.J" _}.44 :LIzl.a.a 0-4 (.1.3_20	 ALIA Liu?) 4314 I ,;11‹ 	 u jj÷	 :1-41. 631 kLILLJI



8.2.2 Therapy lifeline for learning difficulty parents

Losing a child to the care system is a devastating experience for any parent.

When you have a learning difficulty and becoming a parent has re-ignited painful

memories of childhood abuse, the trauma intensifies.

The Title:

Two students ignored the translation of the title. Only one student translated

it accurately, as follows:

-	 a3.1 00U

Another student translated part of the meaning intended in the source text, as

follows:

- C.)4 1 .511 Lai	 (-1�1-LA'

The above student unacceptably omitted "learning difficulty" and only translated

"parents". She also translated "Therapy", and unacceptably omitted "life line".

The other three students did not understand the intended meaning in the source

sentence. Thus, they failed to render this accurately in Arabic, as follows:

1+1 uA JSUA

C-114.9.14.41 DA (:).!^1.1-All y 1.4\ 1 C:12.11 s14:111 L14.a.

_ s3,3t17 1 4.?.1 3:3 v:311 LJJ k3ist4.111 LJ.. ja, 0611

The title includes a lexicalised metaphor "life-line" which describes the

support offered to "learning difficulty parents". Students' translations indicate that

the higher the proportion of figurative language, the greater the students'

misunderstanding. Non-figurative language is easier for students to translate

accurately. The difficulty involved in figurative language such as metaphors

increases when the source-language metaphor is not used in the target language

(cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.13 and chapter 7, section 7.2.13). In addition, the more

the source culture differs from the target culture, the more students tend to

misunderstand the source text and translate unacceptably. None of the students

rendered the English metaphor into a standard Arabic usage, such as: - 	 01-01

....94-11 06.31



The Text:

"Losing a child to the care system is a devastating experience for any

parent"

One student ignored the translation of the text as they did the translation of

the title. Other students' translations were as follows:

-

- c):4 1 3 	 :k-. 11-.1 	 Z.U7N5 °J.91.1 .11271. 	 J4	 du=3,

- is	 sj9J 41.01 r116 ‘,4,44 LJiL

- A74-}	 .))=.	 a,..341 4A'	 C.ggi

- Lca1	 j+1 ;n,31.z.)11	 (j)

- 111	 va

Four students started their translations by using L), which is acceptable to

emphasize the importance of the first sentence of the text (cf. chapter 6, section

6.2.4 and chapter 7, section 7.2.4).

Only one student started her translation using an Arabic verbal sentence, as

follows:

_ ji	 zu,5	 eth..11 cjila ds-s6

Another student translated the English sentence literally without any modification,

as follows:

- 4.a	 cr.L.=1 dill 41 DISii

"Losing a child"

Four students rendered the indefiniteness in their translations, as follows:

J- d.----J-id. . The use of JiL 4.5 1 is better than the use of JiL in this

context. One of the above students translated "losing" unacceptably as "putting"

in the sentence. "Losing" indicates that the "care system" took the child from the

"parents". On the other hand, "putting" indicates that the "parents" put the child

in the "care system". The fact that the care system in Palestine does not have the

authority to take children from their parents is probably the motive behind this

change (cf. chapter 4, section 4.2), as in the following:

-	 1IJ4-L11.1 413z	 LlatIt :41= -31 .3S->4 vi (-41'11 t-612-, (D)

-	 `111-.P5 .54 JILL CJI-114

- cj,3.111 .3	 s„.,&.1:y.t6.31
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None of the students changed "losing to the care-system" to "the care-

system taking" in Arabic to make it easier to understand, e.g.:

014N-1A-41.:9.4A-u?:i Jilt] 2 4.a1-4:1 171 :4-c. _)11 el-J=6 a&I

"to the care system"

Students' translations were as follows:

_	 (J0=11 ()LAB-

- jakIl .:41&)1 .3� .).4	 Ji)=31 t"°-9 (3

_ 2U.31	 DISai

_	 )13	 ta4	 4,311;k4.),:.1 ytt 3:11. daii

_	 (Jib Di sgi

_	 LIU. 41 DI Ali

Only three students translated "care system" to some extent acceptably as

_Iii. The above translations would be more acceptable if students added

11-epl-z4 I or modified this by using the term used in Palestine :4-.P 1-414 1 L:J.J.)-4.11 el-1=3

One student translated "care-system" acceptably as .4,1.1-6-11	 . This is relatively

acceptable because it renders the meaning intended in the source text.

Two students translated "system" unacceptably as j .s..).4 , as follows:

- (.31131	 . The above translations are also unacceptable

because they limit the care system to childhood.

"is a devastating experience"

Students' translations were as follows:

_ ji	 .L5 V s	 Llabl

- p?..131 .(11 4 31.1 	 2J1. j 	 jA 
(-10-11	 3s.›.Ji1I

_	 4. II 1, J.4.1.3 71 .)41'41...11 (.113

- 4a.) 1-1;3 .)=6 4-a	 k"	 JA	 DISgs-

- j 4 1 Lsal	 el.1,11 jib plaii

- (j413	 Zu?:i 4..A j11.11 4c .)11 :Ay3L3 diia

Four students translated the copular structure acceptably using a pronoun of

seperation 4-its - yt (cf. Dickins and Watson 1999, 383).
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Two students translated this as bJJ	 -	 One of the above students

combined the two acceptable equivalents, j-1:129.	 , and the pronoun of seperation

to give the sense of "is" in her translation, as follows:

-	 2Z 	 .›.c.y.	 diLD 241-aJ	 3i1lt

One student acceptably translated the English copular structure using a verbless

nominal sentence in Arabic, as follows:

_	 2..4.11 etiLl	 d

One of the students used a semantically light verb, e.g. j4, 	 , c.).3--05 or

C.).3-c?. (cf. Dicicins and Watson 1999, 21-22) as follows:

...s	 eth,.11 Ji1=11

"a devastating experience"

Students' translations were as follows:

SJA	 J- A÷.11.	 -S.):1;• -

One student unacceptably chose the equivalent sj-* instead of A-.1..*1 in this

context. Another student acceptably translated "devastating" by addition using the

semantic repetition 4.13z ;1-,L.ua . All the Arabic adjectives that have been used were

strong enough to render the meaning intended in the source text (cf. chapter 6,

section 6.4.3 and chapter 7, section 7.4.2).

"for any parent"

Five translations were acceptable, as follows:

-	 .L.A7 -	 j1 :t÷j1-.1 -

-	 CJ:)..341

Only one student unacceptably limited her translation to fathers and not mothers,

as follows: all., çI (S.

"When you have a learning difficulty and becoming a parent has re-ignited

painful memories of childhood abuse, the trauma intensifies".

Students' translations were as follows:

_ dA.24 bLA...4129.4	 cjA

1•)	 jitb.11

Ju.Ji .L44

-	 A4,11.4	 JS:5	 ()Li 1.41T:L11 vi 	 cj.364.	 cjiS,1 1.4.1.1X1



_ eU J_A.11:4_146,4 	 4A j..a 4Ac:11_?...A:1 al 	 j ;i45".c, c.).4	 tAak.

_ eitn ZI_C.,1431 	 :L.4) k:4_)51 ,J113	 el if yi cr.s.d3	 j

- A:4U= 4-i c2J.31.5

	

	 j•Ai	 DA.

ZIAlx_41, 0 1.1 c:›.4

-	 ;n-146-411	 A_.413.4LtJ yS/1	 Lisu4 c.).4 v:11_12, Uaixi

_1_01.11

One student ignored the translation of this sentence.

Five students connected this sentence with the previous sentence. Two students

used the common Arabic connector and three students used ‘-'§ (cf. chapter 6,

section 6.2.2 and chapter 7, section 7.2.2).

All students followed the general English word order and started their translation

by the use of /-41.1C" •

"When you have a learning difficulty"

One student ignored the translation of the above phrase, as follows:

_	 .,511.)	 ei ji yi

Three students translated this phrase and conveyed the intended meaning in the

source text, as follows:

4.1!

e41.:111 .LrA J51-14 1:›.4 cp36:J• L4.1.1zi

jX-03 e1116	 ciA t.41.1c.

One of the above students translated "parent" as It is unacceptable to translate

"parent" yi as "father" only. "Parent" in English includes both father and mother.

One of the above students acceptably used semantic repetition, as follows: L4`LiZ'

`6...)" e:ki Z.1.92-'-° A Y1 C.J.A.

Two students misunderstood the source text and translated this

unacceptably, as follows:

-	 LISL.14 &.4	 4.11:135,1 1.0163

_	 j	 (DA	 Lo.lit.

The above translations are unacceptable. One of the students considered the "son"

and not the "parent" to suffer from learning difficulties. The other student

considered "the father" to be learning from a difficulty and not suffering from it.
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... have learning difficulties"

Students' translations were as follows:

4.1.1	 rt.!...!1-1	 ‘.511 _	 iiI vi	 A.laz

	  cs3 j51_,:14 (DA	 _	 (jaa.4 (D.. 412:I

Three students translated "have" as LIU -	 - 4.i. The use of 4.1-1

is better than the use of Ai - . It is more appropriate in Arabic when

talking about abstract possession to use 4.0 . Another two students translated

"have" acceptably using the Arabic verb L2• Only one student ignored "have"

in her translation unacceptably translating the whole phrase, as follows:

-	 (:).o cabal

Only two students chose the idiomatic Arabic equivalent 4.-..11.5	 .

One of the students rendered the plural in the source text "difficulties" into a

singular in the Arabic (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.8 and chapter 7, section

7.2.8). It is worth mentioning that a number of students tend to change the

singular in the English text into plural in Arabic if it is positive. On the other

hand, they tend to render the plural in the English text into singular in Arabic if it

is negative like the above example.

Two students translated "learning difficulties" to some extent acceptably as

One student translated "difficulties" and ignored the translation of the adjective

"learning" , as follows:

".. and becoming a parent"

Students provided various translations, as follows:

_ L	 j

- 4+11	 LÜti t44141	 j.sul.4 6.4 v.iLit,1 Ji 4.al

_	 j

_	 1. j ei

_	 j 4lzi	 4,11

- LsaI	 1.41	 j	 j5L14	 v:11,21 1.4.1.61.1a



Although five of the above students relayed the intended meaning of the

source text, they rendered it in a weak Arabic style, such as:

_ l,-11	 .r4106	 UT (DA. 1-4.11C.

"becoming"

Five students rendered "becoming" as 	 Only one student translated it

unacceptably, as follows:

-	 k3	 ,,N1 instead of 1-.51 cc-.1.6a9 .

"a parent"

	Only one student rendered this correctly as r i 	. Other students referred

only to the father, as follows: I-.11 -	 -	 - J.

".. has re-ignited painful memories of childhood abuse"

Students' translations were as follows:

_ ;LI ji.1.11 L4 Sc.L :411.4. 	 4J yi

- 03—	 L74t1	 cji JS" C>4	 4:11 ass:l

J1121 Z1.4t.x.4

_ A.1_411 Allita,	 01..) '44a ji..3 ZAI).4 caL).C.1 4.1 all j	 ;45st	 &.4

- j1..thiS/1	 L:).4	 c.:14iS3 A.; .44 j	 cr÷ci.1	 j

- S.L.1 j JULJ1 ;WU-4 41,4 Ci-411 9ii	 j517.1	 Lit ct+ct5 j

4.1,141 j

- ;13_431 Lgi :1141.A...111 	 :1-4329.4 LDS.)L	 i cr.4,.=9. 141	 j

"has re-ignited"

Five students translated this as cL.L.-.Y.	 _Az

Only two students translated it acceptably as ,A1-13 41. - 	 . The other

three students translated it unacceptably as	 . The meaning of

contradicts the meaning of "re-ignited".	 has the meaning that these

memories are new and not from childhood as indicated by the meaning of

"re-ignited". One student ignored the English verb in her translation by using 4-1

as follows: 11-1..41 "1-1-41-,-4 141.4 L:i= 444' 9 "t-419.° .11-.1_,S:1 43	 CL.L'-'1'5	 .



"painful memories"

All students translated "painful memories acceptably, as follows:

4A.;14 J LJUJ 1146:13-4 "k43 . A C.-117.1.)S3

U:54	 - A-J3-411	 - A I-1 111141A. 4L1.171._)SI -

Two students combined the translation of "re-ignited" and "painful memories", as

follows: A-,,AJ14 3 3-41:94	 3 11-41,:y3LiJ

Two students translated "painful memories" literally and acceptably as ',LA:,..)53-11

. One student translated this less literally but acceptably as

Although painful memories are strong, it is better to translate "painful" literally as

. Five students translated "painful memories" using an Arabic indefinite.

One student used an Arabic definite to indicate that these memories are from the

known past.

" .. of childhood abuse"

Students' translations were as follows:

- (..4141	 J., 	 _ JJjkiii UAL. soL.41 (:)=.

s.1.1 3JWA.141.2L4 Sol_q -	 U.41.2.411	 C)=.

All students translated "abuse" acceptably, as'A-1A 1-x-411 41,4 - LazAil øy..

Only one person translated "childhood abuse", as 2-Iii1.11 vi A-Lax-411

The other five students translated it unacceptably in this context considering

"childhood" as "children". Even those who translated "childhood" as had

weak translations because the overall meaning is general and not specific. One

student translated "abuse" correctly as A-lax-4 41-4. But she limited "childhood

abuse" to "severe physical abuse" c.p-41 jjlt 	 j. One of the above students

misunderstood the source text and related the abuse to other children, as follows:

_	 J Lit-ilotY I Zi46-4 1.14 (D-4 -0111.4 cri c:LitS ,41111	 c1,3_411	 cc+,..2:3* j

"the trauma intensifies"

Students' translations were as follows:

- JW ZIAI-2-4 0 .1- CP A 1-.1	 c:-)17)3� :1

j	 s.1.1



-	 A-1.46-411	 (:).=	 k-At I	 1.41
J	 jsu..4 (.5A 	 Loimi

;LI ji.).11

_ A.A.L.=11 j:i:1J	 1'44	 A.1.46-4 41.4 cyc.

_	 *A-1_411 :i146LA oy-4

-	 ,JUL1 A.146-4	 Cya

Although "the trauma intensifies" is the main clause in the English sentence,

three students omitted it in their translations. This indicates the importance of

proof—reading as an important technique to improve students' translations (cf.

chapter 6, section 6.1.3 and chapter 7, section 7.1.3).

As a result of students' omission, the three Arabic sentences were weak and did

not convey the meaning intended in the source text.

Three students translate the main clause as tjal :t1"411	 (sjii	 euti

. Two of the above students translated it acceptably, as 	 :L41,-..11

It is relatively unacceptable to translate "trauma", as A-15-4A "problem"

because "trauma" is stronger than "problem". It is worth mentioning that

"trauma" is psychological rather than physical. None of the students rendered this

and translated it as :4-1111

8.2.3 Government in a Jam over Preserved Rights

Since the Labour Party was returned to power in June, it has wasted no time

outlining plans to deliver on its manifesto pledge to make voluntary and

community organizations "key to Labour's vision of Britain".

The Title:

Three students ignored the translation of the title. The other four students

translated it, as follows:

_ 

▪ 

6 DU.?JJ

_ 6.311_,.11	 ;LA JSA.11

- 

▪ 

jji J	 jcri .3L,31

- 

▪ 

jjL ci3.1.31



The title of this text is a good example of a pun. The title includes two main

words related to each others "jam" and "preserved". Students' translations

indicate that they failed to render the punning aspect in Arabic or even see it in

the source text. As a result, three students did their best to translate the title

literally but failed to produce a good title in Arabic (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.14

and chapter 7, section 7.2.14). Their translations indicate that they did not

understand the source text properly. Only one student understood the intended

meaning in the source text and translated it some extent acceptably, as follows:

-	 j,iJ DUI? "J9 11-495.

Three students translated "government" acceptably as 	 . Only one student

translated it unacceptably as 4-,3 1 i.116 •

Only one student translated the intended meaning of "jam" in the source text as

Jjj. The other three students translated "jam" unacceptably as

-	 i.e. they translated the wrong meaning of "jam" in English

(a problem of polysemy in translation: cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.16 and chapter 7,

section 7.2.16). Only two students translated "over" acceptably as	 -

The use of C.M.1 is better than the use of

Three students translated "preserved rights" literally and to some extent

acceptably as :LI	 (19-1-,31 . The other student omitted "preserved" in her

translation and translated "preserved rights" as 3 . None of the above

students modified her translation to be more acceptable in Arabic and translated

"preserved rights" as Z.) _9:1411 Liii-N31 "hereditary rights".

The Text:

"Since the Labour Party was returned to power in June, it has wasted no

time outlining plans to deliver on its manifesto pledge to make voluntary and

community organizations "key to labour's vision of Britain"

Students' translations were as follows:

_ 1.14.n ç i 	 i	 1(Lib	 ;i1-1-11 d.4.31	 .;ial	 .1.1.4

1113.1.)1 Chla .9.45 "4=31111 _9 II.!".".'"‘I .cltA."31 (-12÷1

—	 1.4.34.1	 L9-3i JLA2.11 L,33.% .51.a Di ILI

.643119J-1	 (-31-4.L11	 ;IA)	 L4.4) 
AS.)"	 CLIA" JAL' 4-4"..)11



_ (.1.÷1Du„;..1 A44.1 	 km j.L3j ULU! L5.11J.JIsa 114

.1÷.11.1y_x.? J1-4.,.11_JA.31 (,..13= ;a) tia.4.11 ‘.6.16 Asc...,LLII

Lr.11	 c.)v	 	 -,11.-3-& 4.0 J .1415	 J1-31 ‘,13. 	.11A

.(1411.19.,4 ‘,01 	 L) 2.Ji kflt..51 c1.41,1. LA.,.

_	 c.,41 .1�.1	 czi, 4 1 	 Za..) jg-41 4-1 4.115.4	 .114

.0-..614341 C-4-/-11

_	 114

(..rU)	 4J	 LL4Li4 LL.4.1.... 4 .111 cete4u21

	  (Ji DA. 	 ;L11,21Li.114

LL

"Since the Labour Party was returned to power in June"

All students acceptably started their translation by using -1:1A-- DI .114.

"Labour Party"

All students' translations were acceptable, as follows:LP- A.31	-

. The standard translation of "Labour Party" (i.e. the British party) is JI-42.11

"was returned"

Only one student rendered the passive in her translation, as follows:

. The other six students translated it as follows:	 p -1-1A -

- .3÷,) . Three students translated the English passive "was returned" by using

two acceptable Arabic verbal nouns - 1.1j-C• . Three students translated the

English passive by using the Arabic active perfect verb -51-c- . It is better to render

the passive in the source text by using an Arabic passive to indicate that it was the

British people who returned the Labour Party to power (cf. chapter 5, section

5.2.5, chapter 6, section 6.2.3 and chapter 7, section 7.2.3).

"to power"

Six translations were acceptable, as follows:'ALI -IL ,I) -	 L,-1) 4.11

:+ 1-1 • Only one student translated "to power" unacceptably as 4:13114 . This

last Arabic equivalent does not necessary mean that the Labour Party returned to

power.



"in June"

Five students provided acceptable translations, as follows: Jis-.1 -

-	 -	 . Two students provided less acceptable translations which

reflect colloquial usage in Arabic (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.19 and chapter 7,

section 7.2.19), as follows: 	 cri-6	 .5i.

Students' translations indicate students' preference for literal translation.

None of the students modified their translation to improve the style, as in the

following: LI -11 495 9 9:3-:19:.1 	 (41 L/A2-11 	 ‘7".-.61 Szl-ai

"it has wasted no time"

Five students omitted an Arabic pronoun equivalent of "it" from their

translations, for example: LL3-ij 	 J4-.1ã	 JI-.11	 .11-a 114 .

Only two students translated "it" using a pronoun, in both cases suffixed to the

emphatic particle d, for example: 4 i t:L.-=9. ei ki 4..) 1..3 LLU (-1-42-11 (,-13-% 4)=.1 (.)

LJ

All students rendered the negation "no time" acceptably by using J. All

students acceptably rendered the English perfect tense "has wasted" by using the

Arabic jussive following (the equivalent of the pefect with positive sentences),

as follows:

	 ILL&	 -	 c_Ai	 el

ts..,:=1.;	 -

As the above translations show, only three students rendered the intended

meaning of the source text, as follows:

_ 	 _ 4.11 c)64.1. c.-A,	 t4-;.9.

The other three students translated this unacceptably giving the sense that the

Labour Party had no time to make plans, as follows:

_ Liza cr_,.:0	 .1.T,J. 1.1 -

Another student translated this phrase unacceptably giving the sense that the

Labour Party no longer wanted to lose plans instead of time, as follows: j.45

. Students' translations indicate their preference for literal

translation. None of the above students modified the Arabic translation, to make it

more idiomatic along the following lines: 4:g., jI
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"outlining plans"

One student ignored this in her translation as follows: ae-‘:1.3'. L'.)14 ',Lg.)

. Another students unacceptably limited plans to time plans, as follows:

Ls1.4.3 	 41J.4*-3.a.,). . The other five students translated it acceptably, as:

_ .1.1.&31

"to deliver on its manifesto pledge"

Students' translations were as follows:

LAILLAII	 431.1.?	 eSial

1.A1114	 3 L 4.41

LA

k1 	 J c)-..191	(.51.43.

L.J1-411.1.0 (1.4x4	 4-44.J1 c).41 JL

- j...1&11 tr.A	  J. 	 cjA*j	 j Lifi j c3

-	 :4-444

"to deliver on"

Two students ignored the translation of the English verb unacceptably, as

follows:

-	 jl	 tab

-	 32+1 C.J"il 	 (DA

Four students translated the English verb "deliver" using Arabic verbs, as follows:

14.5 LP' .144(.51 e	 .1441 45-.54	 — -	 9 1-64 44.

One student translated the English verb "deliver" in a grammatically acceptable

way by using the Arabic verbal noun (.31--.9.) , as follows: 4-4A t 1I JL.

Only two students translated the meaning intended in the source text

acceptably. One student translated it as ceo ll	u.

The other student translated the English verb "to deliver on" to some extent

acceptably as the Arabic noun J":3.1 , in the following:-443. Li.:111

• Two students translated "deliver" literally, failing to understand the meaning of

the phrasal verb "deliver on", and accordingly providing a translation along the
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lines	 b '421 c—iU . Five students failed to render the intended meaning of

the source text, as follows:

Three students considered the aim of the plans be to announce the manifesto

pledge instead of being a way to achieve it, as follows:

1431_,y

1A.Npi

.(L11 ^ 1" ;41 rA.EJJ D17.341	D1141...

Two of the above students considered the "plans" to be the "manifesto pledge"

instead of being a way to achieve the "manifesto pledge", as follows:

- c_11,1;,1-111	 DL.4.,:=11 	 A Lli

J.1.4 01-4,-*=.11 24V-1,14	 Jals&

manifesto"

Four students rendered "manifesto" acceptably, as:

	  3.÷1 1425 i+4,1

j.4.3	 1.4t4c 4;14,4 4,4

	  da2-4 4-44A.)	 4.1.1 ci.1241.

cLlula...14-24.. 4 .111 ,,,4-31

Three students unacceptably omitted "manifesto" in their translations, as follows:

1.4.13.4 0.4,11.1	 ‘51) LL

- C:JLA.,.o ."9.411 J	 l.4..:311 Aq1.14.1 0A- .1.1.&	 csi

cjt.,.;:331

"pledge"

All students acceptably rendered "pledge" in their translations, as:

1 4s-z- *AI - Lit"Ite 4°4) -	 —	 . None of the students translated

"to deliver on its manifesto pledge", e.g.: 	 k 	 64.54 (01.34. . This translation

gives the sense of "deliver on" meaning "fulfil".

"to make voluntary and community organizations"

Students' translations were as follows:

- 14. 1t-L.u4JAa J .;41) C.6-1=	 ; 71..c. ..4.11	 ^11 4.LA-4"/ L/24.1

(-31-4,31-(3.00-11	 Ctii-411 co-4 117F-9121 9 4...):.1%31 (L11-.)-4.11 3.41

-	
i JLi1 "Y.1) i.„1-4.) 14.)-4 ) ZS..)11.4A-..).)41&.1,'LL,L14 L1.40
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_	 LIL...11	 cta4) J14iLl j	 c_ItAla4 04111

-	 cit4x-11	 •Ui.°)	 (1.1-A1";^11

- .(1÷).1-1=9J4 ‘51 
JL	 oal-J) ;Y:a1-4.	 1171...)14:1&1 ‘:-11-43;:" 342-.1

- .4164	 jAvil

"to make"

All students rendered the English infinitive by using various Arabic verbal

noun forms, as follows: (1,4— (1 3 — . Only three students used the

best alternative in this context c..1-.4 . Other equivalents are not acceptable. "Make

organizations" does not mean establishing them in this context LAL.,. . In

addition, t-41.3.4 J-4.. gives the meaning of establishing them in Arabic. Those

who used the equivalent JAaprovided weak Arabic translations, as follows:

_ .C411_10:3341	 j	 J.4,4

- .(1-.13119.›.)	 cl-42-11	uxU) kic.1-‹+	 cj-4.113A

_	 ‘43= Z.41)1 4.4S j 11.14 ) .51.14

"voluntary"

Only one student translated "voluntary" correctly as Ap..9.65, this being the

Arabic equivalent for "voluntary" in Palestine. Two other students translated it

unacceptably as	 . Two students translated it unacceptably, as

"charity organizations". This is not an equivalent of voluntary organizations.

Charity organizations may include voluntary and paid work. One of the above

students translated "voluntary", providing two unacceptable equivalents: cj-.....:9-411

. Three students translated "voluntary" literally and unacceptably

as	 ThisThis is not a common usage in Palestine.

"community organizations"

Two students unacceptably omitted "community" from their translations, as

follows:

-	 i (.14.-11	 claw cr4 11 4 c:-.11°1"1

-	 JL4JJ.J	 )	 A4c'..41.11 114...):1&31 CLA-u":9AD J24

Five students translated "community organizations", as follows:

	 	 *A4c.L.4 	2
	

c•IAJL:14	 '401_%:31	 ;i5.)-12.6.3* 1.:11.AL.14

The best translation for "community" is Z..12-4N-4. The second best alternative is
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Social organizations are not necessarily community organizations.

The other three equivalents A4=.1-4,	 ,L)1-41,3-4 :L551,14 ,=11-41,14

are not acceptable in this context.

"organizations"

Six students translated "organizations" as 	 . Only one student

translated it as	 Although both equivalents are acceptable,	 is more

common than ,L11-.1,14 in a social context.

"key to Labour's vision of Britain"

"key to"

Four students translated the metaphor literally in Arabic using the equivalent

as a metaphor in Arabic. This equivalent is to some extent acceptable

because Arabic has the same metaphor (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.13 and chapter

7, section 7.2.13). Three students translated it as u-41-J— cD1 ..9-1c- --v-"95..)1.. The

three alternatives	 4-":1:1J 1 44 - d..9-1c. are better than the equivalent Ui4. The

use of "key" is metaphorical and it indicates that something is vital. These three

equivalents convey the meaning intended in the source text.

"Labour's vision of Britain"

Students' translations were as follows:

- 1414)4 viJAJI L	 1-k-.13)

- .(4.314,>)	 J1-4A-D	 A70) 11.1A)

- .( 14314.›.1 	 J1-4.2-11 117.0.) c1114)

- .(143119J40 (31-4*-11 24).)1 tau)

- .0+114.J.)	 Ju2-11 "LA) uxt-J)

-	 csj J-42-11 Lctli.431

_ .143141.	 1.4.).)1 la-11 cp-A

"Labour's vision"

All students translated "Labour's vision" acceptably, as follows:

JAA-11Lj 4L J-421 ‘,3_3. ;k-.129) — JuR-11 A-.13.)1—J1-4A-11

None of the students modified it in Arabic to make it clearer, e.g.:

14. 1119.)41A .! 1 :" .-11 (-14x-11	 LiJA-h471
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"of Britain"

Only one student rendered the meaning intended in the source text and

translated "of Britain" acceptably as 1,614.1.)41 . Six students translated it

unacceptably, as 1411-6:u44 - 141-19_)4v-i . The source text refers to "Labour's vision

of Britain" and not "in Britain".

8.2.4 Domestic Matters

A growing number of social workers have acknowledged the impact that

domestic violence has on their clients. A number of reports now exist which have

identified how domestic violence can affect families and children, in relation to

child protection, work with abused children, and through the court welfare

system.

The Title:

One student ignored the translation of the title. Another student

unacceptably gave two equivalents, as follows: 1,4.-4 JJAS - l4.

Five students translated "domestic matters" fairly unacceptably, as follows:

4 .4.4	 -	 LISLI.*4 -	 j..1

"matters

Four students provided various acceptable equivalents for "matters", as

follows: c.J.1)-,1 - ,),3-411 - . Two students provided less acceptable

equivalents: (.1:31-.. -

"domestic"

All students provided equivalents which are relatively acceptable such as

*—A-.41.1 • None of the students chose the best equivalents :41i.1. or J in this

context to reflect the ideas in the text.

The Text:

"A growing number of social workers have acknowledged the impact that

domestic violence has on their clients"

The following are students' translations:
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- 03.11.4 j 	 	  LJ5 _Ai I ji 	 14_314

- 03:43 L,Ic.	 ci.uz .1_4141 j1.4x11 uda A.J.1_314 .L1c. jic.1

- €J L5 	 j41 _01:111 I j4 . .0 1411 c.).4 .k3,15L4 .1.1a

- et31.33 Lsia t .2.3	 L-113-11	 t42	 Lc C}u11-.=&513 453.431 JI

- ap_11	 4_3 a j-jil	 auc,L4fl	 Li	 .5,41.310 ici .ii

4-1.4 ca.931-x71.

- iNg-35143	 JAI 43 4.11.111 LJl 	 Jt4J ().4 .1,3.151.4

- i4.3.SLL) L51a 4131411 Lila jiiti? I	 (j.3.1z1.411 c)...11.4611 ()A A1151411

Four students kept the English SV word order and started their translations

by using Arabic nominal sentences. Only three students changed the English word

order and started their translations by using Arabic verbal sentences (cf. chapter 5,

section 5.4.1, chapter 6, section 6.2.1 and chapter 7, section 7.2.1).

Only two students acceptably started their translations with (:i) to emphasize the

importance of the first sentence in the text.

Six students provided translations which are to some extent acceptable in that they

convey the basic meaning of the source text. Only one student failed to render the

meaning of the source text, as follows:

- fJ	 &s. ,41=A31 L.2.6431	 t141.3V1	 cisac14.	 451.431 .11231 L;j1

The above translation is unacceptable because there is a basic difference in

meaning between "have acknowledged" and the phrase al-.LLIVI Ls-)o.al "gave the

impression" in the Arabic translation.

"A growing number of"

Students' translations were acceptable, as follows: - 45A - 14_31.4115-a

- .1.4131.11.11.11. Only two students translated " a growing number" by using a

definite in Arabic. It is better to use an indefinite in this context because there are

no specific social workers (cf. chapter 5, section 5.6, chapter 6, section 6.2.9 and

chapter 7, section 7.2.9).

"social workers"

Only two students chose the standard Arabic alternative for "social

workers": c.14:=. 1-‘141(:)..h.3:11--0.&'/I. Three students translated "social workers" literally

and less acceptably in Arabic ., for example: a 1-4:1... VI üLt.J - C>ur- 1-41 11 1 J1-4.2-1 1 .
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Two students translated "social workers" unacceptably as J1-401- &14- 1-111 . These

students unacceptably omitted "social" in their translations. There are also other

acceptable Arabic alternatives for "social workers", such as: cro.1—"41

utt..41.

"have acknowledged"

All students translated the English present perfect tense using the Arabic

perfect tense, as follows:

_	 _	 _ L.-23=A -LS

Three students translated "have acknowledged" acceptably, as

Two students confused "know" and "acknowledge" and translated "have

acknowledged" unacceptably as 1j-k". . Two students translated "have

acknowledged" unacceptably as al-.11,3')/1 1.A1 , which do not convey the

meaning intended in the source text. There is a difference in meaning between

(-11-1=.1 and L):241 • ,-kJial gives the meaning that the person is convinced and s/he

has admitted it in public. (Dzi:).1 gives the meaning that the person is convinced in

themselves.

"the impact"

One student unacceptably chose an inappropriate equivalent for "the

impact", a14)41 1 , in her Arabic translation, as follows:

_ 03:16 Leg2=.	 L_O.11.11 (:)14 tl4b.r/1	 (j.ull..,..=&S.1 451411

Six students translated "the impact" acceptably, as follows:

-.).4411

One of the above students translated "the impact" by addition, as ..o-C11.).A111.

"domestic violence"

Only two students used the standard equivalents for "domestic violence":

-	 . The same students translated "domestic" in the title as,

Although the two students translated "domestic"

acceptably in the text, neither of them proof-read their translation of the title

translation and corrected it. Four students translated "domestic violence" literally

and unacceptably as	 ,,,I&L1-11(-16-11— 4-1N-4i1 ,-.0-1.11. One student translated it

acceptably as (=1-J:21 (.3-&u	 . The above student followed a technique in
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translation that should be encouraged, adding words that are not found in the

source text to produce an acceptable translation in Arabic.

"has on their clients"

All students translated "their clients" relatively acceptable as m :6143 . The

Arabic noun (:) 1-L) is more associated with dealing with people in markets than in

social services. Another student acceptably translated "clients" using additional

explanatory material in Arabic, as follows: A-L4 a931-it-) 

One student failed to provide a good Arabic translation, as follows: tk,

ei2.31-43 Ls-la . Here the verb L.,-1c- ij is incorrect, and the student should also have

put ,...sa-11 after 4 1- . None of the above students translated "clients" as

e-diN-,,c- because of its association with the political situation in Palestine. The

Arabic nouno'')I-Ac. has very negative implications in Palestine, where it often

means "collaborators". None of the above students modified their translations and

translated "their clients" as follows: mil-AA&

"A number of reports now exist which have identified how domestic violence

can affect families and children, in relation to child protection, work with

abused children, and through the court welfare system"

Students' translations were as follows:

- L ()_1141 i c2)111_,J1 Lrla	 Laix.11	 j _}33111. 11	 (:))/1	 j

j 42,11}	 Lr:U. (:).4 izsgsil 4141 CAJ.111JW td4 j.3.2.11 j JuL141 Z.J.1_4_,41_314

_	 _ jubtit j	 „cla	 s.k,411 jUill	 .)=.

et_J,3 (.1:u. DA j	 j11141 t.4 L1.31 - 60.11 'A-,41-4-3

clair, )̀11 "163/ csla	 LC-14 Lola 453	 J:131131 C.)-4

izt.16	 j a3.41.0.411 JUL t-4 j4L11 , 4111S j
- j jui41ut..J	 	  t-.11231	 L_14.5 c:J n 1*().) 	JJj	 4 J1r. 	j

jj..111 ta-C-da	Lbt-:% OA	 j	 yl.."431 JULY --41 (14.-11 j J1i41

- L31'- 	 (1114 1	 Lric- (s.>-41	-.44 .1LN:I J4J1111.1 C.r3 41231

j °P1-4.1 4146-4 ?:.)	 j.041	 (.1.11 j 30.31

- 4_3	 j . JULJ41 j ,=-1)U1-2-11	 ‘4.1&1.A

J.1613 1 ;L..ebli_)11 eth,3 j	 A-1A6-4 4 1-,A (1iL11

- J JL441 j CLIXL...11 Lcia	 Cji 4-1.3.14D	 cji„..!	 41.3 4:111

Z.rJ
JaI 	 dA2-11
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Six students changed the English word order and translated the above

sentence using Arabic verbal sentences. One student started her translation using

4-31-i• She acceptably chose to emphasize the importance of the second sentence of

the text. Six students connected this sentence with the previous sentence by using

different Arabic connectors. Four students used the common Arabic connector j.

One student chose the Arabic connector and another student connected the two

sentences in a good Arabic style, as follows: ... 	 _9	 .

"A number of reports"

Students' translations were acceptable, as follows:

JL)0.4 1.1..1r.— j,u11111 0.4	 J.3.311111	 — _}.3..)11111 (DA	 - JU	 ()A .1c.

J:UU.:111 (2)-4 	C.)-4	 All students rendered the indefinite "reports" in the

source text acceptably using the Arabic definite ..),..Jadi . One student translated "a

number of' by addition and added as follows: J:.u1-11 C)-4 . This is

stylistically acceptable but introduces some distortion of meaning into the target

text.

"now exist"

Students translated "now exist", as follows:

ov J. hJ.J ...huciall OA

J	 - J jr.i111 ( )A 	 C.).4	 C.N 4 .17. — b.JJAi JJJtC.).0

..A.U11111 C}4 	. Three students unacceptably omitted "now" in their

translations, as follows: j:)..)13 3 (:)-4 j	 -	 .11-m - CJ-4 )11-a

jj.J _):1JU:33.1 . Omission should not be encouraged unless there is necessity for it

in the target text. Students should be encouraged to translate the source text

without omission in order to produce a comprehensive Arabic translation (cf.

chapter 6, section 6.4.2 and chapter 7, section 7.4.1). Three students translated the

English present tense "exist" acceptably using the Arabic imperfect tense .1÷J:.1 .

Four students acceptably chose to render the English verb "exist" by using the

Arabic adjective



"which"

Three students acceptably omitted "which" from their translations, as

follows:

_ JuL21 j c_ma	 Laix11	 ejS/11,4,,%J.411yj (DA 	j

-	 J	 Li1.31	 J.1111 (:).4	 j 1-45
LS

- j JULY j C-Ze.16-11 Ls-la j.)	 "11 L-9:1Z31 1 J.JA1I11 ,) jail (DA S-1L. 1.:LitilL. 	 j

One student unacceptably omitted "which", as follows:

_	 J1.047i J 	L91z	 c:N1

Three students acceptably rendered "which" by using ,ii , referring back to

as follows:

_	 JuLLVI J '631	 cy.,-;23:14	 j	 j

- j	 jLUcji 4.13.1.11	 cj_C.4.), L:245 ‘.41*	 ..),u11111	 j

- A:Ala j J1121 j QUJI 0.1c.	 a.1.4 Lrla .1ssi v511 ju.1	 4.3Li

"have identified"

Four students acceptably rendered the English present perfect tense "have

identified" with the Arabic perfect tense, as follows: c÷,-3:4

. Three students, acceptably in this context, rendered the English present

perfect tense "have identified" by using the Arabic imperfect tense, as follows:

Usually, the majority of students render the English present

perfect tense using the Arabic perfect tense. The use of the Arabic imperfect tense

in the above example is probably related to the use of "now" in the source text (cf.

chapter 5, section 5.2.1, chapter 6, section 6.2.5 and chapter 7, section 7.2.5).

"how"

Four students translated "how" acceptably, as follows:

- Laid	 _ L117.11 t.9 L14

Three students unacceptably omitted "how" in their translations, as follows:

_	 j	 U.LI	 ir. 4_1&1.111	 1.1.1z

- Losi j1-041 j c_b_11.11 LcIc. 4 1-	 4:111 j Judi c)..	 JP .y j

- -CaNx. j dti21 j :t1:1.11	 L;a.4	 cpall j;u1.1111	 -‘c.	 4.iti

The above omission is not acceptable because the Arabic translations did not

convey an important aspect in the source text, which is the way domestic violence

affects children and families. •
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"domestic violence"

All students were consistent in their translations through the first and the

second sentences of the text. Only two students gave the correct equivalents:

J.Jil	 ‘4.131411 L11..31

"can affect"

Four students acceptably rendered the English present tense "affect" by

using the Arabic noun j. Three students acceptably translated the English

verb "affect" by using the Arabic verb L,-1c, ..A.

Six students unacceptably omitted "can" in their translations. Only one

student translated "can" acceptably, as follows:

_	 j jti14/1 3 :16431 uic.	 _y_f3t3	 ko* ccall ..),u11111 c›.4	 a,%3.1

"families and children"

Six students translated "families and children" acceptably as JUL'S?'

Only one student acceptably translated "families" using the Arabic singular,

giving JULS'l

"in relation to child protection"

Students' translations were acceptable, as follows:

Jubti Z.41,...? (312:13'.. L 3i1.31	 *kiaaj— JUNI

61.1a3' .. 	4:1'sac. - (10.11kL 2	 al

All students translated "in relation to" acceptably as:

;i4u.d1l4 -	 J_Lit z.,A —	 al All j

The best of the above equivalents is 30.11 24-.-,4 L3i4 L.jà.

None of the above students used the acceptable equivalent

Five students used the Arabic singular J-0.11 and two students used the Arabic

plural JU-14 1 . Both usages are acceptable in Arabic and convey the meaning

intended in the source text.



"work with abused children"

Five students gave the basic meaning of the source text, as follows:

_	 sot.,71	 1.-;111 JULtil	 (.142-11 j

—OSLO. L1.4 Cluy. 	 JA2-11

011. j 0 L.,411 JliJ41

_11 JULtJI tol J.017L11 j

— ta+11i	 t-.3 J.401 j

Two students translated "work with abused children" unacceptably, as follows:

_ JW	 bcLJ j

-	 JALII v11.)1

None of the above students modified their translations and translated "work",

along the following lines:	 JA6.111- „la ‘-'01.,171

"and through"

Students' translations were as follows:

	

:t -<- -11 j ktAli )1 el.16	 cj.4

-	 el1,3 (r.l& t54

_	 033.,111 Z4-CY4 izt13.1

—	 cp_l& cjA

_	 01._)11	 J j

4411)1

Six students translated "and" acceptably as.) . Two of the above students

translated "and" using two connectors 1-4 _9— cztiL j .

Four students translated "through" accurately as LP-Li. ; one student translated

it unacceptably as c.›-L, which affected the Arabic meaning negatively; two

students unacceptably omitted "through" in their translation and thus provided

unacceptable Arabic translations, as follows:

_	 j U.11.31 LsiL LJI j,..1.1 L0.4 Lc3...Issi coall	 (:).4 j..ps z.z

	

e116	 cy..34L-c.:31 C-041 	 J.4x11 ,11:15

-	 j	 j	 J,L3:1.5 Lrla	 j

J.11.11 344li.)11	 j JUILVI ;11.46-4 4L31 j	 Z.41_,N4



"the court welfare system"

Six students provided unacceptable translations, as follows:

	

Z.J.Alis)11	 .)11

eu.-.4y1 01..)11 eual_ J.11_,31 24403.)11

Only one student provided an acceptable translation conveying the meaning

intended in the source text, as follows:

	

U3—pL CJ3:3,111 	

None of the above students chose more precise equivalents for "the court

welfare system", such as:

;41.c.)1 1211,3 _	 4.0..

Another student considered "welfare system" not to be related to "court"

and translated it unacceptably as -<- .31 j A-44. 141 ?U;:l. The othet students

unacceptably omitted important information in the source text.

Five students unacceptably omitted "court" from their translations, as follows:

crc.L.a.-:171

One student unacceptably omitted "welfare system" from her translation,

as follows:'4,1.1---.J.11 (.1-1=3 . Four students translated "welfare system" literally into

Arabic and did not modify their translation by adding el-A4T- :‘-...1-z4v1 to make

it acceptable and clear in Arabic, thus:

	  j	 )1 isLL1– :41c...)11 1.1_1;3 —

_ JJ40.i.)11 	 etht3

Although one student modified her translation in Arabic and added val-zi41 , she

chose the wrong equivalent for "welfare" in this context, as follows: ou_)11 131-1;3

Two students unacceptably translated "court" by using two attributes

related to "court": 	 - JA,L-11 , in the following: (.3.)1.1 AAfi ?11,3 -



8.2.5 Addiction

It is estimated that two million people in the UK have an addiction.

However, addiction still remains taboo. An addiction is a complex illness with

both physical and psychological symptoms. The way to recovery is long and

painful and there is always the danger of relapsing.

The Title:

All students translated the title acceptably, as c:J1-441. It is worth mentioning

that this is the first text where all students translated the title. None of them

ignored it as same did in other texts. This is perhaps due to the fact that the title is

easy to translate (cf. chapter 6, sections 6.4.5, 6.4.6 and chapter 7, section 7.4.3).

The Text:

"It is estimated that two million people in the UK have an addiction"

Students' translations were as follows:

C.),A.L4 u	 43_941.	 S21.

- DL.1.571 u.u1-4.4 S.1-%I.:3' I A.-CLAD 4.9 ‘,.1.-111 (DA cj_941.4	 1:j14

_	 11;,<I,,„11	 cjAaA D..9.41„, 2 () ...p) a",3.

- C.J1 ja1411 C.111.4.14 vi 0.111 Cj_944 L)1231 43/

_ oL.341	 (:).4	 S..u:1.4.1' I .A.51...411	 j..zt&.,1 (1541.42 c.)

:,..a.41*	 A.._CI.4.411	 (:).4 111.1_341.4 ,031_,z. jai

- DL441 I:1312,4 .1=3...2.1* I A.5.1.4....331 	 (DU „3.1.1 ALIA

"It is estimated"

Five students rendered the passive in Arabic by using a passive or pseudo-

passive with eL , as follows: )-1-1. - L -- CJI J.51 .111	 LD1-.1	-	 ei .111 . One

students rendered the English passive by using the Arabic active, as follows: _A*Z

•A <1 ^^11	 C>4.5.4 (:)3,1. .2 (4.11_,) .5.?..31 414	 . This student added the Arab

subject cLk.61-,...4 1 and changed the verb to	 to make it active in Arabic.

Another student used a verbless nominal sentence, as follows: 	 (DUJ4.1. (ALA

01-4.57 I LD331-.4.s.1-.1431;% <L411 -i	 . This student added the adverb L4 and

omitted the English verb "estimated". As long as the student conveys the intended

meaning in the source text, if is acceptable to change the passive in the source text
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into an active in the target text (cf. chapter 5, section 5.2.5, chapter 6, section

6.2.3 and chapter 7, section 7.2.3).

"that"

Only four students acceptably rendered "that" in their translations using L:Ji-

, as follows:

_ 01.441 Lyul4,3	 I *A.C.14.4.11 	 yx_111 (:).4- .4.)411 cf.4

-	 I LC14.4.11	 (3.4.14 (1,41.. 42	 5.) 4..3,3 4.1t4 C-411.6.4‘41

- LA	 octi,1 cag1. 1.4 dill 431 jai

-	 c„.„,	 ci_9442 Jj
Three students acceptably omitted "that" in their translations, as follows:

- 14):14.1J-.)

_	 (:)...13$14 iI

_ D1_441 JAZ s az:La :LCI4.4.11	 1411-..=.1	 cj1.3.34.4

"two million people"

Students' translations were as follows: Ly.a-,1 4-1344— y.-111 Cr. Ci..9.41. C)41 — 2

cr=a-,1 L13414 CJU1 -	 Ci_94.1.-	 C.L9-.114 2— L.). -4	- a.-11 

Some of the above students did not pay attention to the correct case in Arabic and

translated this unacceptably as C1.941. C.).41(DI-.1..A. instead of 4-1J-...1. (cf. chapter 5,

section 5.2.3, chapter 6, section 6.2.18 and chapter 7, section 7.2.18).

Three students acceptably omitted "people" from their translations. It is

acceptable to omit words that do not affect the intended meaning in the source

text. All students who omitted "people" acceptably replaced it by C)-4.L. . Only one

student acceptably translated "people" differently from other students, as: y.2.11

"in the UK"

Six students provided two acceptable equivalents: S.L-N1411 	

Three students acceptably changed the English word order and translated "in the

UK" at the end of the Arabic sentence, as follows:

_	 I :i<I-11	 (.1941.42 („011 ..p.)	 ki?

- 4111y..›..	 ciA-L4 0.-&-,1 44.2A

-	 4<14.4.11



Four students followed the English word order and translated "in the UK" in the

middle of the sentence, as follows:

- 0-44 1 U401-4:1. S.1.- .11 (1 ^- 11	 L11 DA C.L9:.314 	 D1-.1

One student unacceptably kept the English word "UK" in its original Latin-script

form in her translation. It is almost always unacceptable to keep untransliterated

English words in an Arabic translation (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.6 and chapter 7,

section 7.2.6).

"have an addiction"

Four students acceptably translated "have an addiction" as C.)-

One of the above students translated "have an addiction" by addition, as follows:

c):4.4.14

Three students translated "have" using two Arabic verbs, as follows:

üLI	 _ 01_41	 0tAJyi J1 0.4 0,st....4

It is normal in Arabic to say i'..J1-.4 1 a331-.-..) Ü1-4471 u,u1-.4 is unacceptable. None of

the students translated "have" literally as C.J1-A4 	. This is relatively

unacceptable.

"However, addiction still remains taboo"

Students' translations were as follows:

-	 j13.	 cjI...41	 j

- L.4.)14 CJI-441

- LQJ.4 J J--Y" J1 -34 c.)1-571 ciu

A.A.)10 J1 51	 ja1+3311 1.41.)	 j

- (D1-.4.57 I 3h4	 j

0t.4.171	 ,L-.341:1 04 ?kjI1-1 j
_

Five students connected this sentence with the previous sentence using the

common Arabic connector j . The above students also translated "however"

acceptably as ,A1-1:1  JlL - OS) . This means that the above students

connected this sentence with the previous sentence using two connectors (cf.

chapter 6, section 6.2.2 and chapter 7, section 7.2.2).

Two students translated "However" , as follows:
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-	 J j31L<1 j1 .3.j 	ti (.31_%	 Lrk.

"addiction still remains"

Five students translated "addiction" acceptably as ()-441 . One student

referred back to "addiction" by using the Arabic pronoun b , in the following:

_ t_914.4 jla4. 4.31 ts4

Another student translated "addiction" unacceptably as cL,' IJa&-4 .

Five students translated "still" acceptably as d 1 .3:3. , for instance:

_ l.4j 4v_332.4	 L:j1_441	 kLrIc.

Two students omitted "still" from their translations. This is acceptable in this

context because J-la— u-1.1,1 "remains" which they used in their translation partially

conveys the idea of "still", in the following:

1-.4_,Y3 _9	 CiLo..171 (DU -LAIS

- j3zio C.)1_4* j41. 	 j

"remains"

Only two students translated "remains" as c.11..4—L,1.9 (as noted above).

Five students omitted "remains" from their translations, conveying the same basic

sense through the use of J.3.4V—J 1 _35 V "still", as in:

_ J A j1_34 L:j1.4.*	 j

"taboo"

Students' translations were as follows: j 	 - L4J- A j UjJ".4

- LUZ"	 -	 - 1-43J-N31 . Two students translated "taboo" by

addition using semantic repetition (cf. chapter 6, section 6.4.3 and chapter 7,

section 7.4.2), as follows: Luz-. jV.1)-2-4 -	 j U -1- . Two students chose

the wrong equivalent for "taboo" in this context: 	 Five students

translated it to some extent acceptably as . The Arabic word ?..)--,-43 has

Islamic religious associations that are not intended in the source text. "Taboo" in

the source text means something that is forbidden or disapproved of, placed under

a social prohibition and not a religious ban. So, it is legally not allowed and

psychologically not allowed to talk about it. As a result, the best Arabic



equivalent for "taboo" is IJ.J1,-,-4 (cf. chapter 4, section 4.3). None of the above

students translated "taboo" using a longer more complete explanatory phrase,

such as: 14-k. ,2-)'	 J..94 t1r4 .

"An addiction is a complex illness with both physical and psychological

symptoms"

Students' translations were as follows:

j kj	 ljzi 0.1 Sim-4 (...}C,...}4	 CJI.A.11

is‘ai J 	(..)1.)c.14	 DL4q1

A.,LILA? 3	 L..):01.3=.1	 LL:? JA

- J 	L.}�11	 A.I 11.-4 (..);12.).4 JA DLO

- AsLaii	 u.Cti_p.1 4.1 Sie-o 0,:zuda

-	 ...441-131	 :1i2-4 ()°.>4 C-J1-4.17 1 J.:1124

- J	 0:al jai 4.1Li 6(-441.1

Two students connected this sentence with the above sentence using the Arabic

connector ; for example:

-	 0�.1 jc.1 J 	 LJ 3A

Another student acceptably started her translation with 	 to connect this

sentence with the previous sentence.

All students translated "addiction" as (:)1-.)7 1 . Only one student used the Arabic

pronoun suffix b , as follows:

-

One student acceptably 	 started her translation with c.))	 to emphasize the

importance of the sentence. This usage is acceptable because this is the first use of

(.-.)) in this target text (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.4 and chapter 7, section 7.2.4).

Five students followed the English SV word order and translated this sentence as

an Arabic nominal sentence (cf. chapter 5, section 5.4.1, chapter 6, section 6.2.1

and chapter 7, section 7.2.1). Only one student translated this sentence as a verbal

Arabic sentence, as follows:

-	 J4..41ui JA	 L.).0 JA (Du*



9
is

9

One student translated "is" acceptably as . Two students marked the

copular structure acceptably using _9- 4 . Four students used a simple nominal

sentense in their translations, as follows:

.. .4÷4d6 C.):€21 -A L.4J-4 t..}°..)•2 C.11-441

jal 43 Aso

0;n1...)=.1	 ais-4	 (j)

0:alit.1 4Jaiw-4 0:12.).4

All the above translations are acceptable.

44 a complex illness"

Six students translated "a complex illness" acceptably as	 . Only

one student translated it unacceptably as

"with both physical and psychological symptoms"

Students' translations were acceptable, as follows:

	  j :t .! . 	 " .44alill	 _	 J	 J	 -	 41

Only one student omitted "symptoms" from her translation, in the following:

4,,1111 j :t .n ..0n 11 :14=1-3.11 0.4 _

All students acceptably omitted "both" in their translations. English fairly

frequently makes use of emphatic conjunctive devices ("both .... and"

"either...or", "neither....nor") where Arabic has a single conjunction (cf. chapter

5, section 5.13).

"The way to recovery is long and painful and there is always the danger of

relapsing"

Students' translations were as follows:

- (a..11	 L.,1)	 ..41liA	 j aula 0112 caul= j

- 441.) S.).9x-11 CJA 	 L11:14	 ?3:9•4	 L/:?-9-12 L iJ (-3:4"11

- 4411	 L 	 ALIA j	 j j.12 al.,3 0116111 (13)=11 (DU

	

A -A;11 )LZI.1 I1UA J A4 9.4 j 4Iptia	 j

-	 sJ. 44i 	 Jut3	 (-13-4	 C34.)L.11

- LrAsIV I 	 J1-45 r329-4 J (1.39L c*"1 JJ l (..))



- 441	 Lal ALIA Di LAS 6U, j ) j.)= 4_1,4	 •ui=

Five students connected this sentence with the previous sentence. Four students

connected it by using the common Arabic connectors j. Only one student used

the Arabic connector to connect this sentence with the previous one (cf.

chapter 5, section 5.13, chapter 6, section 6.2.2 and chapter 7, section 7.2.2).

All students followed the general English word order; for instance: 6,1.).

.1 ALIA j U:9.4 j :A.1 jb pa,111

Two students acceptably used 0) in their translations to emphasize the

importance of the sentence. None of these students used c:J) in the previous

sentence.

"the way to recovery"

Six students translated this acceptably using two acceptable equivalents for

"the way", as follows:

C34911 0112 3:1..)b 	e3:9-4 9 J491' 42" ;1112 laUblt - e3:9-4 J:-39L 01111. 1 (-1+."3/

JU. d4.9-12 4-14 PUL2 3.4-)11 - e3:9-4 (-34911 01111 I 	 (-1:.19L	 64).11

Only one student translated "way" as 1.6:1)131 "method" in Arabic, as follows:

11-.13,-. 9 4.911 1-i6111 .`:i:53L J.

"and there is always"

Students' translations were acceptable, as follows:

Auk, j _ AU.4 1-4.11.1 — 	 lUA J LoS -	 .3 LAS - ALIA J.19 j

1.4:31.1 aI 	 LIA j

Two students unacceptably omitted "always" from their translation, in the

following:	 JIA-C - Ali4b 1-31;:?

The Arabic imperfect c.143. can be regarded as at least a partial translation of

"always" involving grammatical transposition (Dickins et al 2002, 16).

"the danger of relapsing"

Students' translations were to some extent acceptable, as follows: ).1-&-4

441 s.) _9,31	 _	 oil	 oaLSZI—	 z.s.111

. The most standard equivalents are



- A	  . One student acceptably translated the English singular

"danger" using the Arabic plural _> 1.1-&-4 .

8.2.6 NHS — Style Rating Plan

The Department of Health is considering introducing a rating system for

social care organizations based on the "NHS traffic light" system. These

organizations will be classified depending on their performance as green, amber

or red. "Green" health organizations will be entitled to greater local freedom to

manage for themselves. Poorly performed "red" health organizations will receive

experts' advice and support.

The Title:

Three students ignored the translation of the title. Four students translated it,

as follows:

	  aiL

(.21.4.:25) ...),1.111 Ala_ 0.1)=.511 A._N...4.11

_	 &LI	 (NHS) 2414t 1	 Z4.1

_ (A41A1	 A_Aa&)	 A.!ii.!;* 

"NHS"

One student ignored "NHS" in her translation. Three students translated

"NHS" to some extent acceptably, as: ,F1)41:i--,-.11 	 - -4.1AT	 :ua& -

:41AI

"Style rating plan"

Students' translations were to some extent acceptable because they

conveyed the intended meaning in the source text. However, they were not

attractive as Arabic titles (cf. chapter 6, section 6.4.6 and chapter 7, section 7.4.3).

The preference of some students for literal translation is clear from their

translations:

- 	  2J y jj -	 (t-iiw=6)	 ',U=L& -	 jjesit	 -	 :k.1

The best equivalent for "Style rating plan" from the above is 	 .

Although the student omitted "style" from her translation, her translation is
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acceptable as a good title translation. The above student acceptably added "new"

to her translation from her understanding of the text.

None of the students translated "NHS-style rating plan", as

—111 ;1411a..0	 ilLa&	 4041 	

The Text:

"The Department of Health is considering introducing a rating system for

social care organizations based on the "NHS traffic light" system"

Students' translations were as follows:

_ rtiLi Lsiz	 t4;.I•et.16	 c.j)

(1,)	)	 s J1_41

_	 c_-)1JUI	 ti ;i4zL4:1.?V1	 c111-41:141	 elJai

A4411

_ iIjL4	 v_44 UlI	 iL	 .144.1J	 Jj 2.iI

_	 s J.A.t4 1 	 Lc!. 4-14.4.11	 4c)I	 	 _mit) el.11,3 is:3;11u'	 e J51.) 0,1

it-S)

- et-h6A4a. 1-,4Y	 La" (34.1 (DA ‘-.11:11-=Zi c.116 e4sil	 ..);r1A---6°11 jj
J.411 S j1..11)

_ c_11 JU71	 Zsals4V1	 Z.4.1.14	 it.LA

4.416_11	 Z.1:19.:031

_	 j1_41	 4.34.4	 t4i	 .4.4.C..)	 L.U.6n1:3.033 4.41195 ethI.5	 A-11-u14 011.).1.1 A.Z.A.C111 iYuli

Three students acceptably started their translations with a to emphasize the

importance of the sentence. Those who started their translations with (.) retained

the English SV word order (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.4 and chapter 7, section

7.2.4). Four students changed the English SV word order and used Arabic verbal

sentences (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.1 and chapter 7, section 7.2.1).

"The Department of Health"

Four students translated "The Department of Health" unacceptably, as e--S

Two students also translated "The Department of Health" unacceptably as

JIL). The above students should understand that 	 or :t-,--.11;.):11J do
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not have the authority to apply a "new rating system" in the UK. Only one student

translated "The Department of Health" acceptably as Z-N-.-.31s..)19 . This is mainly a

cultural mistake because the Arabic equivalent for "Department of Health" is

A--,--.11s,),13 "Ministry of Health" in Palestine (cf. chapter 4, section 4.2).

"is considering introducing"

Three students provided various acceptable Arabic equivalents, as follows:

'A-431-s.A)	 —	 -	 The other three students

provided unacceptable equivalents, as follows:	 - c.)1

5i=1-.3• Two of the above students adopted a weak Arabic style 	 -

2iL. Another student added sal-Q! , which gives the meaning that it is an old

system.

a rating system"

Six students provided acceptable translations, as follows:	 t.1-113

"6.!+ • -4-	 I.1-1=a3 4 '11°1 el-1=3. Only one student

unacceptably omitted "rating" in her translation, as follows: 4 3.4. c.113.

"for social care organizations"

Students' translations were as follows:

ZI.C.1-41?N 4AJIt C-11 ^ 1 .̂;	 :1.4c1..4111 Z.4.1=j1 c.• 11 ;. 1.1  Z.4z1,4V1 .a3.1.c.)11

Z.F.1,4V1	 z4a&.11 c_.1.43;1.

;iu4v1

Students provided two acceptable translations for "social care", as follows:

2pi 4j— 4.4c.L41.1 La&

Students provided three acceptable equivalents for "organizations", as

The best Arabic equivalent for "social care organizations" is

"based on"

Students' translations were acceptable, as follows: Ls-6 a-zix7).	 e.11-1–

L,6	 4	  — Lsiz A-6'"AjA — 4-6 .1	 — (.5-6 	 . The most standard

equivalent is csic' .14:1.271.
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"the "NHS traffic light" system"

Students' translations were partially acceptable because they conveyed the

intended meaning in the source text, as follows:

(0/5)	 ju7i	 j 1).411	 c.11:11 JJJAi c_. 11 	 UJ -

jj j.4.11 ;	 - (05)	 S JUNI

,0-416.11 Z_N..=11	 j141	 -4JJJJ LJ JLlyi

Three students translated "the "NHS" traffic light system" by omission of

"NHS", in the following:

	

jiya c:_i* I j1_,11 1.1L1 -	 jj J.411	 JUI	 - jj J.411

Two students unacceptably did not translate "NHS" and kept it in Latin-script in

their Arabic translations, as follows:

(06)	 s J1-,171	 ft.)	 JIA/I

The appropriate Arabic equivalent for "the traffic light system" is J JJAI I c-'11

In this Arabic context, it is acceptable to omit "traffic" an keep "Ylght

system" because the basic meaning of the source text is conveyed as in the

following three translations:

(Nits) 11-..6.J 11 s ..)-17 1 eth6—( td RS)	 ...9".°31 JL.

cr416_11	 "43:y.:=11	 J1-,171 r1.1,-1 -

It is also acceptable to omit "light" and keep "traffic system" because the basic

meaning is conveyed, as in the following translations:

_	 - jj 	 LJJUJUI J-Ci -44 Jill4.i1 Ui jj J.411

 L JLJAM

One student confused the translation of "WHO" and "NHS". The above

student translated "organization" in "WHO" unacceptably as "system" in the

following:

4_41631 :LN..=31	 c:11 juyl etiLi _

Another student translated "services" in "NHS" as "system" in the following:

44_,19.11Ui	 IU	 _

None of the above students translated it completely and accurately, as

c:JuaLiits juyi



"These organizations will be classified depending on their performance as

green, amber or red"

Students' translations were as follows:

_	 j	 jLiy. 	  014 d

j	 j J.Ln&I J.1.4 14:11.)I Lsla .)1-4:1LVt-4 t--11.0.1 LI	 	  b .14

_	 oatt

_ jAa.I	 4-31-4.AS ji	 1-41	 6-14

_	 ji Ly-lisug--C11	 t+51.11	 .1	 c111.1:-.I,11 ait,
LS

_	 I -	 1+51.1i	 baits * .L.A41.05 c,14,

-	 ..}LcaVi	 	  b

One student unacceptably started her translation with 3. This use is unacceptable

because the same student started the translation of the first sentence in the text

with 3 . It is unacceptable to repeat 3 and emphasize the importance of all the

sentences in the text (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.4 and chapter 7, section 7.2.4).

Three students connected this sentence with the previous sentence by using

the common Arabic connector j or the Arabic connector (cf. chapter 6,

section 6.2.2 and chapter 7, section 7.2.2).

Six students followed the English word SV order and used Arabic nominal

sentences. Only one student changed the English word order and used an Arabic

verbal sentence (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.1 and chapter 7, section 7.2.1), as

follows:

-	 j

"These organizations"

All students acceptably translated "these" as 0.1-4 . Five students were

consistent in their translations and translated "organizations" as

Only two students were not consistent in their translations. One student translated

"organizations" in the first sentence asc-11-435 and in this sentence as e-lij . The

other student translated "organizations" in the first sentence as and in this

sentence as



"will be classified"

All students acceptably rendered the future tense by using either 	 or c.)• , as

follows: 

(cf. chapter 5, section 5.2.1, chapter 6, section 6.2.5 and chapter 7,

section 7.2.5). All students rendered the passive acceptably in Arabic, as follows:

te .;.!; 

"depending on their performance"

Students' translations were acceptable, as follows:

tigiu Lcla

—14:11aV Lib.

"as green, amber or red"

Three students acceptably translated "as" using A , in the following:

- J 4.7 J J.L.4n111 .3 	‘).c. al-4:k.V14 ..1+34.1.46 	 C111,1,,11 b .103 a

- _I i.L.a I	 14.11	 L:J1;.;-11 b14	 Calsul

- _ya..(17 1 	 0."11.5 LgilJ	 	  baa

Another student translated "as" acceptably as cSi A , in the following:

- 1.6.51ai ula atb:Ir.'114	 C_'11.41,1411 bait

Two students replaced "as" in their translations by Arabic prepositions, as

follows:

-	 J	 LS_91	 4)1 LgilaV	 bab,

- J.4	 I j.6.0V1	 1.651aV ti412	 .111 40

One student ignored the translation of "as green, amber or red", as follows:

- Lg.:11a!	 u.,a= 0.5111 LciabtiL	 A3I bale

"amber"

Four students acceptably translated "amber" as "yellow" because the

traffic light system in Palestine uses yellow instead of amber. It is acceptable to

modify the translation to suit the culture of the target reader. This is called

cultural transplantation (cf. Dickins et al 2002, 31). Such a modification will

increase the chances of better understanding of the source text (cf. chapter 6,
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section 6.3.2 and chapter 7, section 7.3.2). Two students acceptably translated

"amber" literally as ,41...)+5 .

"Green" health organizations will be entitled to greater local freedom to

manage for themselves"

Students' translations were as follows:

s	 0.4 43.44

‘4511 4.A...11:x. 1141-N.4 Z.J..)-1 (.1453	 1-41,14

-	 ;41 e2. J J s jt...tyt

-S	 '4=A Z.J.y 3 ()fii (:)`1 131	 ZAJ;31 (.14 	 j

	

1 .1)441 j451 	 01 J.,:ca.11

L:>4 40.411 LclaJ. j

	 ;,41	 (:)....w. S jai L5 Loe3 L 	jLt)

Four students connected this sentence with the previous sentence by either the

common Arabic connector j or the Arabic connector .

Five students followed the English word order and used Arabic nominal

sentences. Only two students changed the English SV word order and used Arabic

verbal sentences, as follows:

_ ;pall s	 I 0.355 j	 1lu1 JA,:j5 	 j

A..oz.11 (:).4	 L,Is. 0 1 J.,:31 kic1.416.4J.

"Green" health organizations

Five translations were in various ways unacceptable, as follows:

0 1	 A.AL31

The above students translated "green" as an adjective.

Two students modified their translations and provided slightly better translations,

as follows: 0.a s3Lj Ji valt A...h.1411 _ c j Jls juyi 	 J. The above

students unacceptably used the Arabic verb with 01 s jAll which gives

a weak Arabic equivalent of the source text. None of the above students modified

their translations along the following lines: _>,-�..&.11



"organizations"

Six students were consistent in their translations in this sentence and the

previous sentence and translated "organizations" either as ,11- ..1;.1.—,:.11-3.4 . In

fact, is more common than ,:-)1-41,3.4 in describing the health sector in

Palestine. Only one student was not consistent in her translation and translated

"organizations" as i..)=.3 in the previous sentence, and as 11-..1=31 in this sentence.

"will be entitled"

Students' translations were as follows: 41	 .3.3•41

C-JV 4-1-153	 - 1-djt-bt )	 L-19-" - L.4-3225 ".11 .9-`4 . All students

acceptably rendered the future tense by using either L.r . or In addition, all

students rendered the passive acceptably by using Arabic passive verbs. Only one

student unacceptably translated "entitled" as Lric.J.

"greater local freedom"

Students' translations were as follows: A-..11- 411	 (.1-4S3

;41OJI JLr 	DV_ j.1:3 - J.41 - .441-N-4	 1.4.51.12r.)

(...)-4 .171.3.411 Ls-lr- 14z-411 S ..)1 4 1	 LD-4 J.4.6 J .)-.8.	 . One of the above students

rendered her translation in a weak Arabic style, as follows: .A-.11-N-4	 Sag

Four students translated the comparison in "greater" acceptably by the use of

-	 , as follows: ;1. ..! 1 --	 	-	 1-0-13c1

21.-)Z31 (:)-4 '1:0A31 C-5-6 ‘11. -)4�1 Li'LA	 Three students unacceptably omitted the

comparison in their translations, as follows: 	 :413 s.) .4 Ji -

114.1-'-431 .6 ..)1 4 1 	 C.)-4	 -	 c- 1171.1z-4i d.

"to manage for themselves"

Students' translations were as follows:

kj	 i1l 4 J JL
	

A_pls ji	 _ ef..1.31 44_511

1 .1)4411	 _'ag3.11 jlaxl	 :t..4_)_,1.4.41:11	 4,..11

Four students translated the English verb "to manage"

acceptably by using the Arabic noun s..).1j , in the following: 5.).1V ii
s	 _ :43.-1:111 s	 _

Three students translated the English verb "to manage" partially



acceptably by using rather inappropriate Arabic verbs, in the following: 4.-..11-N-4

`4.-)11"1-4,-LI=La - (4-ula-11 13J 1412'4LN-4	 (4--111	 . The meanings of

the above Arabic verbs are not equivalent to the English verb "to manage".

"themselves"

Four students acceptably translated "themselves" literally as 	 . Two

students acceptably modified their translations and translated "themselves" as

:41311 , in the following: A_Ala s s j1.1) . The above

translations are excellent examples of acceptable modification in the target text to

suit the target language style. Two students unacceptably omitted "themselves"

from their translations, as follows: :L.4-N-All s_)141 	.

"Poorly performed "red" health organizations will receive expert advice and

support"

Students' translations were as follows:

_ j411 c).4 rz.111 3 ;k-.• .!	 L.:13.u. (I ,J) S .)411	 	  j

-	 3	 L1,33.4	 Z.J.44.11

_ c. J4 .lt c>4	 J L,7,17,-1431.i 0 1 	 s	 t.41 j

_	 j+.1&11 4 .	 LjiYi

_ c.l3Ji	 J 42tLiy.M JAJ 	 L4J4j

	

„mi. ° j.. 7 1 0 141 L-.113 A:1:0)1	 c-1.41..1.1...4

- 01 ..) &11	 j & .111 Lisit c-iyA	 sLLva11 j c.141

Three students acceptably connected this sentence with the previous sentence by

using the common Arabic connector i. Another two students acceptably connected

this sentence with the previous sentence by using 1-41.4 . All students followed the

English SV word order and used Arabic nominal sentences.

"Poorly performed "red" health organizations"

Students' translations were as follows:

- l	 j

- do, J u.lc.	 L.JI.A1a.14

- Lva11 c.A..j.411	 j

-	 01 J.4_,31

-	 j	 •



- JA=ti I I 41	 t:_11-416,1 1-44

- 01	 s juyl	 4111 j 014i 4.1.)..

"Poorly"

None of the students translated the English adverb "poorly" at the beginning

of the Arabic sentence to mirror its occurence at the beginning of the English

sentence. Two students unacceptably omitted "poorly" from their translations, as

follows:

_	 ,:AAJLIA

_ c. JA ajuyi JA valt LLA U j

Another two students unacceptably translated "poorly" literally, as follows:

- j.g	 0 141 ,:_11:1 4.41

- (01 )...11)	 L,1,11 j

One student unacceptably added the sense of comparison to her Arabic

translation, as follows:

_ 101J cSaVI

The above comparison is unacceptable because if it is related to the above

sentence, these organizations will be interpreted as receiving amber instead of red

. The other two students translated "poorly" , as follows:

- cl.01;..14

- 01JA.J s JU71 J.4_,:5 4_2 j 0.1412	 l„1:,;-11 1_41

The second translation 0 1 4 1	 is the best equivalent provided by the above

students.

"red” health organizations"

Three students translated "red" to some extent acceptably as an Arabic

adjective, as follows:

- s j41 	  3

- :LAL.11

- 01 .).4J	 C*J1.41,1.4 j

Another student translated "red" as a colour without proper connection in the

Arabic sentence as follows: (>4.1)	 .

The other three students provided better translations, as follows:

-	 c I . 111	 4..k.>11 kt44.4 i,4



— jAis JI.Sp	 .4:111	 LAI j

_	 DJLI j ;141	 c_-,1,1:,;,11

One of the students interpreted the performance of the organization as "red", as

follows: JA-,.'110141	 i	 IAILLa

The other two students unacceptably used the Arabic verb JA-N5 with 01 J.A.31s ju71

, which provides a weak Arabic equivalent of the target text.

None of the above students modified their translations along the following

lines:	 I:1 0 141 443.14.11 44=_.2.11

"will receive"

Students' translations were as follows:

_ 0 1 ..)411 L5.4	 j 	  ult

J:14.&-11 ez..)	 =':1 J:i.1-1`.26LP4i

-	 cr-642.111 j	 L:4111,014:0

-	 j	 (1-11.1.4

pr..) j .4.246=3 -LAU

- .}1.1.. &21 (:).4 	 j

- 0 1 .).1.&31	 jec-D

All students acceptably rendered the future tense by using	 .

Students provided two acceptable equivalents for the English verb "receive", as

follows: 	 ,.	 -$t . Five students translated "receive" as 	 , which is better

than J.z -n in this context. c..1:1;1 -1 gives the meaning that these organizations will

accept the expert advice, which is not stated in the source text.

experts' advice and support"

All students translated this acceptably, as follows:

_ c.I .J411 (DA	 j 	
—	 c'" "L-÷..-=1:3

- c. J it	 j ezail

- jsill	 j

- J J Ae."

- c.1 .).*11 1)4 cc...0.131 j3

Four students translated the English plural "experts" by using the Arabic plural
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. Three students rendered the English plural "experts" using the Arabic

singular ,j4411. This is acceptable since -- can be interpreted as a generic

singular. One student changed the English word order to suit the Arabic style, as

follows: 4...aa ..):4&31

8.2.7 Retaliation is no substitute for therapy

The day the world was irreversibly altered. Survivors, eye witnesses and

rescue workers, relatives and friends, many of whom were the recipients of

desperately moving and courageous last messages of love conveyed by mobile

phone, in the long and terrible aftermath. How America, as a super-power, deals

with its new vulnerability is now occupying international politics.

The Title:

Students' translations were as follows:

- 3,4	 c.)5.4,? jut? .I&VI

-

-L.4

- E%6-11 (:)a	 C.L56:i iMVI

Three students ignored the translation of the title. Four students translated the title

and conveyed the intended meaning in the source text.

Students provided two acceptable equivalents for "Retaliation" as follows:

 Jt3k9 .l_

Four students acceptably translated "is" using the defective verb L y4.-I in their

Arabic translations. The shorter and more attractive the title, the more acceptable

it is to target readers. This use of u41 enables students to have a short title in their

translations.

"no substitute"

Students' translations were acceptable, as follows:

- J)‘,3.1?	 - Csa	c).A.



The best equivalent is J.N,l.L4 LAO because it yields relatively a short and attractive

title phrase.

"therapy"

Three students translated this acceptably as EN-7-11 . One student acceptably

added the Arabic adjective ‘ - 01 to the Arabic noun EN-.-11. This indicates that the

student read the text before her translation of the title.

The Text:

"The day the world was irreversibly altered. Survivors, eye witnesses and

rescue workers, relatives and friends, many of whom were the recipients of

desperately moving and courageous last messages of love conveyed by mobile

phone, in the long and terrible aftermath"

Students' translations were as follows:

_ 1	 ,	 y_AtiJj,	 zifet aig..1.11	 L4x.,...24.4.111 432

4.3	 L:4.3...0 ;11.41 ..34 j	 Al.L11 _}..Nah. 	.11 J.L.)	 2J 4)4

114:N-4 9

- Lja 'LL4i j *Ai:3V j1.4c1	 eitiu. JO 	 J1.541	 V I j...1i5	 .)..*; .111

j

- C.).A	 J pla,-41J LJJUI jUfl JL.j cjI-4*-11 	 j U1i	 f36ji

;+_&a .)11 yLitaVI a JpJU Zt.y.q.,211 A=.14.111JIj	 j 2.L14,11

..4.")=.11

- c.1.1L4-41 j ;ASP j	 JUc. 014.11	 ,	 c:ju	 j_ca,

34). L.j.z 	 4i11	 5_9-411	 0,1:1_11

 J41t1A...,11 Lzi.3411

-	 Y.P.1 ,	 D1-:)..=,	 .1-?---11	 u-lc- a0.1411	 -91 6:513q	 e.3411

zza_%„
	

2a4_111 j	 c.151-41 ais;114. lab 0.1„ 41,11 U,

_	 ot4.1 pc. ea_,4]i Lci 	 L:a:11,531 c+-1	 44i A-*--?.) V J1.6 1..34 e-11-01 d4" .1111
(3,).).10 Dr.

One student ignored the translation of the text and added the following comment:

"Non sense, where is the main verb?".



The above comment indicates that the student did not understand the text and as a

result preferred not to translate it. This comment is proof that students' decisions

not to translate certain texts are at least sometime based on their lack of

understanding the source text (cf. chapter 6, section 6.4.5).

One student acceptably started her translation with cal to emphasize the

importance of the first sentence of the text (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.4 and chapter

7, section 7.2.4).

-	 , Jur- 04-	 ,	 4. Ls-la al1.-1-.5/	 .41.11.6 .91	 1J" 01-5 e941 	 d
2 4 (Ai JU	 1.1I	 iIj	 (.,J-,-11 J1,41 jiL4 1.+1.4 JI(LA

Another two students acceptably started their translations by adding z-i1 to

enhance the Arabic style of their translations. This adds emphasis to the meaning,

as follows:

_ cjc.. j ..,111u**Y1 j1i 	 1,1	 j46. J .141 Llil+tia )449	 y .j.kz. ?Jul

A..1_94 44.1

_ Juzi	 ,11.4.11	 CID L:0:3411	 44i	 J.1..zi "41. r11.11	 .1:11

j juiY 64.). c.A. ,11.1

One student acceptably decided to start her translation with 1-4-1-k. to enhance

the Arabic style of her translation, as follows:

- ,	 j	 0.1.*1.111 di	 Z24. j (ICA, i236.11

L3JJ11.3.1	 LIJ11 j	 _}.1.:&.VI 14.9-4.11 J5L,, I j341.1....,'	 0,11-&-XYI 1,A I j.11_�

....1.4(11 Z1,1311	 Z.÷Li.11 (Alt 	 JJ.443 L.:251_94.11

One student acceptably changed the English SV word order and used an

Arabic verbal sentence (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.1 and chapter 7, section 7.2.1),

as follows:

_	 .J 	 ,JJ, 01401 .).50J 098-143 	 °_):122:1 4-4 1. 4 4.11 ei61-11 yi
j12	 jlil	 ;LI 	 kUI A.Si..N:u.1* L JI L351.„) 0.!.11.„,,11

. Another three students acceptably chose to change the English SV word

order and used an Arabic verbal sentence preceded by L41.1 	 as follows:

j ".11.1iVI	 ea&a.„..1	 j?A.	 Lztfiti	 j Usii 11.01 ..);i5 Si!

LrulAt I j	 I	 j.i

- ,	 j sA4	 'CiL3V1 J1-4=- 01PLII	 ,	 A-x÷.) (.1-.11 4231

(J 	 ciSIS	 j	 js&VI 7:43-411Ja 3 ILii	 11

. .1.4(11 A.I.L93= Als. &.411	 Ab



_ jual	 j	 c)c.	 cji	 JUI L:6431	 Asi	 j j43 fosll	 (.34 ii/

u_Al l dub (De.

Only one student chose to keep the English SV word order and used an

Arabic nominal sentence, as follows:

_	 j*.11-iiV1 (.31-4	 (:).1x-11 '.3i-'131	. .l.)441-111i	 e.11-211 e..9411

j	 J1.54_4:C.iy÷.1	 c	 JLJ	 j cJ*1_5.)..11 cj..4

;41_91.31 . The above translation is a vivid example of students' tendency to translate

literally. The above literal translation is unacceptable because it gives a vague

Arabic meaning through the use of4-i sr- .

"The day the world was irreversibly altered"

Students' translations were as follows:

_ "41 D

-	 `64._.)

!1..‘31 e j411

k.a:	 d5.41 eLLII j4.U1_4.1k.

.4.1,3.4 31 :514 jax:u. ÜLS	 iax.11

c.141 	 I	 J

Only three students acceptably rendered the intended meaning in the source

text in a good Arabic style, as follows:

449: q.2÷ j	 I jsir, A.7-11	 .1.111

4.4.9	 LISZ14

J1.6 ,,31 A.11

One of the above students enhanced her Arabic style by the use of the

absolute accusative structure 1 .).46 . Another student who used the same

Arabic structure had a grammatical mistake in her translation. She wrote ----

J.4 instead of 	 ---- J-43. . Another student provided a translation which is to

some extent acceptable as follows: I.J4. 11 6J45 ‘71,-,-=94 1-11 J÷Cl. . The above

student understood the basic meaning of the English sentence but failed to render

the meaning completely in Arabic. On the basis of incomplete understanding, she

added a _}..5;6.	 4.5.-1-11 as an equivalent for "irreversibly altered", adding root

repetition to improve her Arabic style, as follows:	 4. 1i a..)4z-----.)4.zi (cf. Dickins et

al 2002, 103).



Two students provided unacceptable translations. One student translated the

source text literally and provided a vague Arabic translation, as follows:

-	 J.-?z-4. ?LLD	 . The other student unacceptably altered the intended

meaning in the source text, as follows: 4.4 _91 b .31-0) 1j 	 j.11. I t.11-2.11 J.

was altered"

Four students rendered the English past tense acceptably using the Arabic

perfect tense, as follows: ,),.1;6—(.34 . Two students failed to use the past tense in

their translations because of the word "The day". These students translated "the

day" as "today", as follows:

-	 ....).?.;a4 taL11 e_9411

- • 4341 ji P-11 I jax1.4 ÜLS r. _9411 4731 d

None of the students rendered the passive in the source text, as follows:

_	 i "all e.it,a

_ 44i 	 1,4;6 ,.1.31

_ 1.! <,	 e3631

- 4.11

- ji jur.1) I jaxio•

- '7 	 ela

"irreversibly"

One student translated "irreversibly" as 	  at the end of the Arabic

sentence as in the English source text, as follows: 14.u.sr-	 ta.-11 (.3411

Two students ignored it in their translations, as follows:

_	 jib:441	 citS	 ;11. I f.11.".11

- 1.3,11. 1	 e.11.7.11

Only three students modified the translation of the English adverb "irreversibly"

and translated it acceptably as 44 7+--.÷J V to suit the Arabic meaning at the end of

the Arabic sentence.

"Survivors, eye witness and rescue workers, relatives and friends"

Students' translations were as follows:

_	 cjip

;4=1	 ciN4.11 J 	J	 j.S .	 Jj4-116_11.i
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Y.J1-.BN J

-	 .3 ufitil 	 j DLuril .).34-,111 

-	 j 49J11 j	 JUG	 C.Lp1.111 JA

-	 .3 Y..)11.1 , J1-4a C.A.a 	,s14z-11 Lflc C.):01411

-	 Lja ,AL ;Aril JL4I ç j ct.i Ljc. eZsz4I1	 ?..1:W.,* (311111 L.tiI cr.s.al

11.16.cat j

Five students acceptably connected this sentence with the previous sentence by

the use of the Arabic connector i. Two students chose to emphasize the

importance of this sentence by the use of 'i:)) . The use of d is acceptable, in the

following sentence 0 111-4 1	 Y.11-iiVi 3-4c- C.4.1 .k.sd-L' ,C.13 1 	.

because this is the first usage of c.J) in this text. On the other hand, the use of DI

in the sentence p1-11---.1 j 	 , JL..C.J1,)=.	 ,	 Lo-6 CA).54 1 D1-1 is

unacceptable because the student started the first sentence of the text by using

8.) , as follows: 41:.)4 .31 DjuM 1 :J1.14 D1-5 ?_94 1 (611-231

The use of CA should be limited to emphasize the importance of key sentences and

not all sentences in the text. Students not only use C.J) to emphasize the importance

of sentences but also to provide a more formal Arabic style for their translations

(cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.4 and chapter 7, section 7.2.4).

Another student used .1-11 at the beginning of her translation. This usage is

unacceptable because the same student also started the translation of the previous

sentence by .ii, in the following:

J .14:1	 1.11.31 J.1.5 .170

Two student acceptably started the translation of this sentence without the use of

an Arabic connector, e.g.:

- 0 1.116.0t1t1 j	 :.)111')/1 j1÷ , c) .14231 .k54-4 j (j)14.11

In Arabic target texts, English commas are frequently replaced by the common

connetor j (cf. chapter 5, section 5.13, chapter 6, section 6.2.2 and chapter 7,

section 7.2.2). Two of the above students were influenced by the use of commas

in the English source text and used them in their Arabic target translation.

Although it is less normal than in English, the comma has started to be acceptable

in Modern Standard Arabic (James Dickins, personal communication).



Five students started their translations with an Arabic nominal sentences.

None of the above students changed the English word order and used an Arabic

verbal sentence. This preference for Arabic nominal sentences is possibly due to

the length of the sentence in the source text. In addition, it is easier for students to

change the English word order and translate by using an Arabic verbal sentence if

the main verb in the sentence is a full verb and not a copular verb (cf. chapter 5,

section 5.4, chapter 6, section 6.2.1 and chapter 7, section 7.2.1). One student

unacceptably used , which does not suit the meaning in the source text, as

follows:

—	 c,—uLitil Cj4)11	 j.UJt 	 J1	 LIito crs,..01 Sita

Only four students understood the intended meaning of the source text and

rendered it acceptably in Arabic, as follows:

-	 	  c).4 j...ZIS	 j	 :Ai.P111	 j cjii1411

J ji=4	 U	 L.kbJ9 jjiLti ;LI ;la :4,11

_	 cj_4 ,...).!,11 	 c)..4	 jLoc.

4.3111 Aso .)11 	 JjJ14 Z"ix4.411	 .)&T

-	 	 (}3..1.11	 e-te _OS	 L4.51411 :ILLY 	 1Ji 	,c1,,%1:111

Ali2JJt LiJ jJjb dim cLJLs	 s	 s.1_,431

..14 1 4._91= .4-4&-11

_	 t...4 014 .14.101	 j Ül4a jg-,I ,Ols_N.11	 „lc. (:).4.91411

;i4c. 	 L3 JUi L.:11:431	 iI j

The translation of the following two students indicates that they did not

understand the source text properly and as a result failed to render it acceptably in

Arabic, as follows:

- u...)141 L:iub Ljz 011.1J	 jj .1.4 .1 (jz eiN411

111,-citi I j

- c.1:6 - 4=V 1 Alu''1 .9-1 .14.1	 ‘="-.1.11 -,..1133V1 JU=.1	 Ai	 J46 J.)4 ,—.61+11-i

L.—).A1

"Survivors"

Two students translated "survivors" as 01-. 1 , in the following unacceptable

translations:



-	 olszi p eiN411 ..9 1 	 .1.1.114-% 	(.31.5?-11

jliV I j

-	 JUVI	 cjr.	 3..111V1 S40.I vi 014=1 oz	 ea&1,1/4,	 L.1314.11

01.i.1.,..cntil

Only two students provided the most acceptable Arabic equivalent for "survivors"

, as follows:

_	 j L Jj `J:i.iVI LILAC. j DI.11t.31 jera j

- 011.1.-41 j yl-LA 	 i3I JUG Di42.11	 (Du

Another two students gave the Arabic equivalent of ()All , as follows:

j LJJLIVI	 ,c)42-11.ksf& C.191-.1.11

01:616'2/ -9 Y..)111 ,J1-4.c.	 C.11-.1.a 	 4:6 Ls-la DOL.131

The Arabic form si-J--11.249.- Lric- DA-.131 is better than the Arabic forms C.1.0 1-.1.11 - alit-Pas

an equivalent of "survivors" in this context.

Two students acceptably rendered the indefinite in the source text

"survivors" by using an indefinite in the Arabic target text, as follows:

c.1-4.1 . The other four students acceptably rendered the indefinite in the source text

by using a definite in the Arabic target text, as follows: L))1411—

Students' translations reflected the differences between the Arabic and

English punctuation systems. Two students translated the English sentence

literally copying the English punctuation marks, as follows:

oti.1.6.41 j JLIVI	 J14..) , D1.4731	 aii1411

j	 j Disc. _per,t ,S14=11	 c.14:11411 (DU

Another two students translated the English sentence literally and used the

Arabic common connector to connect all the nouns, as follows:

_	 J jtiVI	 j ciLya	 j

-	 j 0 14.111 1 j	 JL. j D14,31 .3 jg_.1

"eye witnesses"

Two students unacceptably omitted "eye witnesses" from their translations,

as follows:

- 3 0 1.i.1_,-0VI	 pl_sJ	 a_m411	 juzl o_i	 j.eri J di÷11 LtJi,
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- j JUVI 3,1 jb 	 L2J il-oai	 j	 U=4.11	 J11111 Liii1+11 cr.4.6.4.1
LS

Li.1.6.4 1

The other four students translated "eye witnesses acceptably as C.)14.-11

Three of the above students acceptably rendered the indefinite in the source text

by using a definite in the Arabic target text in the following: c)-..1.-11 ; one

student started her translation by a definite Arabic noun- 1,0 0-1r- al.g-.111 and then

continued her translation by using indefinite Arabic nouns, as follows:

-	 3 YJCil	 9	 AN-4 ,S11.131 413. LsJz &AP ()Li

"rescue workers"

Two students translated "rescue workers" unacceptably as "rescue work", as

follows:

_	 kly ui	 LL_,411 j -J3.1v1 LJU.c.1	 y. Jj Lsadiu,

YJI:B.V1

- LJJthl dub	 1ij..)111)11 dlAci	 j c.UJ (:)r. e_i=4.11 A	 J *U111 4_114 cr.+6411

ILL-4 I j

Another student unacceptably omitted "rescue" in her translation, as follows:

-	 3 y	 4.6	 aot.0

The above student unacceptably rendered the indefinite in the source text by using

an indefinite in the Arabic target text as follows: It is odd in Arabic to start

a sentence by using a definite Arabic noun such asa l. 9.1-.111 and connect it to

indefinite Arabic nouns such as C.J1,).z 	- (..11-Ac- in the same phrase, as in the

above sentence (cf. chapter 5, section 5.6, chapter 6, section 6.2.9 and chapter 7,

section 7.2.9).

One student unacceptably limited "rescue work" to men in her translation as

follows:	 ;Ai-L.41 j jtiV1 ,.-111%1 1 J1÷J 4.:3."-11 49,5-'11 9 c1i91-.111

Two students translated it acceptably as

"relatives and friends"

All students translated "relatives and friend" acceptably, as follows:

-	 3 L.
J L u ...)1h1 0 11*-1.6.41 - 01I-16.211 0L.1_0411

Five students acceptably rendered the indefinite in the source text by using a

definite in the Arabic target text, as follows:

-	 j LJJciV1_	 3	 -



One student unacceptably rendered the indefinite in the source text by using an

indefinite in the target text, as follows:

-	 YJI-.9.1 ,J1-4.c. j CJI-P 	 ,s14.31	 L5-6 (:).4791-..11

Five students acceptably translated "relatives" as LjUi. Only one student

acceptably translated it as P IS to provide pattern repetition with and

produce a good Arabic style (cf. Dickins et al 2002, 100-103). One student

changed the English word order in "relatives and friends" and translated it

acceptably, as	 jolia.=1%71

"many of whom were the recipient of desperately moving and courageous

last messages of love conveyed by mobile phone, in the long and terrible

aftermath"

Two students' translations indicate that they did not understand the source

text properly and as a result failed to render it properly in Arabic, as follows:

_	 dui. p,1.11 j tiJ J1-4=1	 j 0 14=i c)c. Ltam.41i	 J11111 L.131÷11

01.11.41

- pti.L-41 ;tiLu11 .34	 j 'Juin dt.4c.1	 J.)4 ,.11.i

yArl

The other four students translated it to some extent acceptably, as follows:

_ JUIà , J1_94.11	 A.11.3134	 .ji.1411 ;6.1. .1.11 A.S.ya.41" I um.I1 

1.4f1

-	 (.31.,41.4 k jx31 Ze.1.111LJIj11..).) 	 L.:411 ,L..11.5_).31 (>4 cx-h...11

4.3131 _9 451—)11

-	 ()a u++14.1 SIM CJ.115	 tz14.2.111 5 .)4At l sJ5L. j I	 1:),1-111 u.:21.L.ell lab 1.5.15

:415/0 4.1A-411	 -,1115	 . :44_,43t	 j€3

_ bJ i	 t.	 Li juilD L 411 j4. :t.4.z.1- j 5j.Ail y3I L151,41 cj ;LA ea r4-1.4 4101

many of whom"

Only one student translated "many of whom" acceptably as eA ed-IA1,3.1%11

Another student translated "whom" and unacceptably omitted "many" in her

translation as follows: ci:.1:1-11 (..r.t.&ji l e-A) IA5 . The above omission is unacceptable

because it changed the intended meaning in the source text. The intended meaning

in the source text is that many and not all survivors, eyewitnesses, rescue workers,
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relatives and friends were the recipients of last messages of love. On the other

hand, two students translated "many" and unacceptably omitted "whom" in their

translations, as follows:

..u4.431.411 cj.41 ,),AS _	 L...11 DA D.14.r.LAALD DA J..A-CD j

"were the recipients of"

Students' translations were as follows:

II L4=11 J51_,,,) c)..?.4.116,411 4 I	 _	 c)4 apsh.-11 D.4	 j

'LA.9.431 (3: j I jlii:LAI ujall L).=1.1 A 	- by	 y_,11 j'A._)11 LI)j li ‘4.1.4 A.1.1.211	 ,

Three students acceptably translated "were recipients of' as the Arabic active

participles u.!- 11 *---.1.1,115-4 .

Only one student acceptably translated "were the recipients of' as an Arabic

perfect verb, as follows:

	  cx:1D	 eA, j.iLs

Three students acceptably rendered the definite in the source text "the recipients"

by using a definite in the Arabic target text, as follows:

. Only one student rendered the definite in the source text by

using an indefinite in the Arabic target text: . The other three students did

not translate the above phrase.

"desperately moving and courageous last massages of love conveyed"

Students' translations were acceptable, as follows:

_ 431.21 11.5.).1.411 t.„L,11

_ 4.r	 L DA D: ^11 ..,11

j€31 dUlt	 D.U1.17 SCLIT3 .LJAS	 j	 S..),1A1 jAii CILA

j J,IL`11 ya.11 LJ1Lw )1

"desperately ....conveyed by"

Only one student translated the English adverb appropriately as (AL.? in

Arabic, as follows:

_	 (Da (..)4 Jim	 j Zal.?_111; j...1Ar l S.1.3.411	 JI _AL.,' I c)...)all 04,1&24r116.4

.aAVI A.1,1.312 —.4.4&_431	 alti	 :A.1	 LZI

Another student unacceptably translated "desperately" as ii, in the following:



- JILi 4_i , j1 .3_,N11 c-1- j....41 A.L.....,134 j3_,p A_Viiioil A.10_,All A.S.)aloi" I c,-1-N31 ( ; J1 L).n -,11—.11 (j.o I ...).AS ,

One student failed to connect the translation of the English adverb with the verb

"conveyed by". This student failed to recognise that "moving" in the source text is

an English adjective and not a noun. She unacceptably translated "desperately" as

an adjective in the following: ;L:314.11 ,=31-s.).31 c.).. C.).:-11,--11 ()A

One student unacceptably omitted "desperately" from her translation, as follows:

:tx.L,211 i 5 .)...1Al l ,,A_,ii Jill.

"moving and courageous last messages of love"

Students' translations were as follows:

_A:2.1'.1.2i A.Si..,141- n ,,Al (.11....)

-	 L 	 j:11.4.) ..).&T 3

- AzA42:21 Si.4.At l B.53.41 j“u

- :A.c.l÷ail 3 5 .A.11 uail cjIl-will

One student unacceptably translated "moving and courageous last messages of

love" literally, as follows: - ..11. 1.11 :L�J.:3A.1. I y-,31 (.11-ui

The above student also unacceptably omitted "courageous" in her translation.

Three students partially rendered the intended meaning in the source text, as

follows: A-=.14-&31 Y.z-11 c.351-uu _AT j - :4-c- 14-2 S*lil S-IjAl l (.111.1 j -

- Za4-,111 .3 5 ..)4Aq c,s_N.11 (.3:3L,u11

Two of them unacceptably omitted "moving" in their translations. The third

student unacceptably translated "moving" as a noun,*A-4141 ,-LAS.,-,31 , as already

noted.

None of the above students translated "moving" acceptably in Arabic, along

the following lines:

jr.U.liq ',I.41 i ;kr.LN.,t11 J J.11-4w j _AT - 5A414111 Si..L.L411 j ALL,Niall ,1Z-11 j5k) .)11

One of the above students translated "love" in the source text as 1,5.3-4

instead of

,,L.. This is mainly related to the student's social culture, which considers "love"

a taboo notion. This is a major difference between English and Arabic cultures



(cf. chapter 4, section 4.2). All the above students acceptably rendered the

indefinite in the source text "messages" by using a definite in the target text, such

as y-,-11 J- j.

"last messages"

Three students translated "last" acceptably as J 5t-,..,)	 -	 s.1.3.4.11

5j l,-4-%.11 J:11,41 . Only one student unacceptably translated it literally, as

A.S.)ma.4.1* I 44=31

conveyed by mobile phones"

Students' translations were acceptable, as follows:

, j1 .541	 UL...41i.? _km:4 ;Li

-	 J	 5.3 	 Af..5.4.31

_ • 14y1	 <_61iii	 (...Ja L	 (rem cAS

_ ;14=..›.4 byi	 v:211 J11111 L13-141 j4c.

The best equivalent from the above translations is Jail'

Three students provided various acceptable equivalents for "mobile phones", as

follows:	 ,261-6-11 J .i iil,-15411 . The other three students provided

more colloquial and less acceptable equivalents, such as (.11. 5 1 	 d..5÷11 ,-;11d-11

_ J1_941

Five students acceptably rendered the English plural "mobile phones" by

using the Arabic singulars L-1411-- J 1 _94.11 . The meaning of the Arabic singular

L-1411— c.11 .3.41 acceptably renders the plural "phones" ,--.61 .3.4 in this context.

Only one student translated the English plural "phones" as the Arabic plural

. This is also acceptable.

Two students acceptably omitted "phones" from their translations, in the

following:

Another student acceptably added	 in her translation, as follows:

J1 .541	 ...15,11 ;14.01311
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Students' translations were acceptable. They used various forms:

— j4r. — j.j .))=2	 , as follows:

- L.11_54.4

_ JJAJ Li:31 _9+11 L.5.3'.3.12	 -

u—	 j.?

"in the long and terrible aftermath"

Students' translations were as follows:

iAJJt i
- 4.31.31 

- ..1.4(11 43_9b Aisi.411	 Llsit

_	 js&I	 L. JCs.'111 t-111+11

One student unacceptably omitted "aftermath" and added "conversation". In her

translation, she considered the conversation to be long and terrible, as follows:

-	 ..37).s&I	 4-1411

The best equivalent for "in the long and terrible aftermath" in meaning was as

follows: 14'1 1 A-1,u.). " * .ks4L.11	 Ali

The above student translated the above phrase as a separate Arabic sentence and

added (:JJ at the beginning of her translation. The result of this separation is an

overall weak Arabic style, as follows:

_ .4(11 A.1:131,	 Z.4i11	 LA	 (:)t• Ly4.	val

The other two students translated "in the long and terrible aftermath" to some

extent acceptably rendering part of the meaning of the source text, as follows:

j .4.4.)312 Ali= JUT vi

43.3L3 I
	 0.)11 ‘)122.1

One of the above students translated "aftermath" literally as	 , which does

not convey the intended meaning in the source text.

Students' preference for literal translation is evident in this text. None of the

above students explained during her translation that this text refers to what

happened in America on September 11 th • The Arabic noun A-.÷1-01 is considered the

best Arabic equivalent to describe what happened in America. The use of :L.4-11131

is certainly stronger than the use of 	 .



It is also possible that students did not understand the source text and as a result

did not relate it to September 11th.

All students rendered the English adjectives "long and terrible" acceptably

in Arabic as

- 4.9131 I.L.44)

- .141 :143L	 *;n_&$illl La a

_

"How America, as a super-power, deals with its new vulnerability is now

occupying international politics"

Students' translations were as follows:

- ;413.111 c'JLAL.p.,11 Lr.1_,.:3	 1.3-.,€  lee.;=_)25 	 jALxil (:)1	 LS.j.).41 c31-1.0i

- ‘:47 1_,-c.:3'11 43	 JA	 L.4)az.	 CLN5 s jis Is? J.41 Liaa 4_4

_	 etc,a41	 .54 s.1..1411	 Leiac. sJj 1.5,3i41 Jaz Z.A.s

_ z.41J.IIJ	 31	 a	 Lcia

_ 4.a	 Lsia 	  Lr.ac. 1.411U4 ula	 11,1 JAT cjI3

- 43 1.4_,List	 cyc. 5111 ...413.all	 :USAJ

Two students unacceptably started their translations with CA . It is odd to

emphasize a question, even an indirect question, in Arabic.

Three students did not understand the meaning of the source text. As a result, they

failed to translate the actual meaning and provided a different sense in Arabic, as

follows:

_	 L.,114.11	 1..91,c. USA L.r.LN:5	 yl÷,11 -Lai a

- 441I,31 C:11_40 Ls1c.. J 1-.! ..,11 Sae. 4111_14 ula SA.1_,.3 14siS	 c.)13

-c_1* VL-czill	 ,:jc. J4 .1 3 :14. 13.111	 ;1_11.S4	 cu.:=3,1A1

Only three students understood the intended meaning of the source text and

translated it acceptably, as follows:

_	 44.11_,..11	 i%1_4141 Lstt_N.j 1-4 JA A7. .2.111 LAIL-4 :41411	 ts..u.41 JAL.,:, :49s

_	 z.4 ja11LI(_..1=:" Di .3 6.3411	 Ls.Aha S3iS
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_kJj 	1U JU3 J	 JA	 j	 (DI „.11711	 cjA J	 L.1.4s j

. cj-Stl

Five students connected this sentence with the previous sentence. Three

students acceptably used the Arabic common connector J. Another two students

used the Arabic connector ‘-'s to connect the two sentences acceptably (cf.

chapter 5, section 5.13, chapter 6, section 6.2.2 and chapter 7, section 7.2.2).

"How America, as a super-power deals with its new vulnerability is now

occupying international politics"

The sentence in the source text includes an indirect question "How America,

as a super-power deals with its new vulnerability" The presence of this indirect

question makes it appropriate to modify the question word in Arabic to suit its

position in the sentence and provide a better Arabic style. For instance, instead of

writing the Arabic question word as 	 , it is more acceptable to change it to

"manner" in this context. Only one student modified her translation to provide a

better Arabic style, as follows:

_ 0V1	 LA1+,31 cJ.4:11' bl Lraz..4 LA ..03 7434.11	 IL.A. ?Li tA Lealk•	 jAi J466 ;14S j

Two students kept the English word order and translated "how" as ,-;ys. at the

beginning of the Arabic sentence.

- Z.41.3.1.11	 Lrt_,:i of 3 	 g 11 Le-4.0.)76 tA JALIZ1	 LsaliaC• jiS LSUAI C...! LI 144i
_ A413.11133 L.W_,111 L3iLZ31	 j	 3.41-Z.1	 u	 \1 bj c.s.41 j JAI LgL,	 j

•C.N1

Although one of the above students conveyed the meaning intended of the

source text appropriately, she provided a less acceptable Arabic style in her

translation, as follows:

- Z,L1JAII A.4,21 Lle.U111	 z	 1.4.x.;a3 C-4 ( JALX1I	 .L1,4 Jill	 j LSuAl u.6	 j

•

The final student partially conveyed the intended meaning in the source text.

She translated the question acceptably, but failed to render the intended meaning

in the other part of the sentence" ... is now occupying international politics". The

above student unacceptably translated."occupying" literally, as follows:
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_ z..133.111LJU	 Lb ul j

"America, as a super -power"

Five students translated "America, as a super-power" acceptably, as follows:

	  s3:2.� 1-5:)...)Al— - 1-4=c- USA Ltz:ibJ 141...)-41 -	 - Ø J S.5:6 LS4..)-41 -

0 ^" Il j.iI crA j 	 Four students rendered the English "as" appropriately by

the use of A . One student acceptably omitted "as" and replaced it by the use of

4..c-.% to emphasize that America is a superpower. The omission of a direct

equivalent of "as" is acceptable in this context because the intended meaning in

the source text is conveyed.

Three students provided the standard equivalent for "super-power":

One student translated "super-power" to some extent acceptably as 141...)A1

	  U-5-4 (.1:1-N5si:i5. The above student translated the English adjective "super" by

using the Arabic verb and object 1-4.c. USA J. Another student unacceptably

omitted "super" and replaced it by "single" in the following: s -1:.1- sii51-SuAl

Although America is considered the single super power, the addition of "single"

does not give the intended meaning of being a super-power. One student

unacceptably omitted an equivalent of "as a super power" altogether.

"deals with its new vulnerability"

Two students unacceptably ignored "deals with its new vulnerability", as

follows:

_	 I	 c)c.	 vi	 Lr.t.5	 Ü1 L1.4	 aU.S j

-	 jA ;11_41	 1.3114 (Y.113- J.45 JAI "ai.AJ;L ulswi

One student provided an unacceptable translation, as follows:

- L5-6 s.)-.!..‘"Jj.tiLLU4 Lok-
	 tj

The above student unacceptably omitted "deals with" and chose an inappropriate

equivalent for "vulnerability" Lludo "brittleness" in her translation.

Four students translated "deals with its new vulnerability" to some extent

avcceptably, as follows:

_	 dAl21.3
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-	 t-4 JA1-23."

_	 t_.4„.41,zs	 Ls.3.).41J.,Aur,

The above translations are acceptable because they partially convey the intended

meaning of the source text. Two of the above students unacceptably omitted

"new" in their translations.

The best equivalent for "vulnerability" from the above translations is

-	 e..34314--;=,..)z)

The other two equivalents ands.1.11L€4?1--.) *A-4,..11 are less acceptable

in this context because they do not fully convey the intended meaning of

"vulnerability" in this context.

"is now occupying international politics"

Four students unacceptably translated "occupying international politics".

Two students unacceptably translated "occupy" literally without any

modification, as follows:

-	 jali L:.J1.4.11	 ,D1 j

_ 4A1%11	 LU J.

Although two students modified their translation to some extent, they failed to

render the intended meaning in the source text, as follows:

_ 'a3.1.3 .111:1_44	 LA...Jaz

-	 Lr.t_N5 J.41 01

Only two students translated the intended meaning of the source text acceptably.

One of the above students translated the metaphor "occupying international

politics" literally, as follows:

_ L:jv 44• AlLiii k3I ca.zablJ	 t.4 ya

The other student chose to ignore the metaphor and acceptably translated the

meaning non-metaphorically, as follows:

-	 41_41 L,11	 3,L111

"is"

Three students unacceptably ignored the copula "is" in their translation.

_	 ta.Asil	 :USA	 at) j
_	 bJL  Lr.w. L1UA j
_	 j 	 	 j.41-XII	 L,...41nZ 	IS,3. J.41 ulz..n
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The other three students acceptably conveyed the copular sense of "is" by

using JA as a pronoun of seperation, in the following:

_	 vi	 JA A41	 A.4. .,11 i	 UtsA	 s jiS	 ;Laic.	 cjn

_	 4,36,31L1+.31 etz.41 Ly.t=.4 JA A.4. 411 414L.ell Z.4141:i 4 4i silts	 z4i4s j

-	 ;L-4-1136.1-,111 di-,L.,11 Jib 	e JA655	 t,pa 1�71..)-41 Lsic•

. c:Pit

n o w !

Four students unacceptably omitted "now" from their translations. Only two

students translated "now" acceptably as c.N1 at the end of the Arabic sentence.

8.2.8 Asylum Seekers

Thousands of asylum seekers reach Britain each year fleeing hatred, but

what is waiting for them often turns out to be just more. It is painful to imagine

the death of hope they must experience coming face to face with the reality of

internment camps, high security prisons, legal processes designed for deterrence

and the voucher system which is described as "crude and cruel".

The Title:

Two students ignored the translation of the title. Five students translated

"Asylum seekers", as follows:

- 0.541 CP

- P.54._ WA C)C'

4-174 0.,4 1	L:P. C.1411

4-4,1 c.	 4.41LI2

4-14-11 P_9,-131 L)c- a.1111,111

Four students unacceptably translated "seekers" literally as c:)- c.	 L.LIS . The

standard equivalent for "asylum seekers" is 4--4.-21 0941 ..14" •

Only one student unacceptably translated "asylum seekers" as ,,,,A14-.11 0.34 1 v-.111-1.

instead of	 9it.b, using the accusative/genitive form v-.113. rather than

the nominative form 343U. (cf. chapter 5, section 5.2.3 and chapter 6, section
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6.2.18). One student to some extent acceptably translated "asylum seekers" by

addition, as follows: ce-4-,110..9-431 (3- C)-a C.J:AA131 . Another student unacceptably

provided two alternatives for "asylum" as 034

The Text:

"Thousands of asylum seekers reach Britain each year fleeing hatred, but

what is waiting for them often turns out to be just more"

Students' translations were as follows:

- ia6J-1=4.	 &--C1 . 114. l i-C11 CJA 	cs1) 0 _941 &c- . .&41-.131 1-2INT J.-A?? et. LIS vi

" (DA.

-	 LA	 J 	 "U7.1""6all	 A-L4	 ,,p-AL.PA	 c.F- c.).414 T LL

,1111	 J451 AL4U4.1IL

- 94!	
L4 C.)--CI1.tut. 1 J-C11	 al-1J1-4b "C"	1431-12:1).?	 4-4-'31 0.34 1 4,0-."	 1-11VI

4.4. 431 .)�31	 4 4-11

- Cr":=41. 1-4 L.a& ('AJia.l.Y 	 C.)-CI j	 (35	 j41..(1411 fl

- e/6.)-1=1:6:? 4111 &--Ci ;144. 1 .)�31 (DA C .J44..)1A 	 d� 14-11-11 1>)	 ,e,1-.L..31 0_341 c,.5411-12 &A (.-iVt1 (1-'29

C.ra 4.6-431 Lric-

-	 C.)4.11-i5A 1 .33A 9 „J.	 L..1:1119.)-1	1 .31`°11.	 0..9.431	 C.P	 LiV1

- •	 EJ1-	 4:1111-4

- t4 mi 	 (.1-c. cis U.L JJ	 1I 0..941 404111 L:JA

ytt LA Lric. &_9A-liA ii

One student acceptably started her translation with CA to emphasize the

importance of the first sentence in the text (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.4 and chapter

7, section 7.2.4), as follows:

- L)-cl 	 1..)-C11 ca.131-i14 1 .33A 	 143119.)4 Ls31 1 .31.-=9	 P.14.11	 L:)=. a41411	 (:))

Lo	 (4.4 4.1.14 Lo	 4.111 Lo

Three students changed the English word order used Arabic verbal

sentences, as follows:

-	 _J.ij J' 	 d'S L.0-3=4..›) L5-1) ,,ru4-L CP ai-1.1411

&J-S5 LA 146'

- 361 4-11	 146' e5 .91.25-34 1-4 CD-CI ,el-a	 (4-"1--"Il 0941 CP C.)41-41 CJA 4-°V1

- (2-4 ._)16:14 (1-1-1/ C>S2	 CD:NJ-4	 L.1� 4'13=4)4 LA 4-4-31 0.34 1 	 (DA L:eiVi

*A4.4.	 L:>4 4.6-31	J-4	 c,0
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One student used a verbal sentence preceded by the temporal adverbial (..1S

, as follows:

- 1-4 1-.131-6 eA ..)-LtY. 1-4	 .114.	 1-1JA 14):1-19_)4 cs-1) 0 .341 L:)=.

1-4-4 

Three students kept the English SV word order and used Arabic nominal

sentences, in one case with DI , as follows:

-	 U CA 4.JS C):14.)1-4 	 (35	 vJJ4.all 0_,41iU C)-4 LINT

"144. LA I IDA 434.11

- C.)-C3 Atab.	 C.):P11:" 1 .9395:1. .e1-.	 1-.131-19..)... LA 1 31-9 4-4-11 0.3411	1411	 c.))

Dia..1,4 L4 ju. 0.4	 "LAL	 j )11.1.1.... ciall

	

L.3:1j (NO CL.•:°.4 ATIA. JSJI ( )A c),....uu4 et. L$ 1431-19..)4ii	 1I 4-14-31 0.54.11 441-6UI

La Ls2a Dy2.1.9A ia+.11 -LA4

Only two students provided the following most acceptable equivalents by

adding .A44. 1J-Cli to emphasize the meaning of the source text "just more":

-	 U D-51 -9 `L.A1..)-C11 CJ-A CJ:1:1)-4 2 :L" JS 14. 11-1=9J4 	 cr441 0 .34 1 cp411-12 C.J-4 L-iNT

Z..141 .A 	 -1:3.3-4.11 '61

-	 JI D—CI A-.14.	 (DJ' l...):3-).J1-4 eta LIS 1431-1=9.).1 Ls-I) cs-'411."11 0 _94	 3U C.Y3	 (-1-n••=Y.

AT3A. l i-C31	 -a.4_3-431 csla	 t1.11-kil

The second sentence here is less acceptable than the first sentence because of the

use of	 which reduces the amount of asylum seekers' sufferings.

"Thousands of asylum seekers reach Britain each year fleeing hatred"

"Thousands of asylum seekers"

Students' translations were acceptable, as follows:

L:9VT	 .U.L.1=1411 L.OVL	 UIL:9V1

4411.1a C>4 LIV -St 1	 C.)...f1411 C>A1 LIV	 ,4111.1= (DA LjNi	 (DA L:eltvl

Three students acceptably ignored "of' in their translations.

All students acceptably rendered "thousands" by using a definite in Arabic.

reach"

Six students translated "reach" acceptably, as follows:



One student acceptably in this context translated "reach" as .)4. , in the following:

-	 e.AiL41_4 c)_CI	 u.,41411	 Liknt _A!

The above student unacceptably omitted "Britain" in her translation.

"each year ')

Students' translations were as follows:

	

JS-	 — ?Le. —	 -	 — 1.A

The best equivalent for "each year" in formal Arabic is

"fleeing hatred"

One student ignored "fleeing hatred" in her translation, as follows:

- .);64.;sH 	C.A1J ,e1-a 	 th ,.:)a c):A=1411	 ik4

Six students acceptably translated "fleeing hatred", as follows:

	

ATIA1 ..)-C11	 D:.14J1-4 - 1141. IP DA D:14.)1-4 - ATA.	 L:JA	 - A4/41P (:)-4 au—J-4

—	 A-14;,-,;0.11 a s. JU. - L..5.41 J-q 	 1.33.3s4 . One student acceptably translated

"hatred" by addition using semantic repetition (cf. chapter 6, section 6.43 and

chapter 7, section 7.4.2), as follows: j 6jU. Four students translated

"fleeing" acceptably as 1-.1JA using a form of y..)-16 "to flee". Two students provided

less acceptable equivalents: Cs.4.)L-	 The meanings of these equivalents are

less powerful than that of "fleeing" in the source text.

44 ..... but what is waiting for them often turns out to be just more"

Students' translations were as follows:

-aya.A.3 1-4.4	 D.A. 1-4 1-111-&. rA .)1='11:1 1-4 Ci-CI .

-	 DA .).61	 IA 14116 eAJ163:1.1-° DS3

-	 •1:1...5•43/ 4:51 .9 .4?	 D-C3

	

A15.4. 1 ..)53/	 '3.-3431 Ls-la .}'°14..3.	 rA.J./. 4 .1.11 D5.1 9

j:.3 E j1.:% e+4 A L. lac 42.111 j	 4.111 LO	 Z.110. I j-C11 Ci.1.111141

U (.5-6	 M:11 .124 L4.4 Nd Cr-.;41. ATAI -A31 (DA (:›.1.4.)-4

Six students followed the English SV word order and acceptably started their

translations by using D-ci
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Only one student changed the English SV word order and provided a weak Arabic

style in her translation.

- 1 .3-1 JA L

Six students acceptably translated the English complex sentence "Thousands

of asylum seekers reach Britain each year fleeing hatred, but what is waiting for

them often turns out to be just more" as an Arabic sentence, for example:

-	 L4 C.A1 j 1144. liS31 C.)-4 	""J	 co-.11 CY3

"t4A. 1 .)521 DA 41.3A-11 4211

-	 J-151 4-11	 1-4 r*A.)=C33:3.	 i..)53 , r1-c•	 cj-"4"31	 pc'	 C)A

Five students connected the translation of the two parts of the compound sentence

by using the common Arabic connector j (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.2 and chapter

7, section 7.2.2).

Only one of the above students translated the English compound sentence as one

long Arabic sentence using the same punctuation marks as in the English source

text, as follows:

-	 J:61 4:31 cr-,-;.43. L. 1416 ra .)14. t-4 Ci-C1 j ,?1-a JS 4-4L.'.11 	 19 CJA

The above student put the comma before the translation of "but" as in the source

text. The other five students did not use a comma in their translations, for

example:

-	 2..:. 1-4	 C.)-4 	 dS 14:31-12 1}.5 (3.91.-.21. 4-J4'411 0.941 4416

AtIALA L:Y4 .1:3.3A1 4:31

One student translated the English complex sentence as two Arabic sentences, as

follows:

uJ'J

1-4 	 .441.)�.11	 14:11-1:9J-.3 c.63) c.J41

1-'14 J LJA.

Although the above student translated the English complex sentence as two

Arabic sentences, she also connected them with the common Arabic connector.,

46	 but what is waiting for them often turns out to be just more"

One student misunderstood meaning of the source text and unacceptably

translated the above sentence as follows:

Lo	 4.111	 4:111 Lo c.A.1 j	 ci,a..)11IA I j.1	 j



Four students acceptably translated "but what is waiting for them often turns to be

just more" fairly literally, conveying the meaning intended in the source text, as

follows:

-C.)91.3'4 1-44 ..;5�1 DA. 1-4 1-?31- ea).)- 43. 1-4 C.AI .

- AL) D-4 ..)41 OA. 1-4 LA& iaA .)14. 1-4 c:Al

-	 SIS1	 c-h-:=n=3:). 1-4 1411-&- ek);:334 1-4 C.)-CI ,

- I	 jib LO LEIL D.3.4.14 eig.31 1.1.4	 cr_,C43.	 CJA	 JIA

Two students acceptably modified their translations make them more

comprehensible and stylistically acceptable in Arabic, as follows:

- 114 1 .)g L:r..143.11 431	 rA ..).=4 1-4 C)5.1

- A4 1 .)-C1	 .1:23-431 Ls-la .)'-°:11:/. 4WI	 eA .);53:1. 4 .131 C)-C3

Although the above two translations conveyed the meaning intended in the

source text, the second translation is better than the first. It is not appropriate in

Arabic to use the verb .)--d3L.. " is restricted" and to follow it by .3.4.1 1 . In addition,

the Arabic verb is not powerful enough to indicate the degree of hatred that

is waiting for them according to the source text.

"often"

Three students unacceptably omitted the English adverb "often" in their

translations, as follows:

- 1144. 1 .)�.11 J.4	 43I4-11 34. eAJJE:13:3. L4 C)5'1

LO	 lac.	 j..111 L4 C.AI A110	 C.J,5.)1-914 I jkA

L4 Lria C.L9ASL4 efil	 1-44i e+1 cr—:=41. 441 ..)-C11 C.).4 CA44..)1-4

Four students provided two acceptable equivalents 1416—,,Allia , as follows:

-OYL.9...A1.	 j6. ()A. 1411-& czAJ161:1. 1-4 CA •

- "511 CJ-4 J-.61 C.1.35:5. L4 1-4 ek.)1:34. 1-4 CA

-.):4-C4	 4-1 C":c"3:2. L° 1411-& l'A .)1'114 1-4 C.A1

- .444. 1 .),1 c:›4 	Lsia	 41-01 vi	 4:111 ID-C1

"It is painful to imagine the death of hope they must experience coming face

to face with the reality of internment camps, high security prisons, legal

processes designed for deterrence and the voucher system which is described

as "crude and cruel"

Students translated the above sentence as follows:



A4.3.1	 t4Li÷1.3da	 Lbt-&	 J-41 cL)ya	 CJI (44i1

‘.5-111 	 41-)41 4:6JI ;La i..)All L1.3_9 111.11 ':-41.)-41 J 	C.J.)?-31 

11-.3y--,311 9 kJ—a?

_	 j.111	 4÷.511.8.	 (2)1	 JAY	 14.41i &.4

44. J uai 41.) , 3,1 41)31 L31-i37 1 .3 t.1_)11 talia31 :L 31 L44.3 j 1,401 bAY

-t :LILLS.11 'AL.41,31	 cJ1.44;_411	 jr,91.13r. JA Ji(DA

4.1k- 11-.1-11 1171.51.4

- :1-4th-71 	 04)1	 1.34L3.1

crai	 j11 elJaki	4).331:931 	 	 ap.,11

•

.4.1114. t-4 4-4 Lig÷i	 LUi i..4.2.ac. 4_4 j J-4,1 C14.131 

(7.511i 3 t.1..)11 :Llus.1i	 _9.411 ;4_02	 cJI3	 j Juiavi

4,,,,Ea 3,241?

-	 	 t--4 4+9111149 ".119 .2.9.11 1 .94J4:L". (4-11 44. 14-4-N4.1 eL)YA L/4&:/ ?"1-‘,4

j L-4) 414 Lj;!	 L141	 Zajj.4.4 c.1141.4.c. s .),L)=&31 ().4t1

_	 L.•J .1.44&-411	 e.1.3.4.11 j I 44,1A.4.3 mitAT JA14)-4

41111 lA L-11.4.”1	 C.)5.4:1.	 4J45.11	 0.111.L ILL:64.464.11Z.11:_frita C-4.42-11

Three students acceptably connected the above sentence with the previous

sentence by the use of the Arabic connector .

Two students started their translations with the use of 4-11 to emphasize the

importance of the sentence. It is worth mentioning that these two students did not

use LA to emphasize the importance of the first sentence of the text.

The only student who used LA to emphasize the first sentence of the text started

this sentence as follows:

-	 C.)-4	 fJ	 JJJ eir:A	 c.J.JA	 123:9-4	 e

Four students used the same declarative sentence type as the English and

started their translations by the use of e.:9-431 . Only two students

changed the English structure and started their translations using the exclamatory

.346	 .



"It is painful to imagine the death of hope they must experience face to face

with"

Students' translations were as follows:

- 1-43 4÷9.11+?. taia€4 1 Y3 M:"...)1-44 J LI-4/1 ‘=19-4 1 .514&"?. L:11 i*.I.:9-431

—	 4÷93 1-d-	 (AI b_94.)?7?	 L'iy3	 c5.1:9.4.11 (:).4 4_11

_	 Lolla c*.u.a1	 cjlq	 D.4

- -44-.511-01÷3	 Liallc4.)11C.)-4,=ii.J1L1.1A-733141-J1C.rj

- t-4	 l+J ÜJ1.4.Y1G 0.4 I J.4.4	 L21ji jy..0:3*

-	 ii C-A 4÷.91 1-€÷9 4.0911 IyJ 4 el0 1	 c4-4-N-J C-UA	 eijA

- 44 j 014I t:J j.4 JJ(44 jA

"It is painful"

Five students translated "It is painful" as 44.11. Another students translated

it as e3:3-. _9-4 and one student translated it as D_3--,-4.11 ‘)-4 . All equivalents are

acceptable.

"to imagine"

Students' translations were as follows:

1 .51. L Ll..1&53	— al&:131 — (J4	 ()I —	 J.Y°5

Two students translated the English verb "to imagine" using the Arabic verbs

1 .3-45:3. c..)-.1.&53 3 . One of the above students confused the reference of the subject

of the English verb "to imagine". She unacceptably considered "asylum seekers"

the subject of the English verb as follows: jJ 3. The other student considered

the reader (or addressee) to be the subject of the English verb "imagine" and

translated it as c_34,&53	.

Four students acceptably translated "to imagine" acceptably as Arabic verbal

nouns c3-..1:,5 - to avoid mentioning any reference to the subject of the

sentence.

It is fairly frequently a good technique to translate English verbs as Arabic

verbal nouns to avoid reference to ambiguous subjects as in the above example

(cf. chapter 5, section 5.8, chapter 6, section 6.2.17 and chapter 7, section 7.2.17).

The source text does not provide a clear reference for the subject of the English

verb "to imagine". As a result, four students avoided any reference to a subject in

their translations.



"the death of hope"

Students' translations were as follows:

J.4—	 J1 &.4c...3j..31–

eig.LT	 _	 cit4

Two students acceptably translated the English metaphor "the death of hope"

literally as J-41	 . Another student acceptably modified her translation as

J-4/1	 which is a common metaphor in Arabic. Although there is a

difference between J-41 J.. and J-41 jt_..;.:W in their basic meanings, they are

related to each other and acceptable as equivalents in this context (cf. chapter 6,

section 6.2.13 and chapter 7, section 7.2.13).

Three students translated the above metaphor with an acceptable reference to

"asylum seekers".

One student seemed to partially misunderstand the intended meaning of the

source text and thus produced an only partially acceptable translation, as follows:

-	 cs:N1 °94.71.	 01..)1	 Ll*"	 ‘23 :9-431 C).4i

Students provided three acceptable equivalents for "hope", as follows:

J.._ p=t- 1̀ 1 – p l-.)11. All these equivalents reflect the intended meaning of the

source text. One student translated the English metaphor "the death of hope" by

using an Arabic nominal sentence preceded by Ci f , as follows: c- 1. .3-z t4-4-1J

"they must experience"

Students' translations were as follows:

..3-.1.)?71D1 	 - eiali÷1 9-4 -9 4". JUL° 	 csi	 1-41k.

1 .1).4,3 4.111 - bJJ 41131— 4.0_0 IJ9Jc.,01

1,1:1.411 c:i1,111
	

24 J

The English modal "must" in this context indicates expectation rather than

obligation. This sometimes referred to as epistemic necessity (cf. Quirk et al

1985, 224). Thus, the meaning of the above phrase is that "asylum seekers are

expected to experience the death of hope when they come face to face with the

reality of camps" (cf. chapter 5, section 5.10).

Six students somewhat unacceptably ignored the translation of the English modal

"must". One student unacceptably translated the the English modal in the sense of
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"obligation or compulsion" by using 	 (cf. Quirk et al 1985, 225), as follows:

Lr4t). 4.*A

One student ignored the translation of "they must experience" completely as

follows: 1-44&A.11 4-i C.JA 1-4.11c- ',Luz ij j.

Another student translated the English verb "experience" using Arabic nouns and

associated pronouns mid- 1 .3-4 41-'4. J1-4-4 . This student translated the English verb

"practise" by addition, combining pattern repetition (cf. Dickins et al 2002, 100)

with suffix repetition (cf. Dickins et al 2002, 108), as follows: j 4L ,AJIAA (..tt- &A

c.,9;4÷1 JA . This is a typical feature of Arabic style.

Students provided various equivalents for the English verb "experience", as

follows: .5.,,),N4 - k	 - 034.)?4.—	 .

The above equivalents are weak in their meanings. The above students to some

extent acceptably used the Arabic imperfect tense. This reflects the meaning of

the source text, which is not limited to asylum seekers who currently suffer the

reality of camps, but also to all asylum seekers who will suffer in the future.

One student modified her translation to suit the Arabic context, providing the best

of all the students' translations, as follows: ?3:9-11	 j.

The above student succeeded in avoiding any reference to time in this context.

"coming face to face with the reality of .....

Two students acceptably modified their translations according to the

meaning of the source text, as follows:

_	 Ls:111 ais.11	 4_i ,:j 	54.3	 L:jt	 cj3_,..11

_	 4J LJ	 iJ	 J3I L14.4 0.11,T

One of the above students unacceptably omitted "the reality" and translated the

entire phrase as cLA-44&-411 ,,p-i . Other students provided better Arabic

equivalents in this context.

Three students unacceptably translated "coming face to face" literally, as follows:

L-4+&-4 	tsa4jl	 jl L41k. 	 JAjj?3:,411 C>4

4:-.11J('''.	 4 1-64-i=	 Ler?.	 ciall J41 cLuA	 ,.13-411 (*).

_ Lay L-A	 4÷.,11.€_ cAl	 o÷..›11 cya JAI	 t..J1

Another two students acceptably modified their translations of coming face to

face with", as follows:

-	 CJA a..17"3. I	 1-01-9 "191911 19-1..>?÷". M-.31	 (4-4)1--%1 ‘139A	 1.3:3A
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_	 j< 	 40	 1,1 43 	 c4.9.4 j14.

j;_111

"the reality of internment camps, high security prisons, legal processes

designed for deference and the voucher system which is described as "crude

and cruel"

Students' translations were as follows:

_	 3:41471	 j	 C...31i-Carat-4	 3

:1432.6.011 3 JAZI114	 .4i3.1-01 A...13:1_Ali	 ke..3..).411

	

.1442-11 14231 iD-4(171 D.. 	 C.11111 'Ll.1 ..)-C-"2-4	 4-?.911-64. 40-:4.	 (DI Y471. (P31

3L k314 LLJJ 
P

jwyl j taill et.J;11 A4c...›,111

_	 j	 2I	 cj	 j	 .1.4.

c:Kr-tAA	 :La? L.J.)TN-"31 	 LA:B.71 L.:11..)-C-"As'	 tal 4÷911-4- cAl

C.AL. J 	 4.:114	 4;111	 '4131121

_	 U j11	 j,N.,11 3 ja21 4:111-4,2i4 2j Lila. 4.4 1 3 J.4,1 a3:..\11

‘fr_aill L:4314 4.1	 4:111 j a.).)11 j Z11411	 4433.11111

- SJ.:" Il &AT C.J.P-" (31.1.c'TL4
jk 3t 19-.1_??7L".	 4".

(X9. 4...114.) kit? L__Lcti,1 	 (.1,41 euLi eieJ)	 :l=.3 _AA ,L'Ils.Le.

- 3	 j L.44&..411	 LI*9.6_. j

j 1-4h.? 431.4 	c)s..4 4-3.11 :t.lus.11

"the reality of internment camps"

Two students relatively unacceptably omitted "reality" from their

translations. Five students translated it more acceptably, as:

a&*:.t.,'

e3.:9•411 t1-1 ji 1.6 14-'3.	 C--4 4-4 l J "1_0_911

One of the above students translated "reality of' by addition as 3.:9•All	.

Students' overall translations of this phrase were to some extent acceptable, as

follows:

j&All L..J1	 j.111	 c.1.4.*411_	 A..41371

dtiar.vi

Students provided two acceptable equivalents for "camps": 	 and



Two students unacceptably omitted "internment" from their translations and

translated "internment camps", as c.:11.-.4&-4 . Three students provided acceptable

equivalents, as follows: :Y.J4411.L4Usi l	 -	
L_La

One student to some extent acceptably translated "interment camps"

metaphorically as C.*1-11,111J-C-..-4. This possibly reflects inaccurate use of a

dictionary.	 is a standard Arabic equivalent of "interment" rather than

"internment". The source of the student's translation may also however, be the

Arabic proverb c-Ly... 4-itSu . This proverb is related to those who are in prison or

sick and do not carry on their normal life. It is advisable to avoid strong

metaphors where these could be misinterpreted literally. There is a possibility that

could be understood literally and thus convey as unintended

meaning in the target text. Another student unacceptably translated "internment

camps" as Although asylum seekers go to these camps when they

come to Britain, the Arabic equivalent (1.5&-a ,=11J-c-u,.-. does not indicate that they

are obliged to stay there.

"high security prisons"

Students' translations were as follows:

11 c).41	 — -

s41.L.li ;41)1 ,L,I3 cjJLfl)4k,i.11

One student unacceptably omitted "high security" in her translation and another

student unacceptably omitted "high" from her tianslation. Another student

unacceptably translated "high" literally, as 1-..517-11.

Two students unacceptably modified their translations, as follows:

-

Only two students translated the intended meaning of the source text, as follows:

s4p.1.11

"legal processes designed for deterrence"

One student unacceptably omitted the above phrase from her translation, as

follows: A-11-i—Cli ;+-4.631 . Another student unacceptably combined the translation of

the above phrase with the translation of "and the voucher system which is

described as "crude and cruel", as follows:

j	 4.1 ji..,=9 (pit j t.5.)11 j aiS.11 2 JA.c.9 03.431	 C11.1.1.4.‘11 j
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Four students provided relatively unacceptable translations, as follows:

1..4....2:5* ;Ls. j.).2 LJL1j

-	 ;i4c. J2:11 L. J141.4.1.11 j

- t.)_)13 :43 j.iLill 4:J1<11-11 j

_ malc.7 41LA 4uj.itill L.UL2.11

Only one student translated "legal processes" acceptably as :t-..1412 ,=3101.)-41.

The same student unacceptably omitted "which is designed for deterrence" and

replaced it by "crude and cruel", as follows: :Lc-3.)AD .

None of the above students provided a comprehensive translation and added

information which would be necessary for a full understanding of the text in

Palestine along the following lines:

,:j...4N11 (>4 43.411 e	 Zil.c.1 u11 :t.i.A€11'4331111 L.-J1 0 1 .)41 j

"and the voucher system which is described as "crude and cruel"

One unacceptably student omitted "the voucher system" and confused the

reference of the English adjectives "crude and cruel", as follows:

_	 4 J2iI J s j.1114 L 4:2	 j	 j

Another student unacceptably combined the translation of the "legal processes

which is designed for deterrence" with the translation of "and the voucher system

which is described as crude and cruel", as follows:

j 4—:o14.114k3L 6/111 bk)11 j	 LIJLN A.:z.j.411 :41 _pill ,nt.4.4.11 j

One student did not know the exact meaning of "voucher system" and thus

translated it somewhat unacceptably as L3 1-0 1 , in the following:

JL J,3 4.111 (314 1 j

Four students provided various acceptable equivalents for "the voucher system",

as follows:

-	 Jcemtik3L j 	 LL-41 euLl

_ („„Ai , Lit?) AYq	 j.i 4:111 Lja.i_C.11	 j

-	 j Z.4 31a.? j4:6:1	 ZILLCII	 j

- A÷A j ;43:I.)4 144	j:3 (Di	 11111531 A.AJJ j

Most students did not provide an accurate equivalent for "the voucher system"

because it is related to a specific cultural context in Britain. None of the above

students related this refugee situation to their situation in Palestine. Refugees in
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Palestine have approximately the same system as the British voucher system in

times of crisis. The United Nations gives Palestinian refugees flour vouchers.

This is called in Palestine t:)U..94,55.11 The difference between this system in the

UK and Palestine is that vouchers are accepted in certain shops for all basic needs

in the UK. In contrast, these coupons are only accepted in the United Nations

warehouses in Palestine (cf. chapter 4, section 4.2).

"which is described"

Students' translations were acceptable, as follows:

(Lj	 1L 44 	 j -	 -u	 -

Liusz.3.,3 4111— IA Li...=.3.1 (DI	 4:11

All students acceptably translated "which" as 41-11— ,4:01 , in accordance with the

standard rules of Arabic grammar.

Five students retained the passive in their translations. Only one student translated

it as the Arabic active

"crude and cruel"

Students' translations were as follows:

—	 -

j	 _	 j L:41— 4.411	 .14

One student translated the two adjectives by using three adjectives in Arabic.

The best equivalent provided is 	 si-.2 (which uses nouns instead of

adjectives). Other students used inappropriate Arabic adjectives in this context

such as 	 	 -

8.2.9 Home Office to Appeal

The Home Office will appeal shortly against last week's high court ruling

that it unlawfully detained, and breached the human rights of four asylum seekers.

They had been held at the fast track immigration reception centre. The centre

processes asylum applications within 10 days compared with the average 13

months it takes for asylum seekers who have been dispersed around the country.



The Title:

Students' translations were as follows:

_ :41&1.1.11 s 	 j

- bJJJ Ls-1)

LQiL	 j1_33 :4.31_,a11 (:),21,11 (:).141

- - .4.41.111 j1 ,33.11 L.:21.131,,H1

-	 A+.11.19. J.A11I S J1 jj L.:01.131.1

Two students ignored the translation of the title. One student confused the

meaning of "to appeal" and unacceptably translated it as A4.1:,1.111 s j1_33 Lci) eLs.1..1

instead of - 2L 5113-11 L.:gull... 1. Two students provided acceptable translations, as

follows: A4. 1.;1111 13113 CY3 4-11-ri."1 :4a1.131 
j33.1 L-.11 .VICLAJ •

Another student failed to avoid the literal translation of "Home Office" as

&Lull t1 - .44.1&.1.111 J1	 (:).‘13.1

The above student is the only student who translated the English verb "to appeal"

by using the Arabic imperfect verb 	 . Four students translated it as an

Arabic verbal noun: 	 1,;11-,:=S C.P1—

One student acceptably translated "Home office" by addition, as follows:

- A--.)31-LY.J411 	. The same student unacceptably added e�1--.11 to her

translation.

The Text:

"The Home Office will appeal shortly against last week's high court ruling

that it unlawfully detained, and breached the human rights of four asylum

seekers"

Students' translations were as follows:

-	 j	 t_94-jil ja.,43	 14.31 A .<-11 J1 ja (Lti31.1..11	 :%1.111 ; .)1 .3.3 ())

0 .541 ,4411.1=, (j.. Jig A...411

- 	J 14. 19 313	 4-111 171.1'31 "4 ^<- 11	 ".411-111

t.,N.1.411 (.,_1!)11. ()...3
 
2...421 ()L.:171

- (D... 4 jI JU	 4_3311 (>4.4.1 4_31 1_412J1	 eSsu',) (ji 41&.1.111 4.....115A

,.r.w	 0341 L5431-10

- L	 J0.3331:i J40: I (:),%.,21.?	 tisjP Isla.11 A	 	 Isui	 ,-._CLCA (:).16 JAW

C.) U. 1:1 ' C.):4V ;LM4-)V CJI-";71 LbiL



- 41;1 j .34:az.' I ciall j	 jsjil j..)L...=11 .4631 	  J) 	 j111

	

0)- 1.11 ,4411.1,	 LL)	 DL.671 (191

- 4_AJ 444 jj.i	 1_40. 411-ozi '44:1.1=9.}.111 4-s.W.1.11 j1 j

	

J 4".	 'Azsui	 c.j1_41	 j J i j

JO L:g. &AL

- L54111, c:}4 Le.4 ji	 (.1) j L.1. 1331:i u.41,u14	j-WI	 Likra,Alq

4.....4.11 0)41

Two students acceptably started their translations with (2)) to emphasize the

importance of this sentence (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.4 and chapter 7, section

7.2.4). One of the above students unacceptably changed the future tense in the

source text to the Arabic perfect tense, in the following:

_ ULAN	 4331	 j çA1	 j	 4111 141.7-11 :LAS_N..41 	Cia3t33..31	 SjIjj

0)41 (44Illi L)

Three students retained the English SV word order and acceptably used

Arabic nominal sentences (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.1 and chapter 7, section

7.2.1), as follows:

-	 j 	 4441 j i 	 caifi...,1	 s jui

6,44.11 0 p111 4.411.1a	 Z242)/

- 43.1-1 3 3,WI qiall j 4-,:=L431	 _pL..o11 14.611 ta-C11 j1 t) LlitLrwl	 jla)11 d

	

, 37N.111 4.411J, t:}4 	 ;L:421 j_L41 LJ

- 4,111.1= (5.4 :1-x4	 (3.) j t.11 j:311 04. a3t4 141,31 J-W1	 L112:6,4	 Z.41.111 ,46.4

The other four students acceptably used Arabic verbal sentences, as follows:

-	 1413.11:i	 L.41.1	 Z.41.11i sjjj to ea.:3

6.1.411	 (DA

-	 :L.4.) JuL.43,311	 ja.2.11	 j1	 L.;11.a.,4 esic1.4 	 ziLlall

0)0

- j 4.3 j3Li	 4_,:o1-411	 14,31 	 	 Isui	 u7LCA



-j.4.5.).11 Lg.%11J	 143._) 1411-4zi :L.4.1143._)411 SjIjj

11-2-.U1	 '‘:-1-:1=.	 :Ub4 C.)1-4 1 3. 91=. (..).°13 J9 Le:cll. 4e-aAll

0.1, 131 	C.):41°2

"The Home Office"

Five students were consistent in their translations through the title and the

text. One student provided two equivalents for "The Home Office" and decided to

use the wrong, literal equivalent in her translation, as follows:

-	 Ls-19-1124	 ce-°1-431	 1-.11231 ;4 °C" It	 .1`= L?-/j UL911 YZA L.)"6

...(j4w.	 (:).4:11 .4a-.1211 IDL2)11

The above example indicates that some students prefer to translate literally even if

the meaning is odd in Arabic.

Another student unacceptably translated "The Home Office", as Z..3.1&U1	 .

One student translated "The Home Office" acceptably by addition in the

following: L..131-1.9.):111 A-.11113Jjj . This is a good example of explicitness as an

important aspect of Arabic style. It also reflects the fact that writers are typically

more explicit when they are dealing with unfamiliar topics, such as those relating

to a foreign country, than when they are dealing with familiar topics (cf. chapter

6, section 6.4.3 and chapter 7, section 7.4.2).

".. will appeal shortly"

Students' translations were as follows:

LU.iU cji 441:,n .111 . .Lz6.4 431..1 -	 &.1.111 zul j 4.1)

(-)41 j3 LL	 4.41&.1.1.11 s 11,11

e L.4z.,..�1 La) LiFil4c.i Zsitly3.41 A411.1.11

As already noted, one student unacceptably translated the English future

tense "will appeal" by using the Arabic perfect tense c-W . Five students

acceptably rendered the English future tense by using usu-i-1.5.-. , as follows:

-	 ,j6L-L	 . Only one student

acceptably rendered the English future tense by using the Arabic verb 4.341.

"intends", as follows: .),) 	 yrISA 4.54.



"shortly"

Four students acceptably translated the English adverb "shortly" as 1-.1.3j , as

in the following:

;141&lall ji_33 1.0" 'e_Cim:1L1y4 -	 cyL, J11 :L.L15.4 c.p.12:3	 Ly.) L1111-14 .441&lall	 j11

143. 14.1L4zi 2 4.1U=9..),111 24li.1.111 J I jj L11L-4 L1y,,

Two students to some extent acceptably maintained the English word order and

translated 1-.y.} immediately after the Arabic verb, as follows:

2LI s J1_33	- 1.0 caiii.,;.w," : .L41.1111; ja,11

Two students acceptably separated the Arabic adverb from the Arabic verb to

improve the Arabic style, as follows:

Ø JIJ L1.1i1,zi j.w

".. against last week's high court ruling"

Three students acceptably omitted "against" in their translations because the

meaning of the Arabic noun‘—kil:LIlha. includes the meaning of "against" , as

follows:

-	 t 3+,4111 	L.41..11 -(„11

_ kiI JJ .A.A5.14	 L11.111,u^

- t.:AIL41 	 J	 401 .14131 'A .<-1....11 j1)

Two students adopted a more literal translation of the English text and

unnecessarily translated "against", as follows:

- L11.r1,4 1_41,J1 ja.w.11 ;ULNA	 L1111,,5

-	 Le.:=1.431	 it l231 da".11 21.45.Z.4

Two other students acceptably translated "against" because of the use of the

Arabic verbs ox-1.5—	 , in the following:

- 0_,:=1-411	 it ca-C-%	 Cja-ki

_ 1415a 	  i,_Ca

Four students translated "last week" acceptably as

	

4 .1.11 -	 ti+,4t1t1

Three students unacceptably ignored the translation of "last week", for example:

_	 L.41,3 JA.:11 ',ULNA j1.)

All students translated "high court ruling" acceptably, as follows:
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141:31 .i	 ,111	 146-11 A.A-C.N.411 	— uii J.1.01 :ULNA

LA.-31 ZA-Casall	 .1-431 	 	 — 1.1.101 jasil	 - 3.j jAxil 	 j1)

"that it unlawfully detained, and breached the human rights of four asylum

seekers"

Five students failed to render the intended meaning in the source text

accurately. Their translations were vague and did not make clear that it was The

Home Office which detained and breached the human rights of asylum seekers.

Four students translated " that" acceptably as 4-111 - Lia-11 and unacceptably omitted

"it" which provides an important reference to "The Home Office" in their

translations, as follows:

_ j_usit	 4.131 (1.111 j	 4111141.11',L4_C_,-41 j	 lI1I j cj)

0.4.11.1a (:).4	 2-2-0

CL":=11.. J 41931-i	 co.1.11 1,1.121 ;.t ^< -` I	 .1.:%11 SJi9 14.4)

4.4.11 1,Nia1l	 (:).4 ZW-4_31 Cit.4.42� 1

4-1.931-i J 	 (.5?-"11-1 (� -4.11	 ^(' ^ 11	 16° 14?-).1. Cii=931 YI(-4

(.5"4-L"I D.-4V :%-x4JV DLL37 1 (23.91

3.?  I Liall	 tisj11 j..)Lcal .1-411 	 	 L.1,1) 	 4....41111 ja,11

(„eAl;u11 	 4411.1= (:).4 .)1	 A.Z4.317 Cji_u157 I L.3.1.

- J. xJI	 JUI	 Ldiur.1Z,Li1.1.9.)411;i_41.111 JIJJ L:01:1,15

Z.T4 j	 ,L4z..	 0;z:6

, 34	 LD4.

None of the above students made the reference clearer, along the following

lines:

v41L.12	 :Lx421 Z41&lall JI jj j1.,,a1 d 0.1c.	 6jall 3141.31 	

. "4":1‘111	 1-.9..);.	 v3.931:6

Only two students acceptably translated the intended meaning of the source

text. They acceptably translated "it" as 4j , as follows:

_	 j JI	 Ly4	 L.42-11	 Zo.C-N.4	 L-ilirwl? 4,4	 ".i411.111

4.4.11 0.'41 v411-6 (:).4

-	 u2 L:J•4 A-X4 (3	 L A j ;Li Ly4I a31.4 t41.11 JA.31LiUe ;kw,. Z1.111 ‘C4
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"unlawfully detained"

Students' translations were as follows:

- 01_41 L3J 411 /1.111 j

- U ..)46-	 I 4111

_	 Llizic.1	 j.lui LA1. 1 4_31

-	 J

_ 0L41	 Asaii j j.i j

-	 LLJ 0=.1.3 .)LT1-1

- ‘.91111	 :kJ	 (3.)& 41.01

Five students acceptably translated "unlawfully" as

Two students unacceptably omitted "detained" in their translations, as

follows: c:)1--..,4 1 jji 4111 (1-0	- tr." C.1-4 	(.3..)-& 14i9A LJA:.1-1 4.i• Five

students translated "detained" as follows:	 (.113.="	 . The equivalent

is better than the other two equivalents.

"and breached the human rights of four asylum seekers"

Students' translations were as follows:

	

tii 4 341 4.4.11.1= 04 .51	 01.41 Jim. 4,-1 4i7.1)1 j

4.1.411 L,IN.1,Z.3i 01.41 (3	 j

_ 4..4.411 4_41 ,44.11.1, L JI (31:2.**Ic- .141	 Ly1,51 4:31

04:1". /7-" C.)44 ;t24JV DI-"37 1 L397" Lis& 

v.„ .14,411	 ,4411, 0.4 .11	 01.371	 *j.i_%4I j	 j

- P.."4.11	 04431-1= 0-1-&-1111-4.) DI	 0;cal

4-'4'1741 0.10 441-13 DA	 cjii--1 (3...A

One student unacceptably omitted "breached the human rights", as follows:

j.0 441L14, 04 11.4..u1 (.1.1k.11,1i;ti 04 431

Students provided several Arabic equivalents for "breached the human

rights", such as

01_,,,41 Li‘1.1+iil 01..iy1 j*i	 0L211 ( L

01_41 Li 411 0L.Siti ji=	 _



The two common Arabic equivalents in this context are C.5"..)- & and al-€:131 . One

student unacceptably omitted "human" in her translationLii 	 .

"four asylum seekers"

Students' translations were as follows:

4.$'J 1U C.)-4

4-4.1,-.11 0.5411 ‘,5431- 	 L:14V	 0.J.41 (4411-1. c>4

"41 L.3 	 ji J L_	 ,441u. c›.;u4.)

The best equivalent for "asylum seekers" as already noted is v4.16,110341111.341-3..

One student confused 1_941U. with yN-1. , which is unacceptable in this context.

Another student unacceptably translated "asylum seekers" as "political refugees"

in the following: •	 *.L.)42,1 "L-/-)JV . The difference between the two is that

"asylum seekers" seek to stay in Britain and "political refugees" have been

granted the right to stay in Britain.

Three students acceptably translated "four asylum seekers" by addition of

Aji l or	 as follows:

_ 4_44p.IiIc).4 Jig j - ce,41	 441112 Ü.4	 Z.14..)V

j,N.111
	

ü+- 

"They had been held at the fast track immigration reception centre"

Students' translations were as follows:

_ jtio.L'uNI 35.).4	 ea ..)11	 j
-	 S_)41J Jt	 35_).4	 1_93,W.1

-	 J 	 4

- ."111:111	 - SJ4-01-11

-	
jj3I JIjjJ j

i.)44-11	 (1-3

-	 :1-1i141 .AJA	 1.9491

Four students acceptably connected this sentence with the above sentence. Three

students used the Arabic common connector j and one student used the Arabic

connector

The majority of students followed the English word order and translated the

English passive acceptably into an Arabic passive or quasi-passive.
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"They had been held"

Students' translations were acceptable, as follows:

	

it4:11 1.5 j_	 I Sil— ZxVil	 sil

	

eis-V	 -	 1.5	 — 1.34.31

Four students acceptably translated "they" using independent Arabic pronominal

forms. One student acceptably translated "they" as . Two students

acceptably omitted a independent pronominal equivalent of "they" from their

translations in the following (where the third person masculine plural is marked in

the verb form): jk,1	-	 . All students acceptably rendered the English

past tense Using the Arabic perfect tense.

"at the fast track immigration reception centre"

Students' translations were as follows:

L.14-11	 J.4	 J141.\*..41 .35.)4 	 .3S1.).4

S .)41J	 JJ.4	 4JLa_31.,N31 .3 s.)41 c:_a46.4 .ViLuHVI :Ay,

3�.)-4

One student unacceptably omitted "fast track immigration", as follows:

Three students unacceptably omitted "fast track", as follows:

CA-*1-4-411 (-114."1 isJA	- s_)÷1-11	- s.)-41	 . One of the above

students acceptably translated "immigration" as C.J:,..),N14-4 "immigrants". Twcr of the

above students translated the English phrase literally and produced a vague

Arabic translation, as follows:

- L 	 bJ J	 (3.U:1,J

_	 I _A).4

Only one student modified her translation to be more comprehensible in Arabic,

as follows: Za..)..-q1A.)-ii s .),N-11 cLIN-41.-4	 .

"The centre processes asylum applications within 10 days compared with the

average 13 months it takes for asylum seekers who have been dispersed

around the country"

Students' translations were as follows:



-	 1.411U-1_&.1:11 _xs__,t 13 (3.1_,..4,L_-11:5 .)-..12-2 113)14	 141 C-4 ..3S .	 (.14611... j

eltAil CA-111 va	 cer4u1 1414 L:p

- L5r.	 S_&t3	 C.A 4,11-adi tag D .y1r.	 61411c:11411a :Aidaçi

aN411LJ cri 	 L51..1114.1.1LNI..31_LS L ;641...317) jii114 kJJt .	 &. alOSSZIA. 	 C.311.1.6	 j

1-)11-4

- 4.1111	 ;Culla,	 10	 4.,4,11 jA	 3.CyJI

411 vi

- (ri .3-�JA11 Afissy. l id2Z 13 J.1.	 ;c1)14	 (-)N- 0 .34 1 ‘:-1.1-.1.1.1. C-4	 (-3-41-Al

-1.N411 c 	 pjSi	 0.541 (0411. c*.,1411)

- _x-L 13	 Jjik	 10 (-/N-& 	oi-,N3.11cj-111. Lcp

rt1	 cri I j.)_A tai:111	 j 4.1÷,,,31 0.),N1116. ,411,1

-	 13 L5-4j	 JJi.el4 10 S -1-4	 0.3,N3L:*-11411.3�JA11(.-1.3.	 t,si

Jj cri 01.1.1114_,,,1÷,21c.JBI41.1.

Three students acceptably connected this sentence with the previous

sentence by using the common Arabic connector j (cf. chapter 5, section 5.13,

chapter 6, section 6.2.2 and chapter 7, section 7.2.2).

Six students changed the English SV word order and used Arabic verbal

sentences, in one case preceeded by the temporal subordinator . Only one

student followed the English word order and started her translation by using of an

Arabic nominal sentence, as follows:

-	 ci..41.411:a&A.,, 4..111 ig..,11;=1.1	 j11..11.? e1,1110 LM:% cr.,L,L,11 y .,41 L:5-%	 JAD

	  4-64.a

Three students failed to render the intended meaning of the souice text, as

follows:

_	 e.4.1= 4Jt 	 J3t 4JJJa U LDS/A:ILA' 11 c›.4,n1411= 3S1 .).411	 lj

J.0

- A-41 13 	 j -12-.45A31-.1A-Iii41.1 1 17.31 10 	 Ls..9-c-51.:4:1164.3SJA11 ell .111

:t1 5111	 c);s11	 j	 u.11L1

- 4,5=111 l id-1 13 cs-A A-..11-,.=(PS.1-.11-.1:UJI-14 14 	 i.1-4

,C411
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"The centre processes"

Four students acceptably rendered the English present tense by using the

Arabic imperfect tense, as follows: .3-CJAII	 is.›.11	 (3-41-2 -	 JJAI l

.3�_r311.

Three students unacceptably used the Arabic perfect tense, as follows:

j..A1	 J.411 ell' ail— C..-J1-4.1 35.)21

The best equivalent provided for the English verb "processes" is JA1-741.

asylum applications"

Students' translations were as follows: 0.3_411

0,1.4	 4..„314,., .11 0 _,?...111 6z. —	 0_9.4 JU1 _	 0.541 ‘1114.1.1* _ 0.54 c:A411, •

One student unacceptably translated "asylum applications", as 41.411 c*.it-41 .

Another student unacceptably omitted "asylum", as follows:C.):1A. .111.11 (:).4i1b c:J:s1

Two students acceptably translated "asylum applications", as 0.5-4 31 	Another

two students acceptably translated "asylum applications", as 4-4,3103-,,111,111411.

P.J4
	

-.

It is better to translate "asylum applications" using a definite form in Arabic,

since this gives a greater sense of generality than does the indefinite (cf. chapter 5,

section 5.6, chapter 6, section 6.2.9 and chapter 7, section 7.2.9). One student

unacceptably translated "asylum applications", as ,,-.4-310_3-4 1 j. . This Arabic

translation implies that these asylum seekers have the right to claim asylum in the

UK. The above student also unacceptably used the Arabic verb ca-.4 instead of

J.54 in this context.

"within 10 days compared with the average 13 months"

Students' translations were as follows:

- 13 J4 c_• 11'.) bJ k.jJ.4 et.41 bJ LIih

- 1 .)er _}it=	 Jax-4 C-4 44°	 s .ylc• -

- J 	 cals à	 5ii9 zuti. I s_Ac.

-

- 

.)+41;'11X111	 10 L.tt-

- 1 .)If&li 13	 s	 LJN-&.

jf4 13	 -9-64-9:"11-1:u.)-i-a.14 10 j:u1.
 l it-4 13 4.A Z.4..471 sa.a4 ;Lijui. eV 10 s-14
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Three students were inconsistent in their translations of the numbers, mixing

figures with words: _AJAII	 cLdi sjii4 ZiJa. tl

Another student confused one of the numbers in her translation and translated

"three months" instead of "thirteen months" , as follows:c..,-411C.5-..

I	 j.i.a4t.410 LJN_

Li compared with the average"

Students' translations were acceptable, as follows:

da.bJ Z.1.411 CLI:aLS cLuz. Zsu. .1.11	 J114 -	 441...14

Ja.A..411.?	Ci.4114—	 A.j	 - 	j1.14 — 241_,..=t11 1	 JUL4	 Two

students to some extent acceptably omitted "the average" in their translations with

some modifications, as follows: ;14-41s.1.11-.1 ;u_AA -	 11-14L,31;failL.1 :LULL

"takes for asylum seekers who have been dispersed around the country"

Students' translations were as follows:

- eI6_11	 4_i ji.,:c3 L:),L3I . .u.4t413 LL&V.,

_ a141	 &jail ‘T.A14.31 61.11 c.ja cA41411

—	 Z11:ei 1;1411 c2J.115 L k jl.L et.,1 (:)+4 -.A1.411	 cL,1413. 351,411 cLat

- 4111 gqi cjir,,t411 4_441 JO (.3..% cja	 o's&L.4 1.111

- .i.)1411 0 1_,31 4.i I jc. j".3" cj.j .1.11 0 .541 4.4.IU= c:_*1143= cci .3S.).411 4115.4,1.

-	 01__Nj	 Lsi I	 b;a11	 Ler..,14,1 j.411 L3411.1

- 3 .111	 Ci.41	 0341 ylt..),IA:L.J.

Two students unacceptably omitted "it takes for asylum seekers who have been

dispersed around the country" , as follows:

_	 sa.411	 41z.	 jii.11.? ;LULL el,11 	 as.4:1LA'11 c).4 L.41 351 .).411 ii j

-	 criB	 c.j?.111 y11.1=

Three students to some extent acceptably translated "asylum seekers"

literally, as follows:
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- c„--4-11 cpJ1	 p ai.1-1-..31 4-4-111-4.11	 .

The other equivalent 4-4-21 P...9-41 4-41U. is more common and acceptable as a

standard term in this context.

"who have been dispersed"

Students' translations were as follows:

,egi521	 C.;.4 .111 —	 (Dir`*t-11 lJ. &;-111

The best two equivalents provided were liz iS; DAD 	  •

It is unacceptable to use the Arabic equivalent 1..9.k)-43. a l...a to describe the dispersal

of asylum seekers around the county because it gives a different sense from the

meaning intended in the source text. It is also fairly unacceptable to use the

equivalent :iss..)-z c.)..4.11 because this gives the meaning that asylum seekers are

one united group (cf. chapter 4, section 4.2).

Four students rendered the English present perfect tense by using the Arahic

perfect tense, as follows:

- 1 .9a3.91 JJ ar-111 -

Two students rendered the English passive into an Arabic passive or quasi-

passive with , as follows:

CA-;1111 -	 C.J;111 .

"around the country"

One student unacceptably omitted "around the country" in her translation, as

follows: SIAD cLa-S	 °_)5111-?.;Li..)114	 LIN-&	 .a..11 c.)4	 isu-11

. One student translated "around the country" unacceptably, as vi
i.31-231	 . Two students translated "around the country" acceptably as an Arabic

plural, in the following:

-	 4.11÷.11	 cyr.	 Lri.1.)=1.1&1:i

- ..).;1411	 4.i lice	 arall	 44111,	 vi _35).411 xkiS.4.,

Three students translated "the country" acceptably as 411—Zliall

None of the students translated "around the country" as 14:31-L,u4



8.2.10 State Fragmentation and the Struggle over Gay Rights

State fragmentation has shaped tactical choices of gay rights. They have

used three dimensions of the state: (1) judiciary, getting courts to extend or repeal

existing legislation; (2) legislative, passing ordinances, laws, executive orders;

and (3) popular support, using ballot initiatives and referenda. Gay rights

opponents increasingly find success through ballot initiatives, a venue based on

popular support rather than access to central government arenas.

The Title:

Students' translations were as follows:

-;n II 3i.12	 ti.y.c31 3J J.

L.5.91.=

- 31y111	 j

:Ale11,11 Lifj .11	 j	 A.S3ii

Three students unacceptably ignored the translation of the title.

"state fragmentation"

Students' translations were as follows:

;LI jail	 4111 r..to _ Jj.il 4iji - jall ts3,N5

The equivalent A-1.3.131,.--tdi is unacceptable in this context because it does not reflect

the meaning intended in the source text, suggesting instead the destruction of the

country. One student translated "state fragmentation" unacceptably as :%213,N5

instead of .334 .

None of the students made "state fragmentation" more explicit and translated it

along the lines ;LIJA 1-10L which would more comprehensibly render the

meaning of the source text.

"and the struggle over"

Students' translations were as follows: pl4 	 j— j

:11 3-'111	 A—Ce5-1"11	 . One of the above students

modified her translation according to the meaning of the text and acceptably

translated "struggle over" as "struggle against" because of the omission of "gay"

in her translation, as follows:  a liA Li.i.Ji t 1 J-6.031. Another student acceptably
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omitted the English preposition "over", as follows:*.u4.1. 10. .3111 . Omission

in titles is relatively acceptable, particularly if it makes the title more attractive.

One student failed to convey the meaning intended in the source text and

translated "struggle over" as	 t1J-6.211 j. The best equivalent given for

"struggle over" in the students' translations was C.)1-.4

None of the above students translated "struggle over" as	 , which is a

standard phrase in Arabic.

“gay”

One student unacceptably omitted "gay" in her translation. This is partially

related to the Arabic culture, which considers notions such as "gay" taboo. As a

result, the student avoided the translation of this word (cf. Baker 1992, 24). The

other three students provided various acceptable equivalents, such as :1J1-1111

.11 J-21 -	 LJ3I . It is less common in Arabic to say cp-41

than.1+-4 LIJJ-L111 . None of the students used the equivalent • .L.>kitZ , which is

neutral and more acceptable in the target culture than the other chosen equivalents

(cf. chapter 4, section 4.2).

The Text:

"State fragmentation has shaped tactical choices of gay rights"

Students' translations were as follows:

4 .0 +,11 :5 J .1111 yl.z.,21 A.041A C.-11.1

-i,ii3tJJl LL ,d

&"11.911/	 	  CLIU1-.4  J-C4 "15

313Z111 L5SLN.1 	  c_31 J14.& 233.111

	  LjJi.0 	 cJI	 :LI J .111 k j c:Aii5

	

L5.1c. a.yi11	 c_3.  1-,I-11 ejr, cj)

One student unacceptably ignored the translation of the whole text. Three

students acceptably started their translations with a to emphasize the importance

of the first sentence of the text and enhance the Arabic style of their translations

(cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.4 and chapter 7, section 7.2.4).



Three students used Arabic verbal sentences, as follows:

	  .11.1.21	 cL11)-.4.1 :4-15111

- 3192	

•	

:111.1.11.,:_ls.,1 A

▪ A.1.3.111:1.13,N5	 sal

Three students decided to keep the English SV word order and to use Arabic

nominal sentences. They all made the use of an initial (.:J) , as follows:

-	 6372-1 	 	 sa.	 d

- 4.51,iji	 1	 Ey; dLS

LLJL.1,1

"State fragmentation"

Four students were consistent in their translations through the title and the

text. Two students who did not translate Ahe title provided the best modified

equivalent for "state fragmentation": ,Lak LL	 .

"has shaped"

Four students acceptably translated the English present perfect by using the

Arabic perfect tense, as follows: cLI-C1-' - LIS,/ — .111— ,=3-3js Two students

unacceptably ignored the translation of the English present perfect tense and

changed the intended meaning of the source text, as follows:

_ 4. ji cffla	 Lt..1

_ 4.iya= 4.51c.	 L.1.11-.1.01i

The above two students unacceptably omitted reference to "gay rights" and

replaced it by "individual's rights".

"tactical choices of gay rights"

Two students unacceptably ignored the "tactical choices of gay element in

their translations, as follows:

- iLLi1LLd

-	 c.,53	 c1111-.1..,11	 ci)

Four students conveyed the meaning intended in the source text, as follows:

jt41&n 4J.3tc_Lc.2,1

- L LJ	 iJ 	 c-1.1..)14.1&1(.3-1
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- :)1 . 111	 	  c.:11 J14.& .3 .11 caLCI

.:<.?1<1ij.J 2j JI A.131.1. L.:11.3.0 .111

One of the above students unacceptably omitted "gay" from her translation and

translated it by substitution of A 1^.!	 "simple", "basic", as follows: -

1-+.! • -: (.3 .J.LN.11 .4.!<11(1

One of the. above students chose the wrong equivalent for "tactical", as follows:

Three students used two acceptable equivalents for "tactical choices": ‘111..)

	 and li.!1-.!1^:-.1 cLAJ14. & . Although it is acceptable to use 	  Ijli in Arabic,

it is better to use the common Arabic equivalent for "tactical": 	

None of the above students modified her translation and used something along the

lines: C..)-1.--11 	 Lria	 .

"They have used three dimensions of the state"

Students' translations were as follows:

_	 csi

-	 z6.4i

-	 1.41 -"4u;e3

_ A.13.111 .16.41 Z7,1_10' 1.3.41:tival

- ;l1 jail 4-i J4 Cfait-t

,LINfi	 j

Two students acceptably connected this sentence with the previous sentence

by using the common Arabic connector j.

One student translated this sentence and the previous sentence as a long Arabic

sentence, as follows:

_	 Lci zi4ei.l&a.w* 14 A 1-..;-11 cji	 	  c„.1.);,;,1	 Lai j5

Only one student followed the English SV word order and used an Arabic

nominal sentence preceded by (.:)) , as follows:

_ t.1.3.111	 031

Four students used an Arabic verbal sentence. In two cases this began with the

logical linking phrase ,11.1A1, as follows:

_
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_ :afy.)11 .14

- :4111	 -'4.1% jsaa&i.,.A j

,11 1.x41	 j

Two of the above students translated the above English active sentence with an

Arabic passive sentence, as follows:

-&111

e_=	 L51111 j

"They"

Three students acceptably translated the third person masculine plural

"they" through the use of an Arabic verb, e.g.	 I .

The other three students unacceptably avoided any explicit equivalent of "they",

as follows:

_	 L.,;(/	 AZA	 j	 ,

6;t1t	 cL•JA.ILLuThl alIS3

_

The omission of an equivalent of "they" is completely unacceptable because the

same students omitted the word "gay" from the previous sentence "State

fragmentation has shaped tactical choices of gay rights".

"have used"

Four students acceptably translated the English present perfect tense "have

used" by using the Arabic perfect tense, as follows:

I .5.4.1&I,A* I _ IJA	 —	 I

One student acceptably translated the English present tense "have used" by using

the Arabic noun 1 to connect this clause with the previous clause. One

student unacceptably used the Arabic imperfect tense (..J.9- 4.11 •,9. to translate the

English present perfect tense "have used".

None of the above students modified her translation to make it more

comprehensible to an Arab readership, along the following lines: (:)- A 1 .3.) 'LILA .1-i



"three dimensions"

Students' translations were acceptable, as follows:

al-11P AL-NL.- i2.41 eLl-N21 —	 .4Zdt=1.— Le.Ii=1-N11' —11-4	 - -51-4 ,LIN=1 . Three students

incorrectly translated "three" as eLLNL. instead of :Uj'atli , introducing a grammatical

error.

"of the state"

	Students' translations were as follows: J ilcri-	 j - Z.N .511-	 cs-i

Two students unacceptably translated the English preposition "of'

by using the Arabic preposition 4p-a . Two students unacceptably rendered the

definite in the source text "the state" by using an Arabic indefinite, as follows:

;LW. 411. Four students provided two acceptable equivalents for "state": 2,3_911—

Two students unacceptably translated it as	 .

"(1) judiciary, getting courts to extend or repeal existing legislation"

Students' translations were as follows:

-	 L.j1 t4,411	 j 4L1I;',1-1.1 (1)

_ *A4.4. 	;n 1-1-11	 j	 Ls1c.	 (1)

_ s.k.p J..11	 69;3 ji t+,41 e�1.=.4 La) i : 4:11.6:=2 (1)

t.4_All	 Ji ZAI-n r�L- -.411 LA Pj411 	 (1)

- 1.24)24.1i1	 v-C3	 4_6.41-‘11	 (1)

_	 4. 	 	 ksla 4_91iS ii 	Li1 (1)

Four students translated "judiciary" acceptably as11-...51-;.11.1- vii-- 111 o t--;=111 . Three

students acceptably translated "judiciary" by addition, as follows:

L.;.a11 2,tL.L1,4

"getting courts to extend or repeal existing legislation"

Only one student acceptably conveyed the intended meaning of the source

text, as follows: - Lic-:.1..)-111 0 1-4 I Ik-an u-1)0.3÷111 ,01-;.1.11 (1) . Although

three other students seem to have understood the intended meaning of the source

text, they failed to convey it appropriately in Arabic, as follows:

_	 ji	 A 1,1-11 (1)

_	 (4_0 Tt..4.,„„al	 (1)

_	 it si.4 „ci	 dy...1141,:.:i .1.4 (1)
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Two students unacceptably translated "getting courts to extend or repeal existing

legislation", as follows:

_	 Llll eSL.4.11çj4531 Zill..d11 (1)

-	 LiIlI Z.13:1..,.;:d11 (1)

The above two students introduced new information that is not relevant to the

source text.

"getting courts"

Four students unacceptably translated "getting courts", as follows: ea-N-4 LIA.4

—	 . One student unacceptably

omitted "courts" from her translation, as follows: 1-..1.11,-ac- 	 . Only one

student translated "getting courts" acceptably, as e•S1--,-.11 Lc]) 0,341.

"to extend or repeal existing legislation"

•	 Two students unacceptably omitted "to extend or repeal existing

legislation", as follows:

_	 I ;t1-.1-11	 eSL,.411	 4:3.1=5	 Z.1.3;L:=1.11 (1)

- 4%4 J.,t116 I Z)=3,-31 j	I :43L.1 (1)

Four students' translations were as follows:

CLII......u..1111 4.0 _91 c1.4.,411

e51.131	 01.0)ii 11.41.n—	 L (0__C1

All the above students translated "extend" literally and unacceptably, as

One student translated "extend" by addition, as follows:

cf.C.1

Another student unacceptably translated "extend", as Lli)—

One student unacceptably omitted "repeal", as follows: 	 cf-C1

. The other three students translated "repeal" acceptably, as: 01-=-1)

One student unacceptably omitted "existing" in her translation, as follows:

The other three students translated "the existing

legislation" acceptably, as: a..e.j-All	 -	 .
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Two students to some extent acceptably rendered the singular in the source

text "legislation" using the Arabic plural

None of the above students presented the intended meaning of "extend

existing legislation" in a clear way, along the following lines:

oli31 ji	 s_)11.)t.4,43

"(2) legislative, passing ordinances, laws, executive orders;"

Students' translations were as follows:

-	 .›.1.P1	 I.L.1.24...)4L.r-111&...31..ia (2)

-	 .)-.1P1	 (-116-.3-A3.1. 9 C.)431 .91.31 .14.3 4:131 A42.	 (2)

- 2Z3i ki_M s	 Cii31-9:431 j JAI .P I J1 -)-41 :4-14...)"1.11 (2)

_	 jAiP C.J.;11 .3111 jA5	 :4:46-11 (2)

-	 ü	 (2)

-	 J 	 c45.11 A-..1.2713Z.'111 (2)

Five students translated "legislative" acceptably, as follows:

AA&

Three students acceptably translated the English adjective "legislative" using the

two Arabic adjectives v-‘,3...›,1111	.

Two students acceptably translated the English adjective "legislative" by addition,

in the following:

Three students unacceptably combined the translation of the English adjective

"legislative" with the translation of "laws", as follows:

j 	 —	 J L.):1:11.9ill

"passing"

Two students ignored "passing" in their translations, as follows:

- :4341 .)-4IP - .44411 014:2Lil Z..1271..) .-a1t al-5: 1 3:i11 (2)

_	 ,4-,y...A" .1.4 (2)

Three students translated "passing" acceptably, as follows:

1).41 j —

One student chose an unacceptable equivalent for "passing": az co.:111.
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"ordinances"

Four students unacceptably ignored "ordinances" in their translations. Two

students unacceptably translated "ordinances", as j-41 ..9 1--	 None of

the students translated it acceptably, as 4..	 • It seems that none of the

students understood the meaning of "ordinances". None of the students overcome

the problem and translated it along the following lines: (s_.>&I	j.

"laws"

Students' translations were to some extent acceptable, as follows:

_	 j cjolik1"1 _	 j	 jiIl

(:)...L*31 jill-a431;111

"executive orders"

Five students translated "executive orders" acceptably as A-4 .4341-1 ..)Al ii i . Only

one student unacceptably translated "executive" by addition, as follows:

J•alj141

64 and (3) popular support, using ballot initiatives and referenda."

Students' translations were as follows:

-	 tl j217 1	 c:J1 jAp4	 1.".11 tic.a11(3)

	

iJJL,1z	 4.:111 :e1.01 er-111(3)

-	 j 4.%• ,t1 1 ,.c..)11 (3).

_	 tl	 salL,,a(3)

-	 i,	 LI	 jj4:_• 11 .).114.4 1.4.1.1uL4 cet-421 ea.111 (3)

_	 vij	 L,1c.	 4111 el.,J1 ez...31 (3)

"popular support"

Students' translations were acceptable, as follows: et-it-11 ez -1-11-	 r..a.L11

s-g---.4.11. The two equivalents 4-.1.-111 e=.1-11-..1:1.4...-3.1.L.411 are better than the

equivalent el-Jezall in this context, because they are more specific.

"using ballot initiatives"

Five students translated "using ballot initiatives" acceptably, as follows:
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- tl jaiNI L5 '-J 	 el.1&:14 	 t i56\11	 ,

ti5Avi

Two students unacceptably omitted "initiatives" in their translations.

One student chose unacceptable equivalent for "ballot", ZaJill , in the following:

;Lc. jilt oli.?.1 ‘ J* j .)14.4 a&a...,H1

"and referenda"

All students acceptably translated "and referenda", as follows:

j 4 ye .t11	 VIJ-01.1i1A*	 j —otiii....HVIJ -01.-11.,.."	 j

Two students translated "and referenda" for more explicitness as

4 ,t11 01.23.11—

"Gay rights opponents increasingly find success through ballot initiatives, a

venue based on popular support rather access to central government arenas"

Students' translations were as follows:

_	 Jt iza.1.11	 &_9.4 tlfiell Li= 
' t ..)-144 jlt& (1).4 cl.41 Ij (jp1.2-4.11

2qigi-4111-43-C-'-11 DP175.-4 CY3 YUZ1

_	 jS_N.11	 ,t_i_gS 0-4 J.'S t1	 j_i11
LS

- L5-6 _Ls-1.1A aia -1-11 CJ1-5-4 J 4a -123/	 .)12.1.31-.11J3 L).3.1,N:1. D-1-1-12.9111	 01-1.)6

4)1 j_C_N.11 a3..1144.1J
JU

 jt1S1

- Ls-6 -3-S.:UA L .3. 71)'	 tl-AY	 CJ-4 4.5" L3 .4	 :11Y111	 &-6.91141

4441 Z-1-43-C- 1 al1 CA .144 Ls-1) J.Y-0_9.11 C.)c-

_j.	 1_S	 j.4.4 J	 ).4 1453-4	 134.3 11<glIAL3J ce.:o

D,3.44 L5
3z Ly1/411 j 4 ye	 eza11

-	 4_3is	 al

Four students to some extent acceptably started their translations by the use

of ci)to emphasize the importance of this sentence. Two of these students also

started the translation of the first sentence with C.)) , and another student started the

translation of her second sentence with D) (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.4 and chapter

7, section 7.2.4).



Only one student acceptably connected this sentence with the previous

sentence by using the Arabic connector (cf. chapter 5, section 5.13, chapter 6,

section 6.2.2 and chapter 7, section 7.2.2).

"gay rights opponents"

Three students acceptably translated "gay rights opponents", as

	

ca4.1t../.4.11—	 _ 119111

The two students who translated "gay" were consistent in their translations

through the text. They used the same acceptable equivalents in the first and last

sentences of the text. One of the above students acceptably referred to "gay" by

using the Arabic connected pronoun e-A, . The same student unacceptably omitted

"rights" from her translation. Three students unacceptably translated "gay rights",

as	 _	 7k<€1 n .,11 aiaz31

"increasingly find success through"

Four students generally acceptably translated "increasingly find success

through", as follows:

Lri& C.)-4 c 143.111 344—	 c4111 C.)34,1.

LI-C-1.1C.)3z43.4-1451.1...)1÷.3)19.1

One of the above students, however, unacceptably omitted the English adverb

"increasingly" in her translation, as follows: L.b t-	 c433113.1.3.

Five students translated the English adverb "increasingly" acceptably, as

.)1-..1.)_31-.1– 1 41. 1 5,4 – 45,4 JS.

They also changed the position of the Arabic equivalent "increasingly" to

immediately after the Arabic verb, as follows:

L1=t-	 c14-111

C.)-4 451-4 L1-CA	 1.12.1:514 1..314:3) jj

41.1_31-1 .14'124	 L5-6

"ballot initiatives"

Five students were consistent in their translations and translated "ballot

initiatives" identically in both this sentence and the previous sentence, as follows:

tl	 ;Lc...A I C.I .)41 crJI j.)1.4.4 - tl J.2,11

. Only one student was not consistent in her translation. She translated
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"ballot initiatives" in the previous sentence, as,441-&:initl...):6`11,:-3.1..).51-.1. and as

,I)Lit-41,=31J-11-.1A in this sentence. Two students to some extent acceptably

omitted any equivalent of "initiatives" from their translations, as follows: —

. The students' decision to modify their translations and use t i jaw

as a modified equivalent for "ballot initiatives" contributed to the need for the

omission of "initiatives", as follows: ti.is-V1(3:.3.11-1-,-. L5-6 -4A.31-., 	. It would be

better to modify the above translation by the omission of 3.J.1 1:6-. , as follows: -1;4-6,1.

a venue based on popular support"

Two students unacceptably omitted "a venue based on popular support", as

follows:

J.,11:LAisa.11	 4.3.35 D.4 .16* I

-Z.4_3S.).411 A-4_9_Ca.11 c_'1101_) ) Lrlr. I '.1.4:1RA kliS 0.4 flsi

Two students translated the meaning intended in the source text in a weak Arabic

style, as follows:

	

.. c.1..11er.a11 L9.1=. S 	 JA

_	 L5.1.3.411 a _pall c:A4

Only two students translated "a venue based on popular support" acceptably, as

follows:

	

4.1,22 .i.13".11 Lria	 (-.9.4)= 9A 9

L.r.12-'111	 ts6	 OLS

One of the above students to some extent acceptably omitted "a venue" in her

translation. The above omission is relatively acceptable because it does not affect

the meaning intended in the source text (cf. chapter 6, section 6.4.2 and chapter 7,

section 7.4.1).

"rather than access to central government arenas"

Students' translations were as follows:

3SJ4iI A-43-W 	 Yli-T171().

- csia	 " 43..9� Cra 1-1S1

- 1113.3�JAil	 Ji.)-411 (:-4 .j.61

- 44'1 	ti..Y-'31	 (-)...-.0331 CP 7-1.-:cia

- 44} A-43-Ca-11 C.):.)44 0-6 0.4.
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-	 43_,S D.4 _;s1

One student acceptably translated "rather than" by using Arabic negation, in the

following: 	 . Four students translated the comparison

acceptably by using	 - JL,5' 1 . One student unacceptably used the Arabic

equivalent (:)-c.	 . Five students rendered the intended meaning of the source

text in a weak Arabic style, as follows:

;1-4_9-W	 yl_Avl D-4

-	 a?.1.1÷,1 Ji_)-411 cya SA1

(:)=-

-	 Lry.l.

- ;t:CA)-411 `k-49-C-J	 cs6 11411-4 4:19-C DA jig

Several students translated "access" literally as yl.):1B-T, J.9.)-4.11, etc. This

contributes to the weakness of the Arabic style. One student provided a translation

which exhibits a good Arabic style, as follows:

_ :t.os J.431	 4.3_95

“ arenas ”

Students' translations were as follows: u:)..)1 -- cL3101.) . The Arabic

equivalent C.&1-÷. a is better than the equivalent L-- ) 1 0 1 .)-J. Another student

unacceptably translated "arenas" by addition as t1J--.3 1 . She also

unacceptably translated "central government" as the Arabic adjective 4..

, as follows: 4-A-...11 -44.35-,11 Lt	 Jj.j.



8.3 General analysis of students' translations of religious

texts

8.3.1 Christianity

The history of Christianity is focused on the life, death and resurrection of

one person, Jesus Christ. Little is known about Jesus until he began his ministry.

He had twelve disciples. Jesus claimed that he spoke with the authority of God.

Because of this, he upset the religious authorities and was handed over to the

Roman authorities as a revolutionary. He was tried for heresy, condemned and put

to death by means of crucifixion. Accounts of his resurrection appearances put

about by his believers, demonstrated to them that he had overcome death.

Title:

"Christianity"

Two students ignored the translation of the title. Four students translated it

as 	  . One student translated it as 	 --1111-4)31 . Both translations are

acceptable. The above student translated "Christianity" adding the classifier

to be more explicit. The use of classifiers is a typical feature of formal Arabic

style (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.10 and chapter 7, section 7.2.10).

Text:

"The history of Christianity is focused on the life, death and resurrection of

one person, Jesus Christ"

Students translated the above sentence as follows:

-- 11 ..sa	 Lric. 	  tr,u1-5

t -	 ' LI. 9.° .9 1)143- csic' 	 tY.J1:3

.01	 u	 ax431	 35)4

c.1*-4.11t.,--Q. Jib	 	  ‘1'24.11	 'Ll. .9-411	 .°14-'31 Ls-6 3�..)4 	  6.3J1:1

	 1il LsPJA 	 c.)•=1-'11 cL.114 ( 1. .9-4	 Lb-6 	  61.JU.	 j

- c.5 u9c'	 ..944	 .1.1 .9	 ‘114-.1.11	 .‘ 1.9All J S .14- 11 Ls-6 -A.>)

- Le-4a. C.:'"^11 9.4 9 .1.1 .3	 C.-194 S17?- . c.5-6	 	 tc70:1



Christianity

Two student were not consistent in their translations of the title and the first

sentence of the text. One student translated the title as 	 :u1-.)-131 and

"Christianity" in the text as 	 -- 11 , which is acceptable in this context, since the

title gives the more formal rendering. Another student translated "Christianity" in

the title as 	  and in the text as :t4)2 1 .),-.3.11 which is oddly inconsistent.

".... is focused on .."

Four students translated the first sentence of the text using d, which is

relatively acceptable. It is acceptable to start the translation of the first sentence

using c) to emphasise its importance as the theme of the text. Four students

translated the English present tense by using jSj and _3-sj4 . Only one student

translated it using the Arabic perfect tense 5J. Two students translated it using

the Arabic passive participle _A.).. . There is a possibility that those who translated

"is focused on" as .3-S.A1. and .3-s_). considered the English mood passive rather

than active. So, they translated it using Arabic passive or medio-passive forms

because it is a virtual English passive (cf. chapter 5, section 5.2.5, section 6,

section 6.2.3 and chapter 7, section 7.2.3).

"... the life, death and resurrection ..."

Definiteness in English is always signalled by the use of "the", while

indefiniteness in the singular is signalled by the use of "a". Grammatical

definiteness is expressed in Arabic by the use of J . Arabic grammatical

indefiniteness is signalled by the use of no article. The above nouns are definite in 	 )

English due to the use of "the" (cf. chapter 5, section 5.6, chapter 6, section 6.2.9

and chapter 7, section 7.2.9). Only two students reflected this definiteness by

using dl , as follows:

_	 i Jj	 .tl e_a..41	 3t:J.5.4,

Other students relayed the pragmatic definiteness of the Arabic and translated

this, as follows:

0-6 :‘.:-.!.-^11



"... resurrection.."

All students translated "resurrection" correctly as ,i=1-.4 . One student

considered "re" as a prefix to indicate repetition instead of being basic to the

meaning of the word. As a result, the student translated it as Ltm-iSADI

"...of one person, Jesus Christ"

Six students translated the comma in the source text by using J A j. Only one

student translated it using a more formal Arabic style as J-4 j-V1. Students

provided various acceptable translations for "Jesus Christ", as follows:

It is worth mentioning that the use of the English capital letter indicates that

"Jesus Christ" is a proper noun. It is appropriate for students to use Le-qr.

-All to reflect a sense of respect in Arabic. It is normal in Arabic to use

honorific terms with religious figures and places having religious significance,

e.g. 5
.)..3jAil	

_	 ;Ls.. _	 u	 Ly.-1-111. Students should be

encouraged to make use of translation by addition to make the target text more

acceptable in terms of tonal register to the target readers (Dickins et al 2002, 163).

"Little is known about Jesus until he began his ministry"

Students provided various translations, as follows:

459." 1 4. Ül	 	  D=.	 C.AS 	C.)

C.P' a"' Llic- -119

_ 4:11L 	 Dr.

<1.48-4 1•14L..a.3,u9 CP L-iii2-41/	 LIM _9

— `t:311-"J	 Ls-`44.	 (-13.

— 4:11La	 1.14	 1.3311

-	 C.)1	 C.:--11 L.-P. "kJ-Y-4 .9•4 1-4 (111111-i

Students used various acceptable Arabic connections such as J and .

Only one student used d to start her translation. Such a usage is acceptable

especially because the same student did not start her translation with C.J1 in the

previous sentence (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.4 and chapter 7, section 7.2.4).



"Little is Known ...."

Two students rendered the English passive using an Arabic passive, as

follows:

.10 ‘-'10

- 	 C.!-^11	 (-.11 ..)24 LIP -9

Only one student rendered the English sentence using the Arabic active, as

follows: AalLu cL11.14 c.! -^11 L3-41.2.1. I j àj 1;1-5 . The rest of the students

acceptably translated the English passive using different Arabic forms involving

the passive participle	 , such as:

111).‘...3 J.5 j4till

	  t_9-u9 	 4.9."-°11 .9•4

C.A (-1_9_)"31 _91 d:11:3.

"i9i2s3 JA 1-4 (11.1111-i

All students translated "little" literally as LL33111 . None of the students

translated it as (.1)-=. .51-111 , which is stylistically better in Arabic.

Students should be encouraged to pay attention to the Arabic style to enhance the

target texts' acceptability to Arab readers. Its important for target readers not to

feel alienated from the target text. In other words, the more the target text is

expressed in the style of the target language, the more successful a translation it is

considered.

"... about Jesus.."

Students produced various acceptable translations, such as: 	 c.!	

All students were consistent in their translations through the text. The same

student who used c.! . -^11 t..9-9 in the first sentence used t in the second

sentence. None of the students used c+,-,..11 AP-,11 to add a sign of respect to the

target text.

"... until he began his ministry"

Four students translated "until" literally using L5:1.-% . The other three

students translated "until" using the standard equivalent of "before": CJI J-A. Both



translations are acceptable because they give the same meaning as that of source

text.

"... he began ...."

Three students translated the English present tense acceptably, using 1-1-.14

Two students used the Arabic perfect tense 1.14 —	 . Only one student translated

it using the Arabic noun :4 .1) . All students omitted an independent pronoun

equivalent of the English pronoun "he". This omission is related to the general

principle that independent subject pronouns in Arabic are only used for emphasis.

"... his ministry"

Four students translated this acceptably as 4 11-.)• Another student translated

it also acceptably as 4-5.5az . Two students failed to translated it acceptably, as

follows: 414-4	 4:uid(C

"He had twelve disciples"

Students' translations were as follows:
_ uqt.;	 LtAl 44 IDIS

-

-	 J.,1c.1131	 j.5

-	 12 4-101-S

- 4.1s1k1 cjI5

-	 1 2 43 c)-i

_ ttol (DA JAIL, ,,,p111	 t:j1.5

Students provided various acceptable Arabic connectors, such as: 	 j.

Only one student used an inappropriate connector 	 which indicates emphasis.

This emphasis is not intended in the source text.

"twelve"

Two students translated this in figures to avoid any grammatical mistakes in

Arabic case. Only three students translated it correctly in words as



"disciples"

Only two students translated this acceptably as 1,)..)1.."- . One student

confused with which means a kind of angelic figure in Arabic.

The other four students translated it as l.3 . Although the literal meaning of

"disciples" is 1.4:1 , it is more appropriate in a Christian religious text to use

"Jesus claimed that he spoke with the authority of God"

Students provided various translations, as follows:

_ 41,1 c.).4 sull4 	4.31 cy..,.411 js.1 si1

- 4.1'11 aLL tA .111

- y.)11	 4.31-?	 CJI.S j
- 4.3VI	 4.31 JA+1,1	 j
-	 k..11 Cy ',a u..C.J1

- 4.3V	 gLil 	

-	 DA 	 	 cs":1. CJI-C

"Jesus"

All students were consistent in their translations through the text. They

provided various translations for "Jesus", such as t	 c.: L-1 1 u-u9z. . None

of the students translated it by addition using c.! — 11	 , which is more

acceptably respectful in Arabic.

".. claimed..."

Students provided various translations for the English verb, as follows:

- csa.17'. - Ls-"I -	 -	 . The most appropriate equivalent is

Although the other verbs are literal translations of the English verb "claimed", the

use of these Arabic verbs conveys a lack of trust in the mission of Jesus. In

English the verb "claim" does not convey the same negative attitude as its literal

equivalents. Most students rendered the English past tense by using the Arabic

perfect tense. Only one student translated "claimed" unacceptably using the

Arabic imperfect tense, as follows:

- 4Jl S	 431 c.:—.11



"....

All students translated "that" acceptably using A-1.1 -	 . For example:

_	 lIiIJil

- 4.1•11 2JL 4.31.! Ls-u4L.	 j

".. he spoke ....."

Three students rendered the English past tense acceptably using the Arabic

perfect tense ,1) ..1- 5 - (.1-05 . The rest of the students translated this using the Arabic

imperfect tense 1,L1.1-- 43. 4i, which is also acceptable. The use of the English

simple past is required for the sequence of tenses in the subordinate clause.

spoke with the authority of God"

Two students provided literal translations which are unacceptable because

they suggest a conversation with God, as follows:

_ 4J\4 	 Lee.44. C.	 j

4011 t-4	 431	 csa.11	 j

Other students did their best to convey the intended meaning in the source, as

follows:

Ali L5.4 114 ial-05 'CA C14ALO.11 j5.;

- aLL	 4-c-14 1-41.5

-

- 4	 SA 1%151.. 4.31 	

- Lrl.)11 C.JA A-111"4	 431-.1	 ci-�
Although the intended meaning of the source text is conveyed, students'

choice of words produces a weak Arabic style because their translations are

unidiomatic. All students found a problem in translating "authority". None of the

students modified their translations to be acceptable to Arabic readers and style by

using Yj-11	. It is worth mentioning that "God" has various acceptable

Arabic translations equivalents such as 4-1T—	 -	 . Muslims tend to use Al

and Christians tend to use



"Because of this, he upset the religious authorities and was handed over to

the Roman authorities as a revolutionary"

- j1.3	 Z.14:1.4	 LL- 111-1-11 4.4„,r, e;	 21&	 1i11

- )1:15 Zsa:1-4	 ,:_111-1-11	 j	 ) "a44.1,11 (_*111-. 1 II	 j

- cjjt3 4_11 ula 44111 c.1.1.1J1 
L5

11 LM J	 4	 	 ui

- 44 1 .̀1-1. -111-.5.1 .51 Y-.L,21 141

_ ..)51.23 u	 c1111-1..,11	 sia"

- k	 LJ	 Y.1-,.= 2141-49.)	 	 	 aL113 25i ‘:111'1 ' "11 3351 AL

t-44

- JSJ k Lcia Z.1)1_43.) 	 (511 eLA 3 :isi,s111 	  y.61a6	 SIB- alb (..14

"Because of this.."

Students provided various acceptable translations, such as AL-	 -

AS - 114	 - 4-ALAI 141 - L.-4"11 	- `11.1S	 —	 . Three students used

two connectors in their translations. They used both the common Arabic

connector .3 and a literal translation of "because of'. Some students prefer to

translate the source text literally to copy the English style and then add the

common Arabic connector as a feature of the Arabic style of writing (cf. chapter

5, section 5.13, chapter 6, section 6.2.2 and chapter 7, section 7.2.2). Most

students consider literal translation easier than thinking of modifications to suit

the Arabic style. None of the students introduced other stylistically more

acceptable equivalents for "because of', such as Y-;..6. JUil U-4, which relates this

clause to the context of the previous sentence.

"... he upset.."

Six students acceptably omitted any independent Arabic pronominal

equivalent of the English pronoun "he" in their translations. Only one student

unacceptably translated this by using J-is , as follows:	 ri . -11 1.9- 1 j „ kw-11 141

. In fact j-A is only acceptable in emphatic contexts. Students provided

various equivalents for the English verb "upset”, such as 	 ..p -	 - 11-61

-	 Two of the above alternatives .1-Al "corrupted" and

"disappointed" are unacceptable because they do not convey the meaning

intended in the source text.



"..the religious authorities.."

Six students translated the English plural by using the Arabic plural (=It LI -31

One student translated this as an Arabic singular A-A3..1.11 'ALI -31, which is less

acceptable (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.8 and chapter 7, section 7.2.8).

"and was handed over to.."

One student ignored the translation of this part of the sentence. Another

student changed the meaning in the source text and translated it unacceptably as

follows: j 	 C:311-.1-31 L.,-11	 j (.116	 )A÷1:4.111 1 1-1,A

The rest of the students translated the English passive by using an Arabic passive

verb or a pseudo-passive involving e5 and a verbal noun as follows:

_ s jit.3	 3:1-4	 C-t. LI	 tz:3" j

-	 0.:11 Lsic 	 c11- 1-11 (J

	

 .5,1; u -sz, 	 A+3. 1.„ j} c_it 12.AI

_	 j J.11 	  r.LA Zal 4.46-

- j_;s	 0_6 ;414.1)11 ,:J11-1-11 L,31

".. the Roman authorities as a revolutionary"

One student confused her translation and translated "Roman authorities" as

1-1 -31 instead of A,,.31-...9..)11,--111-1..31 . This is probably due to the influence of

the first part of the sentence "he upset the religious authorities". This example

emphasizes the importance of proof-reading to overcome mistakes resulting from

students' lack of concentration (cf. chapter 6, section 6.1.3 and chapter 7, section

7.1.3).

"... as a revolutionary"

One student omitted this from her translation. Other students provided

various translations, as follows: s.J.;, 	- ‘,5.).;1	 Lsla - .):3111 	  .

Some of the above alternatives produce a weak Arabic style. This is mainly due to

the use of A-i1 as an initial element in an otherwise correct translation

of "revolutionary". One student added more information to make the meaning

explicit, .)1-taVI	 which is to some extent acceptable. None of the students

translated "as" by using other common Arabic alternatives such as 01

literally "on the grounds/claim that".
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"He was tried for heresy, condemned and put to death by means of

crucifixion"

Students translated the above sentence as follows:

J )10ü	 J	 L414SI__%.4

▪ esa j	 j A.c.4 Laa".4 	j

LA-0	 k.11.	 j	 j

_	 ,_11 14.1 j

6..u1=	 j 144 L.,51	 ;t.c.1.111 LsIc. 4:14S1_,A	 j

-	 41-4 4.31-.3 	 Y.1-0

L1)_9411 	 c1S- ,A1C-11

One student translated the above sentence unacceptably as j-.31 u-11LJ .

The meaning of the English verb "put to death" contradicts the meaning of the

Arabic verb L,N.1 "took refuge in" which indicates that he chose to die. Moreover,

this student, like two other students, omitted several core words in their

translation, as follows:

-	 :134-4 414

This is probably due to their lack of understanding of some of these words. As a

result, they preferred to omit them from their translations.

"... tried for heresy.. "

Three students translated the basic meaning of "heresy", as follows:

ciL

_ 	 .3.42	 LA.1.1.4 s

dui= (Da 4..41.1c.1	 1+4 L.,:.11 41131 2..e.41	 '4A.SLN.A C:1.45 j
_ ts4.4 kit.? .11:2.1*-V1	 j

One of the above students provided an unacceptable translation using (s.)÷

which is vague in Arabic. All other students ignored "tried for heresy"

in their translation, as follows:

-	 Ls-la k. 9 	 .4-14S1-%-4 c:-L45

141.= ,.:4).43t4 k,11.	 j cj,91 j

141.4,	 446 ,a_c



None of the students translated "heresy" as .4-i6JA which is typically used in a

Christian context. A-c- .14 has stronger Islamic associations than 1U1.)4 (cf. chapter

4, section 4.3).

"... by means of crucifixion"

Although some students omitted some basic verbs from their translation,

they translated the rest correctly by using Arabic passive verbs. Some of the

students adopted a weak Arabic style due to their literal translations as follows:

,s1c.	 - 4.h.c11	 6:1._>1=

Two students provided the most appropriate translation in this context, as follows:

JAL) 446	 . One student translated the English noun "crucifixion" by

using the Arabic passive verb	 which is acceptable in this context because it

combines both "put to death" and "crucifixion".

"Accounts of his resurrection appearances put about by his believers,

demonstrated to them that he had overcome death"

One student ignored the translation of this sentence. Other students provided

various relatively acceptable translations, as follows:

- eirl I _P-61'93 44 C):1.-14.)-431	 41'4 JCjA 	 j
- ,L).5421	 c-rtikli 4_14 0.1 I j_miLl ,t4 ail.4).411	 c›.4	 j

_ c:)J.41 	A1.1;	 4:4 l jpAl	 aii.43.4.11 UJ
- t"-tida	 kit 0.i cal/6 	 J1Ill 4ie yethuo C-.1141-uLz.

1.14_11 e.8.14 j b 	V1_1	 (.:11.,31.1) (DI

- 3.411 LJ 4:31.4

Three students translated the passive sentence appropriately into an active Arabic

sentence. Students should be encouraged to translate English passive sentences

which include the agent by-phrase into Arabic active sentences. The Arabic

passive is only traditionally used when the subject is unknown or "suppressed"

(cf. chapter 5, section 5.2.5, chapter 6, section 6.2.3 and chapter 7, section 7.2.3).

The other three students translated the above sentence unacceptably using the

same basic word order as in English, for instance: 	 iAi 1-6-1 .9 4112-.2 (.1:1V CJA

48.k.	 4-31 1%4	 . This is mainly due to the influence of literal

translation.



accounts of his resurrection"

Students provided some unacceptable translations, such as 4-1.4 J11,11 -

44.i JAU;.4	 j . Others provided acceptable Arabic alternatives, such

as',LA-..k.L) . One student confused the English prefix "re-" to indicate repetition

with its use in "resurrection". She translated "resurrection" unacceptably as s..1-c.L?

4 . Two students avoided the translation of this part of the sentence, as follows:

- j.411	 421	 cfax,, 4:4 li.1.41 4.4 a.4.2j.411 cA1 j

_ L	 4;6 414 li.1.41 A2-0.4 1.1=14 1....9.41 1 i.

64
... put about by his believers.."

Students translated this, as follows:

-	 1-8-z--;23 • • .

 4J J I	 (.31._Ca

-	 (DA (=A4 4-1.1 1 9341 4-13 C):44:9-4.11	 j

-	 1.11.1wi J.? c._-usi	 W:1,4AUj

	  4 j °J.341	 Dc-	 .‘,1-..11_9J

-	 3	 411	 ks1_? I ji41	 S.11.c.1.4 a+14:9.411

Some students translated "put" literally in its basic physical meaning as

ignoring the translation of "about", which is unacceptable in this context. t-,-;:u

cannot be used in the sense of "put about" and is therefore not suitable in this

context. It is more appropriate to translate "put about" as c_) ]. -	 .

The two students who avoided the translation of "accounts of his resurrection

appearances" were obliged to modify the translation of the verb "put about". They

translated it as 1 _93.41 which means "believe" to suit the subject "believers":

-	 IDA	 C.)53 9

- L A11 L510. 4.i.•.;4	 1 3.141 41%4 S.51.c.14 	 ()SI

Another student translated "were put about by believers" unacceptably as

44111.-4 .41.--A_94 . This translation is not acceptable for two reasons. The English

meaning of <=1.).1-i is "estimated", which is not appropriate for this context.

Moreover, it is more appropriate to translate "his believers" as 4,1 a-44411 which is

a more standard usage than . If were used, the correct grammatical

form would, in any case, be (a3.-16-411 , rather than



"demonstrated to them that he had overcome death"

Some students provided unacceptable translations because they changed the

meaning intended in the source text, as follows:

_	 431 i.+1 I j.N.-k, j j k (j...13.4j.411	 41%4 J 	 j

- c_9.411 Lola Li .A.114 (4.1 1_1)411 j	 0:LI...* 4 J.A.11 2.L.,A1_94 zaix4	(:).4

The meaning intended in the source text is that "accounts of his resurrection

demonstrated to the believers that he had overcome death". The above two

translations indicate that "the believers" are the subject and not the "accounts of

his resurrection". This is indicated by the use of the two Arabic verbs 4-) a+1.42,-411

- A--.1 . This mistake is probably due to the students'

misunderstanding of the structure of the source text and their assumption that

"believers" are the subject instead of "accounts", due to the proximity of the verb

"demonstrated" to "believers".

"demonstrated"

Two students avoided the translation of this verb as a result of their

avoidance of translating "accounts of his resurrection", as follows:

_ ,4,41 uf6 	 Cj4 U.Rq 4.1.1 1 .3101	 L:}11.4",431

- C-'1_56411 4.53z c-sli:3 4:4 1 .3,141	 C.}.44:1.431 L)s.I

Although another two students translated it correctly, they misunderstood the

subject of "demonstrated" (as discussed above).

	

yiz 4_11 N_1 LPJJ L414:9.411 14,u,:zu	 Cyz js:15.

cL) J.411 ula	 A:4 ‘248-1	 asloj.J1	 '0.64 JI.S.Z11 C.}4

Only three students translated "demonstrated" with the correct subject, as follows:

_	 112.,11.34LJ.va11	 ji611.4	 j
- .44 tz.1 4.11 03 	 j	 j bJJ Ji, (LJ. VL.ciaz.' 1 (Dr. a+143.411 ca,i1 j

Those who translated this correctly provided various acceptable translations, as

follows: (DA .›.3 -	 -	 •

"he had overcome death"

Students provided various acceptable translations, such as: (LI'

-	 -	 . The use of the positive verbs suits the

Arabic style more than the use of negation, as in cLIA:l.J , in this context.
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8.3.2 Baptism

Like all faiths, Christianity has a strong set of traditions that mark the

believer's road past life's milestones. In those Christian communities that practice

baptism, this is the first rite of life.

Title:

"Baptism"

Six students provided the same acceptable translation: 4. 42:111 . Four students

unacceptably provided two alternatives for the reader to decide. Other alternatives

were 4-31. -...-411 y.4.1-4.11 - ;.L.P..9.4.-411. Although these are acceptable, they are less

common than..14.4.:111 . One student translated the title as follows: (4 11 .)--..-111 )	 .

-.311 is not an appropriate equivalent for "baptism". The student considered it

necessary for the reader to associate "baptism" with "Christianity".

Text:

"Like all faiths, Christianity has a strong set of traditions that mark the

believer's road past life's milestones"

Students translated the above sentence as follows:

- 	  laitsz 0 1 _1, 14 (.1)-43-4.11	 31-65	 4111+1 C.J14 .1T ‘p-21-.6 	  31l

_ 411 cit.LN.11 144 tr.,, 	 j(DA	 c:11.16.11 (54	 	  ZA4.1.11 j...4.1)/1 LISS

_	 a355 cjA.).411 C5,1.)13	 4.:111 42111 c›.4 	 j&VI

_ ail:1;11411	 .:=L4.11 S14=11 (j).-..1_)= L:111 JUI	 C>43	 el..);.1 1+1 	 	 LILA Lis cr.,.4

_ 5fl Lt.€31 jzil Ji3 _34.41 4.111 c'JU.2.11 (:).4 :La .3.4,N.4 Lai 	  ;e31.41	 J.L4

-	 z14a.JJ	 ).4 ;LAU 4J. J.4 Aa.1* .ti i..1=.1.5 1+1 	 	 LA4

-	 i (:).4).411 au12 lI JLt (j.4 	 	  cLJ1.11-,1.1.11 	 J.L4

"Like all faiths,.."

Students provided various acceptable translations, as follows: C.4)1111,451-.6

j..cs	 a_ANI c....1.1).111 (As _ LILA JS J _	 L31, -

-	 C‘-.P3÷ (-111-4. . Four students translated "like" as J. 	 and three students

translated it as ,A1 . Both alternatives are acceptable. Four students translated
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"faiths" as ,:-.1t3i4 and three students translated it as c.J1,1.1 . These are also both

acceptable. Five students followed the general English word order as a result of

their preference for literal translation. The influence of source text word order

gives a weak structure in Arabic (cf. chapter 5, section 5.4, chapter 6, section

6.2.1 and chapter 7, section 7.2.1). In Arabic, it is better to start with the noun

"Christianity" and then compare it with other faiths as one student did:

_ 4_1 &ALA 	 .1.1.5 coal 4111111 (DA	 a..L, 1+1 cs .Atl	 vil45

S1-.4-N11 . One student translated the above sentence as 	 JLG

instead of	 ,cji,P11	 c.r-L4 or 3:.1.41. ,

. The addition of the verb ..3+z here gives a better Arabic style. One

student started her translation with d. The use of D I is acceptable in this context

to indicate the importance of this sentence.

"Christianity has a strong set of traditions.."

Four students translated "Christianity" as - .44-N*...431Ajl-,41 and three students

translated it as 	  . The addition of the classifier A-;141 makes the meaning

more explicit. Explicitness is a typical feature of formal standard Arabic. This

may also explain the reason for using translation by addition as a technique as

used by many students in this research (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.10 and chapter 7,

section 7.2.10).

".. has a strong set of traditions .."

Five students translated "has" as 1-6-1 . For example:

- L1l e.L4 c jj 1-448: LDA:9A31 LiJ :14 -1:1)c' 41-11	 L'.41'1 1 ‘,011-.6 	  Zil,...111

Another student translated it as 1+3.A1 , as follows:

- 6,3. J.]. aa_NLI- 4.:111(.J1I 4 c JAA	 	  LAJU.c.4..1,%

One student translated "has" using the Arabic preposition J before 	

"Christianity", as follows:

- et_d_11	 144 ty. j1:111 (..1=1 .)4 Cida	 c_*11AmIl (DA Za..9.4,,,3	 ZILAI (:)14211 d_cS

All the above alternatives are acceptable.

"a strong set of traditions"

Two students translated "traditions" acceptably as 4. 11. Three other students

translated it acceptably as c-)- 1.11-01 . Two students translated it unacceptably as
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L)43:1.11 -	 . Four students provided acceptable translations for "a strong set

of' , as follows:‘LI.1.)1-.11 (DA	 -	 One student translated "a

strong set of traditions" unacceptably as uji3	 .s. ..91 el—Li• Although

collocates with (:).431 3-i , it does not collocate with 1:1.111 "traditions". Three students

who translated "set of traditions" as c-11.)1-.11 ;LaJA,N-4 omitted the adjective

"strong" in their translation. One student ignored " a strong set of traditions" in

her translation, as follows:

	  e36-4
jJt jL i4-4:1 4.3.)a 411 1+1 C.)17.32Y1 viL.15 	 ^II "Lit41

This is stylistically acceptable, but there is loss of denotative meaning.

".. that mark .."

Five students translated "that" acceptably by using vall . For instance:

_ etip L.i	 1.44 tr.,, j1_111	 J.4 0.4 kia.i.4 3+45 4111 c:JI.g.2.11 0.4

-	 4..4.La	 0.4:9.411 6,1_,I=	 cA1	 -444%, :o 

.ts_N.11

_ 0p.:) ..1.1411 Ash.a.4.11 s3 dui= L'_11	 Jill 0.4 Li ji 	 Lai

-	 .4.41+11JJI .1=111 ' ._)+.4:1 4.2	 04 li.c.."4,N.4 14.1

-	 Lca 0.4:3.4.11 L3,3_,Ja	 0.4 ;n.=...9.4.?..4 14,1.11

Two students correctly omitted the translation of "that" in their translations, as

follows:

	

4.11 41 C.J1-,PY I vg-.6 	

_ 01.3yi	 L.11 .).. L54 :n_41A	 Ltz,	 1+1	 A.3LA

These translations are both correct because A22-1.....)c, 4)1 and 114)1=i s.1.=. 1:4 are both

indefinite. Six students provided various acceptable equivalent for "mark" as

follows: .3.4.4 -	 Only one student provided an unacceptable translation:

Such unacceptable translations near the beginning of the text can lead to a series

of unacceptable translations through the rest of the translation. For instance, the

above student translated "traditions" as :k-41.11,1-m li, which led to the second

unacceptable translation of "mark" as c.111.z. This student's translation was as

follows: 	 JJ	 LAA 2J J.4 Lr.a3 ZIA	 	  Za..3..111 	01..01



".. the believer's road ..."

Three students translated "believer" acceptably as C.)..:3-4D . Another student

translated it as a plural usingC.).4. ..13-411 . c)44. .1-L411 is less acceptable in this context

than DO-4.)-4. The student probably confused the plural "s" with the genitive "s".

Unlike Arabic, English typically prefers the generic plural rather than the generic

singular. The above example also emphasizes the importance of proof-reading

after finishing the translation task (cf. chapter 6, section 6.1.3 and chapter 7,

section 7.1.3). Two students unacceptably omitted "the believer's road" from their

translations, as follows:

_Lf 	 jU1 JJ .3...Lz 4.111 c_..13u_11

- s.Jl Z41411 Jpil 1111j
	

1I c:_h6.31

One student unacceptably changed the meaning of "believer" in her translation,

as follows:

_b	 JJJ.4 (.5.4 :Lau Z1. J.4 Lst.zi	 ;n .;-.-.;.o 	 i
	

t+. 4,1 (114

Three students translated "believer's road" literally and acceptably as c*.r.:5-4116:3..)..

Another student translated it as (214-igull ';21"31 .1÷N-11 :5:UL . Three students omitted it

from their translation as a result of ignoring the translation of "the believer".

“ ...past life's milestones"

Students also provided various translations for "life's milestones", as

follows:

_ e1+11 cLa_N.11 1.44 ty	 L1=1 J.4 ()A	 jJ	 LD..4 AL.3.11,1n3

	

4-461.617	 (34)12	 .14. LLD CJA ;USIA :ILL 14.1

sJI
CAS:s.4.111-411 s	 L:54). ckiLtii	 a431.5-01 cjA ji 1.116 41

-	 jj Latell	 Jalli	 1.)6_11 cy4

- 4	 4.411	 ji3 Za_ti.	 C.:11.16-11 (DA :la ...9.4.7N-4

Students' translations indicate that most of them did not understand the source

text properly. As a result, they chose one of the following techniques in their

translations to overcome their lack of understanding in their translation. Three

students copied one of the inappropriate equivalents in the al Mawrid dictionary

	

OL.4_11	 ()A LI=.y..2 (3.14,3.	 adding some modifications, as

follows:

_ etit.11 ,2_.)11 144 tr...a. j1111 	 J.4	 ;Um. JA 34.11
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- S14_,.11 A-41+11J1S Ji _3+45 (ç lIcJ*LJ ()..3 ;La _9.4.A 1+1

-	 3=1.).4	 CL4.1. ZL.1:JSaati 1+1 ;k,!-!..-.31	 (3..1.217i

Another two students chose to translate it according to their understanding even if

their translation was incorrect or unrelated to the text, as follows:

	  ij6L4	 DA.3.111J	 iL41.11-11.

	

- S1.4=11 ç i 4-41.61,	 Cy1:94131 (34.).6	 4.111 .1,11 -tiall	 'ALL, 1+1

In general, some students prefer to translate all words and sentences in the

source text even if they do not understand it. They believe that any translation is

better than none at all because there is a small possibility that it will be correct.

By contrast, other students prefer not to translate words and sentences that they do

not understand. They simply modify elements that they do understand, for

example: 4:11-..1.	 C.r4jAll 	 4:111 ,L11.51-231 C.ra C J 1+4 . The above student only

understood "life" and modified it by relating it to "the believer" through the use of

.k b . Only one student undesstood the Vasic, meaning oi the soume rst azit tiitt

her best to render it in an appropriate Arabic style: -5-3-zi	 (:)+11 Jill 6-4 Li .31U.i L1

SL:1..z-11	 ‘=11.)—.11 . None of the students translate "milestones"

correctly in a good Arabic style as

"In those Christian communities that practice baptism, this is the first rite of

life"

Students provided various translations, as follows:

	  c_11-.11-..,11 4:s .4.3.xall	 JL.2.4	 j

- SL4 )	 (DA 4.4.1.111	 JUL 42 	 	 	  14 40.i

- L.,331t1	 t:/4 Z...14.9.42-4.11 04 J1-41	 	  0,14 vi

-	 Ji JJ L.A11 jia IL%	 j1_35 4:111 	 All aiti

- t*.JJ L.10 J.:L1X5kL4 I I JUL	 'IlL n 

- aszil	 L.,.3.3)11 4-4 I, ...)42.2L11 aitt 4Ai 	 J 	 	 -O.115

- S111 L4i. JJI 	 c.:-.31.r.L.41 6.14 vi

"In those Christian communities"

Only two students translated "those" correctly as . Four students

confused "these" with "those" and translated it as I' • . One student unacceptably

omitted it from her translation. "Those" is used here to emphasize that only

certain Christian communities practise baptism. One student started her
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translation by using j . This overuse of J is unacceptable in the same text and

produces a weak Arabic style (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.4 and chapter 7, section

7.2.4). In case the student felt that the second sentence is as important as the first

sentence, there are other ways of expressing this importance such as adding

.):,..1431. Another alternative is to decide which sentence is more important

than the others and use J with that sentence. The other six students where

influenced by literal translation and started their translation with the Arabic

preposition . Two students combined this sentence with the previous sentence

by using the common Arabic connector j , while one student combined it using

(cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.2 and chapter 7, section 7.2.20.

"... that practice baptism,..."

Four students translated "that" correctly as . Other students acceptably

changed the structure of the source text sentence and omitted "that" from their

translations.

"practice"

Five students provided various acceptable alternatives, as follows:

_ 44.111	 _	 j_4.4 _ ;3.1.47L41 1 UJJ)..45

.IYA9A2J111 4U1 _AAA _

One student omitted "practice" in her translation as follows:

_	 4.4 s	 .SA _A6 	 	 	  ,533:1,,ra

Only one student chose the equivalent.4-.0.)-,-.,111(.3.)..):) to be consistent in her

translation of "Christian communities".

"baptism"

Most students were consistent in their translation throughout the title and the

text. One student omitted "baptism" in her translation, as follows:

- ;14=11	 4-4 s	 b•1A .)4116 	 	 . Another student put two

choices in the title (A-..131 .)--.:21) 4...:111. She was even inconsistent in her translation,

choosing the wrong word k..131.),..311 in the text, as follows: 	 	  c-31-x-44-411 a:1A

sl÷,11 (ED ‘,.14.1.A11 3-itt 11.4 :14i1	 (rail . Only one student was completely

inconsistent in her translation. She translated "baptism" as 4.1.4.:111 in the title and as

in the text.
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".. this is the first rite of life"

Students translated "this is" by using various acceptable alternatives, as

follows: cp-4 " 

"... first rite of life"

Students provided different alternatives, as follows:

_ s .14.31	 jzs di' jib

-	 Ly;s1,* 	 J 114 cji_S3

- st.4_,31	 Ls1_,V1 J.16..111 4..ch

j_,V1

_ st4_,.11 536_,I 4.33 1 LA

_ s14. 11	 0.1p1 crib 5j B.1.4

- sU	 J.,I
Lsa

Five students provided two acceptable translations for "rite" :
	 s

Two students provided unacceptable translations: ,44."	 t:11.)-1. There is a

possibility that the student who wrote 	 did so because she confused s..).4,-,1

with Z27.3,}41 . One student translated the singular "rite" acceptably as the plural

This example also emphasizes the importance of proof-reading. Simple

mistakes that are related to lack of concentration can be corrected easily when

translators proof-read their translations (cf. chapter 6, section 6.1.3 and chapter 7,

section 7.1.3). Two students added the Arabic verb in their translation in an

attempt to improve their Arabic writing style.

"... of life"

Two students omitted the translation of the English preposition acceptably,

as follows: - ;14.-,31 &JUL'	 - 	 (Ail LA j-.1125 . Three students changed

the English preposition "of' to 	 "in" in their translation to suit the Arabic style,

for instance: ;i1-...1.-N11 cri 44-131 1 	4-A e:1-4 . In this context, it is unacceptable to

replace the singular with a plural because "baptism" is one rite. Two students

translated the English preposition relatively literally using J , producing odd

translations such as -	 A-6A Jj A.



8.3.3 Confirmation

This service enables those who were baptised as babies to become full adult

members of their church. Before a person can be confirmed, they have to undergo

a period of study and preparation with their church minister. The act of

confirmation is performed by a bishop.

Title:

"Confirmation"

Two students did not translate the title. One student chose the wrong

equivalent from the al Mawrid dictionary and translated it as (.14S. ) .

Another student also put two equivalents for the reader to chose from. One of

these equivalents is right and the other is wrong, as follows: ( .g-4-‘11 ca,441 )	 .

Another student gave two equivalents: ( 	 . The student probably

felt that	 is not clear enough for readers to understand. As a result, she added

.11-4.2.11 to make it clearer. One student translated "confirmation" correctly as

al-A2-11 (as in the al Mawrid dictionary). Another student translated it unacceptably

as There is of course, a difference between "baptism" and "confirmation of

baptism". The above inaccurate translations are clear indications of the

importance of cultural background regarding the source culture of the text (cf.

chapter 7, section 7.3.3). The greater the cultural background which translators

have, the more likely they are to be competent in their translations.

Text:

"This service enables those who were baptised as babies to become full adult

members of their church"

Students provided various translations, as follows:

cal -YK	 (3,31,11	 4S.1 J11.131	 j ia.4.14.4x5	 c:}7.111 &it (:)5.45	 6:14

C.N	 ov4o 44.1&-11 b.A C)5-45

•
	 Vlibl I j.il.S1.4liz	 ‘.5 al. .11I	 417.4	 c.,411

- 43.4 E_411 ;t1.:15	 (:j1 JUL1.5 1 5.1.4c. 0,;111	 .A...3.1;.11

- c.ra LAW alz.:1L4 pl..:mc.1 I jm4....c9 	 JUILLS	 r".i	 c.)/ye (DS.A5ZA..%&.11 -IA DI

C	

—	 (145 ,_11 131,-04	Jli.121.S I ja4z a:1%11	 j1 rt4ai.11 01, (:)5.46

a4.01_?	 Di- 	 (:.1.11 JULVI 	 4:Ix?. 114 j
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"This service"

Five students translated "service" literally and unacceptably as

"Service" in a Christian religious context is equivalent to L.›.1.1-i . Two students

were not satisfied with the literal meaning of the word in a religious context. As a

result, they avoided the translation of "service" and replaced it with the title and

its translation as .)1-4x31	 . These two students who avoided literal translation did

not translate the title. This means that neglecting the translation of the title does

not necessary mean that these students do not know it, although it may sometimes

indicate this. One student started her translation with 01 which is to some extent

acceptable to confirm the importance of the first sentence of the text. Two

students acceptably used verbal Arabic sentences, as follows:

c,3 1...! ;< 4.i . .L.A.a4	 (2,1 LI)

- 0.4	 ;.4	  c-L.Calt JUS L531 	 (.1)1 JULIE I	 3t 411	 c)5.4

Two students followed the same general word order as the English and translated

the sentence literally. For instance:

43.4 bp	 I ja4r. (j..4 .1.11 c.V3A	 A..4.1&.11 A

"... enables those who were baptised as babies"

One student omitted "babies" in her translation. The other six students

translated "babies" inaccurately as JUL' instead of 4.1y.. It is more accurate to

translate it as 4. IJA because "baptism" is usually practised only a few weeks or

months after birth. Five students translated "enables" acceptably as ü 1 . None of

them used other acceptable alternatives such as cati--zi azi-6. One student

translated "enables" inaccurately as There is a vast difference between

the meanings of "enables" and "means".

".. those who were .."

Students provided various acceptable translations, for instance:

c);.111	 _ c;aII ov:ya _ (:)_37111 451 _	 c.V:ya _ c);.1.11

One student acceptably omitted "those" in her translation, as follows:

.! nC	 	  1.114z 0;111 J.i.10`il (DI 	1.1A j z1_401



".. Baptised"

All students translated "baptised" using the Arabic passive or quasi-passive,

as follows: e3 -1-..1-.2.6	 - 13.14= - Ci9-145Y.

".. full adult members of their church"

Five students translated this phrase literally and inaccurately as c.p..L1..)

-	 01-;=c-1 - 1-41-Z (:).401-.1	 . The intended meaning in the source text is more

than adulthood; it means being adult and active in the church. As a result, üi1.ti is

more appropriate than C.h.lia-.1 or C.):.3.1-1.) . Two students translated this phrase

unacceptably in other ways, as follows:

pC.:0=.1 1...p÷...2.1	 J11121.5	 a.,_111 0V:0 DS.41A..4.1&11 b.us

-	 j1.4	 LDI	 13.14.c.	 mas cAZ

"their church"

All students translated "their" except one student who omitted it, also

acceptably, as follows: C.LP-.L,a4-2. V 1-0=1 1 _931S 1s4.1	 L11:11.31	 4-675. ' 1-4X31 L.-1.

"A n n ,.!.1(11

"Before a person can be confirmed, they have to undergo a period of study

and preparation with their church minister"

Students translated the above sentence, as follows:

...2 1<11 0.'s*	 J1c.I _9 A-Lul_p S	 u	 	 (DI

- i-1 1 -Y(C	 9 "LA .3 .1 °5111 t-`-°.&73. C.)1 4711z ‘71.7 1. 	 -14z

- C.)-91-x:11 	J Z"1 -) .111 bJ.A j ‘7471. "1:1Ax:i	 CJ1	 (-)-CI -9

- 	 C.ALS	 "1.>111	 1"-;J:S iri.?4. DI 4471. 	 't11

botAIS	 	 	 ;

•

 LA JAI'S ja I jx..a&,3. i4.311 u..=&..,1

	  Lyel.S	 (DA j4.,..aa:i ;

• 

Lul_p	 431.i uat.&..1	 44%5 	 j

- 	 	 di:PA-411	 41.12:6J'.	 "1_)-111	 C.)1	 u^:'.111	 c=4:1:).	 C..41

"Before a person can be confirmed"

Four students provided various acceptable translations, as follows:

	  1.4e.	 L-JI (16

	

C.J 1	cp-C3 9



_	 i)_c]

The other three students provided unacceptable translations, as follows:

.t31	 c.)1	 j

J.A.

All students who translated the title were consistent in their translations of

"confirmation" — "confirmed" through the title and the text. Two students

provided unacceptable translations because they used the wrong translation

equivalentse"43. - Another student provided an inaccurate translation

using the Arabic equivalent of "baptism" instead of "confirmation of baptism".

One student produced a vague Arabic translation, as follows: .. g.5 (LA' J.

The above student should have mentioned .)1-42-11 in her translation to be more

accurate and explicit.

"... they have to undergo a period of study and preparation.."

All students conveyed the meaning of "have to", which has the sense of

obligation in English, as follows:

	  LIZS. 	 .)1.1c.1 3 :A.11.3..) j 	 (DI 4,1.6

(11 -';'C 31_39 	 J "t-JJ.5bJ.t1t-';'.&:1.

- Cji1.2.1114 J1-17-1-4HVI :LJA jall (DA jai

ce"--.: ;‹ C.)"t-A 	 	 A—J1Jall (:)-4	 .3'144

:A	 	 cytAS t.si J.; 	 A

•

 .A..)11 jai I yu,ka,3.

- 4c cielS J (:).4 j1. 	 L

• 

AI s

_ 	  cci jj..11 C-4 .11.1%141 j kJj.3Icya

Six students provided acceptable translations for "undergo", such as _31=144

. Only one student translated it inaccurately using the colloquial Arabic

expression	 They also provided various acceptable equivalents for "study

and preparation", such as J.1c.1 j	 _	 _ IiI j LI

"church minister"

Four students translated "church minister" accurately, as CA LS - u. One

student translated this phrase'unacceptably, as id' -.:;‹	 . Two students did not
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know the meaning and the rank of church minister in Arabic, so they assumed that

s/he is responsible in the church and translated this as 	 	 (.1.1:91. This is a

form of generalising translation (Dickins et al 2002, 56-57), which is often a

better technique than omission.

"The act of confirmation is performed by a bishop"

One student did not translate this sentence. Six students provided various

translations, as follows:

_	 J.L.411‘42.3'..

_ di.L.411	 i4

.u4,4 ;41.4c.

- c..> 111 .)1-4.2-11 c44411A.1.14-1-.5 	 <	 r..9.4

L1 Uwal_94

(	 (j.4 (sJ:iL3t4t4. j

Students were also consistent in the translation. One student who translated

"confirmation" in the title as (3: 3:1—.5 translated it in this sentence as u-6.

. Another student translated it inaccurately as .1,1.A.:111 . One student translated

it as producing a vague Arabic translation. Six students considered "act of

confirmation" a process and produced weak Arabic translations, as follows:

-.L11:41-4c- J - 41-" 111 	 -11-4231 ‘44:35 "41-424 -	 ‘ 11:.L.Lt A:4a

ZUva C4.4" JA=.	 _

"is performed by"

Four students translated the English passive as an Arabic passive or quasi-

passive producing an Arabic style which is weak due to the presence of the agent

in the sentence "bishop" (cf. chapter 5, section 5.2.5, chapter 6, section 6.2.3 and

chapter 7, section 7.2.3), as follows:

- (DI ..).L.:31 A.16,41_94 Laoril	 JAz

A.L.,A1 3.)	41.4,2	 -.441.4a

44,611 ".4.4.1.4a

c›.4



Only two students changed the English passive into an Arabic active, as follows:

4422 0.1c.
	 iU

_ u.1333	 L	 2j:t —.;;(11	 j

In addition, all students provided one of two acceptable translations for "bishop"

in Arabic: DIJLA31	 ,—ILC)11 .

8.3.4 Worship

Christian worship involves praising God in music and speech, reading from

scripture, prayers of various sorts, a "sermon", and various holy ceremonies such

as "Eucharist". Church services on a Sunday divide into two general types:

Eucharist services and services of the word. Both types of service will include

hymns, readings and prayers.

Title:

"Worship"

One student ignored the translation of the title. Three students translated

"worship" as s-L• One student translated this listing two equivalents from the al

Mawrid dictionary as ( ;14,..1) s-11-.1a. One student translated it as the indefinite Arabic

. Another student translated "worship" as-Li.:11.1 . Although the title is indefinite

in English, four students translated "worship" using definite article J. It is

common in Arabic to use the definite article J generically. One student chose to

translate "worship" acceptably as- 14.:11 using a verbal noun.

Text:

"Christian worship involves praising God in music and speech, reading from

scripture, prayers of various sorts, a "sermon", and various holy ceremonies

such as "Eucharist".

Students provided various translations, as follows:

_	 L.USJ (j.4 ,:_11 0 1 .5111 j ASJ j 	j.411 J

J.4 k4 j 	 j11 Lpij 	 j

_	 c...11j1_,..= D-441 j.ill	 j	 J	 4	 —4:U.4.111

(:)14.)111 Lr_Lail	 L L A Jil J .4..1a.,11 3 S j.yr.11 Zirsio t 13.11 L>4Sii.411
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_ i:›441	 j	 j,_)1_415.11 t01.11 j 4,110.	 jkIVI c.1.4 c>4.121-60-1-11(:).41,jizsApa

s.L.\xLI.4.• 11 - .4_44111 c_Isi **LLI'D Lbt_ L.:=91 alLS j

- 	iJ Dsa '41	 j	 j.411 1:15.1L4	 	 lap-II DI

DwisLoll Dlq	 A.A../.110	 tal=1 .1a=.	 j	 13.11

_	 y1:15.11 c)A sy,J6.11 j pLCII j	 3.411.4 4„.1)1 ..1.4-% 0.1c. 4 .3:1-til ;n .!n .!",.11 :LILA vi S.114.11

c.iLL5g.11 0.23 (..r.L4 s4lac.	 ..):31Jut Ala j ZitiL4 3L j

- yULCII	 J111 j L4il j UkJI j LAL.u.011 ,ri L.j a	 4	

uwai.4.11 cil..(5111 CL4 k.J j1...11I D.4	 j	 C.).4	 tl j.11 j

—	 j kiiI y:J—C.. II &A	 j	 J .9.411 vi 411 ca4 j _31_)4 1 )A	 4JJLJ

4.4.1T pL12.11 j14 Oza..14.1. I 4141Jii	 i	 J111_,

Many of the above students acceptably used semantic repetition and assonance

(Dickins et al 2002, 81-108), these being a feature of the Arabic style of writing,

as follows:	 LY'91143 -	 -1/ °J-.1z11 - .17.4-45 9 C-1-4 -	 C-1-4 . In addition,

one student reflected her own Islamic beliefs in her translation of "Christian

worship involves praising God in music and speech, reading from scripture,

prayers of various sorts, a "sermon", and various holy ceremonies such as

"Eucharist", as follows:.

_ (:)..441JJ 	 J4 j 4.1VI	 ,ji lap...11

;..1.1.1411 k1I	 UI L>.&, L.4.31 ALS 3 Zu,SL,11" .4.4:1/43.11 y*a_C* 11
•

The above student added LIN-&1--;.91 allaS j in her translation probably because she

did not consider ,I*JV**1-scV1 a part of worship in Islam.

Two students translated one aspect of the meaning intended in the source text, as

follows:

_	 L1I j A4i,3.1.11 yi.C11 1.).4	 j	 j	 c.1.4 j ..31_)?1	 .141

0 1_,:a31 Lt-14 s..1.,a4.1* I Z.441 L:JYLia..`11 	at.1:15 j :ta j.14

-	 (DA 7:0P..1.11 1I 	 *Lris,... 3.4114	 u-lc. 4:314, 	
 

3i.11	 O.1141

uil j_L}.111 0.=:3 j.L4 ;43. .1c. ;LA	 Zit11.4 t 1;14 C:11.514.4%11

One of the above students translated "Eucharist" asu ,S9-41. 01-.15111 o4.3 and the other

translated it as vgil 0 12,..11 . Another student unacceptably translated "prayers" as

L4• She considered "pray" a verb and the "-er" noun-formative suffix (cf.

"teach"-"teacher").



"Christian worship"

Five students were consistent in their translations through the title and the

text. One of them gave two equivalents for the title (11-11,P) Si.= and chose t̀-4..5 in

the text because it is more general and typically translates as "religion". Although

and U are two equivalents for "worship", s.)14c- is more appropriate in this

context. The text illustrates in detail Christian worship rather than the Christian

religion. Two students decided to use both equivalents for "worship" as follows:

cri s.11-.101 	 S.11-.101 . In order to put two equivalents

together, they added another noun a3.A - A--41.11 to the adjective "Christian".

Another student used 	 "Christianity" instead of using the adjective cr-%4-..

"Christian". Other students were straightforward in their translations and

translated "Christian worship", as follows: -- The

acceptability of the translation of course depends on the right choice of words and

structure in the target text. Although one student used the noun

"Christianity" instead of the adjective "Christian" 	 she to some extent

achieved the intended meaning in the target text. •

Five students started their translations by using d at the beginning of the

sentence. Such a usage is acceptable to highlight the importance of the first

sentence of the text. All students retained the basic SV word order of the source

text in their target texts and translated the sentence using Arabic nominal

sentences rather than Arabic verbal sentences. This illustrates the influence of the

source text on students' translations. The use of C.)I enabled five students to

translate the English word order and add a typical feature of Arabic style at the

same time (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.4 and chapter 7, section 7.2.4).

"Christian worship involves ..."

All students acceptably translated the English present tense using the Arabic

imperfect tense, as follows: Cy,—;.1 (14-11. One student translated

"involves" unacceptably using a colloquial Arabic form, adding the colloquial

Arabic prefix	 to the verb, as follows: Lria 4.3:141. Another student translated

this unacceptably as eJli which equals the English verb "perform" in English

instead of u-ic-	 "is based on". This choice is not suitable for the meaning of the

sentence.



GG praising God in music and speech"

Two students translated the above verb literally, as follows:

-	 J j.J PLC11-1 4-1\2 1 1%.4.1a25	 S4t-Y.-11

- PLCII	 Lsjsu-1 14.	 Lric'cj1`‘.2"'.1."^II "i:114 	 °-1142-11

-	 j	 j	 Lruil 1.1-415 D.4.6�11; 	  S.114/.11

The other five students added other equivalents to the English verb "praise", as

follows:

- eN.5.11 9 :54". 9.411	 DA 211 L-34?-.15 C-1°4	 	  Z.3141

- J	 j.4.114 4.1VI	 j	 JAZ,	 ZIL.4.111

-	 I j AsiacU j	 S..)147.11

-	 j	 j.4J1	 ,11,1 cs4 j j1 J.1 1	 141

Translation by addition using semantic repetition for emphasis is a feature of

Arabic style.

"God"

Two students were influenced by their Islamic religious beliefs and

translated "God" in a Christian context as AI , which is acceptable but more

common in an Islamic context. Other students translated it acceptably in a

Christian context as y.)11-4-1VI.

"... in music and speech"

Six students used Arabic prepositions before the translation of "music" and

"speech" as in the English source text, as follows:

P--C11 J LAL". 9'31	 L.J-4-4-C11 Lsi:". 9-431-1 — Ls:11:". ..9-411 P1-5.11-.1 - fa-C3/ LA". 9-431 ;pi

L:_"114_)111 _9	 j L5-3;w, JAI 029 -	 j pi.5314

One student acceptably added the Arabic verbal noun 	 as follows:

_	 _9.411 j ca.,1_c11 ela&a.HI j 446	 j	 D.4.,:za3-4--.;.-11 041 vi s.47.11

Another student added the Arabic noun 	 , which is a common word in a

Christian context. The Arabic equivalent of "praise God in music" is 	 1-....6J5 in a

Christian context. Because the student was not confident enough to use this word

alone, however, she used it with the literal translation of the source text phrase "in

music" L .3A31-.1 . The student translated the source text literally to be on the safe

side. None of the students translated "speech" into an Arabic singular as A-.415.11 to

suit the intended Arabic meaning. The Arabic technical equivalent of "service of
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the word" is rt...15.1 1 0.1.1i. Students translated this either as the Arabic plural caAls or

as S, which has rather colloquial associations. Another Arabic equivalent

provided in students' translations was *A-4.:,11, which avoid any colloquial

associations in this religious context but has associations to Islamic religion.

64 reading from scripture"

Students provided various translations, as follows:

_ cj.J	 c_Ac.1_52.11 j
-	 tl	 Lyuii.411	 (.:11..e_41LJL(.5.3 41 .5.111 j

;1.4 Sal - .4.4111 c111

-	 C.).4 41331 j
-	 4.1.C.11 cy3	 j
-	 utiS11	 es.1 .501 j
- 44141 ,,-111..S.1* 1 cyl 4.1_)111 j

Most students rendered the singular in the source text as a singular in the

target text using ji. Only one student rendered the singular in the source text

by using the plural in the target text: , I* 1 01..ri . The use of the plural in Arabic is

acceptable to replace the singular in this context. Arabic style prefers plurals in

certain contexts to indicate the idea of importance. One student unacceptably

translated "reading" as . This indicates the influence of the student's Islamic

religion. s_Pu is usually associated with reading the Quran rather than reading the

Bible (cf. chapter 4, section 4.3).

Five students translated "scripture" acceptably as (..r.1 .31 yu-C31 .

One student translated this as a plural in Arabic, which is not acceptable in this

context, since it suggests various holy books, as follows: A÷3.*...111 ,,-1-C1* I	 sol_):01

;L....1W . There is only one "scripture" for Christians which is the Bible. One

student unacceptably mixed the translations of "reading from scripture" and

"prayers of various sorts", as follows: t 1 .331-.)	 YUKII	 C)A 50151.111

The above student also added C13'14111 to her translation although it is not

part of the source text. ,I*V 1-44 "supplications" is associated with Islam rather than

Christianity. The student is probably influenced by Islamic prayers which include

readings from the Quran. The above translation is also unacceptable because it

produces a weak and confused Arabic style. (..) ;111-411 y 'LLCII is the best translation of

"scripture" here (cf. chapter 6, section 6.3.1.3 and chapter 7, section 7.3.1.3).



"prayers of various sorts"

Students' translations were as follows:

-	 iii.411

- UaTII	 jsz.11	 )j1.4 L 431	 c:JNIL+13..1 cL2' 1 .51...n DA 41)111

- iJ - .444111	 JU LI ‘1.1115 j

- t1,51	 j

- j	 tl j31.4 	 j.L.=11 j

- .441. -‘11	 (:).4 	 11:. 4 t j31 j

ji4 (31�..11.4 ilL6CL1 j

All students were influenced by their Islamic religious background and

translated "prayers" literally as as one might translate it in an Islamic

context, instead of A4a. , which is more correct in a Christian context. One

student ignored "prayers of various sorts" in her translation, as follows:

_ s.J 2lI	 L	 11:15 j

Two students ignored" a sermon" in their translations, as follows:

_	 II - .4.4111 c_1-11.i.1)/1

-	 JLC.14 LiI j

Another student produced an unacceptable translation, as follows:

_	 j	 u.4.1.411	 L:4441 L-..11_,L.a.	 Iii j

One student confused the meaning of "prayers" in the source text and translated it

as	 instead of c:11.3.1--. presumably because she analysed the word "prayer"

as "pray" and "-er", in the following: i=a3-11 3 S .L.J.-la	 041.....9. Two students

translated the source text literally and produced a weak Arabic style, as follows:

_ ;Liao. j 'AIL,. el j.itq	 j

_ k J 4 it_Ca4 bL j

The above translations are stylistically weak because of the use of 0-5-,11-i -

instead of Le-al ..91-.1— 141-11.5-411-., .It is more idiomatic to add the pronoun suffix. The use

suggests a ritual prayer, as is performed in Islam. Another two students

modified their translations to make them more acceptable in Arabic, as follows:

- Jac_911 ogjffi 4.J.A1I c_11 .,1a..=11 3

- cf3...3.111 ylILL11	 	 4 t j:3I j



GC a sermon ,'

Students provided various translations, as follows:

-	 04..9..) .9

- Ziaz31 5j.xJ j

- I '4'9 .111 LU3	 JU L	 11 4.1S j

- j

- j

_ ,,p41.11

- Za .1.14 j1111-! D_N-4.0.11

Two students ignored "sermon" in their translations. One student translated

"sermon" using semantic repetition, as follows: IL-1=.31 . One student was

probably influenced by her Islamic religious background and translated "sermon"

as yaL:,31 . This proposed equivalent echoes in an Islamic context. This

technique should be encouraged because it gives the meaning intended in the

source text (cf. chapter 4. section 4.3).

"and various holy ceremonies such as Eucharist"

Students' translations were as follows:

_	 (1:1.4 q.,.4.114 4'9.5 L1_1'

- 0 11 0145111 	 i4	 j 0.43SOZ

.1.1

- 

b A3 2L.411.111 Lj1	 dit.& 1.6nCLil AC.0

L.).41:1921 D14.5:411 L	 2a.uSSL4

04.14.11 42)1-L>ill 0.0.i L44 s

_	 ..)51_,Lall 0.4 .9.4.11

- 4_83VI 4 1_,1431 (S.L4 S.114141' I " .4.44.1.11'141:mVI	 ,J11 '.;S j

Two students translated "and" using the common Arabic cormectori and

adding	 ihS . This suggests the influence of literal translation

from English, although in a purely literal translation one would expect only

here. The use of the common Arabic connector j is adequate for connecting the

two phrases in the target text (cf. chapter 5, section 5.13, chapter 6, section 6.2.2

and chapter 7, section 7.2.2). All students provided acceptable translations for

"holy ceremonies", as 	 lUiJ;Lai.	 _ :44,a c.-Ntsu.,y1 . One student

unacceptably ignored the translation of "various" in her translation, as follows: -



di	 j. One student unacceptably ignored the translation

of "various" in her translation. Five students acceptably translated "various" as

41,11 -	 . Only one student gave another acceptable translation for

"various": Zill&A. One student translated "various" using the phrase U-4 .1-.4.-10 1 , which

roughly retains the English word order, as follows: 	 (:)-4 .L.1.-1.11 J. The

majority of students translated "various holy ceremonies", as follows: .)11-.-1

s -1,1.ac•	 . Both 2.A.11	 (:)-4 -1,1..1.31 and	 2i4 j	 are acceptable in

Arabic. Another student put two equivalents for "ceremonies" in her translation,

as follows: j u4.3.. Certain students tend to translate by addition

for two main reasons. The first one is to produce a good Arabic style. The second

is their desire to produce a comprehensive translation. In case they are not sure

which dictionary equivalent is the best, some students tend to use more than one

equivalent to be on the safe side.

"Eucharist"

Students provided various translations, as follows: cLi-,...)5J:.3- -

4--6-1V 1 P 1-1,1' 1 . Here students used various techniques to overcome cultural

difficulties in their translation. One student ignored the word "Eucharist" in her

translation. Another student transliterated "Eucharist" as cL1-,-...)5.y. . Four students

translated "Eucharist" correctly as 0,0-14.11 C.J 1454111 . Another student had a general

idea about the religious context of "Eucharist" and decided to translate it as 01-,1,11

co-014 1 •

"Church services on Sunday divide into two general types: Eucharistic

services and services of the word"

Students' translations were as follows:

- 2 	

• 

j "41:1".AY. C)4'.911,2	 •sil	 Z.44w1.11	 C..)4	 Lxjail

- L."31_43& j	 t.:31-4.1& :a1.4. tr. aic. j.i L5.11 a-%V 1	 cci :t „..1 ;(11	 1.1T,

_4ilt LL

- j	 Y..).1111 .124	 L.JA	 :0:64.	 ej:IP. .3-1 L431 &IL" ;1-4,41 (.0 aaVi e vi

-

•	

J	 19" :.)	 L531

_ z.15.11	 j Lylis1411 c)-.1 .501	 : CJ:.35-ac-	 Ls.31	
is.“111

-	 oulai j	 cjI_Lji11	 j.1 ,ll ds.,1„	 a.,v1	 	  1..›„Iai
-	 L),Isi	 LrAsi a.A. 1-D alc.	 ()I	 a-,V1 0:1 uwisi



"Church services on a Sunday"

Students provided various translations, as follows:

- ,=kL-.11 ?9:1. CDA - .4-14-11/ C.,751.11

_	 4.9 ;.;	 	Lai%

_	 Lu.; n<li	 j Llt

_	 •-•;;<11

_ yV1	 ;.+ ...2 ;<11	 rzizi

LJLJ

_	 • 	 uwlii

-	 a=V1

Only two students provided the standard Arabic translation for "Church Service":

. It is acceptable in the above context to omit the translation of "Church"

because the meaning of L.pJ I.Li is limited to the church. On the other hand, two

students provided unacceptable translations because they translated "services" in

its basic sense as L. without paying attention to its particular meaning in a

religious context. Two students made an effort to overcome the problem of not

knowing the correct idiomatic meaning of the word "service" and changed it to

/ "prayers" in their translation. Although it is a prime duty of the student translator

to provide the semantically closest equivalent of a word or phrase, attempts to

modify a translation according to the general meaning of the text should be

encouraged. It is important for translation teachers to teach students useful

techniques to overcome the problem of translating cultural aspects in certain

contexts. It is better for students to translate according to the general meaning of

the text than to leave the word or phrase not translated; or they may translate it

literally where a literal meaning is acceptable. These students translated it to some

extent acceptably, as follows:

_	 A ...;;(11	 a.v

_	 -,.;;<11

In the above examples, the translation of "church" is important to clarify that what

is intended is Christian and not Islamic prayers. The use of the correct equivalent

uwl -1-1 indicates the importance of choosing the correct equivalent in a certain

cultural context to avoid any cultural misunderstanding. One student translated

"service" unacceptably, as follows:

-	 (:)-4	 uwiii=31



The above translation with ‘IL.L,-.11 "Saturday" instead of .)-Y 1 "Sunday" indicates

that the religion is Judaism and not Christianity. This translation indicates the

importance of proof-reading (cf. chapter 6, section 6.1.3 and chapter 7, section

7.1.3). This student also unacceptably omitted "Church" in her translation, which

contributes to the confusion in religion.

It is worth mentioning that the most acceptable translation of "services" is

singular in Arabic: .1-1 1 0J -Li since "services" here is being used generically.

Those students who modified their translations according to the general meaning

of the text translated it acceptably as a singular in Arabic: AN—J• Other students

translated this literally as the plural ,111.4.1&31 .

Some students were not literal in their translation and acceptably omitted the

English preposition "on" in their translation of "on a Sunday", as follows:

_ .1.=v1	 ...n ;(11	 j

- etc. j_Ca?	 az.V I ta L..41 u.ul (DI

All students translated "Sunday" by adding the classifier 0,1.. None of the

students translated church services on a Sunday" acceptably as .1-11 1 c),IA, which is

an idiomatic religious phrase in Arabic. This is an obvious example of students'

tendency towards explicitness in their translations. Such a tendency may be based

on the preference in Arabic style for explicitness. Only one student unacceptably

started the translation of the above sentence using Di . This is unacceptable partly

because the student translated the previous sentence using d at the beginning (cf.

chapter 6, section 6.2.4)

"... divided into two general types..."

Four students translated the above sentence literally using Arabic nominal

sentences and included the verb in the nominal sentences. For example:

Only three students translated the above sentence acceptably using Arabic verbal

sentences. For example:

- .,`)/1	 A	  



All students translated "types" acceptably as - L:),p j-i. Two

students ignored "general" in their translations. Although it better to translate all

the important words and phrases in the source text, it acceptable to omit words

and phrases that do not noticeably affect the meaning of the target text (cf. chapter

6, section 6.4.2 and chapter 7, section 7.4.1).

"Eucharistic services"

Six students were consistent in their translations through the sentence, as

follows:

*4-4.1s11 (..›31).. '11:"' .)�-94 04_4 :C.)4a oil e"-:233 (=LY,131	 4141 LYL911211

4-4.1531	 j	 AA' I c1_,*1-4-1&, : )+41.c. asc.	 .1.11	 vi ...! ;<11 c1.4.1:%

- - .4+1=113
	 j 	 '1319" :C)-.)(..14a. 95 Ls-II	 ei4 	 	 e-,-,135

- ;LALCII	 j Lyuii.411	 I e:J1..4.	 D:44" La	 L,11	 ...!;<11	 e.,4111

- ;91ILLII oulai j LykiL11 ciL6.1. 11 041,11. 0,1r.	 (35.41	 a.'11	 Z.4.511 Lpslai (DI

-	 1Ic.)41-).s. g-1.1.) L),31.A CAL4.	 atc..	 L9-11 	("116

Only one student translated "Church services" as s-N—,-.11 and "Eucharistic

services" unacceptably as-, as follows:

_	 411	 ta	 L.,.11	 viit;L:al

Only two students provided acceptable Arabic translations, as follows:

LJJLJ c.)-0.11 U 	 - css-.1.)

One student did not provide a genuine Arabic equivalent for "Eucharist", but

unacceptably transliterated it as ,-±L...)�.54 . As long as a word has a Standard

Arabic equivalent, it is not normally acceptable to transliterate it especially if the

target readers are Arabs. It is acceptable to use a transliteration if the word does

not have an Arabic equivalent or if the English-derived equivalent is as well

known or better known than the Arabic equivalent, as in the case of "Internet" (cf.

chapter 6, section 6.2.6 and chapter 7, section 7.2.6). This may be transliterated

as	 oror translated as 4411-01 (=NL-0:2V1 Z-C4.

Two students acceptably modified their translation according to the general

meaning of the text, as follows:

- k+1ai1 c:31 jLo j	 :j &pi:3 u.11 .I 3,7. 2u11.611



- j .Z131 0_31	 4.:111 (.111-4,1& :c.),L.3. 	 ap j.i	 az.VI 3,3 43 ZL.,=11

"services of the word"

Six students were consistent in their translations of "services" through

"church services", "Eucharistic services" and "services of the word". Only one

student was partially inconsistent in her translation. She translated "services" in

"church services" as L1l and as in "Eucharistic services" and "services

of the word". The same two students who provided the two best Arabic

translations for "Eucharistic services" provided the two best translations for

"services of the word":	 UJI	 . Four students translated it

unacceptably as `i °I‹ LyuILL - A-43-C11 ,n1-4. One translation was to some extent

acceptable because it rendered the meaning in Arabic as 4)=63

"Both types of service will include hymns, readings and prayers"

Students' translations were as follows:

_	 J<.:-4.1 jai	 ...)31-1-4.0	 j:111	 CJI

c.-1101i 4'151 C›.."654 ala. 9:111 N-5

- e3.5311 .9 11*-i.-=31	 41 .52.1.1	 C.J4a.

_	 j1,-=31 j L:.,1 0 1)11. j	 QJi LL4.1i :Loa:,31	 j

_	 J	 	  CAL11 	c).4 LIS j

_	 j Sol	 j Lj1 I 	

_ Sp1 .5111	 j e.1	 j

"Both types of services"

Only one student unacceptably started her translation using c). The same

student started the translation of the first sentence of the text using d (cf. chapter

6, section 6.2.4). All students maintained the English SV word order and used

Arabic nominal sentences. For example: SN-6.2.1 1 41 J:211 C-A-4:1.3_5111 	 NS

"Both types"

Six students translated "this" correctly using N.5 rendering the dual element

in Arabic. Only one student translated it inaccurately as 	 th(:)-4 J-s



indicating the plural rather than the dual in Arabic. Two students ignored the

translation of "types" in their translation and provided translations which are to

some extent acceptable, as follows:

_	 j cJ* I js.)U* j	 j41t.;.•• L:1.4.1&.11 1L LIS j

-	 j	 j j JI	 I.Jij

"will include"

Students should differentiate between the use of the modal "will" to indicate

future tense and to indicate "normally". In this context, "will" means that services

normally include hymns, prayers, etc. Two students unacceptably used a future

tense in Arabic with u, as follows:

_ c..11 	 -,115 cy4	 j
- slI 41 .51.11	 (=11-41.5-01 19 11'	 	 9111

Other students acceptably translated this using the Arabic imperfect tense, as

follows:

- LIJ.L j	j alc-)Y1	 4141	 JL4.411 j	 (:).4

-	 j 	 fr.1 .51 C.?":=6:1.uPY-'‘'LS .9

- e:1-.5111;3.-)".11	 C.1.4c'933/ N-�

- L111 _916°3/	 L11101 J1.11 	 J. 	C.)-4	 -N-5

-41 .5111 j riLcdt	 j

In this context, it is more acceptable to render the English "will" with the Arabic

imperfect tense.

"hymns, readings and prayers"

Students' translations were as follows:

_ t:_11	 j	 j alaJVI	 J.4,Za 4i3..111	 j	 (j.4 c).4r.i.111 LS (:j1

- LJ JL J	jj141_;" cym:c1..	 j.III _NS j

- j	 j 41 .52.11	 j

- L:31_,L=11 j c..11 0 1 .52.11 j cli1.40.5111J.	 ll &.4 al.c.	 j

-	 j crJI	 j	 LIA-4,13 Lcia 	 iJI licy4	 j

-	 j 41 ,5211 j	 j111 I 	 	 j:331

- Oc.1 .3111 j	 j e.1.1.111 cyz...Z11	_NS j



"hymns"

Six students translated "hymns" correctly as e-..331.)5- cL31-453 - , which are

peculiar to a Christian religious context. Only one student translated it incorrectly

as ;n-..3=-1V1 "prayers".

"readings"

Six students translated this to some extent acceptably as	 ,3'101.):211 .

Three students acceptably rendered the English plural using the singular Arabic

. None of the above students made their translations more explicit and added

cy3Y-13-411 yt-cli to suit the explicit Arabic style. This is an example of the tendency

to translate literally. Some students avoid adding words and phrases to the source

text to make it more explicit to the target reader to be on the safe side. It is easer

for students to translate literally and avoid modifying their translations. The more

the translation is modified, the more difficult the translation task for students.

Only one student translated "readings" unacceptably as cLAP:3 , which is a more

Islamic than Christian word.

"prayers"

All students were influenced by their Islamic religious background and

unacceptably translated "prayers" as

8.3.5 Eucharist

Eucharist is a Greek word for thank giving and its celebration is to

commemorate the final meal that Jesus took with his disciples before his death

(the last supper). The rite comes after the actions of Jesus who, at the meal, took

bread and wine and asked his disciples to consume them and continue to do so in

memory of him.

Title:

One student ignored the translation of the title. Four students were

consistent in their translations through texts 8.3.4 and 8.3.5 and translated

"Eucharist", as follows: (.9-.01.11 - . Two students

were inconsistent in their translations through texts: 8.3.4 and 8.3.5. One student



translated "Eucharist" in text 8.3.4 asv.-al...11 01-.1.5211 and J-.1. P I 01_10 1 in text 8.3.5.

Another student translated it as c.)1—.1.53 in text 8.3.5 and oLa.31 in text

8.3.4 (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.6 and chapter 7, section 7.2.6).

Text:

"Eucharist is a Greek word for thank giving and its celebration is to

commemorate the final meal that Jesus took with his disciples before his

death (the last supper)"

Students provided various translations, as follows:

_ 4_1 jtr, .41111	 c.U.,11 j..c7, c.L.4 v_64 4_4 JUJ 4.1,1	 4.9A c:J..uS

4.c.431	 C÷.4.011

S .),1&.1 I :k÷ .331 JS..) C.14.%17 1+1AI ZAUI j j.C.1:111 C3.41 1.31.1 1LIS (C.J.W1.1 j1.& 3) Ly1Z.L111

(›..LV I 4519 4iJA 41.3. C):Y•JLPII tS3 Lr"..= 14-/91-1-3

c.; 	 4,J111 J-AVI puidlq Lill.' 4._4 j 4JU	 iali j4is v.dt, u...11411

4:1y, (../4 6 4.3-4)1i CP-4

-	 VI ;L-.1 1 LJo 14>V 4311'6.1 j jS_,111 c l-haV Uy ;LAX v-Prl C.J1-.2.A1 J1 64371 0 1-la L.)

c•"-11) 46119 4-14 	 tadJ14 JA J 	

-	 al s 	 A-.141 J-51i aLi-V-6- 1 ..)-C111 01-1=LaV	 "1-41� 	 L.Plisi-411 L945211 (.).*:1 C.)

(,).4.&N 1 o UR-11) LI1J-4:1 c..)1 cJC.).4:U1 .5- 11 kat-131 t--4 	 	 .4J1 1+1.91-.6

-	 1lS js&VI	 j-C111	 As3u....�.1	 jA u4Si.411 L'Ailt11

(-)4&V1 01-41231)	 C.Y.4.)1J-31	 41.91-11

-J J 4cc.;	 01-..t.ta?JU	 43111. z.1 JS.,111 .40'4)13 J,3 LIS vie JAI 11.431

y

Two students acceptably started their translations with d to indicate the

importance of the first sentence of the text. All students translated the above

sentence using Arabic nominal sentences. The use of prepositions in English and

Arabic is fairly different. Sometimes, it is better to use translate English

prepositions by using Arabic verbs, as follows:

- 4.1 itzl 4 .1.11	 ot-an11 J.S:i 01 .4a.1LI:1.5.3,) LIS 4FA

(,)4&.%/1

-	 s J.4&,v1	 Lug.; 0 .wIr	 Js.,1.11	 014.5d1

412) 4i.JA (..14ujj.JI14-1_91-zi



One of the above students translated the English preposition "for" by using the

Arabic preposition J. This is less acceptable than the other students who used the

Arabic verb r1•

"Eucharist is a Greek word for thank giving"

Five students unacceptably translated "Eucharist" into Arabic and continued

their translation of "Eucharist is a Greek word for thank giving", as follows:

_ j5.411 i	 :WS vit	 Dlq Jill US

_ j_C.31 ollic.V Z.1. 13_9,3. LIS .44.3 	l 44.1),71

.A1,11 ollaaV 4. 11.33,1:ulS jA 0.,,a411	 u.‘,3 cjI

_ j_C.,111	 4.44.)61 '4_415 JA 	 cj14

_	 4,3 1.3 _9,3 :WS 4.A L	 c)14.5.81

Only one student translated "Eucharist" in the only way that really makes sense

here, as follows: ...)-C-111 .1.4a. v-65 :%,.1313_,:). k-415 4-4	. Another student

unprofessionally provided two equivalents, as follows: 2-.3� 	 Lriai-J1C.J1-.).511

j-c-2 cc-L.3 41414 . There are other ways to provide both equivalents in a good

Arabic style. For example:	 " Si.4.11 (34 jill " Sj14a

"Eucharist is ..."

Six students translated the English copular verb "is" using 4-4-- 441— j.A.

This is called "pronoun of separation" or J--.631 (cf. Dickins and Watson

1999, 383). The feminine pronoun va co-refers to the previous noun U, as in:

-	 ..14.3:k42.-:....)6.1A-415 0-4 	 5111Z4.15. The masculine pronoun co-refers to the

previous noun c.),J-11.11 1DI-Liall , as in: .)�-,2 4-az A--1-..)e-I.A-43.5 	 (..),0-1411 Jji . Two

students confused the reference for the Arabic pronoun and produced weak

translations, as follows:

_	 ot.).c.V 4. 31.33,3. ;Ws vi..1 D14.5211 .3 1 	 oua. 31 01

_ j 11 ..4x1 41:13:3. 	4.4 tjAii.4.11 D14).11

Only one student acceptably omitted any equivalent of the English copular verb

"is" in her translation, as follows:

- j_C.11. 1 cuAl	 ji&j,) LyaSi..331 (j1-.a.5111

In addition, it is more acceptable to refer to "Eucharist" as 2-41� than

Students' preference for literal translation was so strong that it negatively affected

the meaning of the target text and produced a weak Arabic style, as follows:



_	 ;LAIS vib Lybsida Lk)'

_ .)5.2 ou...v 41:13,3. LIS 4+1tJJjI J crgil plix31

-	 01_1=aV Z.431.k. •, ;LA'S yb odi."411

_- .44-2,1_,E.1 La y.	 cptua

-	 ,kPu_94 A--1� 	 C-}'Si"3/ 1.)-Ujit

— ..)—C13/ CcI 41:1-194 A-41� 	 L"."1-"11

The use of the Arabic pronoun of separation in most of the above sentences gives

a better Arabic style because it omits any structural ambiguity in the target text.

One of the above students unnecessarily used J for emphasis in this context, as

follows: 01-1.11 42) . One student

unacceptably used 0..3 instead of 2tA.1� "word" in her translation, as follows: 0...3 C)

cJI-.1.5111. Other students unacceptably considered the

two terms cs.si.411 ciLuill and (44-1V1 1-1.,* 31 as equivalent to "Eucharist" in the Arabic

translation. None of the students changed "word" in the source text to

"expression" inin order to accommodate the fact that ty.a4.11 a-LA is not a single

word but two words. One student translated "Eucharist" unacceptably as 0.U3.1

.)-AVI instead of u i CiLijsal . According to the source text, the "Eucharist" took

place during the "last supper". Although the translation of "Eucharist" as 0..-1

iil (*)-Lisill is acceptable in other religious contexts as in Text 8.3.4, it is

unacceptable to add 0..3 in this sentence.

"-for thank giving"

Two students translated the English preposition "for" acceptably using the

Arabic verb 41,6 , as follows:

_ - .44.13...f.1	 JA i1t(j1.4.5111

-	 4.1c. 2i 2411.3.3,3.	 coa

Three students less acceptably used the Arabic preposition J with a following

verbal noun to translate "for" , as follows:

_ j_C.,111cUj	 Uj :LAIS (rgi 01-.1	 ,041`11 0 1.26_11 01

- J i cli.x..`11 4133,3 ZAIS ye u.eii.411	 0.2.i ul

-	 cc141:4414 LLIS(Lj.&..3 ) Lydia 01.4

The above students were fairly literal in their translations and translated "thank

giving" as a genitive phrase consisting of a verbal noun and following objective

noun in Arabic. The Arabic noun J-c-.111 is sufficient and appropriate in this



context. Two students even less acceptably rendered the English preposition "for"

using the Arabic preposition J without a following verbal noun, as follows:

_ A_AIS	 uwiiAll J.4).11 US

_	 U	 AIS 4.4 04.1,11 DI4

"and its celebration is to commemorate...."

Students' translations were as follows:

_ 	 cLJI4111 	a J.S.°)	 4_1%14_4 dLiam.-17 1	 41.c. 4.3.%5 A.411.13,1 	 v.A	 j,3

(j flcLia) 4:4.4J 4.r.451 c-4 	

_	 s.›.+&VI .4.4 111	 01..417 LeJai Z4111 j	 c3.4143:1.1 j;3.
(

j4) Lcj1.4.501

(..).4&VI 4:0) 4:3-9A	 L.14:131_P-1/ e	 1+]91-.171

c.! 	 4,11	 LI2-114JUJ 0-4 j 4.111-=1 j j 11	 4.1s u.u.1411 cjI4 .501 :L.41S

45.3.4	 a4a.1

_ 5j.&sil Z4.".11 j..S..; 0 /_.4.=V LJUiJ j 	c.11,c)/2iU:LAIS 4r#1 4.)(q.jilf if vdt_tY1 p	 (j1

(J.4*V I o Ux31) 4U 4-14 C.).44-514-13 .1-151. 9-4 _9 	

-	 S.)7*VI	 -)-5.:1 011.1'1 cpa 1-diVti:"/ j J-C-all PthaV .4431-i-94 	 -9A L.)-4:1i1A31 ULLA/ 0°3 L.)/

(-).4"1 0U12-11) 	 4..J4
	

41.31-35

_	 Is	 , LJ014. 1 4.1x5 "aiy...\11 1.4	 j J I 41.154a jc AsliS JA Lyl -14411 Lj1.4.51111

4.9A Lkr41/	 1+1_,1-15

_ (DI L 	 j j5.111	 3,1 LIS 4A	 (D1.4)111

c.1.1:11) C.11_9.4,1

Six students translated "and" using the common Arabic connector .j. Only one

student less acceptably decided to start a new sentence instead of connecting the

two sentences by using _9 (cf. chapter 5, section 5.13, chapter 6, section 6.2.2 and

chapter 7, section 7.2.2).

"its celebration is ..."

Five students translated "celebration" acceptably as 4-.1 cital-VI. Although the

other two students rendered the basic meaning of the source text, their Arabic

style was weak, as follows:

_	 .-11	 j...1LJt JI a j alLiaz.1 j j_C.111	 ati:3...A1 :US ,Fas	 D1.4.51111 A.A1S

d4i b .44N5



- d c..0 4..c.1451	 ju jsz.: VI Laxil„, jLiCim.)/ 	 Jj	 Asili 3	 vle 0.4a:sta.

j;1.&VI

Both students repeated the equivalent of "celebration" in their translations

because one of the equivalents in the al Mawrid dictionary is  JUl is2:31

Two students were influenced by "Eucharist services" in Text 8.3.4 and translated

"Eucharist", as follows:

_ bJ	 9jij5z fAJ Zotil j .)52,111	 j,) :LA'S (C:-W9J 	 04:19.41.11 UJ

	

.1-11 4156 - .44'41 I.A .):Liut j_C.,111	 yis	 (:)145.01

"...to commemorate ..."

Although the English verb "commemorate" is basic to the meaning of the

sentence, two students unacceptably omitted any equivalent of it in their

translations.

_	 J4.11	 VI c.U2..k..3	 43Liaz.1 j J-Cfull .11.3 14.9,3 J6.1 ;Lai cra, L)

4:3

c.!j.I pU3L j **1-saz.V	 .1,10	 j,)	 iA3I

j,&VI Uxii) i:.a j.4,3

Another student confused (s..)5.) 0 14.1 with 	 tJ , as follows:

_ „sal 3 ..)4 y1 A4?. ill J.5.) ,t+,1	 14.711:21,1	 JA L.?„11.:31 tjlqii

(j fl /-'12-1/)	 JA:.5 	 J-.6ll4-c.1-131 ta3 L.5-"4c. C,1- 11 4-.11 1+131:6

J� .131	 which is specifically used to keep God in one's mind, has strong Islamic

associations. Thus:

- 4_2	 0.A	 UI j 	 LinC.	 JA	 3450 LycLi

(--)•41	 3.1,d31 	 uuLp.
	 —`11 4."11

66
	  the final meal that Jesus took with his disciples before his death (the

last supper)"

One student ignored "the final meal" in her translation, as follows:

-	 A.411 4nAllJU cros j 431111 j }Sall sixi :41,0&.1 LIS wA uAii.411 (:)-4	 :A.41S

`U.-9A (34.6 "11•Z:i ts3 . Another two students unacceptably replaced "final meal" by

"last supper" J4.: VI c.L1,31 in their translations yielding a target text which contains

the phrase ..),I&V1 PUZ twice in a context where this does not really make sense, as

follows:



4_131.n 4 .1.11 J.4&vi 	 4 JtXi .1:p 43.5 A...p.0

j.4

_ d LLA	 t.n4 C.!	 01..1x. 114 JU	 4JU	 j J-C1,11 -wt.) AsiLi ;WS 4.A u...ii4.11

42,1.11)

In case the above students want to replace the "final meal" with "last supper",

they should omit "last supper" at the end of their translation of this sentence.

"... that..."

Four students translated "that" acceptably as 4-11I - 4.511 . For example:

-	 4.1a1l) 459A J4	 Jp.II14-1.ilz. cpall	 Ls..)5:01-..	 I

Three students less acceptably converted the relative clause in their translations to

a prepositional structure with J, as follows:

4-4 j 4JUi j 	 va ("i2.411 oLuill Las

- 5jI :ls?...,11 LcJ	 1-6-11.111 j j-C-111 01-1,=.V ;1431.33,3 	 v-gi DI.4_501 j1

(..)4&VI PL12-11) 4iUjJ-.6 C144:3 C-4 1-4-191-11.1 9.4

-I J 41I c.1 .0 -‘11 ..}s&Vi c.JU JU	 4iUi	 i;WS 4_4 0,11411

..)4&.)11 oLtail)

"... his disciples..."

Only three students translated "disciples" as04.3..13--,1 , which is the best

equivalent in this religious context. Other students provided less acceptable

equivalents: CJ:.1.-.115 - b `54A-Ni •

"before his death"

One student provided the Arabic equivalent 4-51-ii J-.6 using the respectful

form sLiJ which conveys an appropriately respectful tonal register (cf. Dickins et

al 2002, 163). Other students provided acceptable translations, such as - ALJA (.14

yY. J.

"the last supper"

One student omitted "last supper" from the end of the sentence and replaced

"final meal", as follows: J '1-21.1 4.4 j JUJ j	 43.1:44._)61 *A-4.15 	 c.s.z141101-.35211k415



4-53.4 	oUal . Another student translated it unacceptably

as .),*VI-1.).4.12 "the final support".

"This rite comes from the actions of Jesus who, at the meal, took bread and

wine and asked his disciples to consume them and continue to do so in

memory of him"

Students' translations were as follows:

- 41. j	 3	 4:-.11i Ly... 1.431 4,31 Cai.),..=.5 DA pl.?. Etsi.J. ..111 ..)11	 0.alcal 114 (DI

-	 I C)-4 Y-IL 1 ->" J 	;131 (11-.1 .,11 4-.9)L.,-,+14z. JI-211	 b..1A *(01-÷

 1i Ji

-	 4191-11 4-c1.61 L:r. 4-4 9 411 .9 ...}.1 -11	 1-111 C.!'"^ 11 el,..11	 ozsd.3.	 1:14

Al 1 A4:3 L;4.13S4

- j	 t,-111:2 3	 Zatt cri 41i j	 4:111 cr÷,LAII jlxil (DA L;11	 I Ita

jidaln44

4•14:11 (DA Y1)* .9 41.411 Y_)-4 ..34.&-D J.J12.5 	 U Lr'44'. *431	 C.}4	 j12-4til

LA.)	 U.5-UJ1J.Z.L.IN I ri-414:11,1

j 	 1_451,1 (DI C. J.U.)1.3.=11	 j	 LiAll 	 ICjA	 alab

• aiSIS	 olg.4

— Jl j 1-6-191:1.4 4-461 C.J-4 Y.14 IL. 4.3331 9 341 .Z.A2	 vi C-.."6411	 Z.5x4 1-4LA:3-411

• A.1)

One student started her translation by using d . This usage is to some extent

acceptable especially because it is the first usage of d in this text (cf. chapter 6,

section 6.2.4 and chapter 7, section 7.2.4). Three students connected this

translation to the previous translation by using the common Arabic connector j.

This usage of j indicates one feature of Arabic style. Unlike English, Arabic

prefers long connected sentences (cf. chapter 5, section 5.13, chapter 6, section

6.2.2 and chapter 7, section 7.2.2).

"This rite"

All students acceptably translated "this" using " Ilk One student

unacceptably rendered the singular in the source text by the plural in the

target text. Students provided various acceptable translations for "rite" such as

- 457 -



L1 t s..)47-111 -	 1 - 	 It is, however, preferable to add the Arabic

adjective	 to the Arabic wordL).-11,1* 1 especially in this context for additional

clarification, because	 is a standard collocation and to avoid momentary

misinterpretation of L..).:21 to mean "weather". The two equivalents ,11-,-.111 and

A-,,..1411 are more related to Islamic than to Christian rites. One student unacceptably

provided two equivalents for the reader, as follows:

4i LL)

_ 	 j _3411 diu5 Liall	 c.14. (-.4434a11 ilsr_111 	1) u.a.1011 lite

4121 41	 j 41.4 1 .514. DI 4=41 D.4

"This rite comes from the actions of Jesus..."

Six students translated this sentence as Arabic nominal sentence using the

same SV word order in Arabic as in the English source text (cf. chapter 6.2.1 and

chapter 7, section 7.2.1). Only one student started her translation using an Arabic

verbal sentence, as follows:

_ d ap...)1.3__N.11 D-4	 j 1 .34& ‘.1.&I 4 .01 ei.„4. j11 	 1Iolo44L.1.

61

Four students translated "comes from" literally, as follows:

_	 D.13.)1 .3 .11 D-4	 j I .)-4&. j	 4.1-11 (i÷%.j.11 cri)	 LILyil D-4 1. ..)42_,111 ILA

c	 °
el iS 4-i 0.M	 1.1).41,9 j

- 4=41 DA 4,-11.3= j 43111	 j 3411 Jital cLuz. el".1,11 0 111	 dloal D.4 L...10 1÷ e..)s2.111

bL
• 0	 •

j.41,11 j 0.41.gal

-	 j	 j 3411 Jill; ;all v—.11 4,411 L.J1.i.)....aZi	 c.1.÷	 )1..411 a_%1) ();i3=11

4.1a JE.1	 1 j_.).41,' 9 j 4314 1_44	 4.c.1451

_ j b .,ist;!	 4%4	 j	 6.14	 411 j	 ci.111 	

ol 11.; JL3 cci 1 .1).41,9 DI

The above translations produced a weak Arabic style. The target text sounds like

English rather than Arabic. The more literal a translation is (that is to say the

greater the source-language bias), the more it will be influenced by English (cf.

Dickins et al 2002, 17).

The other three students modified their translation to give a better Arabic

style, as follows:

- 1 .9.)AL"9 j 4-4-4 1 .51�17.1 cD1 C.PJ.91 9-- 31 	4-rdll .1_14.i _9 1 _* ‘..11 4.7111	 Ly,AJI 014'

4J LJ J1-4c.V1 LL(71



- ji_ya...41 j Lgi jl-ti 4461 (DA Asikb j 44 j 3411 ..1.&.1.4 As?. jil clf.il cr.s.......411 el....ai .1.5.,,i 0,111,11 _9A 1 lib j

A.1 1.4 ,:i 4

- JI J ;°-L`2P 9 Lii_9 .1-11."-c4.1 Cya L.-41. (:-) 431 9 i411 :ILL.1 t̀-..."11 t„si C.:-' 411 e4 .).,,y. al--1-111:h i

al 1.41:,5 ‘.5.1r,

The following would give an even better style:

c . ...., nn 4,21 j•al 44111 01121 lAab (.1,..n1 j

"... the actions of Jesus...."

Four students translated "actions" acceptably as c..1 1-x-il or

Three students omitted it from their translations, as follows:

- 1.1.)As--q. 9 4-x-4 IiiS1-..3 ID 1 c..),y.J1.3---11 (...)-. y-1 9 4 i 1 .3-1.Cal 4...1.11	 I (:>4 SS j&L4 04.'11,11 L

ki a ....A..15 JI..4	 b".44

- JI _yalw. NI j t di j1-11 kaliil (:).4 44112 j 41111 i 3.41 ..a&t.) I'Ll ..,II 0 Ltli C .! ..-A 164.ii

Ai 1 445 03.111

– Ji_ral-v s 9 14-1,9 .1-154 4-c' 1-1-11 t:}4 44 3-.1 411 9 34.&31:1&1-.1A-.111 coi C.!--31 (.14 .1.3-,.. -41-1-11 Ilh -9

4./ i.143 A:14

".. Jesus"

All students provided acceptable translations, such as: c.: --11 4. J1 ,..,,I= —

.-u • It is preferable in Arabic, and particularly in a religious

contexts to use 4.11 to convey respect.

" ... Jesus who, ...."

Four students rendered "who" using 4 .111 in their translations. For instance:

_ 1 j. j.4:1_,, j 4_2.. 1 3.1SL.4 cjI Li4.1.,31 j.-,31 (:)..4 yiln j 4 j 1 .34.&. ..11 4 .111 v...11 (.5.4 ;:: j&.Lo 0.i, *jiL.11 e".as

4-1 (SJS'a-5 (-)1-4m.T ble-.1 . Another three students acceptably used other forms in their

translations, as follows:

_ ji.).4-.1.4i j td_l_o_r, a.c.i4-31 L:).4 44 j a...411i j .3411 ...114 A-,1 .511 a31 c.n ,..11 elsi.I .1 jx4 u.aL" II jA ilti .9

al 1445 allii

- ,t.c431 (.) .4 ulk, j .1:1)..111 (,..i .),1 j .34&.11 Jill" L 	 ;ILI c„....,14a 4411 JI.Lil (DA C. i. 0 1÷ 11 j.)X41.1 I aS A

ol ..)5. 03 ,AIIS 0-ta jl_yai-HVI i 0.4ig.a.L.3

- JUAL-T 9 I-flit-al 4-s.1-1:51 c.).. 44.es 4.11 9 _34 1 'ait9 A-14 1 (.0 c--,--31 el-.0 ay-) al-3-11 rah J

ki 141.&:1 ,A1:14



".. at the meal.."

Two students omitted this from their translations. Five students translated it

acceptably. For instance:

- J.J-4q 	 49 .143	 CJA L414 e:3 4-111 9 .341/ ."1.1-) ;1-.3 -931	 C7L'.	 el4 aix4	 I "Ube 9
4_1 1 44:i Ai.,

_ 4=431 (:).4 yllo j 441 y. j j 	 Jjli) 14_%. 	411 Jla (5.4 c.1'	 ..)4.2,111
I	 C

61 _Aa AL)	 j N-411?

"...took bread and wine and asked his disciples to consume them.."

Two students failed to render the meaning of the source text. The source text

sentence indicates that Jesus Christ ate bread and wine. However, this is not

reflected by these students, as in the following translation:

-	 3 'L.-4	 d 	 (-4 Lrl-lio 4.14 1 	c.;111
	

I (DA i-1_,&.L4 Ly, 1131 bla

4.1 LciS',Is (31.4avi e7-1,g,a

"disciples"

Only two students translated "disciples" as 	 which is the best

equivalent. Other students provided other acceptable equivalents, such as 4-a1-131—

".. to consume them"

One student translated this literally and unacceptably, as d

oLi,-111 (J-.24 1-4.3c1.81 . Another student also provided an unacceptable

translation due to the choice of the word m-41-6:111 which is impolite in a religious

context such as this, as follows:

- 4.c.141 )A (.41 41111	 3.1&31 jitz	 .t:L1	 44I J.IiI ).4 Lt 0 .),14.2 b"ais

va AL ulz JI J.41,4t 1 0.414111.?

Three students chose the best equivalent for "consume" in this religious context

which is (..)31-13". This is rather more formal than J51 "to eat", as follows:

- jL 1 j 41_01.1	 C.r. 44. e=1	 3-.1&-11111-1A-.3..11	 °-1":1A.11

1 41. ILL ,;4.1111

Two students chose another acceptable equivalent, as follows:

_ j	 Ül .44%4 ci..4 	 j	 vi 141	 4.111 	 	 c).4 u51 	 rah
r
Si Jijjd(DI 	.



- 13 . JA:1-rq i 4-StA 1 j1SL4 cjI aL...I j1 .3.-11 C.)..4 yli2 j 441 j 1 .3.1:% . .:%1 4111 C .! ..,..11 ().4 S_9&LO 04=11 014

43 a jaS JUIL•V I CL€4

"and continue to do so in the memory of him"

"Do" is sometimes referred to as pro-verb in English. However, the Arabic

verb cl-ai "do" does not function as a pro-verb in Arabic. To illustrate, reasonable

translations of" [she sings a song], so do I" are ALS z6. 1 LA j - A1S lj j and not

Z.1S Lla 131 .

Three students unacceptably translated "do" literally, as follows:

_ bl JS: cji atrl j.niu i j JAI:3....,H:l. j

- bi .fidi vi Al; aiLi 4.1 liyil,...3* .. cjI j

Four students acceptably omitted the phrase "to do so" in their translations, as

follows:

_ 41 L.141.:,-.1 AZ ..).)..u..—It 1 j

_ bl JS'. 4.i al L.,1,. Ji .)... .y i j

_ ki cs .)SIIS jlAcNI o..44 i j j...L...,* u j

- ki i.1.4:1 Lz611.1.1

8.3.6 St Paul and the Early Church

It has been suggested that the work of Jesus Christ, his death and

resurrection would not have made any lasting impact on the world were it not for

the missionary work of Paul. Paul's teaching centred on understanding the death

and resurrection of Jesus Christ as a central point in history. He understood the

resurrection to signal the end of the need to live under Jewish law.

Title:

Three students ignored the translation of the title. Four students provided

unacceptable translations, as follows:

:t -.: ;(11 _9 J.9-1 U.Y..1:11. 1

- -: SJ-C-.1-411 2 '".! 1" 9 (0.41_94 J .)11) d_94

- ;1:9.3- .U1 ...l ,,,y,<II j j j4 Ly.y.Sal

- col..)4/ LA:13� _9 J.94 ull
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One student omitted the translation of "Early" in her translation as in: (1 9..) 0,9:1111

, -.2 1c11 . Another student confused "Saint" and "prophet" and translated "St

Paul" as	 , in the following: s..)--C...A.11 	  (L.Y44	 It is worth

mentioning that Paul is referred to as an apostle (i.e. messenger) in Christianity.

Other unacceptable translations were as follows:

- ;641-21 	 	 J.9-1 	"L"..13� (.3_94 U.Y.A1 .

None of the students modified "Early" in her translation along the line 1-44

to be more comprehensible in Arabic.

Text:

"It has been suggested that the work of Jesus Christ, the impact of his death

and resurrection would not have made any lasting impact on the world were

it not for the missionary work of Paul"

Students provided various translations, as follows:

JJ

_	 jua.v1 j1 e.11.)	 j_C,3	 DS.4.411 D.4 LAI Afm4 aij.4 jlil	 4.,11 ..)1÷11

- (.147.11	 j	 jit3	 L1.4.	 4:12.4	j	 cy..,4.411 J.4c. Dlq Siim..411 D.4

LY113-.13

- V3.1 LL.1141 r.:31.111 j7/1 4.1	 D.4	 j.4	 j	 JL4c.1	 Ziic.VI 1.4

0-90 4'3'4 JP:"

- el-231 Ls-6 ..)-4:""	 cal	 c.1-:)..V1 DI 9 4-5.9A .)131:1 C:L. "4.11	 (..11	 1-4

(.1341‘,.c..).+411(14.3

_ (.1.40 DA. ?..1	 ia.:11.1.)N	 d D5,3 cf.1.41 j .03.4 _3:11	 	  4.411 JAL LA I 125 Sal

J_9-1L	 cf.).+41

- (.3.91-1 J-423	 1*-1	 Ls-6	 (-1-C29	 t.:)] 4=1.-...) 45.5A j 	 LIAa	 c.)5.31

-	 (.14A31 V5.1 .1N1 a: 1+1 CIA (.51	j 49.4	 j Le4c. cy... .431 J1_4z1 DI 1.16-4 (Dts

Ji41

The translation of complex structures proves to be difficult for most

students. The use of a double negative and a complex tense structure in "It has

been suggested ..... would not have made ..... were it not for...." contributes to

this difficulty in students' translations.



One student started her translation with d . However, she combined this

emphatic particle d with the non-emphatic Ü' 1 c.)-4 ei to give a rather

contradictory sense. The above student was the only student to change the English

word order of the sentence by omitting any equivalent of "It has been suggested,

•.." as follows:

- 11--1	 L11-4aV1	 e:11.1 ../31 4-1 (DA. (:)1 (DS-4-411 (D-4 DS4 	 411.44 4:1.9-4 JUI	 C7.6.6411

J _941

Another student translated this phrase to some extent acceptably, as follows:

_	 3.1 .11.4.11	 e:11.1.11	 cji_C41 ÜLS L4 a.P. C.).4 '4-3.X4j .3.41 jg.1	 1.411 JUL CJI .g."1:1CN

(J.Y)

The above student confused "missionary" with "mission" in an educational sense,

and translated it as 	 1u .

Three students failed to render the intended meaning of the source text in their

translations, as follows:

-	 c.D-s4	 1-4S	 (:).1 Aft34 4:1.9-4 ..;51 C.!--"11 Ls-u.9.°•. JAC.

..›44431

- (.146131 L 	 r211.4.1/ Lsla iz51	 C.1.47y. k 	 j45,14	 LrUila C.164.4.11 JAZ cjI.4	c›.4

c)41..9-1.1 4. 1.41. 1

These two students considered that Paul did not have any effects on the world

although the second student realized that "were it not for" means "if it were/was

not for".

"It has been suggested that .."

One student omitted "It has been suggested" from her translation, as

follows:

_	 j4.44.11	 v.") ‘.51.)	 ps......11 c.).4 	 '41.4	 JA	 	  4.L.L11

J_941 .

Other students translated the English passive in various ways. Four students

rendered the past tense in their translations using , as follows:

_ (DI ..)Li:=N1

-	 cjIS

- J.4a (DI

- (3.4	 1411 4.21 jAr. cl



Although one of the above students rendered the past tense correctly, her

translation gives a weak Arabic style in the following: C.) 1-?	 _Al f.:1

. A better Arabic style would be achieved if the student omitted c.!

from her translation, and made c l .).2 definite. Thus:	 . Another two of

the above students unacceptably translated "suggested" as though it meant

"believed", as follows: - (DI3.1-ilaY 31-"	 -	 13:i14-4 L.11-S 	. Another student

translated it, as C.) 1-., 	One student rendered the affirmative in the source

text by using a double negative in the target text, as follows:

-	 cs-la JALAA Ji-2. 1=3	 4-59A ->P5 C.:' "31 tY'Y. JAa	 C.561 1-4	 t.3

J.943

Although, a double negative often gives the meaning of affirmation, here it does

not. This translation is very problematic and obscure, partly because the negation

has been transferred to the "suggested" element.

"... that.."

One student omitted this from her translation. The other six students

translated it correctly as

"the work of Jesus Christ"

Students provided various acceptable translations, as follows:

	

di= -	 L41I JL4 -	 	  JAC.

	

cc:L. ,6411.4.J1	 — L5cc7L.L.11L.ru4a. LL

Two students acceptably rendered the singular in the source text using a plural in

the target text to indicate the importance of the work of Jesus. One student

acceptably translated "work" as 	 "achievement", in Arabic, which suits the

intended Arabic meaning, in the following: c:.1-,.4	 _31-4 . In addition, students

provided various acceptable translations for "Jesus". The best translation involved

adding the classifier 	 for greater respect. Two students translated only

"Christ" and omitted "Jesus" from their translations, as follows: - 	 4.".31 _31-4

JI-Aal • This omission is acceptable because it does not affect the intended

Arabic meaning.



66.. the impact of his death"

Students provided various acceptable translations, as follows: .Uya	 J1=11

- 4. JA . One student acceptably rendered the singular in the source text

into an Arabic plural to add a sense of importance to the notion of "impact of his

death". None of the students used 4=314.5 which is more formal and respectful than

"and resurrection"

Students provided various equivalents, as follows: 4264 9-- i -	 .3

C.1-A 41-.3 j - tf-1-2411 . One student unacceptably chose .14 M as an equivalent for

"resurrection" in this religious context. Given that there is a specific common

Arabic term for "resurrection",	 , translators should use it. Another student

added to the correct translation of "resurrection" . This addition is not

acceptable because it implies that Jesus was resurrected twice. Another student

did not specify that the "resurrection" was of Jesus Christ. This translation

suggests the resurrection on the Day of Judgment.

".. would not have made any lasting impact on the world were it not for the

missionary work of Paul"

Two students provided the correct translations of the notion "were it not

for", as follows:

- J.343:A4.),14 1 cit-4ztl V.31 ,.51 .1 )1 43 0.35,..	 c.A-31

J.543 4J:.L41 dAa V3.1 ..fn l ,111:1-6,1	 C.)1

Although both these translations were acceptable, they unacceptably omit any

equivalent of "world" in the target text. Another student rendered the Arabic

meaning in a good Arabic style, as follows:

- (J.34) '4-1,-.1..):Pti V.51 t_1141I 	 _plti	 03541 01.5

Four students provided weak and wrong Arabic translations, as follows:

- LJ J..11 L.4 jib

_ J,4 4,411 J.42.11 y4.,..q (.16_11 0.1z j.4:ww3 j...fki	 t_,.;=.1

- J..94	 4fJ:P:41 J-42-1 	 eit-131 c.ria 	 A-1 CA ?•1

- J.44.11 31-1	 L:syS..1 ‘ai LAS iai..11	 eLia LISA) _A:9,3 (:)3

Failure to provide the Arabic correct meaning is probably due to the complex

English structure of the sentence. Students should made more effort to understand
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the source text before they attempted to render it into Arabic in their translations.

They should be prepared to analyse complex structures in order to arrive at an

accurate understanding of the source text. One of the above students confused the

noun "missionary" for the English adjective "missionary", which refers to the

work of Paul and not to Paul himself. This, however, results in a relatively minor

change of meaning. If Paul does missionary work, he is a missionary J-4 1.4. The

translation is as follows:

_	 dit?	 LA! el	 Lcia	 J-Cf9 _A:94

One student provided two acceptable Arabic names for "Paul": 043-. 1 - (.)49-.)

. Another student confused the translation of "Paul" with Li_91--.1 . The student

was possibly influenced by the name of the American Defence Secretary, Colin

Powell. One student acceptably added the classifier 0.y..L111 "Saint" to "Paul" in her

translation for respect, as follows:

_	 LAA.sill j...LL.I.:11	 41 Ai

"the missionary work of Paul"

Students' translations were as follows: 4.).+411 L.1-31 -	 (.11-4=.V—

I . The use of the Arabic plural JUAal in the second of these translations for

the English singular "work" is acceptable. The Arabic plural may be the result of

either

(i) an attempt to stress the importance of Paul's missionary work; or (ii) lack of

concentration. One of the above students omitted the Arabic definite article J to
describe Paul's missionary work, in the following: L.S.).44 1 J4.J . This is

presumably a slip, but underlines the importance of proofreading.

"Paul's teaching centred on understanding the death and resurrection of

Jesus Christ as a central point in history"

Students provided various translations, as follows:

_	 :A 1-7,K c.!-- 1 1	 43y, c,,g:s L.5.6. .3551 j	 J=..) (:)1

- t7.1J1:d1	 Z.1.35.).4 A "K
	

J

▪

 Lric- LJ i3.4145

- e.11.-11 tr..u1.1	 Alau.'	 c.:“‘'.3 1	 Olc.1

▪ 

( J.3.411	 c4..i u..6. _5553 j .31.4 41.4

-	 ;.‘-4-4.) ;4. 1-:° .̀ C C.!	 —11	 e-fri Lric.	 D1-5 L194	 .91



- ty...)1111 	 Z.4.35. )4 U115	 c.4.431 4..11 cfs..41 j uj.411	 j_59 c_11.4.465 Lsla

11-4-N-2-C CTP-u.°11 LS J 	 csia 3�J:1J..91-.1 ?:41-25 (DI

-	 UmilS v , —11 eaL41	 011 j.11 L.5.6 *4_35.)A 4.4

Three studentsstudents started their translations with (DI . Two of these usages are

relatively acceptable because the two students did not start their translations of the

previous sentence with Ül . One usage of CJ I is unacceptable because the student

started the previous sentence using (DI . This suggests that this student in using I.)

simply to try and improve the Arabic style of her translation rather than indicating

the importance of certain sentences (cf. chapter 6, section 6.2.4 and chapter 7,

section 7.2.4). Two students connected this sentence to the previous one using the

Arabic connector Student translators should be encouraged to vary their use of

Arabic connectors, where appropriate, and avoid the continuous usage of the

common Arabic connector j (cf. chapter 5, section 5.13, chapter 6, section 6.2.2

and chapter 7, section 7.2.2) .

In addition, most students were influenced by the English word order in

their Arabic translation. Only one student translated the above sentence using an

Arabic verbal sentence, as follows:

- 61.):111	 J4	 (1129 .3	 ?.41.21

"Paul's teaching"

Students provided various translations, as follows:

A-4:13. 1-16i	 (-)_9:":14.4.65 - J9.1 U-':US3	 ?412:1 - J94 ?41.	 - J.34	 -	 sic.z

The best Arabic equivalent for "Paul's teaching" is (..),1J-.1	. That is to say the

best Arabic equivalent for the English singular is an Arabic plural in this context,

although the use of the singular Arabic is also relatively acceptable (cf.

chapter 6, section 6.2.8 and chapter 7, section 7.2.8). Another student omitted any

equivalent of "Paul" in her translation and referred to him by using the Arabic

pronoun b to connect this sentence with the previous sentence. Another student

acceptably translated "teaching" as si-a-1 . si-c-1 has very strong Islamic

associations, as in sic-1-11 . One student confused the two words o1" x5 and

1-4-..11,6 and translated "teaching" unacceptably as ,L*11-441.3 "instructions".

"... centred on .."



Four students rendered the English verb by using an Arabic verb

Lric- isi-L
 5i- Lcia	 j jS ta46:"

Another two students used the passive participle of the Arabic verb 1j,	 in

the following: 0-6	-	 jS (:)1-5 (instead of 1.3-SJ-4	 ). One student

unacceptably used the Arabic noun

"..understanding"

One student ignored "understanding" in her translation, as follows:

- el,u1:111	 1.1"'c 	 	 Lric-	 e.41.5

Five students translated "understanding" acceptably as 	 One student acceptably

translated this as

".. the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ"

Four students provided acceptable translations, as follows:

jJAll -	 L,.;p 'La.? J 	 j

Two students translated "resurrection" unacceptably as 	 •

	  ty.y. 	 S.11.c.1	 -	 .c.r.+.411 ijcjJ
One student did not pay attention to definite article J. She translated this as .3-411

iI	 a.411 j instead of u-u4a.	 . The definite article c.11

should not appear on the first element (head) of a genitive 	 ) construction

(cf. chapter 5, section 5.6, chapter 6, section 6.2.9 and chapter 7, section 7.2.9).

"as a central point in history"

Students' translations were as follows:

_

-	 cri JJ.N5 :1.11 4.4

- tr.,11.111	 1.-1;‹

-	 Jill 4-i A.4.3.S.)4

- ty_Jt	 ;isu)1..1

Six students acceptably translated "a .. point in history" literally as &Jill

which is a standard usage in Arabic. One student translated "history" by addition

adding e.11-.11 "the world", providing the best Arabic equivalent, as follows:

e36-11 t7.1.):1 	 (-1.5--1. She also ignored the translation of "as" and replaced it by va in



the target text. Only one student modified her translation to suit the Arabic

context and translated it as 6.utall 	tax� .

"He understood the resurrection to signal the end of the need to live under

Jewish Law"

Students provided various translations, as follows:

_	 u.t.la 41,11 ;43	 143

_ 4 .1.3+4. 1i	 46,1	 c.4.1 jA

_ 4 .1_541 i.sm.11 (DA 	  oil JUI	 (i7.41 ;1=1 DI _}.6=.1

- 413,41	 O .14=11 Lril 41.m.I1 :y141	 JUZLI Lf_12411

-	 l jJiIJ cDi.11111 	 v.i &.u.g4x,,3	 4,41+3

_ ( ,11	 ca_%.*3 014L13	 (:).4	 ...)4 U.411 4,	 3j

- 44341 Di.11111 LLJca_N5iI L.,_1141...N1i ;414 SJ I	 Lt.0.41 'act

Six students used Arabic verbal sentences in their translations. Only one

student used an Arabic nominal sentence, as follows:

- LP.3 .64.	 L.A.4.31	 ax9.11	 Jib .5

Six students rendered the past tense in their translation using the Arabic

perfect tense. Only one student translated it unacceptably into the Arabic

imperfect tense, as follows: (.40J64. 11 	ul'90. I 41--N-I A:1.14 	 e:AA411 e4. JA .

Six students acceptably linked this sentence to the previous sentence using

the common Arabic connector j. This is typical of students' tendency to connect

Arabic sentences using .3 (cf. chapter 5, section 5.13, chapter 6, section 6.2.2 and

chapter 7, section 7.2.2).

Six students correctly omitted an Arabic equivalent to the English pronoun

"he" from their translations. Five of them also connected their sentences to the

previous sentence (which starts in the source text with the noun "Paul").

Four students started their translations with al -	 , probably to give a

more formal Arabic style, as in the following:

_ Z.p3+?.. 11 cj,LII	 L,_11 41._%.11	 (2_'1,411 kfii



-	 di= cri Li4.-.4 41-J 114+1 _i_)4:33. ‘1.411

"..understood"

Students provided various equivalents, such as:

_ _)Ac- — J.11

Six students rendered the English past tense by using the Arabic perfect tense.

Only one student unacceptably used the Arabic imperfect tense . None of the

students rendered the intended meaning of the source text into Arabic.

"the resurrection"

Four students translated "resurrection" correctly as ,=1-.411. One student

translated it unacceptably by addition ,=u,-.3.11 . The intended meaning in the

source text is the "resurrection itself' and not the "idea of the resurrection". Two

students translated it inaccurately as e=1.411	 , i.e. re-resurrection.

"to signal"

Four students translated the English verb "signal" using various Arabic

verbs such as	 - jj.1 	The other three students used the Arabic noun

z .JUI , as follows: 5.)-1 1	 .

"the end of the need to live under Jewish Law"

Students' translations were as follows:

_ (J 	 .11

_	 utpt.l. I 41.=1 4+111

- 44)64	 L>G11.1111

42341 &LA JiII
	 011 ;4L.11

-	 LIL 43 014 4LN.II 44.3

- (.p.41 0_0111	 0144.11 Li.31 41.=.11*.k..414:11

Four students translated "under" literally. Although, the literal translation is

relatively acceptable, the equivalent dka	 is the best equivalent in this context.

Another student translated "under" by addition as in the following:

cpi+,11i jIlI c of4xl.	 L.,_11 41._N.11 A..41.4.11

One student omitted "the need to live" and modified it acceptably, as follows:

- cp3s..411 c._C_NJI 0.4 0	



"Law" in this context has a sense of "religious law" , rather like :t.-3..J.,111 in

Islam. The capital "L" is intended to indicate this. One student unacceptably

translated "Jewish Law" as follows:	 04.1	 c›A	 ‘1.1.)11 .11

C.L9:312111. Four students translated "Law" literally and unacceptably, as ca)11-111

4.1.34 1—	 . The use of (.5 .1J-4-411 j3U suggests human laws rather than

"God's laws". None of the above students modified their translations, as in 1:231.9-i

741.14.	 . The other three students unacceptably translated "law", as
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Appendix (1)

Political Translation Texts:

"American Political Science Review" I Volume 95/ No. 2/ June 2001

Text 8.1.1 Human Rights as a Common Concern

The doctrine of human rights has come to play a distinctive role in

international life. This is primarily the role of a moral touchstone — a standard of

assessment and criticism for domestic institutions, a standard of aspiration for

their reform, and increasingly a standard of evaluation for the policies and

practices of international, economic and political institutions.

"www.bbc.co.uk/news . 26-9-2001

Text 8.1.2 Cool Heads'

Scottish Secretary Helen has called for "Cool Heads" as Scotland waits to see

the economic impact of the US terror attacks. She said "This is the time for

calmness and indeed those who lose their cool in this kind of situation can

plummet the economy into crisis".

"Political Behavior" I Volume 22/ No. 4/ December 2000

Text 8.1.3 Party Identification Among Asian American Immigrants

Among the U.S. born population, the development of partisanship is often

associated with either age or experience with the political system. Partisan

development proposes that party identification intensifies over the lifespan as a

result of experiences with the party system such as voting. During past waves of

migration, political parties played an important role in incorporating some

immigrant groups into the U.S. political system.



"Comparative Politics" I Volume 33/ No. 3/ April 2001

Text 8.1.4 The Political Consequences of the Local Electoral System

Political transitions contain volatile moments when long established political

landscapes change markedly. Old political sensibilities are challenged. New

political forces are constituted. Popular social groups claim new rights. Even

where transitions are peacefully negotiated, new institutional arrangements are

fragile, and the opportunities for securing democracy are uncertain.

"The Middle East Journal" I Volume 55/ No. 3/ Summer 2001

Text 8.1.5 Globalization and the Internet

Globalization and modernity are intertwined, so that efforts to modernize forms of

education, commerce and government are all linked to the new modes of

globalized communication and their mastery. This also implies adopting

international standards of openness with regard to communication, commerce,

government and science.

"The Middle East Journal" I Volume 55/ No. 3/ Summer 2001

Text 8.1.6 Deepening the Melting Pot: Arab-American at the Turn of the

Century

The Arab world has figured prominently in media at the turn of the century.

The price of oil, Islamic revivalism, recurrent conflict in the Persian Gulf, and the

roadblocks to peace in the Israeli-Palestinian dispute remain important areas of

concern. Attention has also turned to the growing size and voice of Arab peoples

now living in the United States, a group often viewed suspiciously by mainstream

commentators and public alike. Its relatively small size notwithstanding, the

Arab-American population is gaining recognition for its potential political

influence.



"European Journal of Political Research" I Volume 39/ No. 3/ May 2001

Text 8.1.7 European Union and the Case for Portfolio

Explaining the European Union, what it does, how it does it and with what

effect — is one of the most daunting challenges facing political science as a

discipline. Clearly, there are important differences between being an ordinary

nation-state and a EU Member State. But there are also very stark differences

between the EU itself and other polities, even ones that share some "federal"

characteristics with the EU. The EU has fax less authoritative control over its

citizens and territory compared to nation-states.

"European Journal of Political Research" I Volume 39/ No. 3/ May 2001

Text 8.1.8 The Euro

The birth of the Euro and an expanded role of the EU in macroeconomic

policy coordination gave coherence to a European monetary policy network. Key

members include national treasury officials and central bankers. Yet, the "Euro-

12" version of the Council, which brings together only representatives of states

within the Euro-zone, quickly spawned a far more integrated sub-group, or

'policy community'.

"wvvw.bbc.co.uk/news . 26-9-2001

Text 8.1.9 The Conservative Leader

The new Conservative leader lain Duncan Smith has offered a virtual

suspension of party politics for as long as the "war" against terror attacks goes on.

The Liberal Democrats too have said they will consider attending cross-party

talks but stress that ending all domestic democratic activity would be giving in to

terrorism. In a rare move, the new Tory leader said he would let his shadow

ministers sit on the Cabinet emergency committees in a show of unity against the

terrorists who attacked the US.



"www.bbc.co.uk/news . 26-9-2001

Text 8.1.10 The Battle for Leadership

The battle for the leadership of the Tory party maybe finally over — but the winner

now faces a far more challenging task. His party is demoralised, disunited and

currently unelectable. He will have to hammer out new policies on the big issues

like taxation and public spending. The Euro has the power to split the party.



Appendix (2)

Social Translation Texts:

"www.bbc.co.uk/news . 26-9-2001

Text 8.2.1 Inverness

Inverness is undermining cliché's about life in the Highlands through its attempt

to become the Cultural Capital of Europe in 2008. Highlands still struggle against

some central belt perceptions that culture stops north of Perth.

"Community Care" I 13-19 September 2001

Text 8.2.2 Therapy lifeline for learning difficulty parents

Losing a child to the care system is a devastating experience for any parent.

When you have a learning difficulty and becoming a parent has re-ignited painful

memories of childhood abuse, the trauma intensifies.

"Community Care" I 13-19 September 2001

Text 8.2.3 Government in a Jam over Preserved Rights

Since the Labour Party was returned to power in June, it has wasted no time

outlining plans to deliver on its manifesto pledge to make voluntary and

community organizations "Key to labour's vision of Britain".

"Community Care" I 13-19 September 2001

Text 8.2.4 Domestic Matters

A growing number of social workers have acknowledged the impact that

domestic violence has on their clients. A number of reports now exist which have

identified how domestic violence can affect families and children, in relation to

child protection, work with abused children, and through the court welfare

system.



“www.bbc.co.uk/news /26/9/2001.

Text 8.2.5 Addiction

It is estimated that two million people in the UK have an addiction. However,

addiction still remains taboo. An addiction is a complex illness with both physical

and psychological symptoms. The way to recovery is long and painful and there is

always the danger of relapsing.

"Community Care” I 13-19 September 2001

Text 8.2.6 NHS — Style Rating Plan

The department of Health is considering introducing a rating system for social

care organizations based on the "NHS traffic light" system. These organizations

will be classified depending on their performance as green, amber or red. "Green"

health organizations will be entitled to greater local freedom to manage for

themselves. Poorly performed "red" health organizations will receive expert

advice and support.

"Community Care" I 20-26 September 2001

Text 8.2.7 Retaliation is no substitute for therapy

The day the world was irreversibly altered. Survivors, eye witnesses and

rescue workers, relatives and friends, many of whom were the recipients of

desperately moving and courageous last messages of love conveyed by mobile

phone, in the long and terrible aftermath. How America, as a super-power deals

with its new vulnerability is now occupying international politics.

"Community Care" 113-19 September 2001

Text 8.2.8 Asylum Seekers

Thousands of asylum seekers reach Britain each year fleeing hatred, but what

is waiting for them often turns out to be just more. It is painful to imagine the

death of hope they must experience coming face to face with the reality of

interment camps, high security prisons, legal processes designed for deterrence

and the voucher system which is described as "crude and cruel".



"Community Care" I 13-19 September 2001

Text 8.2.9 Home Office to Appeal

The Home Office will appeal shortly against last week's high court ruling that

it unlawfully detained, and breached the human rights of four asylum seekers.

They had been held at the fast track immigration reception centre. The centre

processes asylum applications within 10 days compared with the average 13

months it takes for asylum seekers who have been dispersed around the country.

"Social Problems" I Volume 48/ No. 3/ August 2001

Text 8.2.10 State Fragmentation and the Struggle over Gay Rights

State fragmentation has shaped tactical choices of gay rights. They have used

three dimensions of the state: (1) judiciary, getting courts to extend or repeal

existing legislation; (2) legislative, passing ordinances, laws, executive orders;

and (3) popular support, using ballot initiatives and referenda. Gay rights

opponents increasingly find success through ballot initiatives, a venue based on

popular support rather than access to central government arenas.



Appendix (3)

Religious Translation Texts:

"www.bbc.co.uk/religion " / 26-9-2001

Text 8.3.1 Christianity

The history of Christianity is focused on the life, death and resurrection of one

person, Jesus Christ. Little is known about Jesus until he began his ministry. He

had twelve disciples. Jesus claimed that he spoke with the authority of God.

Because of this, he upset the religious authorities and was handed over to the

Roman authorities as a revolutionary. He was tried for heresy, condemned and put

to death by means of crucifixion. Accounts of his resurrection appearances put

about by his believers, demonstrated to them that he had overcome death.

"www.bbc.co.uk/religion " / 26-9-2001

Text 8.3.2 Baptism

Like all faiths, Christianity has a strong set of traditions that mark the

believer's road past life's milestones. In those Christian communities that practice

baptism, this is the first rite of life.

"vvww.bbc.co.uk/religion " / 26-9-2001

Text 8.3.3 Confirmation

This service enables those who were baptised as babies to become full adult

members of their church. Before a person can be confirmed, they have to undergo

a period of study and preparation with their church minister. The act of

conformation is performed by a bishop.



"www.bbc.co.uk/religion " / 26-9-2001

Text 8.3.4 Worship

Christian worship involves praising God in music and speech, reading from

scripture, prayers of various sorts, a "sermon", and various holy ceremonies such

as Eucharist. Church services on a Sunday divide into two general types:

Eucharistic services and services of the word. Both types of service will include

hymns, readings and prayers.

"www.bbc.co.uk/religion " / 26-9-2001

Text 8.35 Eucharist

Eucharist is a Greek word for thank giving and its celebration is to

commemorate the final meal that Jesus took with his disciples before his death

(the last supper). This rite comes from the actions of Jesus who, at the meal, took

bread and wine and asked his disciples to consume them and continue to do so in

memory of him.

"www.bbc.co.uk/religion " / 26-9-2001

Text 8.3.6 St Paul and the Early Church

It has been suggested that the work of Jesus Christ, the impact of his death

and resurrection would not have made any lasting impact on the world were it not

for the missionary work of Paul. Paul's teaching centred on understanding the

death and resurrection of Jesus Christ as a central point in history. He understood

the resurrection to signal the end of the need to live under Jewish law.



Appendix "4"

Other pedagogical suggestions

The following are suggestions which do not arise from the analysis of the

students' texts conducted in this thesis. I have, however, included them here

because they are important for improving translation teaching on the basis of my

reading in this area.

-Focus on specific issues

It is preferable that students have systematic translation practice to improve

the quality of their translation. In particular, it is preferable that teachers

concentrate on one problem in each class to focus students' attention on this

specific problem in their translations.

It is crucial in translation instruction that teachers use "functional texts". The

fundamental purpose of these texts is to convey specific information or practise a

specific exercise. In other words, these texts have a practical and immediate

application relevant to students' needs. The appropriate selection of these texts is

essential for their success in the teaching process. The difficulty of these texts

should parallel students' progress in the translation course. Teachers can rely on

their intuitions and experiences to assess the difficulty of texts. Teachers can also

develop specific translation exercises that deal with students' problems in

translation (Delisle 1988, 8-11).

-Student-centred instruction

Kiraly (1995, 33) argues that it is important that the focus in class should be

on students' translations and their evaluation. It is also advisable that teachers

avoid giving only lectures about the process of translation and adopt new teaching

methods that encourage students' responsibility, independence and the ability to

see alternatives. It is also important for teachers to encourage collaborative

learning through using small group techniques. It is also essential for teachers to



teach translation as a realistic communicative activity through providing students

with translation tasks, parallel texts and textual analysis. Finally, it is important

for teachers to develop a sense of profession through a basic course in translation

studies that develops broad translation principles and attaches students to

translation practice.

-Academic and professional translations

The goal of students' training is to improve their academic translations, in

order to pathe the way to successful professional translation in the future. This is

why academic translation precedes professional translation. Academic

(pedagogical) translation is intended to help students enhance students' ability to

translate. In other words, academic translation is merely a test of performance and

professional translation is a performance in itself dealing with real texts aiming at

specific audiences (Delisle 1988, 11-29).

-Taking purpose of translation, context and readers into account

Newmark (1988, xii) defines successful translation through the importance of

context and readership as follows: "Much as at times I should like to get rid of the

two bugbears of translation, the dear old context and the dear old readership, alas

we never can ..... a good translation fulfils its intention". Gutt (1991) also argues

that translation needs to be relevant to readers' needs and to ensure that they are

able to make maximum use of the information contained within the translated

text.

Nord (1997) considers translating without clear instruction being like water

without water, because language is used within a specific situation. Based on the

above views, purpose, context and readership should be known to the translator in

order to have a successful contextual information translation task.

Dickins et al (2002, 76, 161) introduce all their practical exercises with contextual

information specifying the purpose of the translation, the translation client, etc.



-Developing students' confidence

Confidence can be developed by working in groups sharing ideas together

and improving the translation product. Another technique for improving students'

confidence is not to give marks for students in class and home. Proper comments

that starts with "fine and good but ...." are better than marks and help explain

students' weaknesses in translation. Thus they will have the chance to learn from

their mistakes.

-Using back translation

It is useful for students to check the accuracy of their translations through

the use of back translation technique. This helps students spot differences in

meaning between the source and target texts and overcome problems in their

translations.


